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FOREWORD

I would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to the U.S. Department of Energy's Natural
Phenomena Hazards Mitigation Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada. I hope this week will be productive for
you in sharing ideas, hearing about ongoing programs, and taking results of previous studies ba"k to
your office for further dissemination. . ... ...

V M s week-long conference has been organized into nine presentation sessions which include" an
overview of DOE programs, available codes, standards and criteria, examples of designs and upgrade?
from the DOE complex, lessons learned from past natural phenomena, ground motion," seismic evaluation
of equipment, and applications of probabilistic risk assessment techniques to DOE facilities. The
last session is a panel presentation which will present a discussion of the ongoing DOE/Office of
Nuclear Safety project which is developing guidelines for consistent design methodology to resist
natural phenomena hazards. Six mini-courses have been prepared to complement the formal conference
presentations.

Over the past ten years, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has been working with the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Safety and their predecessors in the area of natural
phenomena hazards. During this time we have developed seismic and extreme wind/tornado hazard models
for DOE sites in the United States. We are currently conducting flood screening studies on various
sites and are in the process o* developing design and evaluation criteria for DOE facilities subjected
to natural phenomena hazards. This conference provides a mechanism to disseminate current information
on natural phenomena hazards and their mitigation. It provides an opportunity to bring together
members of the DOE community to discuss current projects, to share information, and to hear from
practicing members of the structural engineering community on their experience from past natural
phenomena and future trends and changes to build'ng codes.

Finally, I would like to thank the conference participants, session chairmen, organizing
committee, and presenters for their efforts in making the conference a success.

Robert C. Murray
Conference Chairman
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Hazards Programs
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OVERVIEW OF DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PROGRAMS

James R. Hill
U.S. Department of Energy

EH-13
Washington, D.C. 20515

INTRODUCTION

The occasion of the Department of Energy
Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation Conference
marks a ten-year span of my involvement with
programs to understand, model and mitigate the
effects of the phenomena of Mother Nature. It
began with an interest in the efforts of William
Gregory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, to
model the behavior of ventilation systems under
tornaclic conditions [1,2]. This involvement has
continued for the past decade with a project at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory that
has been a response spectrum of accomplishment.

The modest funding provided for this
project has been more than offset by the
enthusiasm of Robert Murray and David Coats,
Jr. During those tsn years over 100 technical
reports were prepared on site specific hazards
and related guidance at a total cost of about $1
million [3,1]. During these years, over 200
natural phenomena incidents caused damage to DOE
facilities and property that totaled close to
$10 million [5]. Major losses were reported for
hail, flooding, lightning, earthquake, wind and
volcanic eruption. Records were not kept for
losses caused by expansive soil. A study
indicated 30t of natural phenomena incidents
were not included in the DOE system for tracking
losses. Efforts are now underway to modify the
incident reporting system [6].

The major earthquake damage reported in the
past ten years occurred at Liverr.ore (LLNL and
SNLL) during the January 1980 earthquakes [7].
These quakes became the focal point for the
first DOE conference on seismic safety. This
conference held in Berkeley, California
highlighted lessons learned at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and the upgrading
work underway at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory [8,9,10], At this conference the
necessity for guidance to select phenomena
hazard levels and procedures for uniform
structural design was noted. I believe this
conference will provide information useful to
structural engineers is well as facility
managers.

POLICY AND STANDARDS

It is the policy of the Department of
Energy (DOE) to: 1) ensure the safety and
health of the public; 2) protect government
property against accidental loss and damage; and
3) provide safe and healthful workplaces for
employees of DOE and of DOE contractors.
Accordingly, DOE and its predecessor agencies
have been actively Involved in natural phenomena
hazard reduction programs. DOE is developing
and implementing a program toward natural

phenomena resistant design, construction, '
operation, maintenance, and retirement of wide
spectrum of facilities. DOE natural phenomena
hazard mitigation activities include review of
facilities, hazard analysis, and development of
standards and safety guidance. It provides
dissemination of information to professional
organizations, code bodies, and the public.

The DOE'S policy is implemented through a
sy3tem of orders and directives (including its
procurement process). The DOE orders,
containing general and specific design criteria,
are listed in Table I. It is not unusual to
find natural phenomena load requirements
specified in several orders. For example, DOE
5180-1A and DOE 6130.1 both contain natural
phenomena criteria for facilities containing
radiological hazards. How is this policy
implemented? The program secretarial offices
are considered the beginning of the line
organization with the responsibility to ensure
that policies are adhered to. Continuation of
responsibility for environment, health, and
safety is carried out by major operating
contractors under provisions of their contracts
with DOE. The Office of Nuclear Safety under
the Assistant Secretary for Environment, Health
and Safety overviews the programs covered by the
safety orders. Hence, our involvement in
natural phenomena hazard mitigation. Secondly,
we propose new or revised policy and coordinate
consensus acceptance for the safety orders. •.
fairly complete listing of standards and
criteria, including those for natural phenomena
hazards, was compiled by W. J. Brynda and others
in a DOE guide covering nonreactor nuclear
facilities. The Director of Administration is
responsible for the order on general design
criteria. Further discussion on this order will
be provided later in the program by Jack
Metzler.

Table I.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ORDERS COVERING
POLICY AND STANDARDS FOR NATURAL

PHENOMENA HAZARDS MITIGATION

• DOE 1300.1 Real Estate Management

• DOE 1320.1 Site Development and Facility
Planning

• DOE 5180.1 A Environmental Protection, Safety,
and Health Protection Programs
for DOE Operations

Chapter I Standards
Chapter V Safety of Nuclear Facilities
Chapter VI Safety of Reactors
Chapter VII Fire Protection

DOE Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation Conference—1985



• DOE 5500.2 Emergency Planning, Preparedness
and Response for Operations

• DOE 5500.3 Reactor and Nonreactor Nuclear
Facility Emergency Planning,
Preparedness and Response Program
for DOE Operations

• DOE 6430.1 General Design Criteria
Chapter I Sundamejtal Design Requirements
Chapter IV Architectural and Structural
Chapter X Fire Protection
Chapter XVII Laboratories and Laboratory

Buildings
Chapter XX Emergency Preparedness

Facilities (draft)
Chapter XXI Plutonium Facilities
Chapter XXII High Explosive Facilities
Chapter XXIII U»*rr'adiated Enriched Uranium

Storage Facilities
Chapter (new) Tritium Facilities

[The DOE Planning Board maintains the General
Design Criteria (Jack Metzler, Chairman). The
Natural Phenomena Hazards Design Working Group
considers and recommends changes to the listed
chapters (James Hill, Chairman).]

NATURAL PHENOMENA HAZARD MITIGATION PROGRAMS

Most of the mitigation programs within DOE
are related to operational and upgrading needs
or to design of new structures. The total
expenditures for about a 100 active line item
projects is nearly $2 billion per year.
Considerable effort has been spent on upgrading
with major projects underway at many DOE major
field locations including the Sandia National
Laboratory Livermore, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, Rooky Hats Plant, and the Savannav. River
Plant. A significant effort has also bev. "•ade
at many locations in establishing design
criteria for natural phenomena hazards. In
particular, Dr. James Beavers and others at the
Oak Ridge complex have developed an in-depth
eastern perspective on evaluation of existing
plants. The Oak Ridge DOE office and their
contractor have developed extensive seismic and
wind/tornado design criteria for new and
existing facilities [12,13]. Oak Ridge has also
installed a shake table to test special
equipment [13].

Further efforts have been underway in the
LMFBR program within nuclear energy. Chester
Bigelow, DOE, and L. K. Severud, HEDL have
pioneered developments that should lead to
acceptance of increased damping values for
certain types of piping systems. The above is
only a snapshot of the total accomplishment
which will be discussed at this conference
[11,15,16].

The Office of Nuclear Safety ha3 several
projects planned which are directly related to
natural phenomena hazards. The project titles
and contractors are shown in Table II. As an
example, the DOE Aerial Measurements System
performed multi-spectral mapping for the USGS
during and after the eruption of Mt. St.
Helens. During the San Fernando earthquake,

crews were placed in standby for possible survey
of ten industrial nuelear reactors located
within 15 miles of the epicenter. This project
is listed in Table II under emergency
preparedness.

The Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation
Project tasks for 1986 are listed in Table
III. Robert Murray, David Coats, and the expert
consultants/contractors involved in this project
are to be commended for the effort extended
towards the Dfepartment of Energy. Discussions
on their accomplishments will be reviewed in the
presentations and mini-courses given in this
conference.

Table II.

OFFICE OF FMCLEAR SAFETY PROJECTS
RELATED TO NiiVURAL PHENOMENA HAZARDS

MITIGATION

NUCLEAR FACILITY SAFETY

• Human Factors Application (LLNL)

• Analysis of Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Experience (BNL)

• Explosion Modeling within Structure
(Los Alamos)

NUCLEAR SAFETY TECHNOLOGY

• Nuclear Safety Seminars (ANL)

• Natural Phenomena Hazards
Mitigation (LLNL)

• Technical Assistance to ONS
(ORAU)

• Probabilistic Risk Assessment

• Nuclear Safety Journal (ORNL)

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

• A e r i a l Measuring Systems (EGHG/NV)

• Atmospheric Release Advisory
Capab i l i t y (LLNL)

• Emergency Technology (ORNL)

Table III.

NATURAL PHENOMENA HAZARD MITIGATION
PROJECT TASKS FOR 1985

• Conduct Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation
Conference

• Conduct six courses on design for natural
phenomena.

• Develop flood hazard assessments of selected
sites.

• Publish "Suspended Calling Systems Survey and

DOE Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation Conference—1985
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Seismic Bracing Recommendations." Plan), 6/18/85.

• Develop "Design and Evaluation Criteria for
DOE Facilities subjected to Natural Phenomena
Hazards."

» Conduct Natural Phenomena Design workshops at
SDOE 3'ltea pending.avallable funds.

• Provide "on-call" natural phenomena analysis
to ONS and DOE field locations.

• Recommend critaria to assess seismic design
of DOE dams.

• Develop procedures to improv- seismic safety
of existing facilities.

• Develop structural "netailing" Procedures
to improve seismic resistance of new
facilities.

NATIONAL PROGRAM COMMITMENT

DOE plays a major role among Federal
agencies. We have made a commitment to fulfill
our obligations at the the National level, and I
am pleased with the support received from
efforts in the field [17]. The Office of
Nuclear Safety represents DOE on the interagency
committees listed in Table IV. Most of the
programs result from acts of Congress with
agency compliance and reporting requirements.
Assistance from DOE field and contractors staff
is necessary to work on the sub-committee which
develops consensus guidance. The reports shown
are products of agencies assisted by other
agencies staff members. The Office of Nuclear
Safety has also reviewed mitigation programs of
other Federal agencies [18].

The activities of D0£ toward natural
phenomena hazard mitigation and in particular,
seismic safety, have been noted among other
agencies and the National Research Council. We
are fortunate to have had Frank McClure's
services and now Jim Beavers' serving on the
Committee on Earthquake Engineering.

I close with this challenge: support the
efforts initiated by the DOE Expert Panel on
Natural Phenomena in San Francisco last
August. I appreciate your earnest professional
effort in this regard.

Table IV.

NATIONAL FEDERAL PROGRAMS, COMMITTEES,
AND REPORTS

NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE HAZARD REDUCTION PROGRAM-
1978

Interagency Coordinating Committee-1981
"Five-year Program for 1985-1989," FEMA,
12/81.

Subcommittee on Federal Earthquake Response
Planning-1982

"National Plan for Federal Response to a
Catastrophic Earthquake," FEMA, M/85
"Response 85" Can exercise of the National

Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety in
Construction-1978

"Executive Order on Implementation of
Seismic Design Standard3 for Federal
' Agencies,"—proposed
"Workshops .convened by the ICSSC during
1 9 8 V NBSIR 85-3161.

Subcommittee 1: Standards for New and
Existing Buildings

"Draft Seismic Standard for Federal
Buildings," NBSIR 81-2195.

Subcommittee 2: Lifelines
"Lifelines Workshop by U.S./Japan Panel on
Wind and Seismic Effects," 3/20/81.

Subcommittee 3: Evaluation of Site Hazards
"An Introduction to Technical Issues in
the Hazards for Earthquake Resistant
Design," USGS 85-371
"Considerations in Selecting Earthquake
Motions for Engineering Design of Large
Dams," USGS 83-636
"Evaluation of Earthquake Induced Ground
Failure," USGS 82-880
"Evaluation of Potential Surface Faulting
and other Tectonic Deformation,"
USGS 82-732

Subcommittee 1: Seismic Practices for
Federal Domestic Assistance and Regulatory
Programs

Subcommittee 5: Post-Earthquake
Investigation

"Guidelines for ICSSC Post-Earthquake
Response Activities," NBSIR-3123

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON DAM SAFETY

"Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety,"
FEMA, 6/79
"Presidential Directive for Use of
Guidelines," 10/1/79

FEDERAL RADIOLOGICAL PREPAREDNESS COORDINATING
COMMITTEE

Subcommittee on Federal Response
"Federal Radiological Emergency Response
Plan," FEMA-1981.

COMMITTEE ON EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING-
National Research Council (NAS/NAE)

"Liquefaction of Soils During
Earthquakes," NRC 9/85 (Workshop
held during March 1985 in Boston,
Massachusetts).
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NATURAL PHENOMENA HAZARDS PROJECT
FOR DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITES*

D.W. Coats
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-799
Livermore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

Lawrence" Livermore National" Laboratory (LLNL) has" developed seismic and
wind hazard models for the Office of Nuclear Safety (ONS); Department of
Energy (DOE). The work is part of a three-phase effort airaed atr'
establishing uniform building design criteria for seismic and wind hazards
at DOE sites throughout the United States. In Phase 1, LLNL gathered
information on the sites and their critical facilities; including nuclear
reactors, fuel-reprocessing plants, high-level waste storage and treatment
facilities, and special nuclear;material facilities. In Phase 2,
development of seismic and wind hazard models, was. initiated. These hazard
models express:the annual probability that the site will^experience an
earthquake or wind speed greater than some specified magnitude.

In the final phase, it is anticipated that the DOE will use the hazard
models to establish uniform criteria for the design and evaluation of
critical facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), has been working with the Office of
Nuclear Safety (ONS), Department of Energy
(DOE) to provide technical assistance in
evaluating and developing building design
criteria for facilities at DOE sites
throughout the United States. The criteria
in question are those relating to a
structure's ability to withstand earthquakes
and strong winds, from both tornadoes and
other severe storms.

Building design criteria, developed by a
uniform methodology, currently, doss not
exist for seismic, tornado, and nigh wind
hazards at the various sites in the United
States under the management of the DOE. In
1975, the Division of Operational Safety of
the DOE asked LLNL for technical assistance
in developing uniform building design
criteria. A three-phase project was begun.
The first phase, which was completed in 1978,
involved information gathering, including:

• Selection of the DOE sites to be
included in the project.

• Identification of critical facilities
at aach site and determination of the
criteria for their selection.

• Review of the current seismic and
high-wind design criteria in use at
each site.

During this phase, critical facilities
were defined, and information about such
facilities at each site selected for the
study was gathered and summarized.

Table 1 lists the DOE sites considered in
this study. In general, the critical

facilities at each site fell into one of the
following categories:

• Nuclear reactors;
• Special nuclear materials

facilities;-.
• Fuel-reprocessing facilities;
• High-level waste storage and

treatment facilities;
• Hazardous chemicals storage

facilities.

In the second phase, experts in seismic
and extreme wind hazards were asked to
develop models for each site. The
methodology used and the final hazard models
produced, are discussed in detail in
references [1 and 2]. TERA Corporation,
Berkeley, California, was selected to develop
the seismic hazard models. McDonald, Mehta,
and Minor, Consulting Engineers, Lubbock,
Texas, and T.T. Fujita of the University of
Chicago were both contracted to independently
develop hazard modes for tornado and high
winds. McDonald, Mehta, and Minor were
selected to provide the engineering expertise
in extreme wind hazard modeling while Fujita
provided input from the meteorology point of
view. LLNL has taken the input from both
national experts and constructed a combined
wind/tornado hazard model for DOE [1]. These
models and the methodology used by the
consultants in developing them are briefly
discussed in this report.

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

Seismic hazard analysis is the process of
developing seismic input, peak ground
accelerations and response spectra, for an
area or region of interest. There are two
distinctly different approaches to seismic
hazard characterization—deterministic and
probabilistic. In the deterministic

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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TABLE 1. Project Sites, With DOE Field
Offices.

DOE Field Office Sites

Albuquerque, Nh Bendix Plant

Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratory

Hound Laboratory

Pantex Plant

Rocky Flats Plant

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque

Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore

Pinellas Plant, Florida

Chicago, IL Argonne National Laboratory—East

Argonne National Laboratory—West

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Idaho Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN Feed Materials Production Center

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, X-10, K-25, and Y-12

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Nevada Nevada Test Site

Richland, WA Hanford Project Site

San Francisco, CA Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Site 300

Energy Technology and Engineering Center

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

idvannah, GA Savannah River Plant

approach, the analyst must do the following:

• Decide that an earthquake of a given
magnitude or intensity occurs at a
certain location.

• Attenuate the ground motion from the
earthquake source to Uie site.

• Determine the effects of that
earthquake.

The problem with this approach is that it is

difficult to define the margin of safety in
the resulting design parameters. As a
result, the analyst generally uses
upper-bound estimates of ground motion, which
are typically overly conservative.

In a probabilistic approach, on the other
hand, the analyst quantifies the uncertainty
in the number, size, and location of possible
future earthquakes and can thus present a
trade-off between more costly designs or ""•,
retrofits and the economic or social Impact
of a failure.
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Although the probabilistic approach
requires significantly more effort than does
the deterministic approach, we used it to
develop seismic hazard characterisations in
order to:

• Quantify the hazard 1n terms of return
•;-:- p e r i o d . . = ,.;;:/>,,,:;.,-;:..•. .. . ,
• Rigorously incorporate the^complete

historical seismic record..
• Incorporate the judgement and

experience of seismic experts.
• 'Account for Incomplete knowledge about

the locations of faults.
• Assess the,hazard at the site In terms

of spectral acceleration.

The method Is particularly appropriate for
eastern facilities where the seismicity is
very diffuse and can not be correlated with
surface faulting as 1t can be in the western
United States. The location of the design
earthquakes in the eastern United States is
therefore particularly uncertain. The
strength of the probabilistic approach is its
ability to quantify these uncertainties. Its
major weakness is the lack of plentiful
statistical, data from which to characterize
thl> various input parameters in probabilistic
terms. Neverthele'ss, the credibility of the
probabilistic approach has been established
through detailed technical review of its
application to several Important projects and
areas. Applications include assessments of
the seismic risk in Boston [3], the San
Francisco Bay Area [4],.-the Puget Sound Area
[5], the country of Nicaragua [6], the
continental United States [7], the country of
Costa Rica [8], the Nuclear Regulatory funded
Seismic Evaluation of Commercial Plutonium
Fabrication Plants [9], the Systematic
Evaluation Program (SEP) [10], and the
Seismic Safety Margins Research Program
[ll]. Results of these studies have been
applied to, among other areas:

• Development of long-range earthquake
engineering research goals.

• Planning decisions for urban
development.

• Environmental hazards associated with .
the milling of uranium.

• Design considerations for radioactive
waste repositories.

• Licensing decisions for plutonium
fabrication facilities and commercial
nuclear reactors.

This diversity of application
demonstrates the inherent flexibility of the
probabilistic approach.

IflPJtt

TERA used the probabilistic approach to
characterize the seismic hazard for each site
in this study. The input to a probabilistic
hazard assessment comprises specification of

local seismic sources, earthquake frequency
relations and attenuation functions. Because
hazard assessment calculations are very
sensitive to the particular composition of
the input, experts in local and regional
seismology were consulted during the
preparation of input for each facility.

Methodology Step_s

-The product of a probabilistic approach
Is a measure of the seismic hazard expressed
In terms of return period, or reciprocal
annual probability. The methodology- used to
determine seismic hazard at a site Is usually
divided Into the following steps:

• Specify the geometry of local seismic
regions. Based on the geology and
historic seismicity of the region,
sources are identified as line sources
(faults) or area sources (Fig. la).
The largest magnitude earthquake
associated with each source is
established.

• Describe past seismicity in terms of
earthquake occurrence. The recurrence
of earthquakes of various magnitudes
is based primarily on historical
seismicity. A straight line or a set
of straight lines is fitted onto the
data, using regression analysis to
develop these relationships (Fig. 1b).

• Develop an earthquake recurrence
model. The model assumes that the
earthquake occurrence follows a
Poisson distribution in time. This is
a standard assumption.

• Derive or select a transfer function
(attenuation relationship) to
mathematically carry information from
the epicenter to the site in .terms of
structurally relevant parameters
(F1g. lc). Host attenuation
relationships are empirically derived,
at times modified by: theory, and
express PGA as a function of
earthquake magnitude and distances
from the epicenter. Different
attenuation relationships are used in
the western and eastern United States
because their ground motion
characteristics vary significantly.

• Combine the potential activity of all
sources for all earthquake magnitudes
to determine the probability that a
certain acceleration will not be
exceeded within a given time period
(Fig. Id). This completes the seismic
hazard model.

FUJITA'S TORNADO HAZARD METHODOLOGY

A methodology for assessing tornado
hazards was also developed. , Hazard is
defined here as the annual probabi11ty of any
point within a geographic region experiencing
windspeeds in excess of some threshold
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Figure 1 Methodology Steps far Seismic Hazard Characterization

value. As defined, thi = is a point
probability that 1s independent of a
structure's size and location within the
geographic region.

The methodology uses available tornado
records for the geographic region. The
tornado hazard assessment method developed by
Fujita and Abbey [12] accounts for gradation
of damage along the length and width of the
path in terms of mean damage path length, not
mean damage area, and is expressed as:

P(F.V) =
L F x DAPPLE (F.V)

A x Y year
-1 (1)

where A is the statistical area; Y, the
statistical year; LF, the path length of
F-scale tornadoes; and DAPPLE (F,V), the
damage area per path length, which varies
with F-scale and specified wind speed, V.

In 1975, Abbey and Fujita estimated
DAPPLE values based on the Super Outbreak of
tornadoes of 1974 at 50-mph 1ntervals of

maximum wind speeds for weak (FQ + Fl),
strong (FZ + F3), and violent (F4 + F5)
tornadoes. Since then, Fujita computed
DAPPLE values based on his Design-Basis
Tornadoes, 1978 (OBT-78). Between September
1978 and February 1980, the mean values of
DBT-78 DAPPLE and the initial Abbey/Fujita
DAPPLE (AF-75) were used for hazard
assessments.

Early in 1980, the mean DAPPLE was
smoothed by using three empirical equations,

where:
DAPPLE = ION in miles,

N = -0.00078 v!-496 f o r violent tornadoes,
N = -0.00263 VL342 f o r strong tornadoes,
N = -0.00930 Vl-293 f o r weak tornadoes,
V = the maximum wind speed in mph.

In the process of computing the various
parameters contained 1n Eq. (1) the following
steps are taken:
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• A Statistical Area, based on a
distance function for range weighting
is determined. — Fujita uses a cosine
function to give less weight to
tornadoes which occurred at
increasingly greater distances from
the site in question.

• A Statistical Years weighting function
correction is made. — This
essentially corrects the data set to
account for Vow reporting frequencies
of tornadoes during early recording
years.

• Gradation of damage alonq the path
length is made. — This correction
accounts for variations in the
windspeeds/damage across and along the
tornado path length.

• Path Length Adjustments are made. —
These adjustments account for
•jnreported tornadoes due to land
characteristics and Land
characteristics which preclude
tornadoes.

In applying the DAPPLE method, Lp, A,
and Y in Eq. (1) can be changed into their
weighted values,

•i

Lp into £Lp

A into AS£G

Y into Y, the weighted

statistical year, where Lp is the
range-corrected path length of F-scale
tornadoes and is a function of the path
length adjustments and the distance
function. As is the area of the sub-box at
the site, and G 1s a weighting function which
is itself a function of the path length
adjustments and the distance function. Using
this notation, we can now express Eq. (1) as:

OAPPLE(F.V) xILc _i
P(F.V) = - — F year ' (2)

Y x As x£G
Equation (2) gives the probability of

experiencing a windspeed of V associated with
an F-scalb tornado.

Since DAPPLE values are available for
weak (FO + Fl), strong (F2 + F3) and violent
(F4 +• F5) tornadoes, statistical path lengths
are computed not for each F scale tornado but
for weak (w), strong (s), and violent (v)
tornadoes. The probability of all tornadoes
affecting the site can thus be computed as a
sum:

P(V) = P(w,V) + P(s,V) + ?(v,V) (3)

MCDONALD'S STRAIGHT-WINDSPEED METHODOLOGY

In the United States, the work of Thorn
[13] has been used to evaluate the annual
probability of straight winds exceeding some
threshold value. Thorn selected the Type II

extreme value distribution
(Fisher-Tippett Type II) to represent the
annual extreme fastest-mile windspeeds. In
all the cases con>pared by McDonald, the Type
II distribution predicts higher windspeeds
for a given mean recurrence interval than
does the Type I distribution. At recurrence
intervals oflessTthan 100 yr, the
differences are small. The windspeeds
predicted by the Type I distribution for
large recurrence intervals (500 to 10,000
yr.) appear to give more reasonable values of
windspeed. The values are not significantly
larger than upper-bound windspeeds expected
in extratropical storms.

McDonald used Type II distribution in his
first studies then switched to the Type I
distribution for estimating straight-wind
hazards because of the more reasonable
windspeeds at large mean recurrence
intervals. All sites included in thir study
have bean evaluate! using the Type I
distribution. The details of the statistical
methods used by McDonald, to evaluate
straight-windspsed hazards, are beyond the
scope of this report, but can be found in the
hazard model summary report in reference [1].

In performing his calculations, McDonald
corrects wind speeds to the 10~m ansmometer
height, and wherever available, utilized wind
data records from the sites in question. A
few of the sites had racords listed in terms
of fastest-one-minute wind speeds. The
Fastest-one-minute wind speeds are converted
to fastest-mile wind speeds to be consistent
with the use of American National Standards
Institute Standards ANSI A58.1.

The straight-winds obtained from the
application of McDonald's methodology are
expressed in terms of Fastest-mile wind
speeds. A gust factor as defined iii ANSI
A58.1 should be included in th« calculations
for the design yind loads.

Figu'-e 2 shows a typical combined extreme
wind hazard •node! from McDonald and Fujita
i nputs.

FLOOD STUDIES

As a continuation of assessments of
natural phenomena hazards at DOE sites, LLNL
has initiated flood "screening" studies. The
intent is to screen sites to identify those
sites which do not realistically have
flooding potential of concern and those that
do. After this effort is completed, the next
step would be to develop true flood hazard
assessments for the high risk flood sites.

CONCLUSIONS

The hazard model for a given site is a
tool that enables one to establish an
acceptable level of hazard for a facility and
thus deduce criteria for the design of new
structures and the evaluation of existing
ones. When the methodology is applied to
several sites in different regions, design
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criteria at a consistent level of hazard can
be established. A major advantage of this
approach 1s that the hazard models are
applicable to all types of facilities. The
user evaluates the facility and Its Intended

use and assesses the consequences of an
accident. This allows a selection of a
return period and thus definition of extreme
wind and seismic design values.
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Figure 2 Typical Example of Final Wind/Tornado Hazard Hodel
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THE SEISMIC SAFETY GUIDE

D. G. Eagling
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

One Cyclotron Road, 90G
Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstract

The Seismic Safety Guide provides facilities managers with practical
guidelines for administering a comprehensive earthquake safety program.
Most facilities managers, unfamiliar with earthquake engineering, tend to
look for answers in techniques more sophisticated than required to solve
the actual problems in earthquake safety. Often the approach to solutions
to these problems is so academic, legalistic, and financially overwhelming
that mitigation of actual seismic hazards simply does not get done in a
timely, cost-effective way. The objective of the Guide is to provide prac-
tical advice about earthquake safety so that managers and engineers ^an get
the job done without falling into common pitfalls, prolonged diagnosis, and
unnecessary costs. It is comprehensive with respect to earthquakes in that
it covers the most important aspects of natural hazards, site planning,
rehabilitation of existing buildings, design of new facilities, operational
safety, emergency planning, non-structural elements, life lines, and risk
management.

INTRODUCTION

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (L?7x is a
multipurpose DOE faciifty operate' '•>•; the
University of California, engaged i -. large-
scale fundamental research and applied
science. It is located in the San Francisco
Bay Area in "earthquake country" in close
proximity to the Hayward Fault. In February
1971, following the destructive San Fernando
earthquake in Southern California, LBL initi-
ated a comprahensive review of its facilities
and operations to improve earthquake safety.

Si;.ce then, over 34 buildings have been
strengthened; many natural hr.zards have besn
mitigated; lifelines and emergency facilities
have been hardened; seismic designs for new
facilities have been upgraded; and seismic
risk management has been applied to mainten-
ance, operations, and emergency services [1].
A great deal was accomplished within a tight
budget in a relatively short time, primarily
due to wise counsel by Karl Steinbrugge and
the late Harold Engle, well known earthquake
engineers.

In contrast, seismic safety investigations
at other locations, both in government and
private enterprise, have often been stalled in
the process of investigation. Most facilities
managers, unfamiliar with earthquake engin-
eering, tend to lcok for answers in techniques
more sophisticated than required to solve the
actual problems in earthquake safety. Often
the approach to solutions of these problems is
so academic, legalistic, and financially over-
whelming that mitigation of actual seismic
hazards simply does not get done in a timely,
cost-effective way. Sometimes, more time and
money have been expended analyzing problems in
earthquake safety than needed to accomplish
practical solutions to these same problems.

Out of these observations cas.e the idea
for a Seismic Safety Guide [2] for the U.S.
Department of Energy. The Guide has been
written to provide practical advice about
earthquake safety and engineering to managers
of DOE facilities so that they can get the job
done without falling into common pitfalls and
prolonged diagnosis.

The Guide is comprehensive with respect to
earthquakes in that it covers natural hazards,
site planning, evaluation and rehabilitation
of existing buildings, design of new facili-
ties, operational safety, emergency planning,
building contents, and risk management. Each
chapter is written by a professional with
solid design and field experience inciting
earthquake damage investigation. Comment and
advice from the facilities manager's point of
view are provided in the Foreword of each
chapter.

Among the old lessons learned at LBL are
the importance of detailing and the need for
the responsible engineer to ensure that c;.,-
structed details actually carry out the design
philosophy. The experience again established
the need for and effectiveness of the "plan
check" or "third-party review," which has been
a .'ital factor in the excellent performance of
modern California public school buildings.

ADVICE FOR FACILITIES MANAGERS

Those structural engineers vho have
reviewed a number of facilities, both in
government and in private enterprise, have
found a wide variety of serious seismic
deficiencies that the facilities managers were
unaware existed. This is par for the course,
even in areas of the country where seismic
design provisions have been part of the
building code for many years [3].
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In recent years, the state of the art in
seismology, geotechnical theory, and dynamic
analysis has progressed tremendously. Spurred
on by the need to resolve questions in seismic
safety for nuclear power plants, the field has
become very specialized. The great strides
made in these specialties have contributed
significantly to the field of earthquake
engineering and public safety. Unfortunately,
it is easy for the responsible manageT to
"fall into a crack" between experts who quite
naturally tend to resolve seismic questions in
compartmentalized, complex solutions based on
their own specialties.

The most important thing a facilities
manager can do to initiate an effective and
economical earthquake safety program is to
hire an experienced earthquake engineer who is
strong on design and tends to keep analysis
straightforward and simple. Occasionally,
there is good reason to apply structural
dynamics to gain better understanding of a
complex problem, but not very often. The
facilities manager should be wary of consul-
tants who sell professional services primarily
on the basis of dynamic analysis.

A similar warning should be issued about
one's choice of geotechnical consultants. The
level of sophistication in state-of-the-art
techniques for predicting the intensity of
ground shaking is intimidating. There is a
strong tendency for both consultants and
clients to believe the predictions to be more
accurate than history shows they are. This
tendency may lead participants to spend more
money and time than the exercise is worth.
The illusion of security t_oi£ developed is apt
to be in direct proportion to the degree of
sophistication applied.

Even whec structural dynamics is to be
employed, the selection of ground motion input
can be a relatively simple matter. There is
no sense in making a "federal case" over the
input because the record shows that the
prediction of ground motion is indeed an
inaccurate science. The inaccuracies of input
often can be accommodated in good structural
design.

Usually, the pressure to develop site-
specific criteria relates to dynamic analysis
rather than equivalent elastic static lateral
force analysis. Unfortunately, there is
persistent misunderstanding and confusion
about the meaning and use of ground accel-
eration as a measure of the earthquake
resistance of buildings. This applies not
only to public perception but also to most
facilities managers. This confusion is ampli-
fied through continued miscommunication of the
issue by the public media. They usually
equate estimated peak ground acceleration with
static design base shear, leaving the impli-
cation that "Code" buildings are grossly
underdesigned for potential earthquakes. In
reality, a low-rise building with a ductile
lateral force-resisting system analyzed for a
0.2g static lateral force, and having been
well designed and constructed to Code, should

resist actual ground accelerations of 0.8g
without collapse [4] [5].

Earthquakes, being unpredictable in
nature, continue to bring surprises to engin-
eers and seismologists alike. The 1971 San
Fernando and 1979 Imperial Valley earthquakes
in California produced ground accelerations
that were recorded at higher levels than most
researchers believed reasonable for "moderate"
earthquakes. The startling effects in San
Fernando stimulated many changes in seismic
c"des. On the other hand, the damage in
Imperial Valley was relatively light consider-
ing peak ground accelerations exceeded 0.8g.
In 1980, three relatively small earthquakes
near Livermore, California took place in
approximately one minute, producing a duration
of heavy shaking previously associated only
with major earthquakes. Although the effects
were very localized, the surprisingly long
duration caused considerably more damage than
one would expect from the instrumental magni-
tude of the events.

If one looks at actual experience with
damaging earthquakes, it is indeed rare to
find that the predicted size of the earthquake
was the major deficiency revealed by the
damage. The reality is that most problems are
found to be the result of common structural
deficiencies, such as a missing or brittle
link in the lateral force-resisting system, or
simply the lack of a formal, predictable
lateral force-resisting system. These prob-
lems are the result of not implementing what
has been known about earthquake resistant
design and observed about earthquake damage
for many years. Excessive time and money
should not be spent on guessing the size of a
future earthquake and its ground motion. The
money can be more wisely spent on fixing
buildings before the earthquake strikes.

Public arguments over seismic criteria are
commonplace with respect to facilities that
house hazardous materials. Because the esti-
mate of earthquake size is at best an educated
guess, these arguments make an ideal battle-
ground for political lorces. It's a poor
point to argue. The cost to provide extra
3trenb:h and ductility for an earthquake-
resistant structure to resist a major earth-
quake versus that required for a moderate
earthquake is usually small, perhaps 2 to 3Z
of the cost of most buildings. It is not
worth arguing about if this cost is balanced
against the high costs that are usually
required to develop data to support site-
specific criteria for an event smaller than a
najor earthquake. As a practical matter, the
cost of inflation due to several month's delay
is apt to be more than the cost of providing
extra strength for the larger earthquake.

Politically, the costs of prolonged public
debate are significant and damaging. It does
not make economic or technical sense to under-
take extensive studies that have the object of
establishing less stringent site criteria in
an area where potentially damaging earthquakes
have been part of the recent geological past
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and can be a n t i c i p a t e d in the f u t u r e .

THE BALANCED EARTHQUAKE SAFETY PROGRAM

The manager of a major f a c i l i t y obv ious ly
needs professional advice to carry out a
cost-effective earthquake safety program and
manage the risks that become evident in that
process. The responsibility for decision must
l ie with the faci l i t ies manager, but good com-
munication and mutual trust with a prac'. •— 1
earthquake engineering consultant is e^sentxal
to provide the manager with at extension of
expertise in this specialized field.

Correspondingly, the earthquake engineer-
ing profession has a public obligation to see
"•/liic these goals are achieved and not lost in
the process of lengthy investigation and
voluirinous reports.
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MAINTAINING DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
FACILITIES GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

J . F. Metzler
U.S. Department of Energy

Off ice of Project & Fac i l i t i es Management
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20585

A General Design Criteria (GDC) Planning Board has been established in
the Department of Energy to streamline the Improvement and maintenance of the
GDC Manual. This Planning Board, composed of a membership from f ield
organizations and Headquerters programmatic offices, started work on 15
enhancements to the GDC Manual. One of those enhancements details natural
phenomena hazards cr i ter ia. In the past year the Planning Board submitted a
major recommendation which has been Implemented Into what 1s known as the
GDC Improvements Project. The result of this project pledges to dramatically
increase the GDC Manual's uti l ization and effectiveness.

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Energy conducts one of the
largest f a c i l i t y construction programs of the
Federal Government. Included in th is con-
struct ion a c t i v i t y is the broadest range of
f a c i l i t i e s - everything from standard o f f i ce
buildings and service support f a c i l i t i e s to the
most complex of sc ien t i f i c research f a c i l i t i e s .
The to ta l construction program fo r the
Department has average-i $1.8 b i l l i o n annually
over the past 5 years, and more than 1,600
man-years of e f f o r t are devoted to management
and administrat ion ot construction pro jects .
One of the many ways in which the Off ice of
Project S F a c i l i t i e s Management (OPFM) supports
that construction program is by maintaining the
Department's General Design Cr i te r ia Manual
(GDCM). This report discusses the nature of the
GDCM and the work underway to keep i t
up-to-date.

BACKGROUND

The Department's general design criteria are
requirements and guidelines, currently
contained 1n DOE Order 6430.1, GENERAL DESIGN
CRITERIA MANUAL, 12-12-83. I ts purpose is to
instruct, advise, or inform architects,
engineers, and other professionals about the
desirec.' attributes or features of faci l i t ies
design. The GDC are expressions of the
standards on which decisions or judgements may
be based. I t is the basis for design decision-
making. In effect, the GDCM serves as the
embodiment of collective professional and
scientific knowledge and judgement about
preferred practices, the GDC is not
prescriptive - i t is not our intention to impose
prescriptive standards that would restrict or
discourage design innovation. We rely on the
expertise of design professionals to execute
cost effective construction contract documents
which result in faci l i t ies appropriate to their
intended use. Consider the GDCM as a legal
document that binds the design community into
producing fac i l i t ies which protect our diverse
interests.

The strength of the GDCM is largely
dependent upon the quality of the information
i t contains, how that information is organized,
how quickly improvements can be disseminated,
and ultimately, how effective our design
management organizations are in assuring the
implementation of that information. The
absence or lack of anyone, or a combination of
these characteristics seriously jeopardizes
the value of GDC. For instance, in the last
major update of the GDCM, work on i t was
started in October 1977. A f i r s t draft was
sent out for comment in June 1981 and the
current order was signed only 1n December 1983.
That represents 6 years work. Six years ago,
i f you started describing the concept of an
"intci i igant building" you would have been
greeted with a fair amount of skepticism. The
point here, is that building technologies have
in the past evolved at a much faster rate than
any guidance Headquarters could promulgate.
We are in the process of shorteninq that lag..

Our goal with respect to maintaining GDC
is not to advance the state of the art in
fac i l i t ies design; our goal is to assure that
state of the art knowledge be applied in
fac i l i t ies design. Unfortunately, there is
information in the current manual
(predominantly in the conventional
architectural and engineering chapters) which
is contradictory, verbose, repetitive or
simply out of date. Technical guidance is
d i f f i cu l t to find. Entire chapters are
missing. Even for those chapters which
are specific to anyone of our special
fac i l i t ies , l i t t l e connection is mada to the
conventional chapters dealing with "brick
and mortar". The current GDCM's format does
not resemble anything associated with the way
construction documents are generated. Its
format is unf^niliar to any new archiiect-
engineen'ng (A-E) firm with a Department
design contract. The current GDCM under-
uti l izes commercial/industrial consensus
standards. Having stated th is , understand
that we ar- i',111 responsible for assuring
that the sound guidance in the GDCM 1s s t i l l
complied with.
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Given al l the above shortcomings we now
find in the GDCM and the process which took so
long to make that version available, the
Director of Project & Facilities Management
acted on streamlining future maintenance
efforts. In March 1984 the GDC Planning Board
was chartered to form a network of personnel
both in Headquarters and at f ield organizations
who could be counted upon as their
organization's representative - personnel with
good technical and design management experience
or others with programmatic insight. At i ts
f i r s t meeting, the Planning Board agreed upon
the following specific objectives:

o Develop a strategy to identify and
prioritize criteria sections that require
immediate action, i.e.

identify and prioritize sections in the
existing GDCM which require improvement

identify and prioritize sections not
contained in the existing GDCM which
require development.

o Develop yearly work plans and 5-year work
plans.

o Coordinate the orderly development of new
and/or improved GDC which refei?nces
(rather than incorporates ) industrial
consensus standards where applicable and
adequate for the intended use.

At the f i r s t Planning Beard meeting we
elected to proceed with the following GDC
improvements or developments:

1. Safeguards & Security - Physical Protection
2. Explosives Facilit ies
3. Radiological Siting Requirements
4. Energy Conservation
5. Plutonium Glovebox
6. Natural Phenomena Hazards
7. Site & Civil Engineering
8. Waste Management
9. Cryogenic Systems

10. Steam & HTHW Generation, Cogeneration
and Distribution

11. Plutonium Storage Facilities

Note that most of these subjects are rather
specialized to Departmental experience and
expertise.

With the exception of the Waste Management
GDC, all other areas are either completed,
near completion, or are well on their way as
good starts. Working Groups for each area were
formed, like the one Mr, Oim Hil l organized
for Natural Phenomena Hazards, composed of what
experts he could recruit. Working plans were
formulated. Proposed improvements were drafted
and distributed to the Planning Board member-
ship for comment. Working Groups then review
comments and incorporate them where appropriate.
Usually 2 iterations of a new set of GDC were .
found to be necessary,to reconcile all comments.
The process is mechanically not that much
different from the standard directives review

process, but consider the difference. Our
process is a lot more responsive to comments.
Hence, our process endenders a sense of
"ownership" by each Planning Board participant.
Once these new sets of GDC are coordinated
through the formal directives review process,
major substantive comments wil l be few because,
i f the Planning Board did i ts job, issues
should have already been identified and
resolved.by the responsible Working Group. On
basis of what work has already accomplished,
the GDC Planning Board has proven i tse l f as a
valuable entity.

In October 1984, the Planning Board convened
its second meeting to plan what other new
technical work needed to be started in the
FY 1985-86 timeframe. Four additional
improvements were identified:

1. Enriched Uranium & Uranium Processing
Facil it ies

2. Emergency Preparedness Facilit ies
3. Human Factors
4. Tritium Facilities

Note that the development of Tritium Facilities
GDC has since been delayed, but that improve-
ments to Industrial Ventilation Requirements
has started.

Prior to the second meeting we were
interested in gathering some outside feedback
on the strengthes and weaknesses of the
conventional sections of the current GDCM.
Notices of interest were posted in the Commerce
Business Daily requesting feedback from
interested design firms. Letters were sent to
all colleges and universities with accreditted
architectural and engineering programs.
Academia turned out as not being interested,
but private industry responded with 18
submittals of qualifications.- 10 of which
included a variety of feedback on the current
GDCM. Of those 10 submittals, the feedback
received from the American Consulting Engineers
Council/ Research & Management Foundation
(ACEC/RMF) was the most impressive. In its
response ACEC/RMF relied on-its network of
4000 A-E member firms around the country for
assistance and was able to supply high caliber
feedback in a relatively short amount of time.
ACEC/RMF confirmed our belief that the need for
updating the GDCM was a real one. The other
9 sets of comments confirmed this opinion to a
greater or lesser degree.' PI. nning Board members
were suppled with this knowledge before the
October 1984 meeting convened. Its membership
was "primed" for a significant decision.

At the second meeting there was general
agreement that the GDCM's conventional
guidance needed updating. In addition, it was
thought that the effectiveness of the GDCM
could be greatly enhanced simply by reformatting
it to one which is universally accepted within
the building design and construction industry,
i.e. the Construction Specifications Institute
"MASTERFORMAT". The result of the meeting was to
present to the Director of Project & Facilities
Management the following:
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"The recommendation is to conve.-t DOE 6430.1
to the format designed .and-supported by
the Construction Specif ications I n s t i t u t e
(CSI) - the most commonly used format in
the indust ry , AND to update DOE 643O.X's
technical guidance."

i::; Mr. C.N. M i t c h e l l , Director of Project &
Fac i l i t i es Management, accepted the !

recommendation and gained^support fo r the work
needed which w i l l :

o Increase the Manual's u t i l i z a t i o n ,

o Enhance the Department's qua l i ty o f design
and construction programs, and

o Decrease the cost :-f the Department's
design and construction program by
reducing architect-engineering costs.

CURRENT EVENTS

After sa t i s fy ing a l l procurement and legal
requirements, ACEC/RHF started work on
June 28, 1985. An approved management plan is
now in place and the f i r s t phase of the
project is underway.

Mr. Gregory B. Coleman, ACEC/RMF Project
Manager, w i l l present a br ie f descr ipt ion on
how the project i s being managed.

Figuring prominently to the success of th is
project i s your a b i l i t y to review ACEC/RMF
drafts of mater ial which w i l l s ta r t becoming
available in October 1986. I t is in everyone's
best in teres t to supply the resources necessary
to make the GDCM as useful and technica l ly
accurate as possib le. The Assistant Secretary,
Management and Administration is providing
$1 mi l l i on f o r ACEC/RMF's e f f o r t . I t remains
your respons ib i l i t y in the f i e l d and other
program of f i ces to commit those resources
necessary to help produce a set of GPCM we can
a l l be proud. I f you are not plugged in to an
organization which i s a par t ic ipat ing member on
the Planning Board, we urge you to do so as
soon as possible. Involvement is not l i m i t t e d
to engineering and construction personnel.
Environmental, safety and heal th, research,
planning, operations and maintenance expert ise
w i l l be needed. Operating contractors and
captive A-E f i rms expertise w i l l be required.

At the t h i r d GDC Planning Board meeting
which was recent ly held in Headquarters,
members were br ie fed on the GDC Improvements
Project, how i t s going to be managed and
what w i l l be expected of them. ACEC/RMF w i l l
supply detai led scopes of work to the Planning
Board f o r informat ion. Once ACEC/RMF's expert
subcontractors have completed draf ts of material
you should have already iden t i f i ed who you want
to review i t . Richland Operations Of f i ce has
already star ted to iden t i f y a task force which
w i l l expedite review work. We w i l l be checking
the feasibi l i ty of using electronic bulletin-
board media to di sseminate and collect your
comments. There wi l l be a 45 day l imi t to the
receipt of comments.; The Improvements Project
wil l be completed in December 1987, In the

meantime, I ' l l be coordinating completed
versions of that GDC worked on by the Planning
Board in the past 1% years through the formal
directives system as "page changes". A note
wi l l be installed on these page changes to the
effect that they have already been coordinated
through the GDC Planning Board. There is no - ..

^reason, however, why'you should be able', to take
aA'intage of those completed GDC now. They are
as follows:;

1. Natural Phenomena Hazards
2. Radiological Siting Requirements
3. Energy Conservation
4. Explosives-Facilities
5. Plutonium Gloyebox

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Once the GDCM is updated and reformatted
into a document, and on computer d isket te5

containing cross-referenced f i l e s , i t does not
take tha t much imagination to conceive of
automating the speci f ic project design c r i t e r i a
(also known as functional design c r i t e r i a )
e f f o r t . Why shouldn't we be able to punch in a
few descr ipt ive archetypal key-words and out-
comes those GDC which apply toca speci f ic
bui lding-type? Voila - "project design c r i t e r i a !
Furthermore, once indust r ia l consensus
standards are stored e lec t ron ica l l y (as they
w i l l shor t ly be) why not in ter face i t a l l with
computer-aided design? Imagine contract
documents being generated a t the same time
that conceptuals are being f inned up.-The
ramif icat ions are exc i t ing . The a b i l i t y to
assess one scheme over another w i l l be close to
instantaneous. The key ingredient , the designer,
should be able to make bet ter informed Jesign
decisions.

CONCLUSION

Your support of the GDC Planning Board's
a c t i v i t i e s w i l l insure that what information i t
develops, or what systems i t eventually starts
up w i l l ue of use to you. We are not interested
in developing manuals that w i l l co l lec t dust or
be impossible to maintain. We need your
support during th is GDC Improvements Project.
Please plan to devote what resources you have
avai lable to be able to respond to actions and
become part of the process.
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THE HISTORIC AND ROLE
OF THE

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BUILDING OFFICIALS*

James E. Bihr
Executive Director

International Conference of Building Officials
5360 South Workman Mill Road

Hhittler, CA 90601

Abstract

A historical perspective on the International Conference of Building
Officials is presented. A primary focus is the development of the Uniform
Building Code as the first performance-oriented model building code. Current
code development processes are addressed, and an explanation of ICBO services
12 given with emphasis on code interpretations and application, product
evaluation, building department administration and training and education.

Key Words: Building code; building officialj codes; education; fire safety;
product evaluation; structural safety.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the International Conference
of Building Officials (ICBO) in 1922 was the
development of a model building code that all
communities could accept and enforce—one that
they could adopt by reference in a uniform
manner. This goal was realized in 1927 with the
publication of the first edition of the Uniform
Building Code. Immediately adopted by its
supporters, the Uniform Building Code use has
spread throughout the United States as well as
the territories and many of the Pacific and
Caribbean Islands. It has been translated into
Portuguese, Spanish and Japanese and served as
the basis for the national codes of Japan,
Brazil, Saudi Arabia and many Latin American
countries. Recognized by the Atomic Energy
Commission, it has become the design basis for
the Tri-services Manual of the Army, Navy and
Air Force of the United States. ICBO has thus
become international through acceptance of the
Uniform Building Code.

The International Conference of Building
Officials is a nonprofit, public benefit corpor-
ation, owned and controlled by governmental
agencies which compose its voting membership.
The Conference objectives as reflected in its
bylaws are:

• To investigate and promote the princi-
ples underlying safety in the construc-
tion, occupancy and location of build-
ings and structures.

• To research, develop, recommend and
promote uniform regulations, legislation
and enforcement pertaining to all phases
of building construction.

• To develop, maintain and promote the
adoption of the Uniform Building Code

and other uniform codes and related
documents which are designed to advance
the cause of uniformity in regulations
for the construction, alteration, con-
servation, maintenance, preservation or
repair of buildings and structures, and
equipment and fixtures in either of the
foregoing, to the extent regulation of
any of said matters is considered desir-
able.

• To advise and assist in the administra-
tion of building laws and ordinances,
the development of management and en-
forcement programs and related activi-
ties.

• To research, develop and publish educa-
tional materials relating to uniform
building construction procedures and
practices.

• To advance the professional skills of
those engaged in the administration and
enforcement of building laws.

• To do all such other things as are
incidental to or desirable for the
attainment of the above objectives.

Membership in the Conference is open to all
segments of the building construction Industry;
although, as previously stated, the voting
franchise is limited to governmental units—the
Class A members. Class A members are those
governmental bodies! engaged in the administra-
tion or formulation of Iaw3 or ordinances relat-
ing to building construction. Each such juris-
diction appoints a representative, usually the
building official, to represent them in the
Conference. These designee3 act for the juris-
dictions in matters of code revision and mainte-
nance, and are eligible to vote, hold office,
and serve in a voting capacity on committees of
the Conference. There are nine classifications
of members, which can be summarized as follows:

•Reprinted as part of the U.S. Department of Energy Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation Conference
Proceedings by permission of James E. Bihr.
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Class A members (as described above) are
governmental units or departments engaged in the
administration or formulation of laws and ordi-
nances relating to building construction.

Class B members are individuals responsible
for the enforcement or administration of laws
and ordinances relating to building construction
who have been designated to serve on ICBO com-
mittees.

Class C members are individuals represent-
ing governmental units or departments responsi-
ble for the enforcement or administration of
laws and ordinances related to building con-
struction.

Certified members are individuals who
maintain a current certificate under at least
one of the International Conference of Building
Officials' certification categories.

Chapter lumbers are associations or groups
of city or county officials engaged in the
administration or formulation of laws or ordi-
nances related to building construction.

Professional members are individuals or
firms engaged in the practice of architecture,
engineering, inspection, construction, research
or related activities.

Associate members are firms interested in
the objective of the Conference.

Subscribing members are trade associations
or groups of firms interested in the objectives
of the Conference.

Honorary membership 13 bestowed upon an
individual or organization who has rendered
outstanding and meritorious service in the
furtherance of the objectives of ICBO.

Student members are individuals enrolled in
classes or a course of study occupying at least
12 hours of classroom instruction per week.

Retired members are any former designated
representatives of a Class A member who are
retired.

The Conference has chartered 61 chapters
throughout the United States. These are autono-
mous bodies with constitutions and bylaws com-
patible with those of the parent organization.
They are committed to the concept of code uni-
formity in the region they serve. The chapter's
regional interests vary from metropolitan com-
plexes to statewide organizations. One of their
primary focuses is education and training.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

When one picks up a newspaper to learn of a
fire, earthquake, wind, flood, explosion, or a
structural failure with resultant loss of life
or property, the reader can be assured that
within a few hours there will be a public cry
"there out to be a law." No simpler rationale
could be presented for the origin of building

regulations as witness the account of Lanciani,1

historian, on Tacitus' report of the failure of
a temporary grandstand:

"Tacitus relates that in the
year 27 after Christ, a certain
Atilius, a man sprung from the lowest
classes of the city, obtained the
right to build a temporary vooden
amphitheatre near Fidenae. An enor-
mous crowd met at Fidenae, to enjoy
the novelty of the exhibition, and at
the same time to enjoy an excursion
upon the green valley of the Tiber.
These spectators had scarcely taken
their seats on the wooden stems when,
in a moment, and with a terrific
crash, the whole structure gave way,
and buried under its ruins the entire
assembly.

Tacitus, who had at his disposal
and w'i. consulted the offiei~. reports
of the police, assures us that, the
number of dead and wounded amounted to
50,000. The town was stt-uck with
profound terror and amazement. Noble-
men turned their palaces into hospi-
tals. Matrons and maidens of aristo-
cracy took the office of nurses. The
Senate made new regulations, for the
safety of public places of entertain-
ment. Atilius, the author of the
Fidenae slaughter, was only banished
from Rome and from Italy."

Tacitus may have erred on the side of large
figures, but there can be no doubt that the
building laws needed strengthening.

No doubt the audience is familiar with the
Babylonic Law of Hammurabi, approved 2,000 years
before the birth of Christ, wherein the death
penalty would be exacted on a builder if a house
he built should collapse, killing the owner.

And, we can find in Biblical passages
references to building laws somewhat minimal in
nature, but nevertheless expressing a concern
for public safety.

Early Greek building law was a complicated
series of specifications governing contractual
relationships rather than an actual code of
law. The contract under which the building was
constructed apparently was made an integral part
of the structure itself through a permanent
record in stone. Heinrich Lattermann2 in his
masterful restoration of attic fragments pre-
sents a record of a building constructed in
311 B.C. The completion date, as engraved on
the stone, was for the following year, and the
name of the contractor was Sokrates, whose name
also appears on three-fourths of the work re-
corded in Lattermann's restoration. In this
law, we find the first evidence of actual in-
spection of a building under supervision during
construction (which seems to have been a modi-
fied form of reinforced masonry). The engraving
read:
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" 'He ahall set the joints
against each other, fitting, and be-
fore inserting the dowels he ahall
show the architect all the stones (to
be) fitting, and shall set them
straight and sound and dowel them with

; iron dowels,; iwo[dowels, to each • stone:
of each .coupae, and' one t0 the stone
at the/corner.' _It would seem that
these stones were tr> be. laid with
their .long;jsides.tois :hlhg. The cor-
ner3tone of each course could then be
dowellad only on its short side, and
could receive only one dowel comfort-
a b l y . •-:,::' "".;• " '

The clause is a natural one, and
has a good parallel in the Lebadela
inscription: ;'He shall (perform) In
person, in presence of thecommission-
ers, the insertion of the dowels and
clamps and the pouring of the lead,
and shall close no(joint) without
having shown it.' "

An interpretation of the restoration de-
pends on the translation of a few words. How-
ever, according to the archaeologist who reveal-
ed the tablets, this means:

;"...having made the margins of
the joints as the architect shall
order; 'and before leading the stones
he shall show the architect the top
surfaces and all the joints, and shall
dowel with iron dowels...' This is
the only procedure which will ensure
accurate supervision of the prepara-
tion of contact surfaces."

These tablets have provided the earliest
evidence of established building customs and
building regulations in Greece from which the
Romans' later adapted methods which were to
become;actual building law.

Homan building Iaw3 apparently had its
reported beginning with the Twelve Tables
(150 B.C.) upon which were engraved various
servitus Iaw3—laws which granted rights of way,
riparian rights, property rights, etc. The
servitus-reales or real services laws of the
Twelve Tables included the first recorded set-
back law that every house was obliged to have
around it a certain space, so that each habita-
tion was isolated: This space was termed
"ambitus" and extended "two feet and a half
round the house" for the purposes of repair and
safety in case of fire.

Probably the most important forerunner of
building codes as we know them today was
England's pioneer building code, the document
known as "Henry Fitz-Elwyne's Assize of Build-
ings," which was published in London in 1189
during the Third Crusade. In his investigatory
work, C. W. Tooke1* comments that Fitz-Elwyne's
Assize is noteworthy not only as the earliest
English building act but also as an example of
municipal legislation at a period when the
powers of English cities were indefinite and

rested more upon custom. He goes on to state
that Fitz-Elwyne's Assize can compare favorably
with rules and regulations for the erection of
buildings In the City of Washington promulgated
by President Washington in 1791. Or particular
Interest is an excerpt from the 1189 law. regard-
ing party walls:--:; •"' : « -•--•-•

Of Buildings Erected Between
Neighbors—When it happens that two
neighbors wish to build between them-
selves a stone wall, each of them
ought to give one foot and a half of
his land; and so at their joint cost
they shall build a stone wall between
them, three feet in thickness and
sixteen feet in height. And if they
wish, they shall make a rain-gutter
between themV at their joint cost, to
receive and carry off the water from
their houses, in such manager ac they
may deem most expedient. But if they
should riot wish to so do, either of
them may make a gutter by himself, to
carry off the water that falls from
his house, on to hia own land, unless
he can carry It into the King's high-
way.

They may also, If they agree
thereupon, raise the said wall, as
high aa they may please, at their
joint cost. And if it, shall so happen
that one wishes to raise such wall,
and the other not, it shall be fully
lawful for him who so wishes itj to
raise the part on his own foot and a
half as much ̂ s he may please, and to
build upon his part, without damage to
the other, at his own cost; and he
shall receive the falling water in
manner already stated.

Fitz-Elwyne's Building Ordinance of 1189
also mentions that thatched roofs were forbid-
den. If a person build to the detriment of his
neighbor, the latter could get an order to stop
the construction until the mayor made a decision
on the matter which had to be carried Into
effect within 40 days.

Expansion of England during the Elizabethan
times created overcrowding rind poor sanitation
in London, and undoubtedly the devastating
plague was due in large part to that situa-
tion. The plague was followed by the great fire
of 1666, which destroyed most of the congested
area in the city. Christopher Wren5 then sub-
mitted plans for rebuilding, but his master plan
was rejected and in 1667 Parliament met and
passed a law for the rebuilding, using the same
narrow streets and resultant congestion. That
act, however, was the first document that ap-
proached the modern building code concept of
establishing certain classes of buildings and
the kinds of materials to be used. This act was
followed by additional acts giving details on
part walls, etc.

The Metropolitan Building Act passed by
Parliament on August 9,•-1844, during the reign
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of Queen Victoria** brought forth a brand new
building code for enforcement, complete with
regulations for types of buildings, heights,
areas and occupancies with code enforcement by
"official referees." In this document can be
found the first use of the word "fireproof."

This document even addressed the subject of
change of occupancy in a section entitled "al-
teration of class," which reads quite similarly
to Section 502 of the Uniform Building Code.7
It stated:

Alteration of class—and if a
Room, whether constructed within any
other Building or not, and whether
included in the foresaid Classes or
not, be used at any Time for the pub-
lic or general Congregation of Per-
sons, then the building containing
such room is to be deemed a Building
of the Third or Public Building Class.

It Is not possible in thi3 paper to cover
the details of development of building laws in a
modern American city. But needless to say, with
the rich heritage from Roman and later English
law, the concerns for public safety were con-
stantly in the forefront, particularly with the
effects of fire, disease, earthquakes, tornados,
etc. By the early 1800s, most of the major
communities in the United States had thought out
certain regulations dealing with the construc-

tion of buildings to provide safety to the
occupants.

Modern building regulations received their
greatest impetus in America through the promul-
gation of a building code in 1905 by the Nation-;
al Board of Fire Underwriters. Written from the
standpoint of the insurance industry, the pur-
pose of the code was:to lessen fire risk. "

The insurance industry's code had a natural
bias, 30 an opportunity was present for the
development of model codes by public interest
groups with responsibility for preparation or
enforcement of Iaw3 and standards. These in-
cluded municipal, county and state building
departments and organizations of buiiding offi-
cials and their related inspectlorial Inter-
ests. Thus, the stage was set for the introduc-
tion of the Uniform Building Code, an idea
embodied as a founding purpose of ICBO in
1922.8 And, as previously noted, the first
edition of the Uniform Building Code was pub-
lished in 1927.

The Uniform Building Code was a performance
code from its inception, a bold new venture, and
it was adopted immediately by a grand:total of;
29 jurisdictions^ However, trie idea caught:fire
and succeeding editions saw rapid expansion of
recognition of the code to the present timeV
The map below shows the present extent of in1 m-
bership in the ICBO in the United States.

ICBO Membership in the United States*

.o

'States containing ICBO Class A members are Indicated by shading.
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THE ORGANIZATION

As previously stated, ICBO Is a nonprofit
organization and, more particularly, it is a
corporation run in much the same manner as any
other corporation.

ICBO has an annual meeting in the fall of
each year, usually the latter part of September,
and it is at this meeting where the usual cor-
porate business takes place. This includes the
election of members of the Board of Directors, a
study of bylaw changes, if any, and the receipt
of important committee reports, such as the
reports of ICBO' s code development committees.
Indeed, such committee reports are the primary
focus at the annual meeting.

The Board of "ireetors is responsible for
governing the Conference. It establishes poli-
cies, appoints key committees, and gives general
direction to an Executive Director who is re-
sponsible for managing the affairs of the Con-
ference on a day-to-day basis.

From:an original part-time volunteer staff
with no office to "the "present staff of 65, and a
34,000-square-foot headquarters, the Conference
has undergone a corresponding expansion in the
range of services offered, which extend from the
area of code development and maintenance to
include product and systems evaluations, educa-
tion and training, management studies and con-
sulting services, including code Interpretation
and application, plan review and special engi-
reering studies.

The primary function of ICBO remains as the
publication of the Uniform Building Code and Its
related volumes. Every three years a new edi-
tion of the code is published incorporating
advances in fire and life safety and structural
design and keeping pace with changes in building
construction technology. In each of the two
Intervening years, a supplement is issued with
all changes approved at interim annual meetings
as well as an analysis of such changes. Thus,
the code is maintained as a "living document."
Brief descriptions of ICBO code publications
are:

Unirom Building Code, A perfc-mance-type
building code and the most widely adopted model
building code in the United States, the Uniform
Building Code has proved to meet the needs of
all governmental units charged with the enforce-
ment of building regulations.

Uniform Building Code Standards. This
publication contains all the standard specifica-
tions referred to in the Uniform Building
Code. No part of the Uniform Building Code i3
reprinted in this document.

Unirora Mechanical Code, A comprehensive
document providing a regulatory basis for heat-
ing, ventilating, air-conditioning and refriger-
ation equipment within buildings and related
structures. All standards for the code are
within its appendix. It i3 sponsored jointly by
the International Conference of Building Offi-

cials and the International Association of
Plumbing and Mechanical Officials and is compat-
ible with the Uniform Building Code and Uniform
Plumbing Code.

Uniform Plumbing Code. Published by the
International Association of Plumbing and
Mechanical Officials, this code covers all
aspects of plumbing, including requirements for
plumbing materials, and IAPMO installation
standards. It is endorsed by the Conference as
a companion document to ICBO's model codes and
is available from either organization.

Uniform Housing Code. A code providing
complete requirements affecting housing conser-
vation and rehabilitation. Its regulations are
compatible with the Uniform Building Code.

Uniform Code for the Abatement of Dangerous
Buildings. Compatible with the Uniform Building
Code and the Uniform Housing Code, this code
provides equitable remedies consistent with
ether laws for the repair, vacation or demoli-
tion of dangerous buildings.

Uniform Sign Code. Provides regulations
affecting sign3 and.sign construction outside of
buildings and Is compatible with the Uniform
Building Code.

Uniform Administrative Code. This code
covers administration areas in connection with a
jurisdiction's adoption of the Uniform Building
Code, Uniform Mechanical Code, Uniform Plumbing
Code, National Electrical Code and related
codes. It is compatible with the administrative
provisions of all codes published by the Confer-
ence.

Uniform Building Security Code. A code
establishing minimum standards consistent with
the Uniform Building Code to make dwelling units
resistant to unlawful entry.

Dwelling Construction Under the Uniform
Building Code. This publication is designed
primarily for use in home building and appren-
tice training. It contains requirements appli-
cable to the construction of one- and two-story
dwellings, based on the requirements of the
Uniform Building Code.

Uniform Fire Code. Set3 forth provisions
necessary for fire prevention while achieving
uniformity in terms and requirements with other
codes published by the Conference. This code is
sponsored jointly by the Western Fire Chiefs
Association and the International Conference of
Building Officials.

Uniform Fire Code Standards. A companion
to the Uniform Fire Code, this volume contains
National Fire Protection Association Standards
and Uniform Building Code Standards referenced
by the Uniform Fire Code.

Analysis of Revisions. An analysis of
changes between the previous and new editions of
the Uniform Codes.
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Supplements to U.B.C. and related codes.
In each of the two years between editions, there
is published a supplement containing all changes
approved during that year, plus an analysis of
those changes.

One and Two Family Dwelling Code. Jointly
sponsored by ICBO, Building Officials and Code
Administrators International, Inc. (BOCA) and
Southern Building Code Congress International,
Inc. (SBCCI), this code harmonizes differences
among the model codes to achieve national uni-
formity.

Model Energy Code. This code sets forth
rlnimum requirements for effective use of energy
i:. the design of new buildings and structures
and additions to existing buildings. It i3
based on ASHRAE Standard 9OA-198O and was orig-
inally developed jointly by ICBO, BOCA, SBCCI
and the National Conference of States on Build-
ing Codes and Standards (NCSBCS) under a con-
tract funded by the U.S. Department of Energy.
This code is now maintained by the Council of
American Building Officials (CABO) and is adopt-
ed by reference in the Uniform Building Code.

Uniform Disaster Mitigation Plan. A plan
developed to aid building department in coping
with major disasters 3uch as fires, floods and
earthquakes. Defines standard operating proce-
dures for initiating disaster assessment and
mitigation and includes samples of records,
reports, entry signs, etc.

ICBO i3 affiliated with the Western Fire
Chiefs Association in the joint development and
maintenance of the Uniform Fire Code," and with
the International Association of Plumbing and
Mechanical Officials in the development and
maintenance of the Uniform Plumbing Code.10

Both of these organizations have a similar
heritage to ICBO and utilize procedure and
processes which are identical In code develop-
ment and maintenance. The affiliation is par-
ticularly rewarding in that it draws upon the
special expertise of the fire services in the
case of the Uniform Fire Code and plumbing
officials in the case of the Uniform Plumbing
Code.

Together with its affiliated organizations
ICBO fields a total staff of 80. Regional
offices are maintained In Kansas City, Missouri;
Austin, Texas; and Bellevue, Washington. The
total operating budget behind this effort is
approximately 7 1/2 million dollars. Income is
from a variety of sources, Including sales of
publications (representing approximately 45 per-
cent) and product evaluations and related activ-
ities (representing approximately 35 percent).
The remaining income is derived from membership
dues, educational and training offerings and
fee3 from dues, plan review and other consulta-
tive efforts.

CODE DEVELOPMENT

The code development process Is best ex-
plained by the diagram in Figure No. 1 on the
following page. The most Important element of

this flow diagram undoubtedly is that changes
may be proposed by any interested party. This
is an original approach, one not found in legis-
lative processes. It enables the proponent of a
change to have his proposal presented for public
review and scrutiny. This is a process" unique
to the model code system, and one which is a
trademark of our ability to develop and maintain
documents involving input from the entire spec-
trum of the building industry.

The process is quite straightforward, with
publication of proposals, code development
committee meetings to review proposals in open
hearings and making recommendations with regard
to their disposition. The code development
committee report is handled on a challenge basis
so that any interested party may challenge any
recommended disposition, with the challenge then
going forward for further debate at the annual
meeting of the Conference. Those recommenda-
tions of the committee which are not challenged
represent the final action.

At the annual meeting an opportunity Is
presented for debate on the disposition of items
which have been challenged and a final disposi-
tion takes place at that meeting.:

Another interesting facet of the code
change process is that anyone may make or second
motions with respect to disposition of
changes. This provides further additional
opportunities for the proponents of changes to
modify their proposals during the course of
committee study or at the annual meeting so as
to overcome objections or concerns.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Because few building departments are ade-
quately staffed to develop and maintain training
programs, ICBO, through its education depart-
ment, provides a variety of specialized services
to assist in this important area. These include
textbooks, instructional materials, seminars and
a voluntary certification program. The
following is a brief summary of these offerings.

SEMINARS. Seminars are presented at loca-
tions throughout the areas served by ICBO and
most comraonly at locations sponsored by chapters
of the Conference. They-are generally of three-
day duration and utilize two to three instruct-
ors, depending upon need and location.

Participants are issued a certificate of
participation and Continuing Education Units
(CEU), which is a nationally recognized standard
unit of measurement awarded for every 10 contact
hours of participation In an organized continu-
ing education experience. In this regard ICBO
meets the requirements of the Council on Contin-
uing Education Units and maintains transcript
records. A summary of currently available
seminars follows:

• Residential Plan Reriew—a three-day
seminar Intended for persons with limit-
ed experience who are assigned to plan
check or inspect residential buildings.
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ICBO CODE CHANGE PROCESS

The code development activity is administered by a Code Coordinating Committee composed of the
chairmen of each Code Development Committee.

Withdrawals

Disapprovals [*

Proposed changes by any party.

Processed by ICBO staff. (Numr sr
assigned, referred to C W J
Development Committee,

analysis developed.)

| Published

Code Development Committees
(CDC)' hold hearings,

make recommendations.

Published (CDC Annual Reports)

Challenge by any party, processed
by staff.

Challenges published as meeting
agenda prior to annual meeting.

Final action by Ciass A member
designees at annual meeting.

Published in Supplement
I

or

Published in new edition of code
each third year.

| Unchallenged items

- « | Further Study

'Committees consist of voting and nonvoting members. Voting members are a chairman who is a Class A
member designee and other members who may be either Class A designees or Class 3 members.
Nonvoting members are any members Interested in code development.

Fundamentals of Honatmctural Plan
Review—a three-day comprehensive intro-
duction to the Uniform Building Code for
persons with limited experience in plan
checking or inspection. Covers elemen-
tary levels of instruction on occupancy,
type of construction, exiting systems,
fire protection and plan review tech-
niques.
Advanced Honstructural Plan ReTlew—a
three-day seminar intended for persons
who have had experience in plan checking

and wish to enhance their skills in the
more complex areas of mixed occupancies,
fire-resistive construction, complex
buildings, exit systems and fire protec-
tion systems.
Unirora Fire Code—a three-day seminar
jointly sponsored with the Western Fire
Chiefs Association. Intended for fire
service personnel responsible for en-
forcement of the provisions of the
Uniform Fire Code in either a plan
inspection or plan review role. Covers
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exiting, fire protection, flammable
liquids, compressed gases, hazardous
materials, high-piled stock; combustible
fibers and dusts.

• Fire and Life Safety Applications of the
Uniform Building Code for Fire OffIcers-
-a three day seminar to provide instruc-
tion on the fire and life safety aspects
of the Uniform Building Code for fire
service personnel. It covers occupan-
cies, types of construction, exiting
systems, occupant loading, fire protec-
tion and fire resistance.

• Building Department Administration—a
three-day seminar intended primarily for
active building officials with limited
experience and for building department
employees aspiring to the building
official po?ition. It covers develop-
ment of codes and standards, legal
aspects of codes, specific and practical
methods of management, including budget-
ing, work load measurement, public
relations and training.

• Field Inspection Plan Review—this is a
noncredit independent study by corre-
spondence cosponsored by the University
of Nebraska, Lincoln Division or Contin-
uing Studies. It is designed for entry-
level inspectors.

• Structural Analysis of Hood Frame Build-
ings—a three-day seminar providing an
introduction to structural engineering
for simple wood-frame structures.

• Uniform Mechanical Code—a three-day
seminar providing in-depth coverage of
the Uniform Mechanical Code addressing
such topj.cs as definitions, equipment,
combustion air, heating systems, floor
and wall furnaces, venting of appli-
ances, duct3, ventilation systems,
cooling, refrigeration, miscellaneous
heat-producing appliances, commercial
hoods, kitchen ventilation and code
standards.

• Unirora Pluabing Code—a three-day
seminar providing in-depth coverage of
the Uniform Plumbing Code on such sub-
jects as definitions, materials, drain-
age systems, vents and venting, indirect
and special wastes, traps, joints and
connections, fixtures, water distribu-
tion, building sewers, fuel gas piping
and water heaters.

• Institutes—in cooperation with ICBO
chapters, the Conference cosponsors a
series of Building Official Institutes
at various locations through the areas
served by ICBO. The program content for
each institute i3 developed on the basis
of need and the program is generally
over a period of three to five days.

VOLUNTARY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM. The
voluntary certification program of ICBO is
national in scope and is intended to measure the
technical abilities of designated employees of
governmental units as well as special inspectors
employed by owners to provide continuous inspec-
tion in confonnance with Section 306 of the
Uniform Building Code. The program verified,

through testing and the issuance of a certifi-
cate, that those who successfully pass the
prescribed examinations have demonstrated their
ability to meet an established standard of
performance.

Examinations are written for fully quali-
fied inspectors and generally consist of two
parts, open and closed book. Closed book ques-
tions are based upon code requirements that an
inspector working with the code should have
committed to memory. The open book portion is
written to examine the applicant's familiarity
with the codes and his ability to use them.

The certification is issued for a three-
year period and must be renewed. Renewal is
based upon a written examination designed to
measure knowledge of changes to the codes.
Renewal examinations are self administered.

Candidate Bulletins are available which
outline useful study references and provide some
insight as to examination content. The Bulletin
provides a bibliographic study guide for each of
the specialty areas.

The inspector and plan review categories
presently offered and their text basis are:

Building Inspector—Uniform Building Code
Electrical Inspectoi—National Electrical

Code
Plumbing Inspector—Uniform Plumbing Code
Mechanical Inspectoi—Uniform Mechanical

Code
Combination Inspector—National Electrical

Code, Uniform Plumbing Code and Uniform
Mechanical Code

Plans Examiner—Uniform Building Code
Rehabilitation/Conservation Inspector—

Uniform Housing, Building, Plumbing and
Mechanical Codes; National Electrical
Code and the Uniform Code for the
Abatement of Dangerous Buildings

Firs Protection Inspector—Uniform Fire
Code

Examination and certification categories
for special inspectors include:

Reinforced Concrete—Uniform Building Code.
Uniform Building Code Standards, ACI
Building Code, ASTM Standards.

Prestressed Concrete—Uniform Building
Code, Uniform Building Code Standards,
ACI Building Code, ASTM Standards.

Reinrorced Masonry—Uniform Building Code,
Uniform Building Code Standards, ASTM
Standards.

Structural Steel—Uniform Building Code,
Uniform Building Code Standards,
American Welding Society, AISI, and AISC
Standards.

The ICBO certification program has seen the
administration of over 10,000 examinations and
the issuance of 5,500 certifications. The
program has many obvious benefits, but the
primary one is that it enables building offi-
cials to determine the technical proficiency of
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their inspection staff. It also encourages
construction craftsmen who wish to become in-
spectors to avail themselves of specialized
training in educational programs which are
available, the program also assists personnel
departmentsTrelieying them of the need"to con-
duct technical examinations in areas involving
complex skills.

MANUALS AH> TEXTBOOKS. The Conference has
developed a wide variety of manuals and text-
books designed to fill the educational and
instructor needs, and to match to a two-year
community college curriculum designed to achieve
an Associate of Arts degree in building con-
struction technology. Many of the courses on
construction technology utilize codes and code-
related documents as texts. There are, never-
theless, many areas in which the inspection or
plan review focus is not well covered in litera-
ture produced by others. To fill this void ICBO
has authored a wide variety of instructional
materials.

Textbooks currently available Include:

• Concrete Inspection Manual—a manual on
concrete to be used for reference or as
a text on concrete inspection.

• Building Departaent Administration—a
practical, informative textbook which
provides an authoritative reference for
all building officials covering all
vital areas of building department
administration.

• Plan Review Manual—a practical text
that will assist and guide both the
field inspector and the plan reviewer on
application of the Uniform Building
Code.

• Illustrated Mechanical Manual—a train-
ing aid for mechanical inspectors which
contains a fully graphic explanation of
the requirements of the Uniform Mechani-
cal Code.

• Field Inspection Manual—'widely used by
college-level instructors for nearly
20 years. The current edition is com-
pletely illustrated and serves as an
effective text for those studying build-
ing construction or architecture with
the object of honing inspection skills.

• Fire and Life Safety Workbook—student
workbook containing a series of 16
exercises arranged to give the student
working knowledge of the fire and life
safety aspects of the Uniform Building
Code.

INSTRUCTOR GUIDES. The Conference has
produced several guides which contain essential
instructor guidance materials including'a pre-
pared course outline, 18 lesson plans, sample
examination questions, basic copy for overhead
transparencies, supplemental reference lists and
sources of visual aids. Each guide contains
suggestions for planning the presentation of 51
hours of contact Instruction. They are designed
for a technically competent instructor. In-
structor guides are available with the following
titles:

Introduction to the Uniform Building Code—
BIT-100

Plan Reading and Nonstructural Plan
Review—BIT-101

Fire and Life Safety--BIT-102
Engineering Fundamentals for Puilding

Inspeotors--BiT-104
Structural inspection, Concrete I—BIT-105
Housing Code Enforcement—BIT-111
Building Department Administration for

Inspeetors--BIT-118
Mechanical Code and Inspection I--BIT-300

SUMMARY

Construction occupies a tremendously impor-
tant position in the nation's economy, and its
dynamic competitive nature fosters a never-
ending succession of innovative changes, both in
materials and types of construction. These
processes have a profound effect on the building
regulatory agencies of cities, counties and
states which require ongoing training and educa-
tional programs to keep pace. ICBO has a con-
tinuing and positive commitment in these areas.

PRODUCT EVALUATION SERVICE

One of the primary services of the Confer-
ence is the evaluation of new building products!
and systems. The evaluation service springs
from the reality that the Uniform Building Code
and its related documents are performance stan-
dards, which are designed to encourage develop-
ment of new building products and innovative
building systems. This is in keeping with the
dynamics of the building industry, but it car-
ries with it the obligation for code-adopting
jurisdictions to develop the means by which data
from basic research and product testing can be
examined and evaluated. Borne from this need,
the ICBO evaluation service presents technical
reports reflecting our findings with respect to:

1 . Verification that materials products,
systems, or equipment conform to standards
specified i~i the aforementioned codes.

2. Evaluation as to whether materials, pro-
ducts, systems, or equipment are suitable
alternates to t*iat specified in the codes.

3. Evaluation of the qualifications of agen-
cies engaged in produce or system testing,
quality control assurance programs, or in
the fabrication of products or systems in
areas governed by the codes.

The evaluation service gives communities
the advantages of an expert staff of trained
engineers at minimal costs. In turn, the cost
to proponents seeking recognition by building
code agencies becomes only a fraction of what it
would be if it were necessary to contact each
community separately. For example, the process
enables the proponent of a new product to reach
all of ICBO'3 member governmental unita at a
cost of less than $1.00 per Jurisdiction.

The evaluation paper process is fairly
simple. Prior to filing an application, the
ICBO staff will usually meet and confer with the
proponent for the purpose of identifying data
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needs or formulating te^t protocols. Upon
successful product development and testing, the
proponent will then submit an application to-
gether with supporting information. An analysis
is then made, and if th& evaluation Is satis-
factory, a technical report will be issued to
members and subscribers setting forth the ICBO
findings. ICBO maintains a technical staff of
structural, fire protection, mechanical, elec-
trical and civil engineers for the purpose of
carrying on the program.

The program is given oversight by an Evalu-
ation Committee composed of building officials
appointed by the Board of Directors. The com-
mittee meets quarterly and acts in an advisory
capacity to provide advice and guidance in all
aspects of the evaluation service. The com-
mittee also establishes acceptance standards for
innovative products and systems where no stan-
dards have been established in the codes.

The product evaluation service is wide
ranging and runs the gamut from new design
theories to the ubiquitous metal fireplace. It
is Instructive to recite some of the categories:

Admixtures
Bridging/Bracing
Designs: Concrete, Masonry, Steel, Wood
Ducts
Factory-built Housing
Exterior Coatings
Fasteners: Adhesive, Bolts, Hangers and
Framing Anchors, Powder-driven, Shear
Connectors
Fireplaces
Fire-protected Openings
Fire-resistive Construction

ICBO evaluation reports are published and
distributed throughout the United States to ICBO
member jurisdictions and to architects, engi-
neers and others subscribing to the service.
The reports are cros3 listed in an index pub-
lished as a separate section in ICBO's bimonthly
periodical Building Standards,11 which has a
current distribution of over 7,500 subscribers.

The reports are issued for a one-year
period, and following this they are reexamined
and may be issued for one or two years at the
option of the proponent. Changes or additions
can be Incorporated in the report upon reexamin-
ation or through the issuance of a supplementary
report.

MODEL CODE ADOPTION PROCEDURES

The model codes promulgated by ICBO are
designed for adoption by reference through an
ordinance, statute or regulation. A sample
ordinance for adoption might take the following
form:

SAMPLE ORDINANCE FOR ADOPTION OF
THE UNIFORM BUILDING CODE AND

UNIFORM BUILDING CODE STANDARDS
ORDINANCE NO.

An ordinance of the (jurisdiction)
regulating the erection, construction, enlarge-
ment, alteration, repair, moving, removal,
demolition, conservation, occupancy, equipment,
use, height, area and maintenance of all build-
ings or structures in the (jurisdiction ;
providing for the issuance of permits and.col-
lection of fees therefor; repealing Ordinance
No. of the (jurisdiction) and all
other ordinances and parts of the ordinances in
conflict therewith.

The (governing body) of the (ju-
risdiction) does ordain as follows:

Section 1. That certain documents, three
(3) copies of which are on file in the office of
the (jurisdlctlon'3 keaper of records) and
the (jurisdiction) ), being marked and
designated as "Uniform.Building Code," including
Appendix Chapter (fill In the applicable
appendix chapters; see Uniform Building Code
Section 103, last paragraph), 1982 edition and
the "Uniform Building Code Standards," 1982
edition, published by the International Confer-
ence of Building Officials, be and the same is
hereby adopted as the code of the (jurisdic-
tion) providing for issuance of permits and
collection of fees therefor,; and each and all of
the regulations, provisions, conditions and
terms of such "Uniform Building Code," 1982
edition and the "Uniform Building Code Stan-
dard/3," 1982 edition, published by the Interna-
tional Conference of Building Officials, on file
in the office of the (jurisdiction) are
hereby referred to, adopted and made a part
hereof as if fully set out in this ordinance.

Section 2. That Ordinance No. of
(jurisdiction) entitled (fill in here the

complete title of the present building ordinance
or ordinances in effect at the present time so
that they will be repealed by definite mention)
and all other ordinances or parts of ordinances
In conflict herewith are hereby repealed.

Section 3. That the (jurisdiction's
keeper of records) shall certify to the
adoption of this ordinance and cause the same to
be published.

Section 4. That if any section, subsec-
tion, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordin-
ance is, for any reason, held to be unconstitu-
tional, such decision 3hall not affect the
validity of the remaining portions of this
ordinance. The (governing body) hereby
declares that it would have passed this ordi-
nance, and each section, subsection! clause or
phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that
any one or more sections, subsections, senten-
ces, clauses and phrases be declared unconstitu-
tional.

Section 5. That this ordinance shall be
and is hereby declared to be in full force and
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effeot. from after (time period) from this
date of final passage and approval.

This ordinance, of course, may be expanded
to recite any exceptions -that are taken vtith L
respect to.specific sections, of the code being
adopted. For example, an appropriate section
'might be added to state that "wherever the term
'building official1 Is used in the Uniform
Building Code; It shall mean the manager of
construction regulations of the city of •'•-• -
.": : •- •'."...." Additionally, - it will be necessary to
add specific.penalitles covering violations of
the code. i

Although it is unquestionably the preroga-
tive of the.adopting jurisdiction to make such
changes as'it deems appropriate, the Uniform
Building Code is, nevertheless, designed with
the object in mind of adoption with minimal
amendment. Otherwise, the objective of unifor-
mity would be difficult to obtain. With its
long history of adoptions, the Uniform Building
Code has demonstrated an^abiiity to fit the goal
of adoption with minimal amendment. A careful
analysis of adoption practices shows that in
most cases'the only heeded area of change deals
with administrative matters, including fees,
penalitles, etc.

CODE ADMIHISIRATIOH

Administration of the Uniform Building Code
contemplates a functional organization in the
adopting jurisdiction in which certain key
functions will be fulfilled. There are probably
as many organizational charts as there are
governmental units in the United States. For
further treatment,of the subject, Building
Department Administration12 can be consulted.
For purposes of this paper, however, only func-
tional areas will be highlighted. The following
chart describes these functional areas:

In addition to the "normal" duties custo-
marily assigned to a building inspection depart-
ment, many ancillary or related duties might be

included since the management of all construc-
tion regulations is a natural role for the
building official. Even at that, there may be
add: '• 'onal, seemingly unrelated, functions that

; are nevertheless appropriately admlnistered;by.
one managing the general construction regula-
tions. Examples'are responsibility for the \
municipal physical plant, weed abatement and
abandoned vehicle control. Thebuildingdepart-
ment 13;also a natural focus for the management
of building conservation programs embracing
housing rehabilitation, the maintenance of
commercial buildings, fire prevention inspection
and.controls with respect to historical struc-
tures and, of course, programs dealing with
dangerous buildings. All of the expertise,
required in these specialized areas of building
conservation is generally found within the
framework of an organized building department.

For new construction, the Uniform Building
Code presumes an office review-of plans prior to
the issuance of a permit excluding,-., of,, course,
minor or unimportant work. The plan review
intended is Just tliat--a review of the design, in
sufficient depth arid with an appropriate level
of expertise to give assurance that the build-
ing, when completed, will reflect compliance
with the code. The inspection function is
responsible for ensuring that the construction
proceeds in accordance with the approved plans.

For the more complex structures, the in-
spection groups should monitor the performance
of special inspectors providing continuous
inspection of the project- These would be
persons with demonstrated competency, such as
those certified as special inspectors by ICBO.
They are hired by the owner but responsible to
the building official.

The engineering section, in addition to
plan review, provides a focus for evaluation of
alternate materials and methods of construction,
which is facilitated by the ICBO evaluation
service previously described. The engineering
function also provides a basis for reviewing

Administration
Personnel
Budgeting
Accounting

Permit Issuance

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
BY FUNCTION

Governmental
Authority

Management of
Construction Regulations

Building
Engineering Inspection Conservation
Plan Review Building Housing Rehab

Training Plumbing Historical Buildings
Appeal Processes Mechanical Fire Prevention
Code Alternates Electrical Commercial Maintenance

Combination
Training

Peripheral
Function

Weed Control
Abandoned Vehicles

Municipal Physical Plant
House Numbering

Permits and Licenses
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alternative designs and the investigation of
appeals and reports thereon to the Board of
Appeals. It also must keep pace with national
voluntary standards efforts.

Administrative functions include the usual
personnel responsibilities, accounting func-
tions, budgeting and related work; also, ordi-
nance development and oode adoption. The field
inspection effort would customarily use trained
specialists in such areas as building, electri-
cal, mechanical and plumbing, etc., plus a corps
of combination inspectors who are cross trained
in various disciplines to be competent in in-
spection of residential and comparable struc-
tures. The inspection specialists (together
with engineers from the engineering function)
will constitute an education and training corps
for continued in-service training programs,
Including the training of new employees and
supervision of combination inspectors.

NATURAL ACTIVITIES

isIn the normal course of its work, ICBO
involved in an active manner with various
national standards-writing organizations
throughout the United States. These include the
American Society for Testing Materials, the
National Fire Protection Association, Under-
writers Laboratories and a wide variety of trade
associations representing interests in wood,
concrete, steel, plastics, etc.

Worthy of particular comment is the efforts
of the model code organizations under the banner
of the Council of American Building Officials
(CABO).

CABO was founded approximately 12 year3 ago
by the three model building code organizations
for the purpose of responding in a unified
manner to matters of national concern. CABO
also enables the model code organizations to
pool their resources in projects of mutual
interest. Efforts to date are reflected in the
following CABO programs:

Coda Development. This effort includes
development and promulgation of the One and Two
Family Dwelling Code, the Model Energy Code and
a Solar Code Guideline Document. The One and
Two Family Dwelling Code contains building,
mechanical and plumbing provisions for one and
two family dwellings not over two stories in
height. The National Fire Protection Associa-
tion issues a corresponding electrical code for
one- and two-family dwelling construction. The
model code groups are thus unified in dwelling
construction regulations.

The Model Energy Code i3 designed to pro-
vide national uniformity in the adaptations of
the ASHRAE Standard 90.

The Solar Code Guidelines Identify model
code provisions that Impact or relate to solar
designs.

Board for the Coordination of Model Codes
(BCHC). This is a joint undertaking of the
model oodes together with the National Fire
Protection Association. As the name implies,
BCHC is designed to address conflicts among the
model codes where those conflicts are causing
problems to the building industry. The work
effort has been productive in standardizing the
various types of building construction and the
occupancy classes as used in all three model
codes. It has also been instrumental in unify-
ing exiting provisions and addressing the unique
problem in high-rise structures.

Rational Evaluation Service. This is a
product evaluation service designed to provide a
conduit for product manufacturers and proponents
who wish to obtain uniform recognition from the
three model code organizations. National
Evaluation Reports (NER) are correspondingly
recognized by the jurisdictions represented by
the three model code groups, and the result is a
very cost-effective and responsive program for-
the building industry.

CABO Certification Prograa. This is a
certification program designed specifically for
building officials or for those aspiring to
become building officials. The examination is
divided into three major areas of competence:
legal, management and technical. Examinations
are held twice each year at a number of loca-
tions within the areas served by the three model
code organizations. A successful passing score
must be achieved In each of the module areas to
obtain certification.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The development and growth of model codes
in the United States when compared to the prac-
tice in other countries is a distinctly differ-
ent approach, but one that is responsive and
fulfilling to those who participate in the
system.

The administration of codes is essentially
a local matter in the United States, and it has
proved extremely productive to involve those
responsible for code administration in the code
development and maintenance process. The result
is regulations which address the problems of
code administration and enforcement, while at
the same time considering tlie views of all other
parties at Interest. An ada=d benus to the
process is continuing program of education and
training for building officials and their
staffs, and, for that matter, all of those
Involved.
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CODES, STANDARDS, AND REQUIREMENTS FOR DOE FACILITIES;
NATURAL PHENOMENA DESIGN

A. B. Webb
Westinghouse Hanford Company

P. 0. Box 1970 ^^
Rich!and, WA 99352

Abstract

The basic requirements for codes, standards, and requirements are found
in COE Orders.5480:1 A, 5480.4, and 6430.1. The type of DOE f a c i l i t y to be
b u i l t and the hazards which i t presents w i l l determine the c r i t e r i a to be
applied fo r natural phenomena design. Mandatory c r i t e r i a are established in
the DOE orders for certaini designs but morei often recommended guidance is
given. National codes and standards form a great, body o f experience from
which the pro jec t engineer may draw. Examples/of:three kinds of f a c i l i t i e s
and the appl icable codes and standards are discussed. The safety program
planning approach to project management used at Westinghouse Hariford is
out l ined.

INTRODUCTION

This discussion euti ines the regulations
and guides which govern the design of DOE
Fac i l i t i es for natural phenomena hazards. The
basic requirements fo r codes, standards, and
requirements for DOE Fac i l i t i e s are found i n
DOE Orders 5480.1A (safety program), 5480.4
(standards), and 6430.1 (design c r i t e r i a ) .
These orders provide references to other codes,
standards, and requirements which are mandatory
fo r certain kinds of f a c i l i t i e s or recommended
as guidance for other f a c i l i t i e s .

The type of f a c i l i t y and hazards which
operation may present w i l l determine the c r i -
t e r i a which apply to design for natural
phenomena. Nuclear reactors and fuel fabr ica-
t i o n f a c i l i t i e s are required to be designed to
much more str ingent c r i t e r i a than o f f i ce
buildings and warehouses.

Al l f a c i l i t i e s of complex nature are subject
to a hazard determination. That i s , i f the
inventory of the f a c i l i t y were released to the
environs, the hazard to the environment and
the public i s assessed as low, medium, or h igh .
The requirements imposed on the f a c i l i t y are
thus commensurately greater in proportion to
the hazard. The majcr f a c i l i t y types determine
the speci f ic set of requirements (e .g. reactors ,
fuel fabr icat ion p lan ts , reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s
each have a d i f fe ren t set of requirements).

Natural phenomena applicable to the f a c i l i t y
s i t e w i l l determine the design basis events and
the i r design magnitudes. This discussion w i l l
be l imi ted to the big three events: earthquake,
tornado, and f lood. These are the events which
require the most a t tent ion and expense.

Mandatory c r i t e r i a and requirements are
imposed by DOE orders fo r natural phenomena
design, usually by imposit ion of national codes,
standards, and regulat ions. However, i n many
cases, the DOE orders to not impose mandatory

codes and; standards but recommend codes and
standards as gui dance to desi gners and,-_ engineers.
Part icular ly helpful in this regard are the
Brookhaven National Laboratory guides which
have been prepared forDOE.

Proqram plans, project documentation, and
safety analysis reports are used to establish
the specif ic codes, standards, and requirements
which appli to each DOE Fac i l i t y . At Westing-
hduse'Hanford Company,,safety program plans are
developed for new projects to ident i fy hazards,
design basis events, top level codes and stan-
dards, and p r inc ipa l design c r i t e r i a . Examples
w i l l be-provided to i l l u s t r a te how the safety
program plan i s used to help iden t i f y relevant
codes, standards, and requirements.

PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS

Planning for codes, standards, and require-
ments must begin in the conceptual stages of
the project. Figure 1 i l l us t ra tes the principal
elements to be considered.

ENVMONMINT/nMUC 1 OKUTORS INVESTMENT

FIGURE ;V : •••,

PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS
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The type of f a c i l i t y and the hazards which
i t can present are the f i r s t considerations.
The s i t e selected w i l l determine the types o f
natural phenomena events which must be protected
against and the magnitude of the design events.
The codes and standards imposed on the pro ject
w i l l help establ ish most of the top level design
requirements. Various ju r i sd ic t i ons must be
sa t i s f i ed during t h i s process including DOE,
state and local governments, and others,
depending upon the loca t ion o f t h e p lant . The
pr inc ipal object ive o f the safety engineering
process is to protect the environment, the
pub l ic , the operators, and the investment.

DOE ORDERS

The DOE orders provide the s ta r t i ng point
fo r determining the codes, standards, and
requirements for DOE F a c i l i t i e s design.
Figure 2 shows the pr inc ipa l DOE orders which
i n i t i a t e t h i s process. Complex projects begin
t h e i r l i ves under the Project Management System.
DOE Order 5480.4 provides detai led l i s t i n g s of
both mandatory and suggested codes appl icable
to these pro jects . The environmental protec-
t i o n , safety, and health program order provides
a great deal of guidance (548O:1A) whi le the
safety analysis and review system imposes
requirements fo r a d isc ip l i ned approach to
safety analysis.

, - " BNL51444 * * - , .
NON-REACTOR NUCLEAR s

FACILITIES STOS AND
"•-^ CRITERIA GUIDE . - ^

DESIGN GUIDE FOR
* . , WATER REACTORS

FIGURE 2
BASIC ORDER STRUCTURE

DOE requirements are divided in to two large
groups: reactor and non-reactor. Requirements
fo r reactors general ly fo l low the appl icable
practices established fo r the commercial l i g h t
water reactor i ndus t r y , whi le non-reactors
fo ' .ow the c r i t e r i a provided in DOE 6430.1.
I f the f a c i l i t y is not complex s ,i presents no
unusual hazards i t w i l l largely be b u i l t in
accordance with local codes. Thus, common
bui ldings would l i k e l y fo l low the requirements
f o r earthquake design found in the Uniform
Bui ld ing Code.

For several reactor types as wel l as non-
reactor nuclear f a c i l i t i e s , Brookhaven National
Laboratory has provided some guides which are
useful i n es tab l ish ing relevant codes, stan-
dards, and requirements. DOE 5480.4 references
these BNL documents as guides and does not
impose them as mandatory requirements but they
provide an extensive review of the avai lab le
codes, standards, and requirements asjwell as
a systematic approach to the'use o f these.
The BNL guides provide an excel l en t - s t a r t i n g
place for p ro jec t engineers which could save
them many months o f work i n the reference
l ibrar ies.

Three examples of representative fac i l i t ies
and natural phsr.omena events are considered
below to i l lus t ra te how the DOE orders approach
natural phenomena design.

Table 1 br ie f ly outlines the approach to
flood protection for a common fac i l i t y (such
as an office' building). DOE 6430.1 states
that the building code of the state applies.
Thus, flood design requirements imposed by
such a code ( i f any) would apply.

TABLE 1

EXAMPLE OF FLOOD PROTECTION
FOR LESSER FACILITY

DOE 6430.1

° Building Code of State applies

Page 1-13: DOE 4320.1 A Site Development
& Facility Utilization
Planning

° Do not site facility in flood plain

DOE 4320.1 for siting is imposed by 6430.1
with the requirement to not site the facility
in a flood plain.

Table 2 outlines the tornado protection
for a plutonium fuel production plant. The
general provisions of the early chapters of
6430.1 apply. In addition, the requirements
of Chapter XXI are imposed. Design loads and
wind design are to be in conformance to ANSI
A58.1. The tornado loads to be imposed in the
design are site dependent and are to be based
upon national weather service information.
The office of Nuclear Safety, DOE,is devel-
oping standard hazard models for aach site
which will help designers and provide more
consistent analyses for each DOE site.
Chapter XXI imposes tornado design for this
Plutonium facility in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.76, "Design Basis Tornado
for Nuclear Power Plants". In this case, even
though the facility is not a reactor, the
Regulatory Guide is seen as being directly
applicable.

Table 3 shows the beginning requirements
for very complex process of designing seismic
protection into a reactor. The Code of
Federal Regulations is used, particularly the
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general design criteria portion. Criterion 2
is quite lengthy and specifies that reactors
shall be protected against a variety of natural
phenomena. Siting criteria from part 100 are
used to establish the design basis, earthquake
for the specific site. Inthe BNL design
guide, 10 CFR 100 ispreferenced for site data.
Further reconmehdations are provided to utilize
regulatory;guides and a standard review plan.
Additional detailed requirements such as the
ANSI standard shown are recommended.

TABLE 2

EXAMPLE OF TORNADO PROTECTION FOR NUCLEAR
FACILITY PLUTONIUM FUEL PLANT

DOE 6430.1

° General Provisions in early chapters
° Chapter XXI - Plutonium Production

Page IV-1: Architectural/Structural
° ANSI A58.1 (Design Loads)

Page IV-7
° ANSI A58.1 (Wind Design)

Page IV-9
° Tornado loads based upon NOAA

information

Page IV-10

° Nuclear Safety Hazard Models for
sites

Page XXI-6
0 Tornado Design per Reg. Guide 1.76

TABLE 3

EXAMPLE OF SEISMIC PROTECTION FOR REACTOR

10 CRF 50

Appendix A - General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants

Criterion 2 (Design Bases for Protection
Against Natural Phenomena)

10 CRF 100

Appendix A - Seismic & Geologic Siting
Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants

BNL 50831 - I I : Design Guide for Category I I
Reactors

Page 60

. Site data per 10 CFR 100, App. A

• Response spectra per Reg. Guide 1.60

. Damping Valves per Reg. Guide 1.61

. Analysis Guidelines per Std. Review Plan
3.7

. Recommended: ANSI N18.5-1974, "Earth-
quake Instrumentation Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants"

The above;examples are only very brief -,..•-.
sketches of the process of code, standard:and
requirement specification. In the actual
process, the project engineer will need to
methodically step through each order and spec-
ification to develop:the full list of require-
ments applicable to his- specific project.' .:'•

DETAILED CRITERIA & REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT

As the project develops, the project
engineer will want to develop greater Tevels
of detail for requirements which his designer
will execute. Figure 3 illustrates how this
process occurs.' After the initial concept and
site selection, the top level engineering and
safety requirements are established. These
will yield the top level set of codes, stand-
ards, and requirements. As engineering and
design proceeds, experience, creativity and
judgement are used with.existing guidance to
develop the further detailed:criteria and :
requirements. This permits the project engineer
to build upon the experience of many who have
developed many earlier designs, as well as to
use creative talent on the specific problems
which the design at hand imposes.

PLANT TYPE/SITE SELECTION
NATURAL PHENOMENA ESTABLISHED

ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS 1
SAFETY PLANNING I _•._• •,
SAFETY FUNCTIONS { ~ ; , 8 i * « H

SAFETY CLASSIFICATIONS EXPERIENCE > L
' CREATIVITY f CflrTERIA

JUDGEMENT I AND REQUIREMENTS

FIGURE 3

DETAILED CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT

Figure 4 illustrates how the documentation for
a typical project might handle this progressive
development for even greater detail in the :

relevant codes, standards, and requirement!).
Each level of document builds upon the upper
level specification provided it the previous
document.
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C, S & R:

FUNCTIONS
AND REQUIREMENTS

CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN
REPORT

PSAR

FSAR

TOP LEVEL|

1
FURTHER DEV. |

1

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

1

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

m

I

FIGURE 4
CODE, STANDARD, AND REQUIREMENT EXPANSION

The safety program plan has been used at West-
inghouse Hanford Company to guide new develop-
ment projects. The plan provides for all of the
elements common to a comprehensive safety pro-
gram such as:

*. Haznrd & Event Identification
. Accident Consequence Evaluation
*. Codes, Standards, & Orders
. Safety Classification of Systems
*. Safety Criteria & Requirements
. Safety Principals & Methods
. Safety Features & Moni tors
. Limits, Setpoints, & Margins
. Safety Evaluations & Analyses
. Documentation

The items identified by an asterisk are
particularly important in the present discuss-
ion. The safety program plan recognizes the
need for these elements in tht project and
outlines the top level documents needed. It
further establishes a framework for systematic
development of more detail in each area as the
project develops. So, for the initial issue
of the safety program plan, the top level codes
and standards which apply to the project would
be listed. The plan for identifying the next
level of detailed codes and standards would also
be established. In the natural phenomena area,
the design basis events would be described for
the facility. For example, at the Hanford site
of the Fuel Cycle Plant, design basis earth-
quakes and tornadoes would be specified but'ft
design basis flood would not since the site is
more than 100 feet above any flood source.

Figure 5 shows how the overall safety pro-
gram plan is used to guide a typical project as
the project matures in time. Natural phenomena
events are recognized and the appropriate codes
and standards are specified early in the proj-
ect with more development in later stages. The
plan would list the DOE ordars, Westinghouse
Company manuals; Hanford Engineering standards,
various national codes, ASTM standards, ANSI
Standards, ASME Codes, etc., with plans for
developing expansions of these in the designs
and ordering specifications. Key codes and
standards for safety considerations will be
developed in the safety analysis reports.

OVERVIEW

Determining the codes, standards, and re-
quirements which apply to a project for natural
phenomena design is an ongoing activity which
evolves as the project matures. The hazards
which a facility presents as well as the kind
of facility to be built are important in deter-
mining which codes, standards, and requirements
will apply. Site selection is also important
because this..determines the kinds of events
which must be protected against as well as
their severity and probable frequency. It is
recommended that the,safety program p'an ap-
proach be used in the project planning stage to
establish the codes, standards, and requirements
which have been initially recognized by the
project planners as well as to provide a

SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN

DESIGN BASIS EVENTS 1

CODES. STDS. AND REQS.

PSAR — FSAR

I FUNCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS/DETAIL DESIGk REQUIREMENTS

PRECONCERT
DESIGN - CONCEPTUAL

DESIGN 1
FINAL

DESIGN

\ SPECIFICATION/ORDER I

L FABRICATION/
CONSTRUCTION/

INSTALLATION

FIGURE 5

SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN DURING
PROJECT LIFE

program f o r subsequent code, standard, and
requirement spec i f i ca t ion .

The pro ject documentation such as functions
and requirement documents, design repor ts , and
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safety analysis reports will provide explicit
listings of these codes, standards and require-
ments to give project engineers and designers a
basis on which to engineer the facility.

A large body of guidance is available in the
federal and national codes, standards, and reg-
ulations which can help the project engineer
employ tried and true techniques for much of
the project. The DOE has permitted a great deal
of latitude in these matters since very little
has been made mandatory but much as been recomm-
ended as guidance. The project engineer is
charged with the responsibility to engineer a
safe project and is expected to efficiently
employ the collected wisdom embodied in the
codes, standards, and requirements for problems
already solved while focusing his creativity and
experience on the unique problems which the
project at hand presents.

The project engineer can select the appropri-
ate codes, standards, and requirements for his
project, specify these in the appropriate docu-
mentation, and then execute the designs and
equipment orders for the facility. Founding
most of the project on commonly recognized codes,
standards, and requirements helps all partici-
pants, reviewers, and equipment suppliers work
to a common body of understanding and experience.
This will help assure that the facility is well
designed and constructed to protect the environ-
ment, public, operators, and plant investment
from natural phenomena events.

APPENDIX

The following tables present selected codes
and standards which are useful in the areas of
natural phenomena protection. These documents
as well as the documents mentioned in the main
body of the text provide numerous references to
the other codes, standards, and requirements
which are available for the whole range of
project engineering activities.

6410.1

° Management of Construction Projects

6430.1

° General Design Criteria Manual

TABLE A-II

SELECTED US NRC REGULATORY GUIDES

1.12

° Instrumentation for Earthquakes

1.29
c Seismic Design Classification

1.59

Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power
Plants

1.60

Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design
of Nuclear Power Plants

1.61

Damping Values for Seismic Design of
Nuclear Power Plants

1.76
Design Basis Tornado f o r Nuclear Power
Plants

1.102

Flood Protect ion fo r Nuclear Power Plants

1.117

Tornado Design C l a s s i f i c a t i o n

TABLE A- l

SELECTED DOE ORDERS

5480.1A

° Environmental Protection, Safety, and
Health Protection Program for DOE Operations

5480.4

° Environmental Protection, Safety, and
Health Protection Standards

5481.1A

° Safety Analysis and Review System

5700.4A

° Project Management System

TABLE A-III
SELECTED BROO.KHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY GUIDES

DOE/TIC-11603
° (3NL 51444) "NON-REACTOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES:

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA GUIDE" - prepared
for Office of Nuclear Safety, DOE by BNL

BNL 50831-11
° "DESIGN GUIDE FOR CATEGORY II REACTORS,"

LIGHT AND HEAVY WATER REACTORS, prepared
by BNL for Div. of Operational Environmental
Safety, DOE

TABLE A-IV

SELECTED INDUSTRY STANDARDS & CODES

ANSI A58.1-1972

° "Bui ld ing Code Requirements f o r Minimum
Design Loads i n Buildings and Other
Structures"
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AC I 349-76
° "Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety

Related Concrete Structures"

ASME
° Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section

III

IEEE 344-1975
° (ANSI N41.7) "Recommended Practices for

Seismic Qualification of Class IE Equipment
of Nuclear Power Generating Stations"
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SEISMIC DESIGN

;30vISI0NS OF THE UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

David L. Messinger
David L. Messinger & Associates
Consulting Structural Engineers

Oakland, California

ABSTRACT

All non-critical DOE facilities are required by DOE 6430.1 t 0 be designed
to the seismic provisions of the Uniform Building Code (UBC). This paper will
present the current efforts of the Structural Engineer's Association of
California (SEAOC) Seismology Committee to re-write their "Recommended Lateral
Force Requirements and Commentary", the "Blue Book". The Blue Book is the
basis of the seismic code provisions of the UBC. It is the expressed goal of
SEAOC to submit the re-written Blue Book provisions to the International
Conference of Building Officials (ICBO) as a code change to the; 1985 UBC.

ATC-3-06, "Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations
for Buildings", published by the Applied Technology Council (ATC), is a re-
source document whose purpose is to present in one comprehensive document the
state-of-thf-art in the fields of engineering seismology and seismic engineer-
ing as it pertains to the seismic design and construction of buildings. The
SEAOC Seismology Committee has been working on the revisions to the Blue Book
since 1980, and at the start of this effort made a basic decision to follow a
modified ATC-3-06 format. The ATC-3-IS format was chosen because it is more
consistent as a design procedure with the more rigorous procedures used for the
analysis of structures subjected to earthquake motions.

This paper will compare the requirements of the 1982 UBC, ATC-3-06, and
the proposed Blue Book as to philosophical and technical differences.

INTRODUCTION

The Seismology Committee of SEAOC has
worked since 1980 on a revision of the Blue
Book. This is being done as a result of a
directive from the SEAOC Board of Directors.
A draft document is available at this time, and
is being reviewed by the SEAOC membership for
final revision and approval, and ultimately,
for submittal to ICBO as a code change to the
1985 UBC.

Following the directive of the SEAOC
Board, the Seismology Committee decided to
begin a thorough review and rewrite of the Blue
Book. Initially, the concept was to "clean up"
the Blue Book by addressing the many small
problems that had become apparent over the
years. Subsequently, however, the committee
decided to include material from ATC-3-06 [11
and other resource documents that the committee
thought would not require extensive testing.

A schedule was established with a goal to
prepare a final draft for inclusion into the
1985 UBC. This meant finishing and submitting
in code format to ICBO by May 1983. obviously,
this goal has not been achieved, and the entire
document is now in what is known as the "second
draft". This paper, therefore is a status
report rather than a finished document, and it
is hoped that presentation will not only inform

the reader of the direction that the Blue Book
rewrite is taking, but also stimulate discus-
sion and suggestions from those who are
interested.

The decision was made to follow a modified
ATC-3-06 format, and it will become apparent in
the following material where the differences
between the 1982; UBC and the proposed Blue Book
exist. One of the major departures from 'the
present UBC is rather than continuing with the
present approach which intermixes static force
procedures and elements of dynamic analyses,
the proposed Blue Book will treat them as sep-
arate procedures. Another change is that
"materials" requirements presently found in
general requirements of the UBC will be put
into the "materials" chapters of the proposed
Blue Book.

The ATC format was chosen because if is
more consistent as a design procedure with the
more rigorous procedures used for the analysis
of structures subjected to earthquake motions.
The commentary of ATC-3 explains the derivation
of the expected levels of ground shaking that
can be reasonably anticipated at a given site.
These levels of ground shaking have been estab-
lished by seismologists and geologists, and
instrumental records indicate that the ATC-3
levels appear reasonable.
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One of the fundamental departures of the
proposed Blue Book from ATC-3 is that ATC-3 is
based on an "ultimate strength" concept,
whereas the proposed Blue Book will be based
upon a "working strength" concept as is the
present OBC.j Further in this paper, it will
become apparent-how this is accomplished.

As to the specifics of the detailed re-
quirements of the Blue Book re-write, perhaps
the best way to explain'the direction that the
proposed Blue Book is going is to compare it to
the requirements of the 1982 Uniform Building
Code (UBC) [2], and to the "Tentative Pro-
visions for the Development of Seismic Regula-
tions for Buildings", (ATC-3) [1].

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE PROPOSED BLUE BOOK

The basic division of subject matter in
the proposed Blue Book is as follows:

1. General Requirements for Design and
Construction.

2. Materials. Requirements.

3. Existing Buildings.

Space will limit a total presentation of
all of the material, and therefore only the
major issues can be presented which will be the
"General Rquiremehts" chapter in part, and only
the highlights of the "Materials Chapters".
The Chapter on "Existing Buildings" has not
been written.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION

General

The initial provisions in the first
chapter cover the concepts of good engineering,
Buch as "these are minimum provisions" and
"there shall be a continuous load path for all
forces from their point of application to the
ground". It then develops the two basic pro-
cedures for building analysis:

Equivalent Static Force Procedure,
Dynamic Analysis Procedure.

and

Dynamic Analysis Procedures are optional
for "regular" structures, and mandatory of
"irregular" structures. This required the
development of a concise def ini t ion of "irregu-
larity" which w i l l be discussed l a t e r in th i s
paper ir. the section on "Criteria Selection".

Equivalent S ta t i c Lateral Force Procedure

Design Base Shear, V

1982 OBC: V = ZIKCSW, where

a zone factor
an occupancy importance factor
a horizontal force factor for
buildings
a base shear coefficient
a coefficient for site-

z
I
K

C
S

i s
i s
i s

i s
i s

ATC-3:

c s
W

is
is

structure resonance
the total dead load of the
structure, including partitions
and permanent equipment, 25% of
warehouse live loads, 25% of
snow loads.

V » CSW, where

the seismic design coefficient
the total gravity load of the
building including partitions
and other perir tnent equipment,
25% of floor live loads, and a
percentage of snow load varying
from 20 to 70% of the snow load

Blue Book: V = ZICW/RW, where

Z is zone factor
I is an importance factor
C is a base shear coefficient
Ry is a structural qualify factor
W is the total dead load and

applicable portions of other
loads such as partitions (min.
of 10 PSF) permanent equipment,
snow in excess of 30 psf and, in
storage and warehouse occu-
pancies, 25% of the iloor live
load

Base Shear Coefficient, C

1982 OBC: C = 1/15(T)1/2, where

need not exceed 0.12,

is the fundamental period of
vibrations which may be
calculated by using the
approximate formulas or by
analytical procedures such as
the Rayleigh formula.

ATC-3:

is
is

iB

is

is

is

C g need not exceed the
following:
C - 2.5A /R

( so i l type 1 fi 2)
Cs = 2.0A /R

(soil type 3),
where

the seismic design coefficient
the coefficient representing
effective peak velocity-related
acceleration
the seismic coefficient
representing the Effective Peak
Acceleration
the seismic coefficient for
given a soil profile
the response modification
factor
The fundamental period of
vibration which may be
calculated by using the
approximate formulas or by
analytical procedures such as
the Rayleigh formula.
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Blue Book:

zc

1.25S/T',2/3 where

shall not be less than 0.03Rw
and need not exceed 1.1 for soil
types 1 and 2, and 0.9 for soil
type 3
a site coefficient for the soil
characteristic for a given site
the fundamental period of
vibration which may be
calculated by using the
approximate formulas or by
analytical procedures such as
the Rayleigh formula

The values of "c" in all three approaches
vary with the inverse of some power of the "T"
value. The "C" value in the 1982 UBC "has a
general relationship to an earthquake acceler-
ation response envelope that has been reduced
to a base shear coefficient of a uniform multi-
degree-of-freedom system" [1]. The "C" values
used in both the ATC-3 and the proposed Blue
Book are dependent upon the Effective Peak
Acceleration value, Aa, the Effective Peak
Velocity-Related Acceleration, Ay, the building
period, T, the/site coefficient, S, and the
response modification factor, Rw. The Afl and
A values ur ;d in the ATC-3 Base Shear Coef-
ficients "...should be considered as normal-
izing factors for construction of smoothed
elastic response spectra for ground motions of
normal duration. The EPA is proportional to
spectral ordinates at a period in the range of
0.1 to 0.5 seconds, while the EPV is propor-
tional to spectral ordinates at a period of
about 1 second." [1].

The 1.25 value in the proposed Blue Book
is derived from the value that is found using
the ATC-3 parameter A = 0.40, which is the
predominant value for EPV in California. It is
slightly higher than the ATC-3 value of 1.2 to
make it more in line with the 1982 UBC values.
The cut-off values of 1.1 and 0.9 are derived
from the ATC-3 formulas (4-3) and (4-3a) using
an Aa value of 0.4. The values thus obtained
from those ATC-3 formulas are respectively 1.0
and 0.8, and the corresponding Blue Book values
are respectively 1.1 and 0.9, an approximate
10% increase over the ATC-3 values. This 10%
increase was used to bring the cut-off in the
low period range more in line with the 1982 UBC
cut-off values. For a complete discussion of
EPA and EPV values, see the ATC-3 commentary,
pages 297-303.

A totally new requirement is introduced in
the proposed Blue Book of using a 3% Base Shear
Coefficient limit. This restriction, for all
practical purposes will affect only steel
moment frames higher than 170 feet and concrete
moment frames higher than 298 feet.

Building Period, T (Approximate Formulas)

1982 OBC:

Stiff
Buildings

T = 0.05hn/D
1/2

where

Moment
Frames

T = 0.1N

is the building height in feet
is dimension of structure parallel

to seismic force
is number of stories

ATC-3:
where

0.05hn/L
1/2

Ta = cthn
3/4

is
is

is

the building height in feet
dimension of structure parallel
to seismic force
0.035 for steel frames, i
and 0.025 for concrete frames

Blue Book: T = 0.05hn/D
x

where ,̂
D = ' "

is
is

3/4

w h e r e

the length, in feet, of shear .,
wall or braced frame segments in
a direction parallel to/the
applied forces.
the length, in feet, of the ,
longest shear wall or braced
frame segment.
need not exceed the dimensions
of the structure, in feet, in
the direction parallel to the
applied forces.
the building height in feet
0.035 for steel frames,
and 0.030 for concrete frames

Building Period (Calculated Period)

1982 OBC: Rayleigh formula or properly
substantiated analysis

ATC-3: Rayleigh formula or properly
substantiated analysis
with base of building fixed
and period thus obtained not to
exceed .-1»2T

Blue Book: Rayleigh formula or properly
substantiated analysis with
"C" value not less than 80% of
that obtained from approximate
formulas

The fundamental departure of both ATC-3
and the proposed Blue Book from the 1982 UBC,
when calculating the approximate period, is the
period for moment frames. The proposed formula
is a function of the building height and a
coefficient Ct, which is dependent on material.
ATC-3 proposes C. values of 0.035 and 0.025,
respectively, for steel and concrete moment
frames, whereas the proposed Blue Book proposes
0.035 and 0.030, respectively, for steel and
concrete moment frames. The reason for the
relaxation to 0.030 in concrete frames in the
Blue Book is due to a re-evaluation of the data
upon which the the ATC-3 values were based. It
was found that two of the concrete buildings
used to derive the 0.025 value were, in fact,
shear wall buildings. Once these buildings
were removed from that data set, the coef- .
ficient, Cfc, for concrete momer.- frames
appeared to be more nearly 0.030.
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The other fundamental change from the 1982
UBC is in the use of a calculated period based
on the "...structural properties and deforma-
tional characteristics of the resisting ele-
ments...". -The 1982 UBC allows the use of the
Rayleigh Formula: (in fact almost encourages its
use)^without restriction; whereas ATC-3 and the
proposed Blue Book propose certain restrictions
on the use of a "calculated period". The
reason for the restriction is to discourage
"tampering" with a calculated period to arrive
at a lower base shear coefficient, C. The
restriction in ATC-3 is to put an arbitrary
limit on the calculated period of 1.2Ta (Ta is
the approximate period), whereas the proposed
Blue Book proposes to use a limit on the "C"
value (determined using a calculated "T") of
80% of the value of "C" obtained from using the
approximate value of "T".

The Site Coefficient, S

1982 UBC:

For T/TsS1.0, S = 1.0 + T/Ts - 0.5 (T/T,.)
2

For T/Ts>1.0,

S = 1.2 + 0.6(T/T )2-0.3(T/T ) 2

5 »

S need not exceed 1.5 and the
product of CS need not exceed
0.14

T is the characteristic site period

ATC-3:

S = 1.0 For rock of any characteristic,
either shale-like or crystalline in
nature, having a shear wave velocity
greater than 2500 ft/sec or stiff
soil conditions where soil depth is
less than 200 ft and the soil types
overlying rock are stable deposits of
sands, gravels or stiff clays.

S = 1.2 For deep cohesionless or stiff clay
conditions, including sites where
soil depth exceeds 200 ft and soil
types overlying rock are stable
deposits of sands, gravels or stiff
clays.

S = 1.5 For soils with a soft to medium-stiff
clays and sands, (30 ft or more of
soft to medium stiff clays) with or
without intervening layers of sand or
other cohesionless soils.

Blue Book:

S = 1.0 For a rock-like material having a
shear wave velocity greater than 2500
ft/sec or be other suitable means of
classification or a stiff or dense
soil condition where the soil depth
is less than 200 feet.

S = 1.2 For dense or stiff soil conditions
where soil depth exceed 200 feet or
more.

S = 1.5 For soft to firm clays or loose sands
30 feet or more in depth.

The fundamental difference between both
the proposed Blue Book and ATC-3 as compared to
the 1982 UBC is that of simply using a Site
Coefficient S, dependent only on the physical
characteristics of the soil; and not the
relationship between the ratio of the building
period I to the: characteristic period of the
site, Tg.

: For a more detailed discussion for
this change in approach, see ATC-3 commentary,
pages 303,305 [1].

The Structural Quality Factor, R^

The comparison of the "K" values of the
1982 UBC to the "R" values used in ATC-3 and
the proposed Blue Book are shown in Table 1.
Perhaps the most concise description of the
philosophy behind the "R" values is in ATC-3
commentary, pages 335-6. "The response modifi-
cation factor, R, ...have been established
considering that structures generally have
additional overstrength capacity, above that
whereby the design loads cause significant
yield. The R factor essentially represents the
ratio of the forces which would develop under
the specified ground motion if the structure
behaved entirely linearly elastic to the pre-
scribed design forces at significant yield
level. This reduction is possible because of
the actual energy absorption and:energy dis-
sipation capacity (toughness) which the whole
structure possesses due to~ its capability to
deform inelastically (the area under the actual
load deformation curve). In establishing the R
values, consideration has also been given to
the performance of the different materials and
systems of past earthquakes. The values of R
must be chosen and used with judgment". Low R
values must be used for structures with low
degrees of redundancy and ductility, while high
R values are intended to structures with high
degrees of redundancy and high ductility.

Commentary on R Values [5]

The conversion from the "K" factor to the
"R" factor on the surface, is basically a tech-
nically "reciprocal" change. The motivation is
that "R" represents the structural systems
available inelastic resistance to seismically
induced motion and, therefore, is more approp-
riately placed in the denominator of the force
equation.

The following judgement and experience
factors were considered in the selection of the
R values:

1. Observed system performance
2. Level of inelastic response
3. Consequences of vertical load system

failure
4. Lateral force system redundancy
5. Multiplicity of lines of defense
6. Ductility
7. Redundancy
8. Back-up systems
9. Lack of back-up or redundancy.

Once the above definitions and criteria
were established certain agreed upon landmarks
were selected. The highest level of historical
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Table 1

1982
SYSTEM UBC
DESCRIPTION "K"

VALUE

BEARING WALL SYSTEMS (1)
1. Light framed walls w/ shear

A. Plywood, three
stories or less 1.00

B. All others 1.33
2. Shear Walls

A. Concrete 1.33
B. Masonry 1.33

3. Light steel framed bearing
walls w/ tension
only bracing 1.33

4. Braced frames where bracing
carries gravity load
A. Steel 1.33
B. Concrete 1.33
C. Heavy timber 1.33

BUILDING FRAME SYSTEMS (2)
1. Ductile eccentric braced

steel.frame 1.00
2. Light framed walls

w/ shear panels
A. Plywood, three

stories or less 1.00
B. All others 1.00

3. Shear walls
A. Concrete 1.00
B. Masonry 1.00

4. Concentric braced frames
A. Steel 1.00
B. Concrete 1.00
C. Heavy timber 1.00

MOMENT RESISTING FRAMF (3)

ATC-3
"R"

VALUE

panels

6.5
6.5

4.5
3.5

-

?
?
?

-

7
7

5.5
4.5

5
5
5

1. Ductile detailed moment-resisting
space frames (DMSF)
A. Steel 0.67
B, Concrete 0.67

8
7

BLUE
BOOK
"Rw"
VALUE

8
6

6
5

4

6
4(6)
4

10

9
7

8
7

8
8(6)
8

12
12

Intermediate ductile detailed
concrete moment-resisting
space frames (IDMSF)
Ordinary moment-resisting
space frames

7(6)

A.
B.

steel
Concrete

DUAL SYSTEMS (4)
1. Shear walls

A.
B.

C.
D.

Cone, w/ DMSF
Cone, w/
cone. IDMSF
Masonry w/ DMSF
Masonry w/
cone. IDMSF

1.00
(5)

0.80

-

0.80

-
2. Eccentric braced frames

w/ steel DMSF 0.80
3. Concentric braced frames

A.

B.

C.

Steel w/ steel
DMSF
Cone, w/ cone.
DMSF
Cone, w/ cone.
IDMSF

0.80

0.80

~

4.5
2

6

-

6.5

-

_

6

-

—

8
5(5)

12

9
8

7(6)

12

10

9(6)

6(6)

NOTES:
(1) Bearing wall systems provide support for

all or most of gravity loads, and provide
bracing,for lateral loads.

(2) Buildings with a substantially complete
vertical load carrying system with non-
bearing braced frames or shear walls
carrying the base: shear. ;:: - :

(3) An essentially complete space frame which
provides support for all gravity loads and
for lateral forces by flexural action of
beams and columns of a moment frame.

(4) Buildings consisting of an essentially
complete space frame which provides sup-
port for all gravity loads and a minimum
of 25% of the total base shear, with the
remaining 75% being carried by shear walls
or braced frames distributed in proportion
to relative rigidities.

(5) Not permitted in seismic zones 2, 3, and 4
(6) Not permitted in seismic zones 3 and 4.

performance predictability appeared to be a
steel ductile frame and a box type masonry or
concrete building. These are converted from K
to R factors giving values of 12 or 6 respect-
ively. Using these values as targets other
relative values were established, considering
the criteria outlined above.

The Zone Factor, Z

1982 UBC: Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

4,
3,
2,
1,

Z
Z
Z
Z

= 1
= 3/4
= 3/8
= 3/16

ATC-3: Zonation accomplished by use of
A a and Ay values

Blue Book: Zone 4, Z = 0.40
Zone 3, Z = 0.30
Zone 2, Z =0.15
Zone 1, Z = 0.075

ATC-3 approaches seismic zoning with maps
which indicate a recommended A a and, Ay value
for every county in the contiguous 48 states.
The new Blue Book proposes to use the ATC-3
Zone factors with a zone map similar to the
ATC-3 map for California.

The Importance Factor, I

1982 UBC:

a.TC-3:

Blue Book:

Essential Facilities I = 1.5
Bldgs > 300 Occupants I = 1.25
All others I = 1.0

Handled by tighter drift/damage
control. and a quality assurance
program

Essential Facilities I •
Hazardous Facilities I ;

Special Occupancy ' 1' '>
Standard Occupancy I

1.25
1.25
1.0

= 1.0

(1)
(1)

(1)
(2)
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NOTES:
(1) Level II review and quality assurance

requirements shall include the following:

a. A design review by a peer group of
registered structural engineers. A
peer group may be either 1) a public
agency staffed by structural
engineers, or 2) a special panel of
qualified structural engineers
created or approved by the building
official.

b. A construction review by the
engineer of record.

c. A construction quality assurance
program required.

(2) Level I review and quality assurance
requirements shall include quality
assurance program conforming to the
special inspection requirements of UBC
Section 306.

The proposed Blue Book retains the Impor-
tance Factor concept, but reduces the value
from 1.5 to 1.25 for essential facilities. The
main justification for this reduction is the
requirement for peer review, construction re-
view by the designer, and a quality assurance
program. These requirements are not mandatory
nor are they necessarily enforced in the 1982
UBC.

Vertical Distribution of Seismic Forces

1982 UBC:

ATC-3:

an exponent related to the
building period as follows:
k = 1 for buildings having a
period of 0.5 seconds or less,
k = 2 for buildings having a
period of 2.5 seconds or more.

For building having a period
between 0.5 and 2.5 seconds, k
may be taken as 2 or may be
determined by linear inter-
polation between 1 and 2.

Blue Book:

The equation presently in the 1982 UBC was
retained for the vertical distribution of seis-
iuic force because it is thought by the commit-
tee that the complexity of the ATC-3 equation

x'
w. and h.was not justified. Fx, Ft, v

in all the above are as defined in Chapter 23

of the 1982 UBC.

Horizontal Distribution of Shear

1982 UBC:

Forces distributed in proportion to rigid-
ities considering diaphragm stiffness.

Direct torsional forces added from eccen-
tricity between center of mass and center of
rigidity.

Torsional forces added from an accidental
torsion resulting from a torsional moment equi-
valent to the story shear acting with an eccen-
tricity of not less than 5% of the maximum
building dimension.

ATC-3:

Forces distributed in proportion to rigid-
ities considering diaphragm stiffness.

Direct torsional forces added from eccen-
tricity between center of mass and center of
rigidity.

Torsional forces added from an accidental
torsion resulting from a torsional moment
caused by an assumed displacement of the mass
each way from its actual location by 5% of the
dimension perpendicular to the direction of the
applied forces.

Blue Book:

Forces distributed in proportion to rigid-
ities considering diaphragm stiffness.

Direct torsional forces added from eccen-
tricity between center of mass and center of
rigidity.

Torsional forces added from an accidental
torsion resulting from a torsional moment
caused by an assumed displacement of the mass
each way from its actual location by 5% of the
dimension perpendicular to the direction of the
applied forces. For each element, the more
severe loading shall be considered for design.

The primary difference between the Pro-
posed Blue Book and ATC-3 compared to the 1982
UBC is that the displacement of the mass each
way from its actual location by 5% of the
dimension perpendicular to the direction of the
applied forces . Additional language is added
in the proposed Blue Book to insure that the
most severe loading condition is considered in
the design of the element.

Overturning Requirements

1982 UBC:

Overturning moment in any story distri-
buted to resisting elements in same proportion
as shears.

Overturning moments on discontinuous shear
resisting elements to be carried as loads to
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the foundations.

ATC-3: .

Overturning moment in any story distrib-
uted to resisting elements in same proportion
as shears.

Overturning moments determined as follows:

(hi"hx' > where

k is 1.0 for top 10 stories. 0.8 for
the 20th story from the top and
below. A number between 1.0 and
0.8 for stories between the 20th
and 10th stories below the top
(straight line interpolation).

Foundations designed for overturning
moment, M,, at the soil-foundation interface
using the above formula with a K = 0.75 for all
building heights. Resultant of seismic and
vertical loads shall not fall outside the
middle one-half of the base of the component.

Blue Book:

Overturning moment in any story distrib-
uted to resisting elements in same proportion
as shears.

Overturning moments on discontinuous shear
resisting elements to be carried as loads to
the foundations. For regular buildings, the
force, F , may be omitted when determining the
overturning moment to be resisted at the found-
ation soil interface.

Soi1 pressure due to overturning forces
may be increased by more than 33% of the allow-
able, if substantiated by geotechnical data.

The requirements for the proposed Blue
Book for overturning are basically the same as
for the 1982 UBC with the exception that the Ffc
value may omitted in calculating the overturn-
ing moment at the foundation-soil interface,
and that soil pressures may be increased more
than 33% if the soil bearing values are proper-
ly substantiated. The ATC-3 approach was not
used because the Committee feels that the new
Blue Book proposals are more practical to use
in a design office, and the ATC-3 formula per-
haps implies a degree of accuracy not
warranted.

Story Drift Limitations

1982 UBC:

0.005 times story height times K using a
maximum K value = 1.0.

ATC-3: dx = C d(d x e), where

Cd is Deflection amplified factor
which varies with the type of
structural system.

d is Deflection determine from elastic
analysis.

d need not exceed the following:

Seismic Hazard Drift
Exposure Group Limit

III O.Olh
II
I

sx
0.015h
0.015hsx (1)

h is the story height below level x,

" 'Vhx-1>-

'•'•'Drift limit may be increased 1/3 for
buildings three stories or less in
height and with no brittle finishes.

Blue Book:

0.04/R times story height. R w values
less than 8 shall not be used. Composite
action of floor and roof systems not to be used
in mathematical model used to calculate deflec-
tions. Deflections resulting from translation-
al and torsional effects to be included.

The drift provisions of the proposed Blue
Book are essentially the same as the 1982 UBC.
There is a correlation between the old "K"
values and the new "Rw" value of K =• 8/Rwf
Thus the story drift limit is derived by multi-
plying 0.005 (8/Rw) = 0.04/Rw. Drift may be
calculated from the lateral forces derived from
a "C" value obtained from the Rayleigh formula
without the 80% restriction of using the
approximate period formulas. Translational and
torsional effects shall be included when
checking drift.

Dynamic Lateral Force Procedures

In the 1982 UBC, provisions are very
simply stated for the distribution of lateral
forces for "regular" structures, and general
provisions are stated for structures having
"irregular" shapes or framing systems.
Irregular structures, in the 1982 UBC, are
broadly categorized as having "...highly
irregular shapes, large differences in lateral
resistance or stiffness between adjacent
stories". In these "irregular" structures, the
distribution of lateral forces "...shall be
determined considering the dynamic character-
istics of the structure." The writers of these
provisions knew what they meant, but unfortu-
nately the people who have to use or enforce
these provisions usually do not, and are in a
great deal of confusion as to the interpreta-
tion exists.

ATC-3 and the proposed Blue Book, make a
good attempt to "quantify" dynamic analysis
procedures, and require that dynamic analysis
procedures be used when certain "quantified"
parameters of structures are exceeded. These
procedures, however, may be used for any
building.

The proposed Blue Book, however, does not
intend to let dynamic analysis be used as
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justification for reducing lateral forces. In
fact, the base shear must be increased or may
be decreased to equal the base shear as calcu-
lated rrom tic force procedures, and all
intern-il t are increased or decreased in
proportic- ..

T! .ndamental purpose of the dynamic
analysis, therefore, is to establish the cor-
rect vertical distribution of lateral forces in
the irregular structures where the equivalent
static forces procedure might give incorrect
results.

In both the ATC-3 and the proposed Blue
Book, one may use either the seismic design
coefficient (Cg or C), or use a site-specific
response spectra. Because of the requirement
to normalize base shears to the equivalent
static force levels, site-specific response
spectra cannot be used to justify lower design
forces.

This requirement may work a hardship on
structures in a high seismic zone but somewhat
remote from active faults, and should be con-
sidered in more depth in the zoning maps.

The response spectra that has been refer-
red to in the proposed Blue Book is still non-
existent, but it has been suggested that the
formula for "C" in the static force provisions
be used as a response spectra. ATC-3 recom-
mends the use of a "modal seismic design coef-
ficient", c s m> which is the same as that used
in the ATC-3 Equivalent Lateral Force Proce-
dure, the difference being that distribution of
lateral forces throughout the height of the
building be done in recognition of the modal
response generated from the lowest three modes,
or all modes of vibration with periods greater
than 0.4 seconds, whichever is greater. This
may be practical because the scaling require-
ment means that only the shape of the spectra
is important and not the magnitude.

The proposed Blue Book has provisions for
mathematical modeling requirements for a number
of modes to be used when modal methods are
used, requirements for combining'modes, scaling
provisions, directional effects, torsional
effects, inelastic response, and computer pro-
gram documentation. These provisions are not
included in either the 1982 UBC or ATC-3.

The time-history provisions of the pro-
posed Blue Book present more questions than
answers, and may be eliminated.

Computer models in the proposed Blue Book
must create an appropriate distribution of mass
and stiffness. Two-dimensional models may be
adequate for buildings with vertical irregular-
ities, but, if the structure has plan irregu-
larities so that torsion is a factor, a three-
dimensional model must be used, and enough
modes must be used to pick up at least 90% of
the participating mass.

The proposed Blue Book requires that modal
response maxima be combined in a statistical
manner, using recognized and conservative

means; such as SRSS or the CQC methods.

Vertical motions must be considered in the
proposed Blue Book for horizontal cantilevers
and prestressed elements. In the case of hori-
zontal cantilevers, large vertical displace-
ments may occur because of joint rotation. In
the case of prestressed members, much of the
dead load may be balanced by prestress so that
small upward forces may create instability.

Criteria Selection

The criteria selection provisions of the
1982 UBC consist of the use of the Importance
Factor, I, which is related to occupancy, and
configuration which involves the distribution
of lateral forces in "regular" or "irregular"
structures.

ATC-3 criteria selection procedures are so
complex that presentation is beyond the scope
of this paper.

The proposed Blue Book recognizes the need
to expand on the UBC procedures, but to keep
them simple and practical. The two major para-
meters in the selection of design criteria are
"occupancy" and "structural configuration".

The provisions for occupancy are presented
in Table 1-D of the proposed Blue Book, and
require not only different Importance Factors
for different types of occupancies, but also
different document review, construction review,
and quality assurance for different
occupancies.

Four categories of occupancy are present-
ed: Essential, Hazardous, "pscial, and Stand-
ard. Essential and Hazardous occupancies re-
quire an Importance Factor, I, of 1.25, whereas
Special and Standard occupancies require the
use of an "I" factor of 1.0. Essential,
Hazardous, and Special occupancies require a
Level II review and quality assurance program,
whereas Standard occupancies require a Level I
review and quality assurance program. Level II
review and quality assurance include a peer
review by one or more structural engineers, a
construction review by the design engineer, a
construction quality assurance program conform-
ing to the provisions of the Code. Level I
review are met by conformance with UBC Section
305 and 306.

Building configuration requirements dic-
tate the choice between the use of "equivalent
static force", or "dynamic analysis" proced-
ures. Regularity, or lack of it, is very
subjective and difficult to define. The pro-
posed Blue Book approaches this problem in the
following manner: Define "regular buildings",
and all buildings riot meeting this definition
are "irregular".

Regular buildings are defined as having
the following characteristics: 1) response to
seismic ground motion will v:ry smoothly from
ground to roof and will be uniform at any story
level; 2) will have continuous vertical and
lateral load carrying elements; 3) will have a
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uniformly distributed mass, or gradually in-
creasing from top to bottom; and 4) will have
lateral load-resisting elements which are sym-
metrical. Structures having discontinuities
that are properly compensated may be considered
"regular"^"

"Irregular buildings are defined as having
either irregularities of vertical or plan, and
these irregularities are either geometric or
mass-stiffness related. Vertical geometric
irregularities consist: of setbacks, and in-
plane discontinuities of vertical lateral force
resisting elements; vertical mass-stiffness
irregularities consist of sudden changes in
mass and/or stiffness throughout the height of
the structure. Plan geometric irregularities
consist of lack of symmetry, re-entrant cor-
ners, and general odd plan shapes; plan mass-
irregularities consist of eccentricity of
center of mass with respect to center of rigid-
ity, unsymmetrieal and out-of-plane location of
shear resisting elements, and diaphragm rigid-
ity and discontinuity.

Each of the above conditions has specific-
ally defined limits below which they do not
need to be considered. Even if irregular, the
building may be checked by static means, and,
if it meets specified limits for drift or rota-
tional story-to-story differentials, it may
still be designed by equivalent static-force
procedures.

Summary of Design Procedures

The use of the ATC-3 approach in the
proposed Blue Book is justified because it
allows explicit recognition of designing for
anticipated actual ground motions and that the
design forces are established with full recog-
nition of the damping, redundancy and ductility
provided by various structural systems. All
buildings in "i given area are exposed to simi-
lar ground shaking. Those buildings with
systems of little toughness must be designed
for high force levels allowing them to respond
without significant post-yield behavior. Those
systems which have a high degree of ductility
can be designed for lower force levels because
of their known capacity to perform in the post-
yield range.

The present SEAOC Blue Book and the 1982
UBC are based on this philosophy, but that
philosophy often goes unrecognized because the
base shear formula is not directly related to
anticipated actual ground motions or the degree
of post-yield performance.

MATERIALS CHAPTERS

The material chapters of the proposed Blue
Book include separates chapters on reinforced
masonry, reinforced concrete, steel, wood and
other materials. These chapters are going to
include adoption of national standards by
reference wherever possible, and the chapter
will consist of modifications and additions
these national standards.

Reinforced Masonry

The 1982 UBC contains virtually no special
seismic provisions other than the Section
2312(j)2.B which requires that masonry con-
struction be reinforced -in seismic zones 2, 3,
and 4, and that the stress limitations of
Chapter 24 be met.:

ATC-3 contains extensive seismic pro-
visions which are intended to fill the void in
present seismic requirements for reinforced
masonry. The ATC-3 provisions include require-
ments for shear walls, construction,, types of
masonry, detailing, allowable stresses, design
procedures, testing and inspection, and testing
criteria.

The proposed Blue"Book adopts the 1985 UBC
by reference, with specific modifications which
include more detailed provisions on construc-
tion linitations, design requirements for rein-
forcement including development, anchorage,
splices, arid shear wall requirements.

Reinforced Concrete

The 1982 UBC reprints almost in entirety
ACI 318-83, with modification and additions in
the area of seismic design. Those areas are in
Sections 2312 (j)l.B, l.C, l.D, l.E, l.F, l.H,
1.1, 2.B, and Sections 2625, 2626, and 2627.

ATC-3 incorporates by reference the pro-
visions of ACI 318-71 including 1976 supple-
mental provisions, but. specifically exclude
Appendix A, which are the seismic provisions.
Chapter 11 of ATC-3 replaces Appendix A with a
very detailed set of provision which include
requirements for strength of members and conne-
ctions, detailed provisions for seismic per-
formance of particular categories of buildings,
ordinary tmoment frames, special moment frames,
shear walls, braced frames, and diaphragms.

The proposed Blue Book adopts ACI 318-83
by reference, including Appendix A, with speci-
fic modifications. These modifications include
more restrictive requirements on load factors,
design load combinations and factored loaac and
forces, welding of reinforcement, flexural
members of frames, frames subjected to bending
and axial loads, structural walls diaphragms
and trusses, joints of frames, and shear
strength requirements.

Steel Construction

The 1982 UBC adopts almost in entirety the
technical provisions of the Specification for
the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Struc-
tural Steel for Buildings, 8thEdition, of AISC
with modifications and additions in the area of
seismic design. Those areas are in Sections
2312(j)l.B, l.D, l.E, l.F, l.G, 1.1, and 2722
and 2723.

ATC 3 incorporates by reference.the-fol-
lowing specif ications: AISC, AISI, SJI, and
AISI (Steel: cables). .,> It provides a detai led.
set of provisions which include requirements
for strength of members and connections, de-
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tailed provisions for seismic performance of
particular categories of buildings, and special
moment frame requirements.

The proposed Blue Book adopts The AISC
specification by reference, with specific
modifications. These modifications include
types of steel which can be used in specific
types of seismic resisting systems, special
provisions for strength of columns, ordinary
moment frame requirements, ductile moment
resisting space frame requirements, ductile
eccentrically braced frame requirements, arid
inspection requirements. The proposed pro-
visions contain considerable changes in the
design approach, and, incorporate not only ATC-
3 recommendations, but also recent research
recommendations. The proposed provisions are
not finalized, and considerable disagreement
and controversy exist primarily in areas where
the new provisions are more restrictive than
present provisions. For an informative
discussion of the proposed provisions, and
arguments for and against specific require-
ments, see Ref.[6].
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DEVELOPMEKT OF NEB CODES FOR SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA

Sigmund A. Freeman
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Assoc ia te s , Inc.

2200 Powell S treet , Suite 925
Emeryville, CA 94608

Abatract

A seismic design manual, which provides dynamic analysis procedures that
consider two levels of earthquake ground motion, has recently been completed
and will soon be published by the U.S. Government Printing Office. The
manual, "Seismic Design Guidelines for Essential Buildings" [1], is a
supplement to the February 1982 edition of "Seismic Design for Buildings" [21.
The new seismic design guidelines provide an alternative to equivalent static
force criteria prescribed in earthquake design requirements of current
building codes.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic provisions of current building codes
prescribe static lateral forces that are
substantially less than the equivalent forces
that will result from the response of buildings
to major earthquakes. It is generally assumed
that buildings designed in conformance with
seismic provisions of the code will be able to
resist the excessive demands of major
earthquakes by means of redundancy,
redistribution of forces, and reserve energy of
the inelastic action of ductile materials and
connections. Experience has shown that code
designed buildings are abls to survive the
ground motion of major earthquakes without
catastrophic damage; however, there are many
notable exceptions.

Present building codes attempt to provide
the additional capacity required for major
earthquakes by means of ductile detailing
requirements, avoidance of irregularity, and
limits on susceptible types of structural
systems. The designer is not required to
investigate the building's overall lateral
resistance capacity for forces that exceed the
minimum code requirements; therefore, there is a
great uncertainty on how most buildings will
actually perform during a major earthquake.

When buildings are subjected to actual
earthquake ground motion, their performance is
not always consistent with the assumptions made
during the lateral force design. Some buildings
designed in accordance with modern earthquake
lateral force criteria have been substantially
damaged during moderate earthquakes. Other
buildings that were built with little or no
seismic consideration withstood the same
earthquake ground motions with little or no
damage.

Buildings damaged by earthquakes have been
analyzed to determine the causes of the damage.
The damage can usually be attributed to one or
more of the following: structural
discontinuities, torsional irregularities, load
reversals, inadequate details, unanticipated

participation of nonstructural elements, lack of
redundancy, or nonductile behavior. If these
buildings had been evaluated for the effects of
excess lateral loads prior to construction, in
many cases, the potential deficiencies could
have been detected and corrected.

Buildings that survive eartbquakes without
apparent damage are seldom evaluated; In order
to obtain some data on undamaged buildings, the
United States Geological Survey funded a
research project in 1981 to investigate the
correlation between earthquake ground motion and
building performance. The report was prepared•
by Applied Technology Council as project ATC-10
[3]. In this project, six representative
buildings were evaluated to approximate their
ultimate or limit capacities relative to their
design capacities. The results of the study
indicated that many buildings relatively uniform
and regular in size and shape can undergo
seismic motions considerably in excess of those
represented by the coefficients used in building
design with little or no damage.

On the basis of post-earthquake evaluations
of damaged buildings and on the results of the.
ATC-10 project, it seems apparent a design
procedure can be developed that will give a
better insight on the seismic performance of
buildings than is resulting from current
building code procedurs?. Currently available
alternatives in the United States to the
commonly used static code procedures [2,4]
include the dynamic analysis provisions of the
Applied Technology Council Publication ATC 3-06
[5], and the Veterans Administration Handbook H-
08-8 [6]. These seismic design procedures
provide a design response spectrum that is used
to determine the forces and displacements of the
structure. However, to avoid an inelastic
analysis, each of these procedures provides for
a force reduction factor. ATC 3-06 uses a
response modification factor R, and the Veterans
Administration uses a coefficient "alpha" that
considers both ductility and damping. A
disadvantage of these procedures is' that the
design is essentially an elastic design. The
designer does not evaluate che potential
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inelastic performance of the structure, but
relies on the validity of the spectrum
modification factors.

A procedure that does evaluate potential
inelastic performance of the structure and that
can be practicably applied by design engineers
has been developed for the TriServices (Army,
Navy, and Air Force). The recently completed
manual, "Seismic Design Guidelines for Essential
Buildings"[1], provides dynamic-analysis
procedures that consider two levels of
earthquake ground motion. The manual prescribes
criteria and furnishes guidelines for the design
of essential buildings (e.g., hospitals), high
risk buildings (e.g., high occupancy-
auditoriums), and other buildings or structures
that may require analytical procedures that are
beyond the''-scope of current equivalent static
force code provisions (e.g., irregular
buildings).

SEISMIC DESIGN GUIDELINES

"Seismic Design Guidelines for Essential
Buildings" has seven chapters plus appendices
with design examples. Chapter 1 is general and
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the basic
concepts of dynamic analysis for buildings
responding to earthquake ground motion. The
material in Chapter 3, Specifications of Ground
Motion, provides guidelines to develop design
response spectra for the two levels of
earthquakes, EQ-I and EQ-II, that are required
for the dynamic analysis procedure. Chapter 4,
Criteria for Structural Analysis, can be
considered as the equivalent to code provisions
and Chapter 5, Structural Design Procedure,
provides guidelines for implementation of the
code provisions. Chapter 6, Nonstructural
Elements, covers dynamic analysis procedures for
architectural, mechanical, and electrical
elements and Chapter 7, Structures Other Than
Buildings, covers nonbuilding structures such as
elevated tanks and tanks on the ground. The
appendices include sections on symbols,
notations, references, and ground motion
background data, as well as design examples for
ground motion, structures, and equipment in
buildings.

Guidelines are given for a t'l-level dynamic
analysis approach to design buildings. First,
the building is designed to resist the lower
level of earthquake motion by elastic behavior.
Then the building is evaluated for its ability
to resist the higher level earthquake with
allowances fcr inelastic behavior. Variations
of the procedure is given for essential
buildings, high-risk buildings, and other
buildings.

Des ign Earthquakes

The first level of earthquake motion,
designated EQ-I, is specified as having a 50
percent probability of being exceeded in 50
years. This represents a moderately large
earthquake for the particular site of the
building. . The second level of earthquake
motion, designated EQ-II, is specified as having

a 10 percent probability of being exceeded in
100 years. This represents the major earthquake
for the building site. The principal method of
describing these ground motions is in the form
of acceleration response spectra.

First Level Earthquake

The structure is to be designed to resist
the forces of EQ-I within the elastic range of
the capacity of the lateral force resisting
system. The general procedure requires a trial-
and-error process because the magnitude and
distribution of seismic forces depend on the
weight, periods of vibration, and mode shspes of
the structure. Thus, an approximation of the
building characteristics is required before the
design forces can be calculated. The selection
of trial structural member sizes can be made in
a manner similar to that of conventional ststic
design procedures. Structural member forces are
calculated by means of a modal analysis using
the EQ-I response spectrum with the damping
preecribed for structural systems of various
materials (e.g., steel, concrete, masonry, or
wood). The member forces are compared to the
elastic capacities of the structural elements.
All building components are designed to provide
yield strength capacities sufficient to resist
the combined effects of the seismic forces and
applicable gravity loads. .. load factor of 1.2
is placed on the dead load to account for
possible vertical components of seismic force.
Live and seismic loads are given a load factor
of 1.0. Some slight flexural yielding of a
limited number of structural components may be
acceptable on the condition that:the elastic-
linear behavior of the overall structure is not
substantially altered. Interstory drift limits
are 0.005 times the story height for essential
buildings and 0.007 for other buildings. Upon
completion of the first level seismic design,
the structure is evaluated for the second level
earthquake.

Second Level Earthquake

The structure that was designed to resist
the forces of EQ-I elastically is now evaluated
to determine its performance characteristics
when subjected to the demands of EQ-II. Two
acceptable procedures are presented. One is an
elastic analysis procedure that evaluates
overstress ratios and the other is an
approximate inelastic analysis procedure that
evaluates lateral distortion limits. Load
factors for the second level earthquake are
equal to unity and live loads may be reduced to
realistic actual conditions which can be as low
as 25 percent of the design live load.
Interstory drifts are limited to 0.010 times the
story height for essential buildings and 0.015
for other buildings.

Method 1 - Elastic Analysis Procedure: The
structural member forces are calculated by means
of a modal analysis using the EQ-II response
spectrum with prescribed damping. The damping
value for the EQ-II spectrum is generally higher
than the damping value used for EQ-I. Also, the
mathematical model of the structure may be
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revised to account for some inelastic
distortions associated with BQ-II, thus
resulting in longer natural periods of
vibration. The calculated elastic structural
member forces (demand) are compared to yield
capacities of the structural members. Inelastic
demand ratios, a ratio of the demand forces to
the yield capacity, are calculated for all
structural elements of the lateral force
resisting system. Prescribed maximum values for
inelastic demand ratios range from 1.0 to 2.0
for essential buildings and from 1.25 to 3.0 for
other buildings; The lower values apply to
critical elements such as connections and
columns and the higher values apply to ductile
elements such as beams. The inelastic demand
ratios are evaluated for the following
conditions: exceeding prescribed maximum
values, unsymmetrical yielding on a horizontal
plane, forming column mechanisms that cause
instability, and unusual distributions. If all
the conditions are within prescribed limits, the
structure is considered to satisfy the
provisions of the seismic design criteria. If
the conditions are not met, structural
modifications are required', or Method 2 must be
used.

Method 2 - Capacity Spectrum Method: A atep-
by-step approach is used to approximate the
inelastic capacity of the structure. First, the
structure is analyzed to determine the lateral
force level that is required to cause first
major yielding of the structure. Next, the
stiffness characteristics of all structural
elements that are within 10 percent of their

yield capacities are revised to represent
plastic hinges. Then, additional lateral forces
are applied to the structure until an additional
group of structural elements reaches its yield
capacity. The process is repeated until the
combined results reach an ultimate limit
governed by a mechanism, instability, or
excessive distortion:; The: results are converted
to a capacity curve based on the periods and
spectral accelerations for the fundamental mode
of vibration; A graphical solution is used to
compare the demand of EQ-II with the capacity of
the structure.

An example of the graphical solution:is
shown in Figure 1 based on data from Figure 2
and Table 1. Table 1 shows the procedure to
convert base shears (V) and roof displacements
to values of spectral accelerations (S a),
spectral displacements (Sj),:and fundamental
periods (T). Figure 2 shows the capacity in
terms of base shear and lateral roof
displacement. The curve goes beyond the.elastic
limit into the inelastic capacity of the overall
structure. Figure 1 shows the capacity curve of
Figure 2 in terms of Saand'T. Figure 1'also
shows the demand response spectrum for EQ-II.
The intersection of the two curves indicates
that the structure will respond inelasticaily to
EQj-II to a point just beyond Point C on the
capacity curve. This procedure was first
developed for an evaluation of the Naval
Facilities in Bremerton, Washington [7].
Examples of how the procedure is implemented for
existing structures are available in References
3 and 8.

Table 1. Conversion of Base Shears and Roof Displacements to S , S., and T

FoL.t

A

B

C

D

V
(kips)

2200

2600

2800

3000

6N
(in)

2.3

3.1

4.1

8.7

0.22

0.26

0.28

0.30

PFN

1.50

1.28

1.28

1.26

a

0.78

0.80

0.80

0.83

Se
(8)

0.280

0.325

0.350

0.361

Sd
(in)

1.77

2.42

3.20

6.90

T
(sec)

0.80

0.87

0.97

1.40

V/K: V * Base Shear, H • Weight * 10,000 Kips

« N « Lateral roof displacement due to V

PF,, • (Em*) (•.,)/(Imf ), nodal roof participation factor (eq. 4-1)

n n

2 Z ) , effective nodal weight (eq. 4-2)

S « Spectral acceleration « V/u 4- a(eq. 4-4)
ft «Spectral displacement 4- PF^ (eq. 4-5)

T * 2»JSd/(S )(gK fundamental period of vibration (eq. 4-5)

Em* « Summation of story mass times mode shape factor from the roof
to the base of the building
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CONCLUSIONS

As seismic design codes presently stand, the
designer is unaware of how the structure will
perform if subjected to severe earthquake type
motion. A two-level approach to seismic design
will force the designer to evaluate the building
performance characteristics and discover
possible weak spots that are susceptible to
severe damage. The approximate procedures
described in the"Seismic Design Guidelines for
Essential Buildings" [1] can be practicably
applied by design engineers. This type of
approach to seismic design can give the
practicing engineer more confidence in the
design of structures and can reduce the risk of
catastrophic damage in the event of a major
earthquake.

At the time of this writing, the final
manuscript of the "Seismic Design Guidelines for
Essental Buildings" is in the process of being
printed and is scheduled to be distributed this
year. The work was done under contract to the
Department of the Army, Huntsville Division,
Corps of Engineers. Joseph Nicoletti of
URS/John A. Blume & Associates was principal-in-
charge; Sigmund Freeman of Wiss, Janney, Elstner
Associates was project manager; George Matsumura
was the technical monitor for Office of the
Chief Engineer, U.S. Army; and Haresh Shah of
Stanford University and Theodore Zsutty of San
Jose State University were consultants for the
development of the ground motion specifications.
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NATURAL PHENOMENA DESIGN
FOR SAFETY

A. R. Schade
Westinghouse Hanford Company

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
P. 0. Box 1970

Rich!and, WA 99352

ABSTRACT

F a c i l i t i e s designed and operated by the Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC)
at the Hanford Site are designed/evaluated for the natural phenomenas that
occur at the Hanford S i te . Natural phenomenon includes tornados, earthquakes,
wind and volcanos.

INTRODUCTION

The Westinghouse Hanford Company operates
the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
for the United States Department of Energy a t
the Hanford (WA) s i t e . Principal f a c i l i t i e s
are the Fast Flux Test Fac i l i t y (FFTF), and
the Fuel Cycle Plant (FCP). These two f a c i l i -
t ies were designed and constructed to current
standards. In add i t ion , a number of f a c i l i t i e s
are operated that were designed and constructed
in the 1950's.

SEISMIC

The eastern port ion of Washington state is
classi f ied as having a moderate potential for
earthquakes (UBC-Zone 2) . Extensive seismic
studies for the Fast Flux Test Fac i l i t y , the
Washington Nuclear Plant #2 (WNP-2, a NRC
licensed power plant) and a number of other
Hanford s i te nuclear f a c i l i t i e s have j u s t i f i e d
a 0.25 g acceleration (horizontal) earthquake
as the Design Basis Earthquake for the Hanford
s i t e . Evaluations for the FFTF and the FCP have
shown that a 0.05 g earthquake is a reasonable
level for an Operating Basis Earthquake. These
evaluations showed tha t structures and compo-
nents qual i f ied for Design Basis Earthquake
seismic loads could also be generically qua l i -
f ied for 0.05 Operating Basis Earthquake loads.
I f a f a c i l i t y continued to operate af ter an
earthquake of up to 0.05 g^the DBE qua l i f ied
equipment w i l l function to protect the f a c i l i t y
from the consequences of fai lures of unquali f ied
loads. Systems designed for an Operating Basis
Earthquake are qua l i f ied to upset loads where
equipment qua l i f ied for the Design Basis Earth-
quake are qua l i f ied for emergency loads. In
many cases the Operating Basis Earthquake
becomes the design dr iver .

Due to the nature of the operations of the
FFTF and the FCP, continued operation a f ter an
earthquake is not necessary. For commerical
plants there are compelling reasons to t r y to
continue operat ion, i . e . , the need to produce
elect r ic power to ensure public health and
safety. Hence HRC requires commercial nuclear
power plants to qua l i f y for an OBE of 1/2 the

DBE. The FFTF Technical Specif icat ion and the
FCP Operating Safety requirements require the
f a c i l i t i e s to be shut down af ter the occurrence
of an earthquake.

The Hanford s i te has seismic monitoring
located at a number of locations and f a c i l i t i e s .
Both the FFTF and FCP have seismic monitors
that alarm at horizontal acceleration of O.Olg.
Recording capabi l i t ies to provide h is to r ic
records for fac i l i ty requalification are
provided. When an earthquake occurs, these
faci l i t ies are put into a safe shutdown mode.
Prior to further operation, they would be
examined/analyzed to verify capability for
continued safe operation.

The design philosophy for new faci l i t ies
(1970 and later) is to design the features into
nuclear reactors or nuclear fac i l i t ies necessary
for prevention of accidents or mitigation of
accidents to calculated dose consequences
<0.5 Rem at the site boundary for the Design
Basis Earthquake. Reactor features generally
required to be qualified for the Design Basis
Earthquake are identified in NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.29. General reactor features are the
core, primary boundary, containment, plant
protective system, engineered safety features,
emergency power, and system containing
radioactivity.

In nuclear faci l i t ies the features generally
involved include faci l i ty structures and boun-
daries, emergency power, exhaust ventilation,
necessary control and monitoring functions and
fissi le material cr i t ica l i ty control.

The FCP has designed and evaluated design
adequacy of in-plant radiological confinement
barriers for UBC Zone 2 static earthquake
loads. Explicit ly, the plutonium processing
barrier and ventilation barriers are designed
and evaluated for maintenance of confinement.

Existing nuclear faci l i t ies which were
designed and constructed during the 1950-60
timeframe have been evaluated to determine
their vulnerability to an earthquake. The
faci l i t ies were constructed to the UBC code in
effect at the time of original construction or
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modification. DOE Order 5481.1A, "Safety Analy-
sis and Review System", provides for review of
existing operations to determine i f backfilling
is required. The assessment of risk, perfor-
mance of a cost benefit analysis and use of
administrative controls is suggested.

Operations and process equipment in existing
faci l i t ies have been modified to minimize the
potential of unacceptable consequences from a
large seismic event. These actions have
included storage fac i l i t y modifications, changes
in methods of handling radioactive material,
movement of material to qualified faci l i t ies
and termination of some operations.

TORNADO

The ent i re state of Washington averages
less than one tornado per year. Those that do
occur are less severe than those occurring i n
the Great Plains and Gulf state areas. Within
a 50-mile radius o f the Hanford Site only f i v e
small tornados were recorded between 1950 and
1970. A small tornado was observed in 1983,
15 miles east of the Hanford s i t e .

S ta t i s t i ca l and meteorological evaluations
have been made o f the p robab i l i t y of tornadoes
occurring at the Hanford s i t e . Tornadoes occur
i n well defined tornado al leys wi th in the states
of Washington, Oregon and Idaho. Al l reported
tornadoes since 1950 have occurred wi th in these
a l leys . Fac i l i t i e s operated by the Westinghouse
Hanford Company do not reside wi th in any of the
defined tornado a l l eys .

The FCP FSAR estimated that year ly tornado
probab i l i t y at the FCP s i t e was 6x10"6 fo r any
tornado and i x lO " 7 f o r a tornado 0 f J 7 5 mi les/hr
The more recent document by Coats '1 ' on tornado
hazard modeling i d e n t i f i e d that the p robab i l i t y
of a tornado exceeding 120 miles/hr occurring
is less than 10"6 per year.

DOE Order 6430, "General Design C r i t e r i a
Manual", Chapter XXI, "Plutonium Processing/
Handling F a c i l i t i e s " requires that plutonium
f a c i l i t i e s be designed to a 10"6/yr probabi l i ty
tornado. Reactors are h is to r i ca l l y designed
for 10"7/yr tornadoes.

The Fast Flux Test Fac i l i t y was designed
and evaluated for a tornado with the fol lowing
character ist ics:

Wind Speed: 175 horizontal wind, combined
longitudinal and translational
components, applied over the
f u l l height of the structure.

Pressure Transient:
0.75 psi reduction in atmospheric
pressure in 3 sees, followed by
return to original pressure at
the same rate.

Missiles: 2"xl2"xl2" plank, weighing 54 lb
t rave l ing end-on at 100 mph at
any height.

4 'x8 ' plywood sheet, 3/4" th ick,
t ravel ing end-on at 150 mph at
any height.

26"x20" sheet of No. 20 corru-
gated steel s id ing, t ravel ing
end-on at 150 mph at any height.

The FFTF containment vessel was qual i f ied
to prevent collapse or missile penetrat ion,
however maintenance1 of the leak t i g h t function
was not required. This was acceptable as the
tornado could not cause the release of s ign i -
f icant radioactive material. Only one chain
of the decay heat removal system was qual i f ied
for the tornado. This was supported by an
extensive f a i l u re evaluation. The control room
was designed to provide structural i n teg r i t y
and operation of the necessary hab i tab i l i t y
systems.

The Fuel Cycle Plant was designed to the
same wind c r i t e r i a as the FFTF but assumed an
expanded set of missi les. This expanded set
of missiles included a steel rod, u t i l i t y pole,
12" schedule 40 pipe and an automobile. ;

Modifications to the FFTF. or FCP and new
f a c i l i t i e s w i l l be designed to a new Design'
Basis Tornado that is consistent with the data '
documented i n the Coats report. The missiles
used for analysis w i l l be consistent with the
lower wind speed.

The exist ing older nuclear f a c i l i t i e s have
been evaluated to determine the i r vu lnerab i l i ty
to tornado damage. These evaluations factor in
the inherent structural protect ion, location of
radioactive mater ia ls, and administrative
controls. Upon the occurrence of weather con-
dit ions warranting a tornado watch, certain
operations are terminated and material placed
into protected storage.

WIND

The Hanford s i te experiences moderate wind
conditions. In the winter and spring winds of
30 mph and occasional gusts of 50 mph are not
uncommon. Si te data indicates that 6% of the
time, wind speeds exceed 19 mph. In January
1972 a gust of 80 mph was recorded at the 50 f t
leve l . The wind seems to blow a l l the t ime,
however we fortunately do not have hiqh winds
(>75 mph) very frequently.

Nuclear f a c i l i t i e s constructed at Hanford
since 1975 have been designed for 82 mph winds
for heights from 0-50 feet . The portions of
FFTF not designed for tornadoes was designed
for 100 mph winds. The non-tornado designed
portions of the FCP were designed for 82 mph
winds.

Existing f a c i l i t y operations are being
evaluated to determine the i r vu lnerab i l i t y to
wind damage. The evaluation c r i t e r i a i s ' t o
the wind hazard f igure ( R e f . l ) fo r theJHanford
s i t e . The values chosen for the evaluations'
correspond to the DOE Order 6430.1, Chapter IV,
"Architectural and Structural" c r i t e r i a . The
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criteria defined a "basic wind speed" for design
purposes. The criteria identify a 10,000 year
mean occurrence wind for high hazard fac i l i t ies .
Handling of substantial quantities of in-process
Plutonium i s defined as a high hazard operation.

Evaluated faci l i t ies have, because of in-
herent fac i l i t y structural capabilities,
location of in-process plutcwium and radioactive
material, and administrative controls, been
found to have acceptable risks without physical
faci l i ty modifications.

REFERENCES

D.W. Coats, Natural Phenomena Hazards
Modeling P ro jec t : Extreme Wind/Tornado
Hazard-Models f o r Department o f Energy
S i t e s . UCRU-53526 Lawrence Livermore
Nat iona l Laboratory , February 1984

VOLCANOES

Five major volcanoes l i e w i t h i n 150 mi les
of the Hanford s i t e . The volcanoes are Mt.
Adams (100 m i l e s ) , Mt. Rainier (110 m i l e s ) ,
Mt. S t . Helens (130 m i l e s ) , Mt. Hood and Glac ier
Peak. A number o f other volcanoes e x i s t i n the
Cascade Mountains which p o t e n t i a l l y could
impact the Hanford t i t e .

On May 18, 1980, Mt. St. Helens erupted
violently ejecting approximately 0.8 Km3 into
atmosphere. This material returned to earth as
ash. Only 1/2-1 inch of ash was deposited on
faci l i t ies operated by WHC. However, 30 miles
north of the site about 4 inches of ash deposit
was recorded. Historic eruptions have deposited
up to 6 inches of ash on the Hanford s i te.

The FFTF, FCP and other nuclear faci l i t ies
have been evaluated for ashfalls of up to 6
inches. Structural adequacy exists to bear
the dead weight load. Sufficient time exists
from the time of eruption until the ash could
reach Hanford for implementing established
contingency plans. Facilities have been evalu-
ated to determine actions necessary to place
the faci l i t ies into safe shutdown modes.
Selected emergency power systems have spare
f i l ters available for changeout i f needed.
Emergency plans would be implemented and
nonessential personnel would be released to go
home. Individual contractors and the Richland
Operations DOE would activate their emergency
staffs. The Hanford site emergency actions
would be coordinated with the Benton County and
Washington state emergency services. There is
no reason to expect that an ashfall could lead
to the release of radioactive material. I t
could, however, cause structural damage to
unqualified structures and operating equipment.
Personnel availabil i ty could be impacted by
restrictions placed on travel.

SUMMARY

Westinghouse Hanford has designed, con-
s t r u c t e d , and analyzed nuclear reactors and
nuclear f a c i l i t i e s to the natural phenomena
criteria of DOE Order 6430.1 since init iat ion
of site operation in 1970. A program exists to
evaluate the adequacy of older fac i l i t ies .
This program is based on a risk assessment and
cost benefit with administrative controls and
operating restrictions used to assist in
obtaining an acceptable risk.
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF FUEL CYCLE PLANT FOR NATURAL
PHENOHENA HAZARDS

B. K. Horsager
Westinghouse Hanford Company

P.O. Box 1970, W/H-82
Richland, WA 99352

Abstract

A description of the Design Basis and the analysis and design
methods used for natural phenomena at the Fuel Cycle Plant at
Hanford, Washington is presented. A physical description of the main
process facility and the auxilliary emergency and support facilities
is given. The mission of the facility is presented and a brief des-
cription of the processes which will take place within the facility
is given. The Design Criteria and design bases for natural phenomena
including tornados, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions are described.

PLANT DESCRIPTION

The main process facility is a rein-
forced concrete structure approximately 140
ft. wide and 260 ft. long. It extends from
35 feet below grade to a roof level of 95
ft. above grade. Exterior walls and interi-
or shear walls are of normal weight rein-
forced 4000 psi concrete. The facility also
contains a number of various sized hot cells
constructed of high density concrete. The
largest of these cells is 40 ft. wide, 100
ft. long and 60 ft. high. The center span
of the building roof consists of 80 ft. long
6 ft. wide prestressed concrete tee beams.
The building contains six main floor levels
and several mezzanines. There is a large
shipping and receiving bay on the east end
of the building that extends from ground
level to roof level. It is equipped with a
75 ton crane »;ith 10 and 20 ton auxiliary
hoists with access to the lower levels via
hatches. The complex also includes a hard-
ened emergency equipment wing, a hardened
fuel assembly wing, a non-hardened office
wins and a non-hardened mechanical equipment
wing for non-critical equipment.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

The Secure Automated Fuel Fabrication
(SAF) process occupies the sixth floor and
part of the fourth floor of the building.
It contains an automated fuel production
line with 6MT/year capability. The process
includes powder operations, pellet produc-
tion and pin production. Large quantities
of powder and pellets are in process there-
fore the natural phenomena criteria of DOE
Order 6430.1, Chapter 21 were required for
facility design.

Another smaller production line for
test pins in housed on the fifth floor of
the building. This line is a glove box
operation which is capable of producing 1000
pins/year.

Pins from the SAF line and Test Pin
line are transported to the Fuel Assembly
wing where they are made into assemblies and
stored.

BASIS FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The design criteria for natural phe-
nomena in DOE Order 6430.1 were used, how-
ever, two waivers to these criteria were
obtained. Through site specific tornado
studies by Dr. Theodore Fujita the tornado
was reduced from the region three tornado to
a 175 mph maximum windspeed tornado. In
addition, through probability studies, the
Operating Basis Earthquake was reduced from
1/2 of the Design Basis Earthquake to 1/5 of
the Design Basis Earthquake. DOE Order
6430.1 now contains provisions to use the
site criteria developed by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. These cri-
teria were not in existence at the time of
the original design but are being used for
any facility modifications or additions
requiring tornado protection.

Concrete design is in accordance with
ACI-349 except where it explicitly conflicts
with the load factors in DOE Order 6430.1.
Steel design is in accordance with the
American Institute of Steel Construction
Manual. Application of windspeed forces to
structures is in accordance with ANSI
A58.1. Results of the "Full Scale Tornado
Impact Tests" (Reference 1) sponsored by the
Electric Power Research Institute were also
used.
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TORNADO DESIGN

The Tornado characteristics in Table 1
were developed by Dr. Theodore Fujita under
contract to Westinghouse Hanford Company.

TABLE i
TORHADO CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum wind speed
-Rotational
-Translational

175 mph
150 mph
25 mph

Radius of maximum windspeed 125 ft.

Pressure drop .75 psi

Rate of pressure drop .25 psi/second

The tornado load combinations used are
listed in Table 2.

TABLE 2
TORNADO LOAD COMBINATIONS

1. Wg, Up, or Wm acting alone

2. Wg + 0.5 Wp

3. Wg + Wm

4. Wg + 0.5 Wp + Wm

Wg = Force due to wind pressure
Wp = Force due to atmospheric pressure

drop
Wm = Force due to missile impact

The missiles used were the set of mis-
siles now contained in Chapter 21 of DOE
Order 6430.1. However because of the lower
windspeeds for the design basis tornado a
study was conducted by Los Alamos Technical
Associates (Reference 2) under contract to
Westinghouse Hanford Company to determine
missile velocities. The resulting missile
velocities are shown in Table 3.

The full scale tornado missile impact
test results were compared to analytical
solutions (Reference 1). Reasonably good
correspondence with the Modified National
Defense Research Council Formula for missile
penetration was noted. This formula is also
recommended in the American Society of Civil
Engineers manual for Analysis and Design of
Nuclear Facilities (Reference 3). There-
fore, this formula was used for missile pen-
etration design.

The larger hard missiles and soft mis-
siles were also evaluated for punching shear
and structural response using energy balance
methods described in detail in Reference 3.
The results of these analyses showed that
14" concrete walls could withstand the
results of all tornado missiles except the
12" pipe missile. The missile would have
required an additional 2" thickness by com-
putation. However the results of the mis-
sile tests reported in Reference 1 indicate
that 14" thickness is adequate against the
12" pipe missile at higher velocities than
shown in Table 3. Therefore, all above
grade walls are 14" thick except where extra
thickness is required for shielding pur-
poses.

SEISMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

The Design Basis Earthquake for the
Hanford site has a maximum free field accel-
eration of .25G. The response spectra are
site specific but when rounded and broadened
they are very similar to the Regulatory
Guide horizontal response spectra. The ver-
tical spectra were taken at 2/3 of the hori-
zontal in accordance with DOE Order 6430.1
rather than using the Reg. Guide approach.
Since the spectra were defined at the ground
surface the first step in the analysis was
to deconvolve the motion to the base of the
soil structure finite element model. The
base of this model is 200 ft. below the

TABLE 3
TORNADO MISSILES

4" x 12" Wood Plank
6" diameter steel pipe
1" diameter steel rod
1125 lb. utility pole
12". diameter, 750 lb. steel pipe
4000 lb. automobile

Velocity feet/second
Horizontal Vertical

110
55
24
55
35
50

105
30
24
30
30
20
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ground surface. The basalt bedrock is some-
what lower than that but at the 200 ft.
depth the shear wave velocities increase
significantly, indicating a dense hard
material. The computer program SHAKE was
used to deconvolve the surface motion to the
200 ft. depth. The soil structure model
contained 410 soil elements, 160 concrete
beam elements, and 109 concrete plain strain
elements. The soil structure interaction
analysis was performed by the project Archi-
tect Engineer, Norman Engineering Company,
using the computer program FLUSH. Dr. Seed
and Dr. Lysmer of the University of
California at Berkeley were used as consul-
tants during this stage of the analysis.
The analysis was performed using three vari-
ations of soil properties (mean, mean/1.5
and mean x 1.5) and in the vertical and two
horizontal directions. Seismic design of
the below grade portion of the building and
response spectra for the below grade floors
were based on the FLUSH analysis.

The time histories at the ground level
obtained from the FLUSH analysis were then
used as input for a three dimensional finite
element model of the above grade portion of
the building. This model contained 98 beam
elements, 609 membrane elements, 414 shell
elements, and 185 solid elements. This
resulted in 1364 node points and over 5000
degrees of freedom. This analysis was per-
formed using the computer program EASE 2. A
response spectra analysis was performed for
structural design and a time history analy-
sis was performed to produce equipment
design response spectra. Shear walls were
designed from the results of the response
spectra analysis. Some of the major
north/south shear walls are 30" thick.

The results of the response spectra
analysis were compared to the time history
analysis as an overcheck. In addition, the
Los Alamos Technical Associates were con-
tracted to perform an independant analysis.
They also used a finite element model but
with significantly fewer elements. This
model included all floors of the building.
This analysis was performed using a modified
version of SAP IV and the results were in
good agreement with the EASE 2 analyses.

EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

Majoi -quipment requiring seismic qual-
ification was procured and qualified by
Westinghouse; Hanford Company.• Where equip-
ment could be qualified by analysis it was
done by in-house personnel. A contract with
Wily Laboratory in Norco, California was put
in place- to test: equipment: which'".':;could'; not
be qualified by analysis. In all" cases
ordinary off-the-shelf equipment: was speci-
fied in procurement rather than nuclear
grade. Very little modification of equip-
ment was required -during :ttie qualification
process. Modifications that were required
were very minor. Two examples 'are: 1)
additional bracing on the battery racks for
the emergency generator starter batteries
and 2) modifying the spring isolation on the
exhaust fans. While records were not kept
to determine the cost difference from this
approach, it is felt that significant sav-
ings resulted from riot buying nuclear grade
or vendor qualified equipment.

VOLCANIC CONSIDERATIONS

With the eruption of Mount St. Helens
in May of 1982 much attention was given to
volcanic considerations. Because of the
distance from any potential volcano the only
design consideration at Hanford is ashfall.
Ashfall design criteria are given in Table
4.

CONCLUSIONS

DOt nuclear facilities can be economic-
ally designed to safely resist the effects
of even highly unlikely natural phenomena.
Analysis techniques are available to very
accurately determine the effects of extreme
natural phenomena on facilities. Finite
element techniques can be economically used
to accurately predict effects of earthquake
and tornado forces.

Condition

Dry,

Wet,

loose

compacted

Depth

6

3

DESIGN

(in.)

TABLE 4
BASIS ASHFALL CRITERIA

Density (lbs/ft3)

31

80

Loading (lb/ft2)

15.6

20.1
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Abstract

The U. S. Department of Energy's uranium enrichment production is
accomplished with three gaseous diffusion plants located at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee; Paducah, Kentucky; and Portsmouth, Ohio. The plants were built
in the 1940's and 1950's with no seismic design requirements and are located
in three different seismic zones. Paducah is in the New Madrid seismic zone
(UBC-Zone 3), Oak Ridge is in the Southern Appalachian seismic zone
(UBC-Zone 2) and Portsmouth is near the Anna, Ohio seismic zone (UBC-Zone 1).
This paper discusses the approach that was used to determine the seismic
vulnerability of es.ch of the plants in response to safety and operability
analysis studies. Using state-of-the-art seismic evaluation methods, the
study showed that the plants are more resistant to seismic excitation than
previously thought. However, the study also showed that small seismic
excitations could cause any one of the plants to shut down because of t-eak
links in the process systems. It was determined that for about $6 million
each, the Oak Ridge and Paducah plants could be upgraded to provide
continuity of operation and operational safety at the evaluation basis
earthquake levels. At Portsmouth the upgrade costs were determined ,to be
about $1 million, much less than Paducah or Oak Ridge because of process
equipment uniqueness.

INTRODUCTION

As part of a recently completed $13 million
safety analysis program for the United States
Department of Energy's (DOE) uranium enrichment
operations, seismic analyses were performed
on the three large gaseous diffusion plants
(GDPs) located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Paducah.
Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio (Figure 1).
These plants were constructed during the 1940's
and 1950's with no seismic design requirements.
Also, consistent with congressional testimony
presented September 12. 1984, before the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technol gy
relative to hearings on "Damage Projections for
Future Eastern Earthquakes" [1], the DOE noted
that they intended to evaluate the operational
vulnerability of the GDPs to seismic activity.
The main thrust of the evaluation focused on
the ability of the GDPs to maintain production
without severe interruption if subjected to
their evaluation basis earthquake8 (EBE).

STUDY APPROACH

Because of the pressing need to fully understand
the operational vulnerability of the plants, a
four month, $400 thousand study was conducted.
Reference 2 presents a more detailed assessment

The evaluation basis earthquake is described
later in this paper.

of this study, which became an addition to the
over $1 million seismic evaluation effort that
was being conducted at the plants in response
to the DOE safety analysis program.

As a result of the short time period, due
to DOE restraints, for the operational
evaluation and because the safety analysis work
had been going on for some time, various levels
of analysis approach were used. For most of
the structure, aspects of the process buildings,
some of the uranium hexafluoride feed and
withdrawal facilities, as well as a few other
facilities important to plant operations,
reasonably detailed dynamic analyses were used.
However, for those structures, systems and
components where detailed dynamic analyses were
not practical, three basic approaches were
taken: a) simplified dynamic analyses,
b) static analyses, and c) engineering
judgement based on "walk through" inspections.
For those facilities where no previous
evaluations were made, the "walk through"
inspection was the first step. During the
"walk through", structures, systems and
components were identified either as adequate
for the seismic levels considered or needing
analysis, and identifying the type of analysis
needed. It was believed this approach would
be reasonable, would provide the DOE with an
acceptable understanding and conceptual
estimate of the potential damage that might
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Figure 1. The Nation's Uranium Enrichment Plants

occur and would provide a basis for responsible
management decisions on what would be needed to
keep the plants operable following an EBE.

To carry out the level of effort required
to conduct this evaluation, ten project teams
involving over forty engineers were put
together from members of each plant. Each
project team was responsible for evaluating a
specific function or facility or group of
functions or facilities at each plant. All of
the teams were guided with in-house and outside
consultants experienced in earthquake design and
evaluation.

GDP FACILITIES EVALUATED

Only those facilities at the GDPs critical
to continued operation were evaluated. Table 1
shows a generic listing of all facilities for a
site, categorized us either critical or
non-critical. The non-critical facilities were
expected to experience damage similar to the
critical facilities but are not required for
continued operation. However, it was recognized
that post earthquake damage repairs would have
to be undertaken for those non-critical
facilities.

SEISMIC HAZARDS

The plants are located in three different
seismic zones, Oak Ridge is in the Southern
Appalachian seismic zone, which is Seismic Zone
2 of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) [3].

Paducah is in the New Madrid seismic zone
(UBC-Zone 3) and Portsmouth in near the Anna,
Ohio seismic zone (UBC-Zone 1). To determine a
better assessment of the seismic hazard at the
plant sites, a seismic hazard evaluation study
[4] had been previously conducted. Figure 2
shows the results of this study in the form of

10,000 p

1.000

PORTSMOUTH

0 SO 100 1E0 200 250 300 350
EFFECTIVE PEAK GBOUNQ ACCELERATION (cm/sec2)

Figure 2. Seismic Hazard Curves for the GDPs.
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Table 1

Critical Component Systems

1. Area Control Room and Equipment
2. Building Structures
3. Overhead Bridge Cranes
4. Compressors
5. Converters
6. Stage Motors
7. Process Headers and Valves

a. Inter-cell Connections
b. Cell Bypass
c. Evacuation
d. Feed

8. Process Service
a. Lube Oil Lines
b. Coolant Lines
c. Recirculating Water Lines
d. Instrument Air Lines & Compressors
e. Nitrogen Lines
f. Seal Exhautvc Lines
g. Steam Lines
h. Booster Stations

9. Coolant Condensers
10. Vacuum Pumps
11. Building Ventilation System
12. Fire Protection Water, Smoke Detectors

and Alarm'Systems
13. Process Instrumentation

a. Cell Transmitters
b. Multiplex Stations
c. Inter-connecting Cable Trays

14. Instrumentation and Power Cables, and
Fire Alarm Circuits

15. Diesel Generators (including fuel supply)
16. Inventory Management Systems

a. Purge and Evacuation Pumps
b. Freezer Sublimers
c. Cold Traps

17. Communications System
18. Line Recorders
19. Battery Rooms

3.

Switchyards
a. 765/161 Kv Yard
b. 161/6.9 Kv Yards
Recirculating Water System
a. Cooling Towers
b. Pump House
c. Makeup System
d. Blowdown Systems
e. Lines
Firewater System

1. Lighting System
2. Maintenance Area
3. Sanitary Water

Critical Support Facilities
4. Process Surge Drums
5. Inter-Plant Tie Lines
6. Steam Plant
7. Transmission Lines
8. Electrical Power Plant
9. Central Control Room

10. Nitrogen Plant
11. Air Plant
12. Feed, Product and Tails Withdrawal

Noncritical Component Systems
4. Sanitary Drainage
5. Storm Sewage
6. Assay Machines
7. Administrative Area

1. Maintenance Support Facility
2. Administration Building
3. Medical Center
4. Computer Center
5. Stores and Supplies

Noncritical Support Facilities
6. Cafeteria
7. Laundry Facilities
8. Development Laboratories
9. Fire Stations
10. Railroads

site specific seismic hazard curves. These
curves represent the effective peak ground
acceleration (EPGA) in "g"sa and corresponding
return period In years. The EBE levels were
chosen on the premise that there should be at
least a 90 percent probability that during the
remaining 25 year life of the plants earthquake-
induced ground accelerations would not exceed
those levels [2], [4], and [5]. Such a
probability is equivalent to an earthquake
having a return period of 237 years. From
Figure 2 the EBE level at Oak Ridge is 0.08g,
at Paducah is 0.18g and at Portsmouth is 0.05g.

It is the opinion of the authors that the
remaining life of a facility must be taken into
account when considering the overall risks

"g" = acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2.

(to include the operational consequences and
relative safety hazards) in che evaluation of
existing facilities. It is recognized that if
the life of a facility was only one year, such
philosophy would lead to considering only a
10 year earthquake event for a 90 percent
nonexceedance level. Adopting a 90 or 95
percent nonexceedance level for a new facility
having a most likely 50 year life, would result
in a 2 x 10"3 (500 year earthquake) or
1 x 10~3 (1000 year earthquake) annual
exceedance probability, respectively. Applying
a 2 x 10~-* or 1 x 10~3 annual exceedance
probability to an existing facility that has a
shorter life is penalizing the existing facility
£rom the acceptable risk vs. remaining life
point of view, and could result in unnecessary
retrofit and needless and imprudent expenditure
of funds.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA

The evaluation criteria used for this study
were based on previous work at the GDPs with
the sole purpose of providing a realistic,
best estimate of structure, system, or component
response and damage that would result from a
given level earthquake. From a safety
evaluation point of view, the criteria were
based on consideration of the lesser hazards
at the GDP$ as opposed to those of nuclear
power reactors.

The following are the basic key criteria
used in this study: 1) mean response spectrum
shapes were used rather than the mean +lo
called for by Regulatory Guide 1.60 for nuclear
power reactors [61, 2) high levels of damping
were assumed where reasonable, 3) in-situ
material yield stresses were utilized rather
than those specified in the original design
(for example, 3,000 psi design concrete may
actually be 4,000 psi), 4) advantage •is taken
of actual ductility values, 5) yieldiiu and
permanent deformation of structural and piping
systems were acceptable as long as continued
operation was not jeopardized, 6) only actual
equipment loads and dead weights were used in
the evaluation rather than design loads, 7)
secondary structures (e.g., structural bracing)
could fail if such failure did not place
continued operation in jeopardy, 8) three-
dimensional analyses of the facilities were
not used because of the large sizes of many
structures, 9) time-history analyses were not
required, 10) equivalent static analyses vere
used in lieu of dynamic analyses where possible,
11) testing of pinned footing to column
connections were conducted to determine inherent
moment capacities, 12) testing of equipment was
not done unless necessary, 13) equipment
ruggedness experience was utilized during
judgement assessments, and 14) a realistic
analysis was made without the introduction of
safety factors.

When evaluating structures and piping
systems for loads using elastic analyses that
are producing stresses that exceed yield and
are clearly in the inelastic range approaching
high strain levels, engineering judgement was
relied on heavily. Although the response of
such structures in this region is uncertain,
the use of a realistic best estimate was
stressed.

RESULTS

General

Because of the number of facilities evaluated
(Table 1) and the great amount of space required
to discuss each item, only a select few are
discussed below. However, these few are most of
the major areas of concern determined in the
vulnerability study.

Process Buildings

The Pight process buildings (Figure 3) are
large(typically varying 600 ft. by 1500 ft.),
two story, steel frame, multiple independent
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Figure 3. Typical Process Building

structural modules with three to four inch
expansion joints separating each module. The
massive operating equipment weighing 1,000 tons
or more per module is located on the second
floor. Because the process buildings at each
plant, and between plants, are extremely
similar in construction, the seismic response
of one process building would be representative
for all process buildings. As a result, only
one longitudinal and one transverse structural
frame was selected from typical modules for the
analysis. The selected frames represented over
3000 frames of over 150 modules in the eight
process buildings at the three plants.

The structures were found to be extremely
flexible with the first five frequencies
ranging from less than 1 Hz to 5 Hz. This
flexibility resulted in large displacements
which are expected co cause banging to occur
between the modules at ground accelerations as
low as 0.05 g's. The damage curve shown in
Figure 4 typifies the results of the evaluation
showing expected moderate damage (50-60-percent)
at around 0.2g and major damage (80-100 percent,
nonrepairable) at over 0.25g. Since the Paducah
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Figure 4. A Typical Process Building Seismic
Damage Curve.

EBE level is at 0.18g and moderate damage has
been described [7] as cracking and spalling
of concrete encased columns, yielding of steel
with permanent set but no overall collapse, the
building damage itself was judged by the project
teams to not have an impact on continued
operation of the GDPs. However, excessive
relative motions and hanmering between modules
raised concern for the process equipment and
piping as discussed below.

Process Equipment

Most of the massive process equipment
(18-ton compressors, 32-ton converters and
0-ton, 2000 tin motors) (Figure 5) was deemed

extremely rugged and is expected to withstand
the respective EBE at each GDP. However, the
motors that drive the compressors displayed a
potential end-cap weakness from armature impact
loads due to seismic motion and hammering of
modules at all three sites. Typically there
are 500 motors per process building. Failure
of some of these motors could shut down
production for an extended period of time. As
a result, testing is currently in progress to
further evaluate this uncertainity.

Process Piping

Because of relative displacements, between
process building modules, ranging from two to
eight inches, the process piping (ranging from
32 to 42 inches in diameter) crossing the
building expansion joint locations was found
to be extremely vulnerable. Process piping
expansion joints of single bellows construction
are used at these cross-overs, but they have
very limited lateral displacement capability.
The operational characteristics in the original
design did not require such capability.
Following a destructive testing program of the
bellows (Figure 6) and further analyses, it was
determined that a two bellows configuration

Figure 5. View of a Typical Converter.

Figure 6 . A Typical Bellows Post-Test Damage
Configuration.

would be needed to take care of the lateral
displacement capability. At Oak Ridge,
152 joints would require modifications; at
Paducah, 191; and at Portsmouth, 28.

Cooling Water System

The cooling water passes through 14 to 20
inch pipes from one end of a process building to
another. At certain locations Dressi_r couplings
are used within the piping system. Based on
calculations and engineering judgement, it was
determined that the pipe could slip out of the
couplings if there were large displacements due
to the flexibility of the building structures
and the pipe support system where the piping
crossed the building expansion joints.

Masonry Walls

A moderate amount of construction at the
GDPs consists of interior unreinforced masonry
walls, especially at Oak Ridge. The criteria
used for evaluating the walls was that at 0.05g
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minor cracking would occur for non-load bearing,
free standing walls; at O.lOg, a considerable
amount of cracking would occur with some blocks
dislodged; and at 0.20g major cracking and some
collapse would occur. Walls housing battery
and area control rooms were identified as
vulnerable in a number of locations.

Steam Plant Stacks

The steam plant stacks at the Oak Ridge
GDP were found to be extremely vulnerable.
Previous analyses on similar stacks of
unrelnforced concrete masonry brick had shown
potential for collapse at the low "g" level
of 0.04. The Oak Ridge GDP could not operate
its feed and withdrawal facilities without the
steam plant unless portable steam generators
were available. Although the enrichment
process at Portsmouth depends on the steam
plant to provide heat to the process, the
stacks are metal and only minor weaknesses
found in some unreinforced concrete block walls
were noted there. At the Paducah steam plant,
a large unreinforced concrete block wall was
found to be a major weakness.

Other Evaluated Facilities

As indicated above, all of the critical
facilities identified in Table 1 were evaluated.
At the respective EBE levels for each plant,
the study revealed that many of the structures,
systems and components are expected to survive
with little or no damage while some are
expected to sustain moderate damage and only
a few could experience major damage. Those
which would experience major damage at the
respective plants1 EBE level (the top five
which were discussed above) were recommended
for upgrading.

Cost Studies

Following identification of the weak
link systems at each of the GDPs, preliminary
retrofit recommendations were made to bring
each plant up to a seismic resistance level
where no significant operational interruption
would occur at the respective EBEs. In
addition, cost estimates were prepared for the
following options: 1) costs to make the
recommended retrofits, 2) costs to put the
GDPs back into operation under emergency
conditions following an EBE level occurrence
if recommended retrofits were not made, and
3) costs to fully repair all damage to the
GDPs following an EBE level earthquake if
recommended retrofits were not made. The
results of this parametric cost study revealed
some suprising results as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Cost Study Results
(Costs x 1000 FY-85 Dollars)

ption Portsmouth

1 800

2 1,000

3 4,000

Oak Ridge

6,300

4,800

9,800

Paducah

6,100

6,200

16,800

For example, although the Paducah GDP has twice
the seismic hazard as Oak Ridge, it costs about
the same to retrofit at Oak Ridge. From a
general point of view, this is because a number
of systems within the GDPs became subject to
major damage at ground acceleration levels
around O.lg, (e.g., the expansion joint bellows
within the process buildings, which are shown
to fail at about O.05g's). More specifically,
reasons for this can be attributed to the
greater number of unreinforced concrete block
walls at Oak Ridge, about the same number of
process piping expansion joint failures, and
the steam plant stacks and additional
electrical equipment upgrading required at Oak
Ridge. Because of the higher hazard at Paducah,
the costs are almost twice as much to restore
damage at Paducah than <_t Oak Ridge following
the respective EBEs and no previous retrofit
measures taken. To operate under emergency
conditions following an EBE, with no previous
retrofit measures taken, the costs are also
higher at Paducah than at Oak Ridge, but not
to the extent which might be expected.

DISCUSSION

All of the GDPs are at operational and
safety risks at a ground acceleration level of
0.05g's because of the process piping bellows
failures at the buildings' expansion joints.
Thus, without retrofiting there is about a
seventy percent chance at Paducah (probability
of exceeding 0.05g's), a forty percent chance
at Oak Ridge and a ten percent chance at
Portsmouth that the production of enriched
uranium could experience interruption
during the plants' remaining lives. For
approximately $6 million, the Paducah risk
can be reduced from seventy percent to ten
percent—a sixty percent gain. At Oak Ridge,
for about the same expenditure, the risk
reduces from forty percent to ten percent—
a thirty percent gain, and at Portsmouth for
about $1 million the risk reduces from ten
percent to less than one percent. From a
business point of view, one can say that there
is a greater risk reduction at Paducah than at
Oak Ridge for about the same amount of money.
To provide £.dd:'.tional assurances at Oak Ridge,
say reduce the risk to five percent in the next
25 years, essentially no ,-additional costs are
required. However, at Pad"tah, to reduce the
risk to five percent, the corresponding "g"
level is 0.25, which is the threshold level for
which maj or structural damage could occur and
associated retrofiting would require a major
expenditure. Therefore, to go from a seventy
percent risk to a ten percent risk at Paducah,
the costs are reasonable and permissible, but
to gain an additional five percent risk
reduction the costs could become orders of
magnitude higher. These kinds of cost-benefit
considerations, along with emphasis on safety,
are the issues that must be weighed when
addressing a decision-making process in the
evaluation and retrofit of existing facilities.

CONCLUSION

The results of the seismic vulnerability
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study showed that the GDPs were fairly
resistant to seismic forces even though they
were not originally designed for such
earthquakes. However, the study did reveal a
serious "weak link" in the process system where
process piping crossed building expansion
joints between structural modules.

Because of some unique features consistent
and some not consistent between plants, the
retrofit costs for tht Paducah and Oak Ridge
GDPs were about the same, and much lower at
Portsmouth for the risk levels that were chosen
as acceptable. For around $7 million,
1985 dollars with no contingency, the study
showed that Paducah and Portsmouth could be
upgraded to the acceptable levels of risk.
Currently the DOE is developing a conceptual
design report to retrofit the Paducah and
Portsmouth GDPs. Because the Oak Ridge GDP
is being placed on standby, no retrofit is
planned at this time.
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Abstract

A realistic approach is currently being used at the Rocky Flats Plant to assess the risks of
natural phenomena events. The methodology addresses frequency of occurrence estimates,
damage stress on the facility and vital equipment, material-at-risk, release fractions and source
terms, leakpath, dispersion and dosimetric models, risk curves, and an uncertainty analysis.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents methods used at Rocky Flats
Plant, Golden, Colorado, to perform natural phenomena risk
assessments. These assessments address risk to the public
from existing plutonium-handling facilities. Natural phenom-
ena events that could cause damage to facilities at Rocky
Flats include earthquakes, extreme winds, tornados, meteor-
ites, floods, snow loadings, and lightning. Per Department of
Energy (DOE) Order AL 5481.1A, [ 1 ] only credible (i.e.,
frequency of occurrence >10~6 /yr) natural phenomena events
are considered for consequence development (however, the
risk uncertainty analysis may go beyond this cutoff). At
Rocky Flats, the only credible hazards are earthquakes,
extreme winds, and tornados. [2]

Natural phenomena risk determination to the public
initially requires that the severity (i.e., design basis criteria)
of natural phenomena events and their associated frequency
of occurrence be defined. Facilities were analytically evalu-
ated for their structural, vital equipment (e.g., emergency
power, inerting), and process equipment capabilities. A
realistic damage assessment is also conducted, and when
applied to material-at-risk and release fractions, an initial
source term for release of radioactive materials is postulated.
Leakpath evaluations address how the initial release migrates
to the environment. A dispersion and dosimetric model
provides public consequences, and when combined with
frequency of occurrence estimates, risk curves are generated.
The risk assessment is completed by propagating probability
distributions to address uncertainty in parameters and models.

NATURAL PHENOMENA CHARACTERISTICS

Several studies were made of Rocky Flats plantsite, its
environs, and processing facilities by consultants to evaluate
potential severity and frequency of occurrence of natural
phenomena events. This information also established current
design basis criteria for plutonium-handling facilities and is
used to postulate risks to existing facilities from natural
phenomena events. A summary of these natural phenomena
studies and their results follow.

Earthquake Characteristics

Three studies investigated the seismology of the Rocky
Flats Plant. URS/Blume and Associates [3] performed
seismic and geologic investigations to recommend Design
Basis Earthquake (DBE) and Operating Basis Earthquake
(OBE) criteria. Dames and Moore [4] investigated the
seismic capability of the Golden Fault, a nearby graben, and
several geologic formations near the Rocky Flats Plant pre-
viously suspected of being faults. TERA Corporation [5]
provided a probability mode', (hazard curve) of seismic
magnitude and frequency of occurrence relationships.

A DBE is defined [6] as the most severe seismic event
applicable to the site location. The DBE establishes design
criteria for those elements of a facility that are required to
remain iunctional for safe shutdown without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public. The effects of higher
magnitude earthquakes are not considered in risk assessments
because it is not reasonable to postulate an earthquake of
greater magnitude than local geology will support. The effect
of lesser magnitude and higher frequency earthquakes is
considered for those buildings that could fail below the
design basis criteria level.

The site-specific DBE for the Rocky Flats Plant was
defined by URS/Blume and Associates as having a magnitude
of 6.6 on the Richter scale, a peak horizontal acceleration at
bedrock of 0.14 g, and an epicentral distance of 16 miles
from the plant. Frequency of occurrence for this event is
estimated to be 1.2 X 10"3 per year (i.e., 840-year return
period). [5]

Extreme Wind Characteristics

Two studies were performed to assess the frequency of
extreme wind occurrence at the Rocky Flats Plant. Both
were statistical analyses of site-speciiic peak gust velocities
for 1964^1976. McDonald [7] and Fujita [8] established
frequency of occurrence relationships for "fastest-mile wind
speeds" (sustained winds). DOE recommends [9] using the
McDonald hazard curve for frequency of occurrence
estimates.
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The Design Basis Wind (DB W) criterion for Rocky Flats
Plant is a 150-mph sustained wind speed. [10] Frequency of
occurrence for a 150-mph wind is 3.0 X 10"4/yr (i.e., approx-
imately 3,300-year return period). [7] This 150-mph criterion
was established from ERDA's "Guide for Calculations of
Wind'Design Pressures" and was previously reported as a
Iff"4 /yr frequency of occurrence (Lei, 10,000-year return
period). [10]

Tornado Characteristics

Fujita [81 and McDonald [7] also assessed tornado
frequency of occurrence for the Rocky Fiats Plant. DOE
recommends [9] using the Fujita hazard curve for tornado
frequency of occurrence. The influence of the nearby Rocky
Mountain range has a significant effect on meteorological
conditions at the site, which results in a very low frequency
of occurrence for severe tornados.

McDonald also investigated regional meteorological
conditions and the mechanics of tornado-structure interaction
to recommend criteria for a site-specific Design Basis Tornado
(DBT). [11] Since this wasdetermined to be below the 10'6/yr
cutoff per DOE Order 6430.1 [6] and AL 5481.81A [1], the
original DBT criteria were reduced to values representing a
10"6 /yr frequency of occurrence. Current DBT criteria
specifies a combined wind speed of 185 mph (135 mph
rotational plus 50 mph translational) and an at nospheric
pressure drop of 0.5 pounds per square inch (r si).

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Several consultants have provided engineering evalua-
tions of buildings and vital equipment based on traditional
analytical evaluations. Additional testing of building
structures and equipment was also conducted. This informa-
tion, described below, is currently being used by Los Alamos
Technical Associates (LATA) to provide "realistic" damage
estimates to be used in source term calculations for Plutonium
facilities.

Structural Capability

A structural evaluation of existing plutonium processing
buildings at the Rocky Flats Plant was made by Agbabian
Associates. [12] These analyses were mathematical simula-
tions supplemented by limited, in-place testing to verify the
analytical models. For those buildings that showed failures
at design basis levels, Agbabian estimated a maximum allow-
able load. Maximum allowable loads are "incipient failure"
le-els and "when these levels are exceeded, the degree of
anticipated structural damage will be enough to allow possible
leakage of contaminants." [12]

Agbabian structural evaluations were based upon
industry codes and standards and computer models. Suffi-
cient conservatism is inherent in these codes and is being
treated by LATA to estimate realistic failure levels for
plutonium-handling facilities.

Vital Equipment

A separate study by URS/Blume [13] investigated the
stability of vital equipment to plutonium processing buildings
at the Rocky Flats Plant. This analysis reviewed vital equip-
ment, selected equipment for eigenparameter-type testing,

evaluated the adequacy of certain vital equipment, and
recommended full-scale earthquake simulation testing of
selected electrical components. Subsequently, an uninter-
ruptible power supply (UPS) inverter; a heating, ventilating,
and air_conditioriing(HVAC) system mock-up; and a powers
distribution mock-up were shake-table tested. [ 14] \ -,

The Blume study [13] assumed that the analysis of
one generic piece of equipment in one building could be
extrapolated to similar equipment in other buildings. These
results provide a qualitative understandingof how classes of :
items perform during postulated natural phenomena events
and are being used for realistic damage estimates and leak-
path potentials.

Realistic Damage Estimates

LATA is currently preparing expected estimates of
natural phenomena damages to plutonium-handling facilities,
vital equipment, and process equipment. [15] In addition,
the associated effect on the containment of hazardous '
material is postulated and ah evaluation of potential leakpaths
made.

This evaluation draws upon the previous Agbabian [12]
and Blume [13, 14] results and makes an engineering judg-
ment of inherent conservatisms- It also considers structural =
and equipment damage/survival performance at other facilities
that have experienced earthquakes. EQEIncorporated, an
earthquake engineering company, has been subcontracted by
LATA to provide this experience factor. EQE has been
involved in " similar program, sponsored by 20 utility com-
panies, called the Seismic Qualification Utilities Group
(SQUG) program. This realistic approach used in the SQUG
program has been accepted by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC).

The approach for evaluating natural-phenomena-
induced damage to a structure and vital equipment is to
establish the realistic resistance to ths natural phenomena
event force level. The failure sequence of the structures and
vital equipment is considered for specified levels of natural
phenomenon events. Structural failure and damage descrip-
tions are evaluated for two distinct damage levels: threshold
damage and total damage. Threshold damage (Tn) is of such
magnitude that hazardous materials within the structure will
begin to escape to the environment Total damage (To) is the
substantial failure of the structural system due to major
collapse, which renders the structure uninhabitable and
requires demolition and reconstruction. Building structures
only are assigned the damage levels of Tn and To. Vital ;
equipment damage is evaluated only at the various natural
phenomena event force levels that are judged to be critical
to behavioral changes in the systems.

MATERIAL-AT-RISK

From the Preliminary Hazard Analysis for a facility,
operations with dispersible material "at risk" are identified
for further evaluation. This includes radioactive or toxic
powders, solutions, molten metal, finely divided metals that
oxidize rapidly, pyrophoric metals in ambient conditions,
and may include massive metal if at elevated temperatures
(e.g., furnace operations). However, massive radioactive
metals at ambient conditions are generally not considered
dispersible.
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"At risk" refers to material that is in jeopardy from
impacts caused by falling/blowing debris and is subject to
resuspension from ambient winds. Material-at-risk is deter-
mined from inventory availability, equipment and glovebox
surface contamination, and deposition on high efficiency
paniculate air (HEPA) or roughing filters.

The average inventory-at-risk represents the quantity
of inventory that is dispersible (e.g., powders, liquids, fires)
during a natural phenomena event. The uncertainty analysis
addresses an upper bound using maximum inventory (or
criticality limits) and lower bound using minimum inventory
(or surface contamination and HEPA filter loading only).

Since process inventory is not always present in each
glovebox, a probability-weighted index of availability is
applied to the normal inventory-at-risk for all operations to
calculate an inventory availability. This index of availability
is called a residence time factor and is expressed as the
fraction of time that the material is actually at risk. This
approach has been used by Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratory in an NCR-sponsored evaluation of six commer-
cial fuel reprocessing facilities. [16-21]

By combining the residence time factor with process
inventory, an inventory availability concept is used similar to
the "duty cycle" concept applied by Battelle. [16-21] The
inventory availability is expressed in units of g-wk/wk to
identify it as a probability-weighted inventory.

Surface contamination may be a significant contribu-
tion to the source term. For Rocky Flats' evaluations,
dispersible surface contamination is assumed to be 0.7 g
powder/ft2 (7.S g powder/m2) for operations with visible
contamination [18] and 0.1 to 1.0 mg powder/ft2

(0.01 to 0.11 g powder/m2) for "clean" gloveboxes.

HEPA and roughing filters may also contribute to the
source term. Accountability records are used to determine
an estimate of plutonium loading. In summary, total
material-at-risk is calculated as follows:

Material-at-Risk = E ([inventory availability];
i l

where,

+ [surface contamination];

+ [HEPA]j)

Inventory Availability = 2 (inventory ̂ (residence time factor):
i=l

i = Different operations or locations
with similar dispersible material
(e.g., powders)

DAMAGE RATIOS

From the LATA damage assessment, a damage ratio is
applied to the material-at-risk. This damage ratio is either the
percentages of gloveboxes crushed by falling debris or perfor-
ated such that two unfiltered openings are created.

Failed interior walls, concrete blocks, loose pieces of
pipe, or equipment could strike a glovebox, causing openings
in glovebox windows. Plutonium stored in canisters is not
likely to be released in this event, but loose material in

powder form or solutions could escape glovebox confines.
Failure of an exterior wall could allow the wind to cause
loose objects to be thrown against the gloveboxes.

The damage ratio is applied to the level of natural
phenomena severity causing extensive failure of the structure
(i.e., collapse or sufficient loss of exterior walls and roof
resulting in substantial interior damage and large releases).
The threshold failure level of the building estimated by
LATA is used to estimate a threshold release based upon
the extent of narrative damage descriptions. Damage ratios
mostly affect total failure or design basis level release of
material.

NATURAL PHENOMENA SOURCE TERMS

Source term is expressed as the amount of available
material-at-risk, which is assumed to be released into the
immediate work area as airborne material. Both radioactive
and toxic materials are considered. A release fraction is a
multiplier applied to material-at-risk to estimate initial source
term. This airborne material becomes the initial source term
for treatment of leakpath evaluations, which estimates a
building source term for subsequent dispersion to the environ-
ment. The magnitude of the source term for natural
phenomena events is determined by the material-at-risk,
damage stress on the material and its containment, release
fractions, resuspension factors, and duration of release.

Initial Source Term

An initial source term is estimated by applying appro-
priate release fractions from reference literature to the
material-at-risk and damage ratios. If more than one release
fraction is involved for different types of dispersible material,
the material-at-risk total for an area is apportioned so the
correct release fraction can be applied. The formula for an
initial source term is:

1ST = X (MAR:) (RelFj) (DR)
i=l ' '

where:
1ST Initial source term per radionuclide (g)

MARj = Portion of total material-at-risk for a specific
release fraction or radionuclide (g or
g-wk/wk)

i -J'FJ = Appropriate release fraction

Dk = Damage ratio, if more than a few operations
are involved

This initial source term may be subject to deposition
within a building, depending upon the leakpath, if the building
is not completely collapsed. This is treated by aerosol
behavior codes to derive a building source term.

Resuspension Factors/Delayed Release

As the duration from a total failure or design basis
level damage release may be from several hours to days,
material lying on surfaces can be resuspended in air passing
over the surfaces. Powders released from containment and
exposed to the ambient windfield can become airborne.
Liquids can also contribute to resuspension. A resuspension
rate of 10~8/sec to I0"IO/sec for powders and 10"'/sec to
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KT11 /sec for liquids is used, based on average values from the
literature. [22] The upper range is used for extreme wind
events, while the lower range is used for earthquakes.

Duration of Release

Under extensive damage or rubble situations, the
duration of a release can range from several hours to days
before emergency response actions control the situation.
Rescue operations can contribute to the release and prolong
the duration of release.

For Rocky Flats analyses, in addition to the instan-
taneous release, two durations for delayed releases are
estimated: first 24 hours and next 24 hours (i.e., subsequent
1- and 2-day releases). The resuspension contribution to the
total building source term (i.e., delayed releases) is calculated
in the next section.

Bunding Source Terms

Initial source terms developed from the preceding
sections are further modified by material transport to generate
an estimate of releases from a building. Building source term
is expressed in grams of Plutonium, uranium, americium, etc.,
with particle size distribution (where available), and converted
to curies for the dispersion analysis.

Leakpath possibilities for natural phenomena events
have been examined by LATA [15] for threshold releases
and total failure, if total is less than design basis criteria
levels. If the building is essentially intact and the ventilatior
system is operational, aerosol behavior codes [23, 24] are
used, with or without filtration. For partial structural failure
that could negate the ventilation system, an atmospheric
exchange method is used by estimating material transport.

This air exchange estimate is used to determine the
amount of release from the initial source term and a contri-
bution from resuspension. Since not all of the initial source
term will be instantaneously released for some natural
phenomena events, the remaining portion is subject to the air
exchange method with the resuspension contribution. An
empirical relationship was developed to allow for the release
of the remaining initial source term and the resuspension
contribution:

R Th/S
= O-c)IST(e~ki t l -

+ R L / H M[( t , - t , )

where:

Rjh = Threshold level release (g)

Rg = Substantial level release (g) with standing portions
of the building

1ST = Initial source term (g)

kj = Air exchange rate between building and environ-
ment -k L = 5%/hr, kM = 10%/hr; kH = 1.0/hr

RL = Low resuspension factor (irr10/sec for powders,
lfT11 /sec for liquids)

RH = High resuspension factor (10"8/sec for powders,
10"'/sec for liquids)

M = Resuspendable material (g)
M = (MAR) (DR)
MAR = Material-at-risk (g) for either powders

or liquids
DR = Damage ratio

t, = Initial time (hours) for resuspension period

t2 = Final time (hours) for resuspension period

c = Initial source term adjustment factor for determining
how much is released instantaneously from the
building based on size of openings and natural
phenomena driving energy.

The time interval (t2 - 1 1 ) for release varies from 1 hour
for instantaneous releases (e.g., at threshold failure level, Tn)
to 24 hours for resuspension releases over the next 1 and 2
days. The air exchange rate, kj, varies for different natural
phenomena and durations (i.e., a low rate, kL> is used for
earthquakes and winds after 24 hours; a medium rate, kjj,
is used for winds during the first 24 hours; and a high rate,
kH, is used for extreme winds and tornados during the first
hour).

If the structure is postulated to be completely
collapsed, the source term, Rc, is determined by using the
initial source term as the instantaneous release and calculating
a resuspension release over the next 1 and 2 days.

Building source terms are calculated for a threshold
damage level (Rj(j) and for either a design basis level release
(Rrjjj) or total failure level release (R-T;O), whichever occurs
first. The R D B / R J O release is calculated from the equation
for a substantial damage release (R§) or a nibble situation
(Rc), depending upon LATA damage assessments.

DISPERSION AND CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

Calculation of risk to the public involves dispersion of
a building source term in the environment. Meteorological
dispersion calculations are performed using the Gaussian
plume equation. For the maximum offsite individual, the
Gaussian plume model was modified using a rectangular
function for horizontal dispersion and an expansion factor
to account for plume meander. [25] Values of meteorolog-
ical dispersion (X/Q) are estimated at the outer fence line
surrounding the plant A star deck (i.e., frequency
distribution of wind speed, wind direction, and stability
class) [2] based upon measured onsite winds was used to give
a statistical distribution of X/Q values for a given scenario.
The range of estimated X/Q values is approximated by a
Iognormal distribution to facilitate further calculations. Dose
for a 50-year integration period is calculated separately for
maximum offsite individual and populafin dose and is
presented for organ and average pathway contribution.
Population dose is estimated using the sector-avaraged version
of the Gaussian plume equation combined with 1980 demo-
graphic data broken out by sector and distance to 50 miles.

PISK CURVES AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES

Two types of variability are experienced when per-
forming a risk analysis: (1) the variability fundamental to
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the phenomenon being studied and (2) incomplete knowledge
concerning that phenomenon. The subjective (Bayesian)
approach to probability is used which defines probability as
a description of our state of knowledge or belief and defines
frequency as a measured quantity derived from sampling
random trials (or estimated ttapugh modelling). J n this
context, uncertainty associated with the variables and
models being used is defined as probability and inherent
variability as frequency. •-::...; : .•:..•....:..

The probability of frequency format recommended by
Kaplan and Garrick [26,27] in the ZION Probabilistic Risk
Assessment [28] is used to distinguish between the probabil-
ity and frequency distributions in presentation of results-
Treatment of data in this manner leads to a risk curve
expressed as the frequency that the accident being considered
will cause consequences of a given magnitude or greater. The
degree of confidence in the accuracy of the risk curve is
expressed by a family of risk curves, each with attached
probability (Figure 1). The risk curve is generally plotted
with axes of Q (complementary cumulative frequency>) as
ordinate and consequences as abscissa on a log-log scale.

10"' 10°

CONSEQUENCE

FIGURE 1. Example Family of Risk Curves

Variability associated with meteorology and/or
different scenarios is propagated as a frequency distribution
(e.g., random variability) and all other variability as prob-
ability distributions (e.g., parameter uncertainty, error).
Thus, the spread in the risk curve is attributed to variation in
possible meteorology during and following an accident while
the distance between members in the family of risk curves
(e.g., the p = 0.50 and p = 0.90 risk curves) is attributed to
uncertainty in the parameters and models used to calculate
the risk curves.

The probability of frequency format differs substan-
tially from the classical approach to risk calculations where a
number of conservative assumptions are combined to form a
plausible upper bound. Instead, the probability of frequency
format uses the best estimate of each parameter and
propagates any uncertainty through the calculations. The
probability of frequency approach encompasses the conser-
vative classical approach.: It provides a realistic and complete
statement of the current state of knowledge.

Consequence calculations are grouptd into a series of
submodels, each with associated uncertainty, then uncer-
tainty is propagated in each submodel: source term, release
fraction, leakpath, dispersion, and dosimetry. Uncertainty in
the submodels is estimated for each scenario using standard
statistical and monte-carlo techniques. For frequency of
occurrence uncertainty, ±1 standard deviation was provided
by consultants [5,7] that generated the hazard curves for
earthquakes, extreme winds, and tornados.

Risk curves from several scenarios are combined to
form a composite natural phenomena risk curve for earth-
quakes, winds, and tornados. The median composite curve
from any series of scenarios is obtained by adding the median
curves from the scenarios of interest. To complete a family
of risk curves, the uncertainty associated with the individual
scenarios curves must also be summed. Since uncertainty
between the various scenarios is highly correlated, the highest
uncertainty from frequency and consequences (separately)
from any of the individual scenarios can be taken to describe
the uncertainty in the composite curve.

RISK ASSESSMENT

Natural phenomena risk assessments use a combination
of risk approaches and guidelines to meet the goal of assessing
whether the facility can be operated in a safe manner and if
all reasonable efforts have been made to identify and mitigate
potential hazards of operation. Composite risk curves are
used to provide a realistic estimate of risk to the public for a
range of consequences for each building. Other graphic and
tabular methods illustrate the relative contribution to the
composite risk from major accident categories or scenarios
(e.g., fires, criticalities).

Natural phenomena risk represents total expected risk
and is estimated by looking at all significant scenarios.
Ranges of values are used throughout the analysis wherever
possible and realistic values, together with documented ranges
of uncertainty, are used in the final result.

Risk assessment information enables long-range
planning for the best use of future facilities and facilitates
decisions on upgrade modifications for existing facilities and
equipment. In the short term, risk assessment information
is used for risk reduction purposes, such as correction or
mitigation of potential hazardous conditions.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND ADAPTATIONS FOR
DEVELOPMENT IN THE FLOOD PLAINS

Thomas C. HaoAllen
URS Company Inc.
136 Summit Avenue

Montavale, New Jersey 07645

Abstract

As our nation continues tc expand and non flood prone land becomes
scarce, there is a growing need to place structures within natural flood
plains. Nearly 90)6 of all damages stemming from natural disasters are a
result of flooding. The National Flood Insurance program has established
specific design criteria that must be met in order to build in the flood
plain as defined by the aerial extent of the 100-year flood. Specific
design considerations to be considered involve both site and flood
characteristics. These considerations incorporate the hydrostatic,
momentum and uplift forces associated with flooding. Design adaptations
basically consist of elevating the structures through the use of fill piers
or piles, but more innovative solutions are possible.
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SEISMIC UPGRADING
OF THE BROOKHAVEN HIGH FLUX BEAM RESEARCH REACTOR

M. Subudhi
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, N.Y. 11973

Abstract

In recent years the High Flux Beam Research (HFBR) reactor facility at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) was upgraded from 40 to 60 MW power
level. The reactor plant was built in the early sixties to the seismic
design requirements of the period, using the static load approach. While
the plant power level was upgraded, the seismic design wa.. also improved
according to current design criteria. This included the development of new
floor response spectra for the facility and an overall seismic analysis of
those systems important to the safe shutdown of the reactor. Items included
in the reanalysis are the containment building with its internal structure,
the piping systems, tanks, equipment, and heat exchangers.

This paper describes the procedure utilized in developing the floor
response spectra for the existing facility. Also included in the paper are
the findings and recommendations, based on the seismic analysis, regarding
the seismic adequacy of structural and mechanical systems vital to achieving
the safe shutdown of the reactor.

INTRODUCTION

The High Flux Beam Research (HFBR) reactor
[1] at Brookhaver. National Laboratory was built
during the early sixties for an electrical
power capacity of 40 MW. The plant went criti-
cal in December 1965 and since then it has been
used by laboratory scientists for experimental
purposes. The thermal power generated by tha
reactor was never utilized for electric rojer
output. During the late seventies, the , lant
was upgraded from 40 to 60 MW power level. As
part of the upgrade, evaluations were performed
to establish the seismic adequacy of the facil-
ity. The objectives of these evaluations
Included:

• a qualitative review and survey of the site
specific seismic hazard,

• development of floor response spectra for
the reactor building and associated safety sys-
tems, and

• seismic evaluation of safety-related struc-
tures, systems, and components.

The complete evaluation of the reactor
facility included a systematic study of the
dynamic response of each safety—elated sys-
tem. These systems must remain functional in
the event of any seismic event in order to per-
mit reactor shutdown. The evaluation was per-
formed in conjunction with a modification of
the system to permit operation at higher power
levels. In performing the evaluations, the
definition of the ground motion was established
by Newmark and Hall [2], as a Design Spectrum
meeting NRC design criteria, and the local site
soil and seismic characteristics. Different
floor—level responses [3] were then obtained
using the above design spectrum. With these
spectra, the structures, mechanical equipment,

and piping systems on different floor levels
were analyzed [4]. The parameters computed
were the displacements and consequent stresses
developed in each system.

The main systems analyzed include:

1. P mary structures such as the containment
dome, internal structure, and crane
structure.

2. Reactor vessel and its intervals.

3. Primary piping system loops.

4. Safety-related mechanical equipment
components.

5. Secondary structures such as canal, control
room, spent fuel pool.

6. Safety-related piping and duct systems.

To develop the floor response spectra, a
mathematical model of the facility was devel-
oped including the four floors of the internal
structure, the dene, and soil spring effects.
A. design spectrum of 0.2g was considered as the
design criteria for the site. A time history
analysis was utilized to obtain the response
spectrum for each floor of the internal struc-
ture, which in turn supports most of the safety
systems and components.

For each safety system, an elastic finite
element approach was used to analyze for seis-
mic capacity. The acceptance criteria included
all other stress conditions as required in ASHE
codes. Those systems which failed to meet the
acceptance criteria were identified and nece-
ssary modifications were made to the systems.
Reaualysis was performed on the modified sys-
tems to assure the capability of the reactor
plant to achieve safe shutdown in the event of
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an earthquake occurrence at the site. The de-
tailed results of these studies were presented
In a report [4].

This paper describes the procedure and the
systematic approach utilized In achieving the
seismic qualification of the reactor facility
for a Safe Shutdown Earthquake '.SSE) Intensity
of 0.2g ground acceleration level. Each of the
program objectives are addressed separately and
overall qualification of the plant is assessed.

SEISMIC DESIGN SPECTRA

The seismic hazard for which the HFBR
facilit" was originally designed is described
in the plant Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) [1J. The reactor building and all
associated structures were designed to with-
stand accelerations of O.lg which in terms of
the Modified Mercalli (MM) Scale are earth-
quakes of intensity VII to VIII. It is further
noted the there are no known active faults in
the Long Island area where the plant is
located.

Another seismic hazard evaluation pertinent
to this facility was made sometime later
(1968-1969), for the Shoreham Nuclear Power
Plant in connection with preparation of the
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and Final
Safety Analysis Report for that facility [5].
The Shoreham facility is located about 5 miles
north of the Brookhaven Complex. Specifically,
in the Shoreham FSAR, it is indicated that the
site is an area of relatively low seismicity in
comparison to some of the moderately active
areas of the region, as indicated in the epi-
center map contained in the report. The report
concludes that the maximum Design Basis Earth-
quake (DBE) for the site could easily be taken
as 0.16g, based on various correlations of in-
tensity with peak ground acceleration, but for
conservative analysis and design reasons a
value of 0.2g was chosen for the DBE. The
Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) was taken to
be one-half that value.

On the basis of the review performed by
Newmark and Hall [Z], it was recommended that
the Design Basis Earthquake (also known as Safe
Shutdown Earthquake) for the Brookhaven HFBR
facility be characterized by a pPik transit
horizontal ground acceleration of O.lg. Conse-
quently, the reassessment of the safety-related
items were seismically qualified for an SSE
peak ground acceleration level of 0.2g. The
OBE concept was not being applied to the exiB-
ting facility.

Soil liquefaction was also considered in the
development of the design spectra. The soil
material is a glacial marine deposit. A gen-
eral cross section through this portion of Long
Island presented in Ref. 6 suggests that bed-
rock lies at great depth, approximately El.
-1400 ft to -1600 ft Mean Seal Level (MSL).
Soil profiles at the Shoreham site are reported
in the Shoreham FSAR [5]. The Shoreham plant
would not be expected to exhibit tb° same soil
profile as the Brookhaven site which Is inland
on Long Island. However, at depth the soil at

the Shoreham site has basically the same
properties as the Brookhaven site. In the case
of the Shoreham Nuclear Plant liquefaction
analysis it was found that the shear strengths
available to resist the shear stresses caused
by the possible earthquakes were significantly
in excess of those necessary to resist the
stresses:caused by the earthquake hazard and it
was concluded that there was no danger of liqu-
efaction. However,: it is to be noted that the
bearing pressures were much greater at the
Shoreham site. Based oh the information avail-
able, there is a low probability of liquefac-
tion at this site because of the lack of uni-
form gradation and especially the depressed
elevation of the water table.

The design spectrum for earthquake motions,
shown in Figure 1, is the elastic response
spectrum obtained using a 70 percent cumulative
probability level with a ductility factor of
one (note that current Regulatory Guide 1.60
[7] spectrum amplification values correspond to
84.i percent cummuiative probability level,
corresponding to one standard deviation above
the mean). The lows probability level is jus-
tified in light of the lower pressure (about
200 psi) and temperature (120°-140°F) levels
use in the Brookhaven facility as contrasted to
a commercial nuclear power reactor, and conse-
quently of the lesser risk associated with the
procedures required to bring about a safe shut-
down condition.

FIGURE 1

GROUND MOTION DESIGN SPECTRUM

The response spectrum for vertical excita-
tion, was taken as 2/3 of that in the horizon-
tal direction for all frequencies, as shown in
Figure 1.

FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA

During a seismic event the foundation mat
of the reactor building will be displaced bv
the ground motion. Since this motion Is rela-
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tlvely rapid, it will cause deformations
throughout the structure. Depending on the
structure, large relative motions could be in-
duced because of the differential movements be-
tween the supports and masses of the struc-
ture. T.n order to survive these earthquake
motions, both the parent structure and the
structural components attached to it must be
designed to withstand these deformations.

the HFBR building consists of an internal
structure with four floor levels and an outer
steel dome structure. Both structures are
raised from the same foundation but have no
structural connection between them. Since the
study was intended to obtain the response spec-
tra for the four floors due to the ground mo-
tions, the dome structure was treated only as
an added mass acting 01 the foundation mat.
The internal structure, consisting of reinfor-
ced concrete, steel beams, and plates, was In-
cluded in the analytical model.

The full analytical model is shown in
Figure 2. The model was formed out of lumped
mass and beam elements. Each floor of the in-
ternal structure consists of several mass
points connected by rigid beam elements. The
total weight of each floor gi\'sn in the FSAR
[1] is equally distributed among the mass
points representing that floor. Each floor is
connected to each other via beam elements whose
stiffnesses were calculated from the flexural
deflection of the full system model using the
unit load method. Since the entire structure
is a symmetrical one, the total dome mass was
divided into two equal parts and each mass was
connected to the ground floor mat via a beam
element whose stiffness was calculated in a
manner similar to the internal structure.

n.x
h

(1)

MATHEMATICAL MODEL Of THE HFBR REACTOR BUILDING

ROUAE 2

Both the dome and the internal structures
are fixed to the ground floor aat which is sub-
merged to some extent in the '->tl. In order to
represent the soil boundary conditions on the
sides and at the base, equivalent elasfic
springs are introduced at appropriate locations
[8], The soil stiffness to horizontal motions
at any depth below ground level is given by:

where nn • coefficient of modulus of &
subgrade reaction

- 75 lbs/in3 for this site.

The base resistance to translation and
rotational motions is evaluated by treating the
soil as an elastic half space. The transla-
tional spring stiffness ky and rotational

spring stiffness k 0 are obtained from the

following equations.

32(l-y)Gr0 (2)

(3)

where G ~ shear modulus of soil

= 12.6 x 103 psi
v = poisson ratio of soil =0.3

rg = radius of raft foundation of the
base = 70.5 ft.

After the ground motion time history was
obtained, it was used as an input forcing func-
tion exciting the structural mode. An all pur-
pose finite element structural analysis code,
was used for the structural analysis. The
structural damping was considered to be seven
percent, per Regulatory Guide 1.61 [9], for
reinforced concrete structures and the SSE.
The output of this analysis provided time his-
tories of each floor level.

Further, each floor response time history
was then used to develop floor response spectra
for various levels of damping. Regulatory
Guide 1.122 [10] was followed in order to break
the frequency scale for obtaining the corre-
sponding maximum acceleration amplitudes.

SEISMIC EVALUATION OF SAFETY-RELATED STRUC-
TURES, SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

The primary structures consist of the con-
tainment dome (steel shell), the internal
structure with Biological Shield Support and
attachments, the crane structure and the North
Wing Truck Entrance structure. These struc-
tures were considered because of their impor-
tance in supporting all other structures and
equipment. Figures 3 and 4 show the mathemati-
cal models for the dome and internal building
structures.

The dynamic analysis of the above struc-
tures provided the fundamental frequencies
given in Table 1. The dome and the entrance
and exit structures were found to exhibit ade-
quate strength. It was recommended that the
crane structure be restrained from dislodging
and striking other critical items or equip-
ment. The other internal structures showed
higher stresses, but no significant problems
were identified.
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FIGURE 3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF DOME

FIGURE 4

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF INTERNAL BUILDING

In addition to the primary structures,
secondary structures consisting of the canal,
control room, exhaust system support structure,
and deep well were analyzed. With the excep-
tion of the control room, all other critical
structures were found to exhibit 20 overstress
conditions. For the control roor facility,
although indicated stresses were negligible, it
was recommended that the control equipment be
anchored for additional safety.

Fi- ally, to assure safe shutdown, other
systems pertinent to shutdown were evaluated.
The best method to shut down Lie reactor Is to
insert control rods. These rods are located
within the vessel and are driven in and down by
a coil spring within the vessel, by a leaf
spring which drives through a horizontal shaft
from outside the vessel and by gravity. The

Table 1:
Dynamic Analysis Results for

PrlnaryStructureB

Fundamental Frequencies (cps)

Structure 1 2 3 4

without
frame

Dome structure

with
frame
stiffness

North wing
truck lock
door structure

Internal
structure with
Crane on top floor

4.13

16.4

6.25

2.25

4.14

21.1

17.7

2.25

4.22

23.6

20.1

2.55

4.44

24.7

22.7

2.56

5.18

26.2

25.9 8

2.61

leaf spring is contained in a drive package se-
curely bolted to the outside of the vessel.
The rods are held out by an electric clutch
which releases the rods when electric power is
removed.

The insertion of any three of the eight
main rods would be sufficient to assure reactor
shutdown with a large margin In all cases. In
the event of insufficient Control Rod Inser-
tion, Poison Water (Cadmium nitrate) can be in-
jected as a back-up. Other scenarios consid-
ered for safe shutdown of the reactor included
complete loss of all primary pumps to impede
D20 (reactor moderator) circulation into the

reactor vessel. Depending on the pipe break
location, one of the three heat exchangers can
be set as a condenser which would be cooled by
a source of light water supply from domestic
fire truck water supply system.

Based on all the post-accident core-cool-
ing scenarios, the systems considered for seis-
mic evaluation were:

1. Reactor Coolant System (Primary System)
2. D 20 Make-up System

3.
4.

5.

Poisou Water Supply System
Secondary Coolant Supply System from Cool-
ing Tower Basin to Heat Exchangers
Emergency Power System (Batteries)

The equipment components included were:

1. Control Rods within Reactor Vessel
2. External Control Rod clutch, spring and

shaft
j. Reactor Vessel including inlet: and outlet

piping systems
•4. Two primary loops including pumps (2),

valves (5), Heat exchangers (2), and con-
necting 18" piping and auxiliar} systems

5. Shutdown loop consisting of pumps (2),
valves (5), check valves (2), and connec-
ting 6" lines
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6. D20 make-up water and Poison Water storage
tanks with their control systems and piping
connections

7. Flow reversal valves

Each of the above systems and equipment
components vital to safe shutdown of the reac-
tor were analysed for the seismic loads and the
results were summarized in reference (4).

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the systematic assess-
ment procedure used to upgrade an existing DOE
nuclear facility to the present regulatory
seismic design requirements. With the recom-
mended fixes the HFBR reactor facility was
shown by analysis to have sufficient structural
integrity to achieve a safe shutdown during the
postulated seismic event.

The seismic qualification of the plant in-
cluded dynamic analysis of all the components
and piping systems vital to reactor safe-shut-
down. Many additional supports were added to
ensure the structural integrity of the various
components. In addition, walkdown surveys of
all the safety-related systems were performed
to identify and restrain all other systems and
components which, although not safety-related,
were found to be important to safety and could
inhibit nearby safety components.

After all the recommended supports were
built, a verification program was in place to
assure that each of the previously identified
systems were indeed capable of performing its
safe shutdown function during the seismic event
as well as in the post-seismic period for the
site. The analytical procedure and methodolo-
gies were verified by Lawrence Livermore Labor-
atory [11], as requested by DOE, to ensure con-
sistency with current engineering practices.
Differences noted in that review for the analy-
tical modeling of the soil springs were found
to be within the uncertainties of the soil
properties and hence no further action was
required.
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FACILITIES UPGRADE FOR NATURAL FORCES;
TRADITIONAL VS. REALISTIC APPROACH

Vic Terkun
Civil, Structural & Architectural

Rockwell International
Golden, Colorado

Abstract

The traditional method utilized for upgrading existing buildings and
equipment involves the following steps:

1) Performs structural study using finite element analysis and some
in situ testing.

2) Compare predicted member forces/stresses to material code
allowables.

3) Determine strengthening schemes for those structural members
judged to be weak.

1) Estimate cost for required upgrades.

This approach will result in structural modifications that are not only
conservative but very expensive as well.

The realistic structural evaluation approach uses traditional data to
predict structural weaknesses as a final step. Next, using considerable
information now available for buildings and equipment exposed to natural
hazards, engineering judgements about structures being evaluated can be
made with a great deal of confidence.

This approach does not eliminate conservatism entirely, but it does
reduce it to a reasonable and realistic level. A3 a result, the upgrade
cost goes down without compromising the low risk necessary for vital
facilities.
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LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY

UPGRADING APPROACHES TO EXISTING FACILITIES

Harold M. .Engle, Jr.
Structural Engineer

Engle & Engle Structural Engineers
1539 Fourth Street

fan Rafael, CA 94901

Abstract

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Plant Er-ginnering Department instituted
a seismic risk investigation and seismic upgrade program in 1970.

This paper covers the upgrade of two buildings witi dissimilar framing
systems; Building No. 10, a World War II vintage neavy tim' *.r frame building,
and Building No. 80, a steel frame structure conscructed in 1954. The
seismic upgrade task for both structures required that the buildings be kept
in service during rehabilitation with a minimun of disruption to occupantF.
Rehabilitations were phased over two and three year periods with construe -
tion management and supervision performed by LBL Plant Engineering staff.

BUILDING 3G

Building 30 war .instructed in 1954. It
;3r.3ists cf a reinforced concrete basement shear
•vail box system and steel frame superstructure.
Plan dimensions are 81' x 121'. The steel
frane portion is one and two story, with two
s-ory laboratory-office area and center crane
ha/. Approximately 50% of exterior wall area
:: window -«-ail, with steel sash connected
rigidly to the steel framing. The lateral
;or-e bracing system of the steel frame super-
structure consisted of a brittle gypsum roof
diaphragm and steel francs with wind clip angle
roneat resisting joints. The bracing system
was approximately 25% adequate when compared to
present laboratory seismic design criteria.
The frames with partial moment resisting
joints were extremely limber and provided
minimal drift control.

The design criteria used for ths super-
structure upgrade was based on 1976 UBC with
ZIKCS = 0.2W. The basement concrete shear
walls had capacities far in excess of the
design criteria, negating the neid for any
rehabilitation work in this area.

The seismic upgrade task required
keeping the building in service with a minimum
of disruption to ongoing programs during the
rehabilitation process. The design approach
used exterior 6" x C' steel tube "A" braces
at the ei.d walls and 6 x 6 steel tube "X"
braces at the longitudinal side walls. Wall
brace members were designed as tension-com-
pres- ion struts.

The roof diaphragm was strengthened by
the addition of longitundinal and transverse
-horizontal trusses in the plane of the roof
framing, all truss members used were 4x4 or 6x4

. 80, Braces at West Wall ~ ~
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angles, fitted between the existing roof beams.
Maximum length of angle members was apprt. ti-
mately 10', enabling all members to be man-
handled into place. The horizontal trusses

were designed to distribute 100% of the lateral
forces to the vertical bracing elements. The
maximum span depth ratio of the trusses was
limited to 3:1, to minimize deflection of:the
existing gypsum diaphragm.

Fig. 2. Bldg. 80, Braces at East Wall

Fig. 3. Bldg. 80, Brace Intersection, West Wall

The mezzanine beam-column joints were
strengthened to provide redundancy to the
seismic bracing system. The bottom beam seat
clip angles were removed and plates were added
at the bottom of the beam bottom flange and at
underside of the beam top flange. These plates
were field welded to the beam and column flanges
with complete penetration welds to the column
flange and fillet welds to the beam. Plates
and welds were sized to develop the beam
flanges. Two plates were used at the beam top
flange, one each side of the web.

The rehabilitation work on building 80 was
phased over a two-year period from 1977 through
1978. Construction management'was performed
entirely by LBL Plant Engineering Staff.
Installation of the horizontal roof bracing and
strengthening of the beam column joints was
done by LBL Construction and Maintenance forces.
The use of inhouse labor gave the flexibility

of scheduling all the interior work to coincide
with experimental project downtime. The
exterior wall bracing fabrication and installa-
tion was subcontracted. Wall braces were
detailed to clear the exterior window walls and
metal siding, with the only wall penetrations
occurring at the brace ends and intersection
points. Exterior brace installation was
accomplished without interruption to ongoing
experimental projects.

The total project rehabilitation cost was
approximately $80,000 with 50-50 split between
CsM and Subcontract work on a square foot basis.
The cost was approximately $5.50 per square
foot.
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BUILDING 10

Building 10 was constructed in 1943. It
consists of a high crane bay and two story
office wing. The structure is "T" shaped
with maximum plan dimensions of 102' x 144'.
In 1958 a steel frame mezzanine with steel
deck and concrete fill floor was added
creating the ?.nd floor of the office wing.

The original design was to a large degree
controlled by wartime material shortages,
wood roof trusses with split ring Connector
joints span 30'0" at the high bay roof. The
crane bay and office roofs are Iranied with
8 x 14 and 4 x 12 purlins respectively. All
roofs are straight sheathed with 2 x 6 red-
wood TSG.

The original lateral force bracing
system consisted of a combination of timber
moment resisting frames and diagonal rod
bracing. The timber columns in conjunction
with the timber trusses formed moment
resisting bents in the transverse direction
at the high crane bay. In the longitudinal
direction at the high crane bay lateral forces
were resisted by diagonal rod bracing to the
crane beam level and cantilever action of
the timber columns from crane beam to roof.
The second floor mezzanine was braced with
rod bracing on three sides only, creating
a very eccentric bracing system in the north-
south direction.

Overall, the bracing system was found to
be less than 50% adequate. The bending capacity
of the 8 x 8 timber columns was further limited
by excessive checking and twisting. Due to
wartime pressures the heavy timber members had
been cut from heart center material and install-
ed green.

The design criteria used for the seismic
upgrade was 1982 UBC with ZIKCS - 0.2W, with the
added provision that all tension only rod
bracing was checked to preclude yielding below
a 0.6W lateral force level.

Ongoing experimental programs in the crane
bay area and the "rabbit warren" maze of parti-
tions in the office area dictated that all major
structural saismic upgrade bracinq elements be
kept out of the building interior. The final
design utilized four diagonally braced bents
and three cantilever column braces, all located
at the building exterior. Horizontal bracing
includes the following:

1. Overlaying all 2 x 6 straight sheathed
roof decks with 1/2" plywood overlay.

2. Combination collector and diaphragm
chord angles at the high bay roof peri-
meter .

3. Collector angles at the mezzanine floor
level.

4. Tube steel collector and bracing struts
at the north wall of the office wing.

Fig. 4. Bldg. 10, Office Wing, North Wall

Fig. 5. Bldg. 10, Bracing Rod, Upset Threaded End
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Fig. 6. Bldg. 10, Crane Bay-
South 5 East Walls

Structural shapes used were flSTM A36,
tubing ASTM A5O1 and rods AL J4 A588 . Rod ends
were upset to develop the full capacity of the
rod.

Foundations included both spread footings
and drilled piers. Drilled piers were used at
the west end of the crane bay where native
soils were overlain by 6' to 8' of fill and at
the cantilever column elements at the north
wall of the office wing. Cantilever column
overturning forces are resisted by drilled
pier skin friction.

The rehabilitation work on building 10 is
being phased over a three-year period, 1984
through 1986. Installation of all structural
steel bracing elements is complete. The ply-
wood roof diaphragm overlay installation is
scheduled for the summer of 1986. Where
structural steel collectors cross the roof
diaphragm, roofing was removed at the time
of installation and a strip of plywood overlay
was installed prior to the installation of
the steel collector member.

Construction management for this project
is again being performed by Plant Engineering
Staff Labor is being supplied by a labor only
contactor for rough carpentry and steel
erection. Fabrication and placing of rein-
forcing steel and fabrication of structural
steel was subcontracted. Installation of all
blocking, bolts and framing clips at the crane
bay roof perimeter was facilitated by tempo-
rarily converting the traveling bridge crane
to a moveable scaffold. To date, the building
has been kept in operation during the construc-
tion process. The total project budget is
$300,000; presently $200,000 has been expended
on the foundation and structural steel work.
On a per square foot basis, the seismic upgrade
is costing approximately $20 per square foot.

Both seismic upgrade projects have been
a team effort. The expert construction manage-
ment services provided by plant Engineering
have been irvaluable in th° success of both
projects.
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EARTHQUAKE SAFETY PROGRAM
AT

LAWRENCE LIVE.RMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY*

G.E. Freeland
Lawence Liyermore National Laboratory

P.O.:Box 5506^ L-799
Livermore, CA 94550

Within three minutes on the morning of January 24, 1980, an earthquake
and three aftershocks; with Richter magnitudes of 518, 5.1, 4.0, and 4.2,
respectively, struck the Livermore Valley. Two days later,, a'Richter
magnitude 5.4 earthquake occurred, which had its epicenter about 4 miles
northwest of the Lawrence Li vermore National Laboratory (LLNL).

Although no one at the Lab was¥ seriously injured, these earthquakes
caused considerable damage and disruption. Masonry and concrete structures
cracked and broke,; tra1lers;shifted and fell, off their pedestals, off ice
ceilings and overhead lighting fell, and bookcases =;overturned. We suddenly
found ourselves immersed in a site^wide program of repairing earthquake-
damaged facilities, and protecting our many employees and the surrounding
community from future earthquakes. Over the past five years, LLNL has spent
approximately $10 million on its earthquake restoration effort for repairs
and upgrades.

The discussion in this paper centers upon the earthquake damage that
occurred, our clean-up and restoration efforts, the seismic review of LLNL
facilities, our site-specific seismic design criteria, computer-floor
upgrades, ceiling-system upgrades, unique building seismic upgrades,
geologic and seismologic studies, and seismic instrumentation.

INTRODUCTION

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), originally the site of a U.S. Naval
Training Station, was established in 1952.
It is operated by the University of
California for the U.S. Department of Energy,
and is located in the Livermore valley about
40 miles east of San Francisco and Oakland
California, in one of the world's most
seismicaTly active regions. Because of the
earthquake hazard, LLNL has combined its
technical understanding of the problem along
with its expertise in the field of earthquake
engineering (geology, seismology, and nuclear
and non-nuclear facility design) to become
one of the most seismically resistant
industrial complexes in the world.

The Laboratory's Liverniore site is
approximately one square mile (640 acres) in
size and contains municipal services that are
similar to those normally found in any small
city: police and fire departments, a medical
department, and
water/sewer/electrical/natural gas
distribution systems. Presently, the
personnel at the site number around 8,000,
with an increase in population expected in
the years to come. There are 174 buildings
that enclose about 3,400,000 sq. ft (gross)
of floor space, and over 1,000 trailers. The
Laboratory's annual budget is approximately
$700,000,000; its facilities (excluding
utilities and the contents of buildings) are

estimated as being worth about 750,000,000
1985 dollars. The primary mission of the
Laboratory is the design of nuclear weapons;
other programs include laser fusion, laser
isotope separation, magnetic fusion,
non-nuclear energy technologies, and
biomedical and environmental studies.

SEISMIC SETTING OF THE LABORATORY

Besides being in the seismically active
Liverniore Valley, LLNL is located between two
extensive fault systems. To the east lies
the Greenville-Tesla-Ortigalita Fault zone
and to the West lies the Calaveras Fault
zone, a branch of the San Andreas Fault
zone. The Hayward Fault zone, another branch
of the San Andreas, and the main part of the
San Andreas itself, lie still Farther west.
All of these faults are in the coastal region
of central California, one of the most
seismically active regions in the United
States.

THE 1980 LIVERMORE EARTHQUAKE

At 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, January 24,
1980, we at LLNL experienced an earthquake
with a Richter magnitude of 5.8. Three
relatively large aftershocks with magnitudes
of 5.1, 4.0, ana 4.2 followed within three
minutes. On January 26th, an earthquake with
a Richter magnitude of 5.4 occurred. The
epicenter of the January 24th event was about
13 miles northwest of the Laboratory; the

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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epicenter of the January 26th event was about
4 miles northwest of the Lab. Peak ground
accelerations of 0.17g were recorded at the
Livermcre Veterans Administration Hospital (5
miles southwest of LLNL), 0.21 to 0.26g at
the Del Valle Dam (6 miles southeast of
LLNL), and O.llg at General Electric's
Vallecitos nuclear-reactor site (10 miles
southwest of LLNL). The peak ground
accelerations at LLNL were estimated as
having been in the range of from 0.2 to 0.3g,
with the niajor seismit component being Tn the
East-West direction. There were no
strong-motion earthquake instruments at LLNL
during the earthquake: this lack was soon
rectified. (The Livermore earthquake, a
seismic event of moderate-size, is considered
small compared to the roughly 8.6 magnitude
San Francisco earthquake of 1906.)

DAMAGE RESPONSE TEAMS

Within an hour after the January 24,
1980, main event, struct-iral, mechanical, and
electrical damage-response teams had been
formed and were in the field. These teams
were responsible for evaluating the damage
to, and the condition of, the Laboratory's
buildings, trailers, and utility systems, and
fo:- formulating recommendations to Laboratory
management. Three structural investigation
teams were assembled.

Engineering consulting firms were hired
to address concerns raised by the structural
investigation teams as to whether Building
113, a seven-story computer office building,
and Building 311, a two-story office
building, could still be safely occupied.

EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE AT THE LABORATORY

Although no one was seriously injured,
the Livermore earthquake caused considerable
damage arid disruption at the Laboratory.
Building walls of concrete and masonry were
cracked and broken. Extensive cracking
occurred in concrete structures throughout
the laboratory. Much of the concrete
cracking was considered as not being an
immediate threat to the structural integrity
of the buildings or structures. Building
311, a two-story concrete-frame office
building housing the Plant Engineering and
Personnel Departments, suffered considerable
column damage at the juncture of the second
floor and roof lines, equipment shifted from
mounting pads, and staircases cracked.
Building 113, the Laboratory's seven-story
computer office building, suffered extensive
cracking to its central
lateral-force-resisting concrete core.

In other bci^ings, some connections
between tilt-up concrete walls and their
supporting structural-steel frames had
failed. A few structural-steel welds failed,
several loose or stretched bolts were noted,
and damage to the connections of structural
members was found throughout the site. A few
structural-steel framing members had uuchled
in some of the buildings. Many elevators in

the Laboratory's buildings 'jould not be used
because their counterweights had been knocked
loose from their mounting brackets, bending
the guide rails. Surprisingly, the
Laboratory's facilities had very little
window glass breakage. However, the concrete
anchors used to fasten ir\m various types of
equipment and tanks were twisted or torn and,
in some cases, were completely pulled out of
the concrete.

Trailer support stands moved and toppled
over on January:24th. Many trailers shifted,
causing their outside doors to jam or be
blocked, so that they could not be :

immediately opened.

Chemical containers in many chemistry
laboratories were thrown from their storage
shelves, to break and form mixed pools of
chemical brew on the floors. Ceiling and
light fixture failures were commonplace. Ir.
one of the laser engineering office
buildings, a majority of the ceilings,
overhead light fixtures, and air diffusers
fell to the floor. Amazingly, no one was
struck or injured. Overturned office
furniture, such as bookcases, storage
shelves, and filing cabinets.was
commonplace. Papers were scattered ;
everywhere. Sheetrock partitions were-
cracked. Broken water pipes caused water
damage in several locations. Many of the
main library's book stacks collapsed.
Mainframe computer damage was minimal,
although there was: an increase 1nfcomputer ;
down-time after the earthquake;.^significant
damage did occur to some minicomputers. The
Lab's laser and tsst accelerator facilities
experienced a1ignment" problems with their
systems.

Considering the size of the Laboratory's
utility systems, vary little damage
occurred Fusss on switches opened, causing
circuit breakers to trip, resulting in a loss
af power to most of the'site for a short >
time. This shut down the main computers,
which inactivated security booths and impeded
access to some areas. The laboratory'sT
emergency generators functioned normally
during this period, and power-was completely
restored by the same afternoon. There were
only minor breaks in the water system, and
the main water supply to the laboratory was
not damaged. Hater for fire fighting was
available "at ail times. Water leaks occurred
in some of the mains and in some of the
building systems., including fire sprinkler
systems. A few natural 'j&s leaks occurred in
the mains and the building systems. The
Laboratory's emergency supply of -natural gas,
three 30,000 gallon propane tanks, was hot
needed and was not damaged.

Other than minor disruptions; no damage
was done to any of the buildings and
structures (including their associated safety
systems) housing LLKl's nuclear materials.
They performed as expected.

The Medical Department received 35
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patients immediately after the earthquake
with lacerations, sprain., bruises, back
problems, and other minor conditions. No one
required an ambulance transfer. During the
following weeks, 30 more people reported
injuries that were apparently related to the
earthquake. Of these injuries, 46 were
caused by falls or falling objects.

The January 1980 earthquake and
aftershocks gave the Laboratory a first-hand
opportunity, on a small scale, to observe the
damage, disruption, and emotional and
physical pain that "Mother Nature" can
cause. Although the earthquakes were
moderate in size, the damage done nonetheless
provided a test for the Lab, and gave both
the Lab population and its management an
awareness about the nature of their
environment that they may not have had before.

EARTHQUAKE CLEAN-UP AND RESTORATION EFFORTS

The immediate task at hand was to put the
Laboratory's damaged facilities back together
and restore normal composure. Safety issues,
intertwined with the immediate possibility of
further ground shaking were paramount in
everyone's thoughts. The Laboratory had to
act quickly. The problem fell to the Plant
Engineering Department, which began by
forming a Structural Engineering Group. This
technically strong and discipline-oriented
group was needed to address
earthquake-related issues, while also
performing Plant Engineering's more
traditional role of supplying structural
design support to major laboratory projects.

Much of the damage and disarray was found
to be primarily of an architectural and
cosmetic nature. Laboratory personnel were
allowed to re-occupy Buildings 311 and 113
during the remedial crack repair. To various
degrees, the majority of the Laboratory's
concrete buildings and structures experienced
concrete cracking. Although they were
considered as safe for continued occupation,
the cracks were still repaired by epoxy
injection. There were several reasons for
doing this. The quality of a building's
external appearance is always important -
psychologically, the occupants are often
concerned about their safety whenever even a
small amount of concrete cracking occurs.
Also, over the long term, a concrete
structure should be watertight, so as to
protect the reinforcing steel.

Plant Engineering craftspersons
(laborers, carpenters, electricians, and
painters) assisted by the Hazard Control
Department began the process of cleaning up.
Natural gas was shut off as a precaution and
restored as soon as the distribution systems
were found to be safe. Water systems were
repaired; debris was hauled away; offices,
labs, and shop spaces were cleaned up, and
building interiors were repaired and
repainted. The various Departments and
Programs within the Lab initiated the
anchoring of bookcases and other office and

lab equipment, and ceiling repairs and
upgrades were begun. As a precautionary
measure, staircases in several buildings were
shored up, or roped off, until they could be
thoroughly inspected. All building elevators
and laboratory cranes were shut down until it
could be determined that they were safe to
operate. Short- and long-term programs were
begun to repair and upgrade the Lab's
facilities. A detailed discussion of the
earthquake-related damage, and its effect on
the Laboratory, appears in Reference 1.

EARTHQUAKE CLF.AN-UP AND RESTORATION
EXPENDITURES

From 1981 to 1985, LLNL spent
approximately $10,000,000 on the earthquake
restoration, repair, and upgrade effort.
These expenditures are broken down as
follows: for FY 1981 (Non-Capital Monies)
$4,167,000, for FY 1981/1982 (Capital Monies)
$4,000,000, and for FY 1983/1984 (Capital
Monies) $1,350,000.

INDEPENDENT SEISMIC REVIEW OF LLNL FACILITIES

In order to satisfy ourselves that the
immediate course of action being taken by the
Laboratory was correct (with respect to the
planned facility upgrades and personnel
seismic-safety issues), we engaged an
outside, independent, structural engineering
firm specializing in seismic hazard
abatement. They were Initially asked to
review 27 of the Lab's older buildings and
structures, housing the majority of the Lab's
personnel, to determine their adequacy for
resisting earthquakes (with respect to their
occupants' safety). The methodology used in
the review was that prescribed by the
University of California Facilities Manual.
Sect. B-3.2, "Seismic Safety Policy.°* The
consulting structural engineer was required
to express his opinion as to the structure's
anticipated seismic performance (Good, Fair,
Poor, or Very Poor, which is quoted from the
Facilities Manual) with respect to the risk
of injury to persons in a major seismic
disturbance. For the purposes of these
seismic performanca ratings, a "major seismic
disturbance" was defined as an earthquake at
the site with a Modified Mercaili Intensity
Scale rating of at least IX (based on a
description of the structural effects).

The consulting firm was then asked to
review all of LLNL's facilities within the
Livermore Valley, approximately 24'i buildings
and structures, and to list their Benefit to
Cost Ratios (BCRs) in descending order. The
BCR is an estimate of the lives postulated as
being saved per reconstruction dollar. The
trailers at the Laboratory site were excluded
from this study. The BCR method provides a
relatively quick, low-cost method of
evaluating the relative seismic hazard of a
large number of buildings with diverse types
of construction. The methodology used was
that prescribed by the State of California
Seismic Safety Commission Report, Evaluating
the Seismic Hazard of State Owned Buildings.
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Sect. 79-01.3 The Benefit to Cost Ratios
are used as one of several management tools
for generating priorities for further stud*
or reconstruction.

The independent seismic reviews of LLNL's
facilities, together with the Lab's own data,
gave us a very good idea of just what seismic
rehabilitation was needed. Of all the
laboratory's buildings, only Building 311 was
in the Very Poor or Poor category. Two
additional structures, an outside seven-story
stair tower adjacent to Building 111 and a
vault area in Building 261, were also in the
Very Poor or Poor categories with respect to
their seismic ratings. Building 311 and the
seven-story stair tower have been
structurally upgraded. They now have seismic
ratings of Good and Fair, respectively. The
vault has been torn down. Building 113,
which was rated as Fair before its structural
upgrade, is now rated as Good.

SITE-SPECIFIC SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR
LLNL FACILITIES

Since 1980, LLNL's Hazardous Facilities
have been designed and evaluated using
state-of-the-art earthquake engineering
methods and site-specific geologic and
seismologic data. This design policy will
not change in the future. Conventional
buildings, however, were constructed using
standard engineering desiy.T methods, in
conjunction with the minimum building code
requirements established by the building
industry. After the 1980 earthquakes, the
Laboratory began an Immediate review and
-aluation of the earthquake design criteria

Deing used for its non-nuclear conventional
facilities. A significant difference exists
between today's ssismic building codes for
new construction and the building codes cf
the 1950s and 60s. Fcr example, the 1961
Uniform Building Code (UBC) wouK require
that a building at LLNL be designed to resist
a lateral force equal to 0.067 of its total
weight, W, but the 1982 edition of the UBC
would require the same building to be
designed to resist 0.094W. Building code
standards often do not take into account the
uniqueness of a particular site or situation,
and should therefore only be considered as
representing minimum requirements. Taking
into account data for the site-specific
probability of earthquake occurrences, the
site-specific earthquake response data,
safety considerations for Laboratory
personnel, and programmatic requirements with
regard to the benefit received vs the dollars
expended, LLNL chose to write its own
earthquake design criteria for its
conventional buildings and structures.
Studies are continuously being made as part
of an on-going process to re-evaluate and
improve LLNL's site-specific technical data.
The minimum seismic design requirements for
LLNL's new buildings and structures, as of
this writing, are quoted in the following
section.

LLNL SEISMIC CRITERIA FOR FACILITIES

1. OPERABILITY

A) The Laboratory's buildings,
structures, systems, and components
shall be categorized and listed in
one of the four LLNL safety
classifications: High Hazard,
t"; lerate Hazard, Low Hazard; and No
Hazard (Conventional Building)
status. Guidelines for
classification shall be provided by
LLNL's Hazard Control Department.
Each safety classification has Its
own design basis earthquake (DBE)
excitation criteria.

B) Hazard and Non-Hazard structures,
systems, and components shall
include, but not be limited to,
building structure, piping,
electrical conduit, mechanical
systems, electrical systems,
associated support systems, etc.

C) High Hazard and Moderate Hazard
categories shall each be sub-divided
into two sub-classifications ~
Seismic Category I items and
Non-Seismic Category I Items.

D) Seismic Category I structures,
systems, and components are those
items whose continued Integrity
and/or operabiHtv are essential to
assure the capability to shut down
and maintain a safe shutdown
condition, and to prevent or
mitigate the consequences of
accidents which could result in
potential off-site exposures.

E) A thorough structural analysis and
design or testing program is to be
accomplished to ensure that the
integrity and operabilitv of the
Seismic Category I structures,
systems, and components will be
maintained for the Design Basis
Earthquake (DBE) Conditions.
Seismic Category I structures,
systems, and components shall be
designed to remain functional during
and after the Design Basis
Earthquake:

F) Evaluation of Non-Se1sm1c Category I
items (structures, systems, and
components) shall be made on a
case-by-case basis. Non-Seismic
Category I items shall be designed
using LLNL's No Hazard, Standard
Facility Criteria. Failure of
Non-Category I Items and Category I
items must not cause failure of any
Category I items with respect to the
successive higher levels of DBE
requirements. An Hera in a lower
Safety Classification must not cause
failure of an Item in a higher
Safety Classification.
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G) The latest edition of the Mechanical
Engineering Department's "Design
Safety Standards" (LLNL Manual
M-012) should be consulted with
respect to possible guidance for the
anchoring of programmatic equipment.

2. SEISNIC EXCITATION

A) The Design Basis Earthquake (DBE)
Input ground motion to a given
structure, system, or component
configuration 1s uniquely defined by
the specification of the horizontal
peak ground acceleration (PGA) and
the LLNL DBE horizontal Ground
Response Spectra. The vertical peak
ground acceleration 1s two-thirds of
the horizontal peak ground
acceleration. The response values
of the vertical ground response
spectra are equal to two-thirds
(2/3) of the response values for the
horizontal ground response spectra.

B) The DBE horizontal ground motion
shall be assumed to occur in any
orientation within the horizontal
ground motion plane for the given
structure. The horizontal ground
motion shall be considered to act
simultaneously with the vertical
ground motion (two-directional
excitations).

C) High Hazard Seismic Excitation and
Design Requirements LLNL High
Hazard structures, systems, and
components (Seismic Category I
items) must go through a two-step
design process. The first process
consists of evaluation and design In
the elastic range of resporu.. It
1s done using a dynamic, response
spectral analysis with the LLNL
Ground Response Spectra and a
corresponding horizontal peak ground
acceleration (PGA) of 0.50g (DBE)
applied simultaneously with a
vertical PGA of + 0.333g.
Engineering evaluations and design
shall be accomplished by using UBC
analysis methods along with UBC
Strength Allowables.. Connection
evaluation and design shall account
for an additional load factor of
1.5, that Is, the connection
design/evaluation uses forces which
are 1.5 times those due to the
O.SOg DBE (horizontal + vertical).
The second part of the design
process takes the components into
the Inelastic range and checks the
Integrity of the Seismic Category I
items against forces due to a Design
Basis Earthquake with a horizontal
PGA of 0.80g applied simultaneously
with a vertical PGA of + 0.533g.
For this check, the Item must remain
functional during and after the
earthquake.

D) Moderate Hazard Seismic Excitation
and Design Requirements LLNL
Moderate Hazard structures, systems,
and components (Seismic Category I
items) must go through a two-step
design process. The first process
consists of evaluation and design in
the elastic range of response. It
1s done using a dynamic response
spectral analysis with the LLNL
Ground Response Spectra and a
corresponding horizontal peak ground
acceleration (PGA) of 0.25g DBE
applied simultaneously with a
vertical PGA of + 0.17g.
Engineering evaluations and design
shall be accomplished by using UBC
analysis methods along with UBC
Strength Allowables. Connection
evaluation and design shall account
for an additional load factor of
1.5, that is the connection
design/evaluation uses forces which
are 1.5 times those due to the 0.25g
DBE (horizontal + vertical). The
second part of the design process
takes the components into the
inelastic range and checks the
integrity of the Seismic Category 1
1Terns against forces due to a Design
Basis Earthquake with a horizontal
PGA of 0.50g applied simultaneously
with a vertical PGA of + 0.333g.
For this check, the item must remain
functional during and after the
earthquake.

E) Low Hazard and No Hazard
(Conventional Buildings) Seismic
Excitation and Design Requirements

1) One and Two-Story Buildings and
Structures Current Uniform
Building Code (UBC)
requirements upgraded for a
building seismic lateral load
coefficient of 0.25W (static).
If UBC seismic requirements are
more severe, UBC seismic
requirements shall control.
Connection evaluation and
design, due to seismic forces,
shall account for an additional
load factor of 1.5; I.e.,
Connection Design/Evaluation
Loads « 1.5 by 0.25H Loads.
This will help to assure that
the building's structural
elements can reach their
maximum potential for ductility.

Analysis procedures, design
procedures, and material
strength allowables shall meet
the requirements of the latest
edition of the Uniform Building
Code4 and DOt 6430.1,
Facilities General Design
Criteria.9 r.ateral forces
used 1n the design and
evaluation of structural and
non-structural components shall
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meet the basic performance
requirements of the Uniform
Building Code.

2) Buildings and Structures
Greater Than Two Stories
Buildings and structures over
two stories in height shall
meet the seismic design
requirements for One and
Two-Story Buildings and
Structures.

Buildings and structures over
two stories in height shall

I" also be evaluated and designed
* using the LLNL Ground Response

Spectra with a corresponding
horizontal peak ground
acceleration (PGA) of 0.50g
applied simultaneously with a
vertical PGA of + 0.333g.

Engineering evaluations and
design shall be accomplished by
the use of inelastic analysis
methods combined with inelastic
stress allowables. Little
regard shall be given to the
condition of the building
following the 0.50g DBE.
Primary concern is to ensure
prevention of building
collapse, thereby allowing the
building occupants to egress
safely following an earthquake
having major intensity at the
site.

Lateral forces used in the
design and evaluation of
structural and non-structural
components shall meet the basic
performance requirements of the
building structure.

3) All Buildings and Structures
with Significant Cross Axes
Coupling and/or Torsional
Response The design of
buildings and structures placed
within this category shall meet
the requirements of "2)"
(above).

LLNL's COMPUTER FACILITIES

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is
the home of many millions of dollars worth of
computer equipment. Much of this equipment
sits on a type of suspended flooring known as
a "computer floor." Although little damage
occurred to the Lab's computational
facilities during the January 1980 earthquake
and aftershocks, concern was focused in this
area by asking, "If a larger seismic event
were to occur, what would happen to the Lab's
computers?" Since then, we have been
reassessing the structural aspects of the
existing computer floors and their ability to
resist earthquake-induced forces. If
computer flooring is found to be deficient,

repairs are made. Seismic switches have been
installed that will turn off electrical power
to the Lab's main computers in the event of a
large earthquake.

Computer floors typically consist of
vertical supports, called pedestals. Diagonal
bracing of pedestals is often discouraged,
since it could obstruct the passage of
electrical conduits, piping, and ducting
beneath the raised floor. Pedestals that are
not laterally supported by diagonal bracing
will have to resist seismic forces by the
bending action of the pedestal tube.

The Laboratory has prepared new
standards, specifications, and drawings
encompassing the design aspects of seismic
criteria for conventional computer floors.
All raised-floor or computer-floor suppliers
and vendors are required either to use the
Lab's standard drawing for pedestal
assemblies, or to demonstrate by tests or
calculations that their pedestals and floor
panels can meet the Lab's computer-floor
criteria.

LLNL's SEISMIC CRITERIA FOR COMPUTES FLOORS

The following forces are to be used for
designing LLNL's computer floors:

• Dead Load (D.L.) = 9 pounds per
square foot (psr)

• Live Load (L.L.) = 250 psf*
• Horizontal Seismic Force (H) = + 0.5

(DL + LL/4)
Vertical Seismic Force (V) = + 0.333
(DL + LL/4)

The horizontal and vertical seismic
forces are assumed to act concurrently.
Design allowables from the UBC are to be used
for computar floor designs. The pedestal
base plates must be positively connected to
the floor by bolts or power-driven
fasteners. Design calculations are to be
provided by a registered California Civil or
Structural Engineer.

Large equipment items must be checked on
a per-item basis.

GEOLOGIC AND SEISMOLOGIC STUDIES AT THE
LIVEHHORE SITE

Since early 1979, geoscience personnel in
LLNL's K Division have been engaged in
comprehensive geologic and seismologic
studies of the Lab's Livermore site and the
surrounding area. These on-going studies
evaluate potential geologic hazards (such as
earthquakes), which could affect the safety
of operations at the Laboratory. These
studies are also used as a check on the Lab's
seismic design criteria. To date, the only
significant seismic hazards that have been
identified appear to be those associated with
strong ground motion resulting from faults
located some distance from the Laboratory.
It has been found that surface ripture is
very unlikely, since no active faults cross
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the livermore site and the Laboratory
islocated on top of a deep alluvial fill-
Geophysical exploration, trenching, and
drilling have shown that the substrata under
the Lab consist of 300,000 to 500,000 year
old continuous sedimentary layers, as much as
4000 ft thick,6.7 without fault offsets.

In conjunction with the U.S. Geological
Survey, the Lab has established a local
network of highly sensitive seismometers that
record the components of small- to micro-size
earthquake ground motions 1n the Livermore
Valley. Monitoring microquakes will help to
delineate zones of earthquake activity, and
to determine what the ambient seismicity
levels are in the Livermore Valley.

SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION

There were no strong-motion earthquake
instruments at LLNL during the January 1980
earthquake. However, accelerations of 0.17g
and 0.26q were recorded by accelerographs
located at the nearby Veterans Hospital and
Del Valle Dam, respectively. In a very short
time (through the efforts of Mechanical
Engineering's Structural Mechanics Group)
strong-motion monitoring and recording
accelerographs (seismometers) were installed
at the Lab as part of the earthquake safety
program. The network includes digital
multi-channel central recording systems, with
independent analog accelerographs providing
redundancy.

The Laboratory's strong-motion
seismometers will help in assessing the
impact of the geology under and near the Lab,
with respect to any localized amplification
of ground shaking. The network will also
provide a rapid indication of peak
ground-motion values, and data for detailed
post-earthquake studies of ground motions and
structural responses.

At the present time, LLNL has installed
six free-field, 1-g, self-contained, digital
seismometers on or near the Laboratory. Each
seismometer can record accelerations in three
orthogonal directions.

Building iU (a complex seven-story
unsyrametric high-rise structure) and Building
332 have both had strong-motion seismometers
installed in them. Seismometers have also
been mounted on the laser program's large
spaceframe. Sand1a Livermore laboratory,
which abuts LLNL just to the south, has also
placed seismometers in its tritium facility.
Building 981. These instruments will provide
rapid indications of the buildings'
earthquake response, anJ will help us to
assess any possible structural effects.

Detailed discussions of the strong-motion
instrumentation program can be found in
Reference 8.

SEISMIC UPGRADES OF EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTU3ES

OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND LIBRARY SHELVING

After the January 1980 Livermore
earthquake, the Lab Immediately instituted a
program of tying down office equipment and
major shelving, such as file drawers,
cabinets, and bookcases. Guidelines for
anchoring office equipment were written, and
the required earthquake performance criteria
for major library shelving were defined. All
bookcases taller than four feet must be
anchored. New library shelving was designed
to withstand an applied earthquake force of
0.50W without collapsing.

Outside contractors were then brought
into the Lab to anchor office equipment, one
building at a time.

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Host mechanical and electrical equipment
items that had been properly tied down
sustained little damage. Those items which
were not anchored moved, shifted, or (in some
cases) overturned. Revised guidelines for
anchoring programmatic equipment were issued
by the Mechanical Engineering Department (the
Design Safety Standards Manual. Ml02). When
items were found deficient, steps were taken
to properly anchor them.

TRAILERS

Acute space shortages have led LLNL to
use trailers for filling its housing needs.
Refore the January 1980 earthquakes, many of
these trailers were not anchored well enough
to resist earthquake forces. Since then, all
newly acquired trailers must be designed to
resist concurrent horizontal and vertical
earthquake forces of 0.25M and 0.167W,
respectively, while meeting UBC design
requirements. All existing (new and old)
trailers at the Lab must be able to resist
the effects of earthquake motion wi*V,ut
falling or overturning. Support systems that
will safely allow sliding, or piers and soil
anchors, or perimeter foundations with
anchors, must now be used to meet these
requi rements.

CEILINGS AND LIGHT FIXTURES

After the earthquake, ceilings and light
fixtures at LLNL are either being upgraded to
the standards of the latest edition (at tfca
time of the effort) of the Uniform Building
Code Standard Mo. 47-19, Hetal Suspension
Systems for Acoustical Tile and for Lay-In
Panel Ceilings, or are being designed, as
new, to meet the standards from this same
source. In addition, a ceiling system must
be designed (or upgraded) with vertical
struts that are able to resist vertical
seismic forces acting in both the up and down
directions. Plastic lenses used with ceiling
lights, and bare fluorescent tubes, must also
be secured from possible falls.
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BRIOGE CRANES

There were no cases of trolley or bridge
assemblies jumping their rails during the
January 1980 earthquake. Nevertheless, the
Lab is installing mechanical restraints on
approximately 54 bridge cranes to prevent
this from happening due to future
earthquake-induced motion.

PROPANE TANKS

Rigid connections between tanks and
piping headers are vulnerable to rupture,
since the tanks and piping systems are
independently anchored. Any significant
differential movement during seismic activity
could result in piping breaks near the tank
end of the connections. Although there were
no problems with the propane tanks during the
January 1980 earthquakes, flexible piping
connections are being added to prevent such
potential piping failures.

SEISHICALLY ACTIVATED GAS SHUTOFF VALVES

Gas shutoff valves are being installed at
the Laboratory to help mitigate the potential
for fires or explosions, which could result
from leaking or ruptured gas supply lines.
These valves ar? automatically closed by
earthquake motion.

SEISMIC UPGRADES OF MAJOR LABORATORY
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

SEISMIC UPGRADE OF BUILDING 311

Building 311, originally designed under
the requirements of the 1961 Uniform Building
Code (UBC) and constructed during 1964,
suffered due to the January 1980 earthquake,
considerable structural damage: vertical
column splitting, concrete cracking, and
cracking at the beam/column joints.

Building 311 is a reinforced-concrete
structure with 37,000 ft2 of gross floor
space. It is about 95 by 190 ft in plan, and
consists of two levels plus a penthouse. The
typical bay size is 23 ft 9 in. square. The
primary system used to resist lateral forces
is a "moment-resisting frame" mounted on
drilled piers. TJie first floor is a
slab-on-grade, and the second floor and roof
are framed with concrete beams and girders
and infilled with pan joists. The building's
columns are mads of reinforced concrete.

Building 311 was intended to resist
lateral wind or earthquake forces through
ac'.ion as a "moment-resisting frame," which
is developed by the combined action of its
beams and columns. The original design
provided for resisting a lateral force of
0.067W, where W is the weight of the
building. The 1982 edition of the UBC
would require the same structure to resist a
statically applied lateral force of 0.094W.

After the earthquake, the Lab decided to
upgrade the seismic performance of Building

311. Structural Criteria for the building
upgrade was written encompassing the Lab's
previously discussed earthquake standards for
one and two-story buildings.

The upgraded building was then checked,
using site-specific ground response spectra,
for its ability to survive without collapsing
during an earthquake with a 0.50g peak ground
acceleration.

The structural-upgrade solution was to
construct and attach a series of external
concrete shear walls (buttresses) to three of
the four sides of Building 311; two on the
west end, two on the east end, four on the
south side, and none on the north side. The
concrete buttresses were anchored to the
ground by 3-ft diameter by 40-ft long drilled
concrete piers, four piers per buttress. The
buttresses were attached to the second-floor
level of the building by rebar welded to
steel-channel drag struts. These struts
were, in turn, attached to the underside of
the second-floor concrete beams by a series
of specially designed steel bolts. The
concrete buttresses were also attached to the
concrete roof slab with rebar welded to
steel-plate drag struts, which were attached
by shear connectors to the top of the roof
beams.

The structural-upgrade costs for Building
311 were approximately $1,500,000 (in 1982
dollars) Replacing the building would have
cost approximately $4,600,000 (in 1982
dollars). The construction time for the
structural portion of the upgrade took about
10 months. A detailed description of the
Building 311 upgrade can be found in
Reference 9.

SEISMIC UPGRADE OF BUILDING 113

Building 113 was designed in 1964 to meet
the requirements of the 1961 Uniform Building
Code (UBC). The n>ain part of Building 113,
the computation and office building. Is a
five-story reinforced-concrete structure,
approximately 90 ft. square in plan
dimensions, (3 bays by 3 bays), containing
about 42,000 ft2 of office space. It has a
partial basement and a 14-ft high steel-frame
penthouse located on the roof. Each of the 5
stories is 13-ft t.igh, and the basement floor
is 17 ft below the first floor level. The
basement forms a passageway to the adjoining
computer center. The structure is formed on
24-in. diameter cast-in-place
reinforced-concrete piles.

The building has waffle slabs supported
on columns, spaced on 30-ft centers each way,
and a core of shear walls is located in the
west half of the structure. The shear walls
enclose two stair wells and elevator shafts,
and are arranged so that the center of their
rigidity falls close to the geometric center
of the building. They were originally
designed to carry about 80* of the lateral
load, with the remaining 20X being resisted
by the bending action of the building columns.
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The original building design provided for
a lateral force of 0.057 of the weight, S, of
the building. The 1982 edition of the UBC
would have required Building 113 to resist a
statically applied lateral earthquake force
of 0.14H.

The January 1980 earthquake caused no
damage to the building's columns, the
structural damage being confined to the
central-core shear walls. They developed
extensive diagonal tension cracking and
sliding shear cracking along horizontal
construction joints, which also showed signs
of grinding or spall ing. Cracking occurred
throughout the building, but was more
extensive in the lower stories.
High-strength epoxy grout was injected into
the core-wall cracks, repairing them in the
same manner as was done for Building 311.

By February, 1981, the initial
engineering effort was begun, both to
structurally upgrade Building 113 and to
increase its earthquake resistance. The
structural design criteria specifically
requested that the following steps be taken:

• Building 113 shall be upgraded,
using LLNL's design response
spectra, to resist a 0.5g horizontal
peak acceleration earthquake;
building collapse shall not occur.

• Extensive damage at this earthquake
level is acceptable, provided that
people can safely exit the building.

• The new structural elements required
for preventing the collapse of the
building at Q.Sg shall meet the
design requirements of the current
UBC except for connections, which
shall use an additional factor of
1.5.

Hany different schemes for upgrading the
building's structure were investigated. In
the end, by considering such factors as cost,
aesthetics, and impact and disruption as
being equal, it was decided that the best
approach was to keep the majority of the new
construction on the outside. This allowed
the building to remain occupied during the
reconstruction.

The existing foundation pile system was
considered to adequately meet the seismic
criteria for the upgrade. Therefore, the
upgrade scheme that was finally decided upon
used steel "K" braced frames attached both to
the outside face of the building perimeter
and to the existing foundation system. These
"K" Frames were made of high-strength steel
rectangular tubular sections, with 3/4-in.
diameter Nelson stud anchors welded to their
backs. The outside edges of the building's
concrete floor and roof slabs were chipped
back tu expose the reinforcing bars. The "K"
framts were installed along the outside
perimeter of the building by attaching the
Nelson studs to the building-slab edges with

high-strength concrete grout. The "K" frames
were attached to each other with welded steel
plates, and to the existing foundation system
by constructing new concrete grade beams.
"K" frames were placed in all of the first
and second story outside building bays, but
only in the outside middl bays of the third,
fourth, and fifth stories, thus forming an
inverted "T" configuration at each building
face.

The new building frames were designed to
safely resist all of the seismic forces
acting on Building 113 as a result of a major
earthquake. The cost of the structural
upgrade was approximately $1,100,000 (in 1982
dollars). It is estimated that replacing the
building would have cost abou. $5,900,000 (in
1982 dollars). The construction time needed
for doing tne structural portion of the
upgrade was about nine months.

SEISMIC UPGRADE OF BUILDING HI'S OUTSIDE
STAIR TOWER

A seven-story reinforced-concrete stair
tower, used for emergency egress, is adjacent
to the south side of Building 111.
Originally designed to behave as an
independent, free-standing, cantilever beam
when subjected to wind and earthquake forces,
it swayed up to 3 in. in the north-south
direction during the January, 1980
earthquake. As a result, it struck Building
Ill's stair landings, causing minor damage.
The independent seismic review rated the
stair tower as "Poor". Because of this, and
the continuing need for the stair tower, it
was decided to initiate a structural upgrade.

The stair tower is now laterally
supported at each floor level and at the roof
by structural-steel tube connections to
Building 111. High-strength steel bolts were
used to connect the tubes to the stair
tower. Cinch anchors and grouted steel bolts
connect the tubes to Building Ill's
peripheral beams and columns. The new steel
tubipn Was then painted to match the existing
building color. In this way, the stair tower
was structurally upgraded to meet the
earthquake design requirements of the 1982
UBC, and now has a "Fair" rating.

BUILDING 332 LOFT UPGRADE

As previously stated, .10 damage resulted
from the January, 1980 earthquake to any of
the buildings and structures housing LLNL's
nuclear materials. These facilities
performed as expected. Even so, the
Laboratory is continually reviewing and
upgrading these facilities. In 1981, it was
decided to reinitiate an equipment tie-down
program in Building 332, while structurally
upgrading, if needed, the building's Loft
area, A steel-framed structure with concrete
precast walls and a metal roof deck, the Loft
1s essentially the seccnd story of a
two-story building. The Loft was reviewed
and upgraded to satisfactorily resist the
seismic forces resulting from a 0.8g Design
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Basis Earthquake.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

An Emergency Operations Center has been
created at the Laboratory to coordinate
emergency activities, and to centralize
management control and emergency
communications during an emergency. This new
center is being equipped to handle Lab
communications after disasters such as major
earthquakes.

At the time of the January, 1980
earthquake, the Lab did not have such an
officially designated Emergency Operations
Center. No single location was equipped to
handle this kind of a site-wide emergency.
The Lab's Ccntrex Telephone System became
overloaded in the first few minutes:
telephones in the emergency Fire, Security,
and Plant Engineering centers were
essentially unavailable because of the large
number of incoming calls.

Host of the Lab's emergency
communications after the earthquake ended up
on only three radio frequencies. Ironically,
all the Lab personnel's individual emergency
radio pagers failed to work after the
earthquake, because the re'ay transmitter had
tipped over and become disconnected from its
power source.

Initial assistance during Laboratory
emergencies originates with the Hazards
Control Department, through its Fire
Department and safety teams assigned to
different areas of the site. Besides
training these emergency personnel in
post-earthquake procedures, the Lab has
included a chapter on earthquakes in its
Health and Safety Manual (LLNL Manual H010)
for employee use. The Hazards Control
Department has also conducted many one-hour
seminars on earthquake safety. The Lab's
Disaster Control Plan (LLNL Manual M014)
describes the duties of personnel, and
methods for mobilizing them in emergencies.
In addition, it has many supplements that
give detailed guidance on special procedures
that may be needed when a large-scale
emergency occurs.

Since the earthquake, we have conducted
total, laboratory-wide exercises simulating a
major earthquake event. Emergency plans and
procedures for communications, traffic
control, and self-help, have all been
tested. Simulated injuries requiring medical
attention have also been included in these
drills.

CLOSING STATEMENT

The ability of Lawrence Livennore
National Laboratory to handle the
aftereffects of a major earthquake has
progressed a long way since January, 1980,
when we gained a first-hand awareness of the
potential destructiveness of a major seismic
event. Considering the earthquake programs

we hav initiated, and our continued concern
for the safety of our personnel and the
surrounding community, we feel that LLNL is
now much better prepared for earthquakes.
The Lab is also committed to continually
reviewing its positions, so as to maintain a
high level of preparedness with respect to
natural events such as earthquakes. A more
detailed discussion of the Livennore
earthquake and its impact upon LLNL, with
accompanying tables, charts, and photographs,
can be found in Reference 10.
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USE OF WALK THROUGH PROCEDURES TO MINIMIZE
SEISMIC UPGRADE FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES

W. Djordjevic, Se.iior Consultant
Stevenson and Associates
Boston, Massachusetts

INTRODUCTION

Seismic evaluations of existing DOE nuclear
facilities have made extensive use of Walk
Throughs to greatly minimize the overall
evaluation effort required [1,2]. In general,
such walk throughs Dased on currently available
seismic fragility data bases can reduce the
detailed evaluation effort by as much as ninety
percent as compared to detailed analysis or
qualification testing.

Previous Seismic Studies and Procedures
Available to Selsmically Qualify Nuclear
Power Plant Structures, Equipment and
Distribution Systems

Walk Through procedures have been used to
assist in the qualification of DOE facilities
since 1980. They are only now being considered
for formal use in nuclear power plants [3].
However, it is useful to review how data base
experience has been used in nuclear power plant
seismic evaluating since the same data can be
used in other nuclear facility evaluations. The
seismic qualification or requalification of
nuclear power plant structures, mechanical and
electrical equipment and distribution systems
has required an enormous expenditure of effort
since 1979 in the U.S. Most of the effort
expended has been associated with response to
USNRC I&E Bulletins 79-02, 79-011, and 79-11
which were concerned primarily with seismic load
qualification of piping and supports. In
addition, there have been two ongoing NRC
Program efforts. The first is the Seismic
Qualification Review Team (SQRT) review which
has been concerned primarily with functional
qualification of electrical equipment for power
plants about to go into operation. The second
efort is the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP)
which required a reevaluation of the seismic
design adequacy of the safe shutdown systems and
selected reactor coolant and engineered
safeguard systems of some 11 older nuclear power
plants in the U.S.

Starting in 1982, the nuclear power plant
utilities through their Seismic Qualification
Utility Group (SQUG) have made very significant
progress toward generic seismic qualification of
equipment in operating plant3. This
qualification is based upon past strong motion
earthquake performance data for broad classes of
mechanical and electrical equipment typically
U3ed In nuclear power and other heavy industrial
facilities. The broad classes of equipment
which have been screened or evaluated in this
manner are:

1. Motor control centers
2. Low-voltage (180-V) switchgear
3. Metal-clad (2.1 to M-kV) switchgear

4. Unit substation transformers
5. Motor-operated valves
6. Air-operated valves
7. Horizontal pumps
8. Vertical pumps

The conclusions reached in the SQUG-SSRAP
[«] are that most equipment have inherent
seismic ruggedness and a demonstrated capability
to withstand significant seismic motion without
loss of structural integrity or functionality
following the earthquake. Possible exceptions
to this general statement are components in the
form of inverted pendulums such a3 hung ceiling,
and in the limit laterally unrestrained piping,
cable tray3 and ducts, brittle components using
ceramic insulators and inertia sensitive
equipment such as relays and switches and
components with high height to width ratios
having little or no positive anchorages.

The SQUG program together with published
reports on the behavior of equipment when
subjected to 3hake table qualifications being
collected by EPRI and the NRC have provided a
data base which can be used to significantly
reduce the amount of equipment which may require
component and site specific 3eismic
qualification [5,6]. In general, It is expected
that the existing, or expected by the end of
1985, SQUG-EPRI-NRC data base can be used to
qualify at least 90 perjent of the components
typically encountered at nuclear facilities.
However, when unique equipment, system or
structures other than those evaluated are
considered, or anchorage adequacy has not been
established, or components being considered may
interact with other classes of components with
low seismic capacities, or seismic input motions
exceed the seismic motion bounding spectra
established for the various SQUG-EPBI-NRC
screened classes, other or additional 3eiamic
qualification procedures may be required. The
Walk Through procedure described in this paper
is the vehicle by which the vast majority of
components requiring further consideration and
at the same time components requiring further
evaluation are identified and initial estimates
made of their seismic fragilities.

The following is a summary of the
advantages and disadvantages of the Walk Through
method in seismically qualifying nuclear
facilities. In general, the Walk Through or
DELPHI method using the SQUG-EPRI-NRC generic
screening process is currently considered the
mo3t effective proce'lure for seismically
qualifying site specific components in existing
facilities.

Using the procedure the seismic capacity of
individual components in situ are estimated
independently by a group of seismic experts
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during a physical inspection of the component
(Walk Through) and then their collective
judgment combined to define seismic capacity. A
control group rigorous analysis on a sample
basis can be used to determine and adjust group
bias if any.

A. Advantages:

1) Can be used directly to develop
seismic fragility curves for PRA
studies

2) Very inexpensive - $200 to
$1,000/nuclear component

3) Can be done very rapidly (i.e., 20 to
25 components can be evaluated in situ
per day)

1) Evaluates "as is" condition of
components directly, hence, includes
directly "as built" and any
deterioration in service and any
effect from adjacent components

5) Does not require rigorous development
or recall of detailed design
information

6) Specific documented qualifying
acceleration values are developed for
each component

7) Can be used as an additional filtering
process to minimize the total number
of components which require more
detailed evaluation

B. Disadvantages:

1)

2)

Evaluations are to a large extent
subjective, hence, they are subject to
dispute if detailed documentation in
the form of stress analysis and
calculations is desired.

Requires use of extremely well trained
and experienced personnel

The Walk Through procedure has been used in
the past on DOE Nuclear Facilities in the U.S.
(PUREX at Hanford and the L Reactor at Savannah
River), and similar procedures have been used
for nuclear power plants in Canada and most
recently on the Millstone Nuclear Station in the
U.S.

2.0 WALK THROUGH PROCEDURE

The Walk Through or "DELPHI'1 procedure
described herein permits each mechanical and
electrical component and distribution system
(piping, raceways and duct) of interest,
including anchorage, to be assessed for its
seismic capabilities. Thi3 assessment provides
an explicit estimate of seismic capability, in
terms of an acceleration level applied to the
e.g. of the component that defines the limits of
structural adequacy, leak-tight integrity, and
in a somwehat more qualitative sense functional
adequacy. In the DELPHI method, a team of
seismic design and analysis experts

independently inspect each component and system
in its "as installed" or "as is" condition in
the plant and estimate the acceleration level
that the component, system, or structure could
withstand and still meet applicable seismic
design code and/or criteria requirements. The
team also estimates the dynamic characteristics
and the acceleration at first failure of the
component and identifies the anticipated first
failure mode. This estimate is recorded
independently by each individual expert on a
work sheet a3 typically shown in Figure 1. A
typical summary example of the items evaluated
are shown in Table 1. The method Is considered
applicable in those instances where it is
desired to develop an estimate of individual
component and site specific "as installed"
seismic design capacity and design margin. A
more detailed discusr -n of the Walk Through or
DELPHI method of seismic evaluation can be found
in the report titled, "Use of the DELPHI
Approach in Seismic Qualification of Existing
Structures and Equipment in Industrial
Facilities," by David L. Becker, Rockwell
Hanford Operations, Richland, Washington and Dr.
John D. Stevenson, Stevenson and Associates,
Cleveland, Ohio.

WALK THROUGH TEAM SELECTION

A Walk Through team is selected to conduct
a review and make judgmental evaluations as to
the seismic capabilities of selected structures,
mechanical and electrical systems and components
in the nuclear facility to resist earthquakes.
The team typically consists of three to five
members with recognized expertise in the seismic
design and analysis field.

SELECTION OF COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS
FOR REVIEW

A survey of the nuclear facility components
and systems to determine their importance to
safety and potential seismic hazards is
conducted by facility operating and engineering
personnel. Normally this is done by making an
assessment of the importance of plant systems
and functions to safety. Currently sucfe
evaluations are often made using probability
risk assessment event tree, fault tree analyses
procedures [7]. A list is made of the systems
and components whose failure due to an
earthquake could contribute significantly to
and/or affect recovery from radiation release
consequences. Available data (drawings,
specifications, descriptions, etc.) for the
selected items as well as a compilation of
systems descriptions are assembled for each
review team member. Facility engineers familiar
with the systems selected for review give oral
descriptions and assisted in the conduction of
the Walk Through inspection tours at the nuclear
facility plant site.

SEISMIC FRAGILITY

Introduction

The probabilistic seismic fragility of
components is usually defined as the probability
of failure of the component as a function of
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seismic acceleration as typically shown in
Figures 2 through 5. The seismic acceleration
being defined can be either indirect where
reference is made to the zero period ground
response acceleration or direct where reference
is to the acceleration applied to the center of
gravity of the component. In this seismic :,
evaluation the direct measure of acceleration
applied to the center of gravity of the .•'-."-i.'
component is recommended for use. This permits
a direct comparison to applicable floor or....
amplified-response spectra or otherwise;
eliminates an implicit evaluation of the effect
of building response on seismic input to
equipment.'. ... ...

The term "failure" also requires some
clarification. In the more general sense
"failure" occurs when the component can no
longer perform a; required safety function. This
type of failure is referred to in this paper as
"functional failure."

A second category of failure is also used
in this paper. This definition is associated
with the component's failure to meet limiting
design code requirements. When components are
required to be seismic resistant they are
designed to meet limiting industry code or
standard requirements. Not meeting these
limiting code requirements in this report is
termed "code limit failure."

7 In the formulation of probabilistic
fragility as used herein, it is intended to make
the probability of failure of the component as
independent of - building and equipment seismic
response characteristics a3 possible. For this
reason the probability of failure of the
component as independent of building and
equipment 3eismic response characteristics as
possible. For this reason the probability of
failure is plotted against the seismic
equivalent static acceleration assuming that
this acceleration times the mass of the
component has been applied at the center of
gravity of component and combined with other
applicable loads.

Suggested Procedures for Use of the Fragility
Curves in Determining Seismic Design Adequacy
of Individual Components

It is recommended that the seismic capacity
of components be determined by first estimating
the seismic acceleration applied to each
component. This is determined from the
applicable amplified or floor response 3pectra
curve at 5 percent equipment damping and 7
percent building damping, at the limiting
frequency estimate for the component from Table
1. The value of S a thu3 determined should then
be multiplied by K factors of 1.3 for base
supported, cantilevered, or two point supported
components, or 1.5 for distribution systems
(pipe, cable trays, conduit, duct) continuous
over more than two supports to account for
higher modes and mode shape contributions. It
should also be noted that the 3eismic
acceleration capacity values given in Table 1

,-.-are ..-based on the assumed time independent values
applied in two horizontal and one vertical

component directions simultaneously.

«
The value of S KSa thus determined

should be compared wfth the value of S a

determined from the x-s (best estimate minus one
standard deviation) fragility curve at the 0.10
probability of failure level; I:This"level is
defined in this paper as the HCLPF!(High
Confidence Low Probability of Failure) point
D3]. •: Fragility curve values of S g for both the
horizontal and vertical earthquakes should be
checked against the corresponding S a values
based on the floor or amplified response
spectra. If the:Sa valuedetejmined from the
fragility curve exceeds the S value based on
the floor or amplified response1 spectra curve,
the component should be considered seismically
qualified when such qualification is based on
seismic acceleration. If the S value based on
the floor or amplified respone spectra curve
exceds the S a value from the fragility curve the
component in question should be analyzed or
tested futher to determine more accurately its
seismic capacity, or alternatively a design fix
should be implemented. If the seismic
capability, of the component is required to meet
the. equivalent of design code criteria than the
"Code Compliance" fragility curves should be
used. If it is desired only to assure no
functional failure occurs then the "functional
failure" fragility curves 3hould be used to
determine Sa.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The seismic evaluation Walk Through
Procedure briefly described in this paper can be
used to dramatically reduce seismic evaluation
efforts. The procedure makes maximum use of
existing extensive generic data bases which
define seismic fragility or ruggedness while at
the same time utilize component and site
specific field inspections of each component and
its environs. It is recommended that the Walk
Through procedure outlined herein be considered
as a primary method of evaluating the seismic
capabilities of nuclear facilities in the
future.
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table L. Simmjry of Estimated Limiting Acceleration at the Center of Grjvlty of Component.
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However, this benchmarking effort may not be
warranted I f high nargfns of conservatism are
indicated or a screening method such as the SQUG
effort can be used to eliminate a certain
component from consideration.

FIGURE 3. Horizontal Fluor Response Spectre.

FIGURE 2. Number of Standard Deviations from
the Mean Required to Give 101 Probability of
Variation of Being less than as a Function of
Us* Coefficient.

i •

FIGURE 4. Vertical Floor Response Spectra.
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B A S E I S O L A T I O N

A NEW STRATEGY FOB. EARTHQUAKE PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS
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Chairman of the Board, Reid & Tarics A s s o c i a t e s , Inc .

Pres ident , Base I s o l a t i o n Consultants , Inc .
20 Jones Street

San Francisco , Cal i fornia 94102

Abstract

A new strategy in seismic engineering, called "Base Isolation," is
revolutionizing the way buildings are engineered in earthquake-prone
areas. Buildings are mounted on rubber-steel combination shock-absorbing
pads, which prevent most of the horizontal movement of the ground from
being transmitted to the building. Contrary to conventional design, the
loose contents of the buildings are also protected, therefore, buildings
will remain undamaged and functional after earthquakes.

WHY "BASE ISOLATION?"

The current practice in earthquake
protection of buildings is to tie the struc-
tures firmly to their foundation and make them
strong enough to resist Uhe forces generated by
earthquakes. Experience has taught us that
such design generates very high earthquake
forces in the buildings, which often exceed the
capacity of the structural system. To prevent
the buildings from collapse, we rely on the
ductility of the structural materials. Ductile
structural materials stretch before they break.
Consequently, the buildings undergo very large
inelastic distortions during earthquakes. The
buildings do not collapse, but they are freq-
uently so badly damaged that they become unsafe
for occupancy and have to be demoli shed•

In addition, conventional seismic engine-
ering cannot provide any protection for the
loose contents of buildings; such as furniture,
equipment, supplies and people. During earth-
quakes the buildings become large mixing loxes
where all loose contents are scrambled. Tills
is a verv serious problem for buildings whose
unprotected loose contents are valuable, some-

Conventional Structure

Fig. 1. Buildings having conventional struc-
tural systems bend and deform during earthquakes.
Accelerations are amplified on the higher floors,
the loose contents are damaged. Building defor-
mations and distortions could be permanent.

times more valuable than the buildings them-
selves. Without the protection of the loose
contents, buildings can not be expected to
remain functional even after a moderate earth-
quake. Fig. I.

Base isolation significantly contributes
to the elimination if all these problems. A
base isolated building is detached from its
foundation. A shock-absorbing mechanism is
plated between the building and its foundation
which prevents most of the destructive
earthquake ground motion from entering the
building, and thereby not only the buildings,
but their loose contents as well, are
protected. Fig. 2.

A base isolated building, which rests on
rubber-steel combination shock reducing pedes-
tals, is protected aiso( from everyday ground
born vertical vibrations caused by moving
trucks, automCbiles, construction activities,
etc. This protection is very significant for
buildings where low vibration floors are design
requirements, such as laboratories, research
buildings, and special manufacturing plants,
and certain parts of hospitals.

Base Isolated Structure negligible
inierstory drift

Fig. 2. Buildings on base isolators do not
deform. Movement takes place at the level of
the isolators. Floor accelerations are low,
the building, its occupants and loose contents
are safe.
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BASE ISOLATION IN THE USA

The f i r s t building In the USA employing
baae isolation strategy for earthquake protec-
tion i s nou under construction. Located at the
crossroads of three of Southern California's
most active fault zones, and only 11 miles from
the San Jacinto Fault, where seventeen large
earthquakes have occurred since 1890, (Fig, 3)
the v30 million Foothill Communities Law S
Justice Center is mounted on 98 shock-absorbing
pads, called "base isolators." This £» also
the largest building in the world constructed
on base isolators so far. Fig. 4

Fig. 3. The Foothill Communities Law S Justice
Center is located at the crossroads of 'outhern
California's scst active fault zones.

The isolators allow the building to move
horizontally during earthquakes, (Fig. 5) and
are designed to absorb a very large portion of
the seismic shock imparted to the building.
The isolators are cylindrical in shape, measure
30 inches In diameter, 16 to 17 Inches In
height, and are constructed of many layers of
approximately 1/8 inch—thick steel plates and
about 1/2 inch-thick, special composition, high-
damping rubber. Each layer of rubber i s
vulcanized to the adjacent steel plates.

These base isolator bearings have very
high vertical stiffness to support the weight
of the building, and very low horizontal stiff-
ness to prevent the high ground accelerations
from being transmitted Into the building during
an earthquake. The bearings are very similar
to the ones commonly used In bridge construc-
tion to control the effect of temperature
change on bridges.

When an earthquake occurs much of Its
energy is released in rapid, violent shaking of
the ground. This violent back and forth shak-
ing occurs at a rate of two to four cycles per
second. A cycle per second is referred io as a
Herz; so It is said that much of tire energy of
an earthquake is released at a frequency of
from two to four Herz.

Also, every building has a natural fre-
quency of vibration. If the top of a conven-
tional building would be pulled and then re-
leased tue building would vibrate back and
forth at a rapid constant rate or frequency.
F';r most buildings less than about ten stories,
the frequency would be in the range of from one

Fig. 4. The first building in the VSA designed on tha principles of
isolation is under construction in San Bernardino County, California •
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to three Herz. This frequency is close to the
frequency of an earthquake.

The relationship between the frequency of
an earthquake and the frequency of a building
Is very Important. It has a significant effect
on the behavior of the building during the
earthquake. A graph can be developed, for a
specific geological condition, which plots for
each possible building frequency the building's
seismic response. This gra{.h, referred to as a
"Response Spectrum", shows that for "softer"
buildings which have low natural frequency, the
seismic response is less violent and forceful
than for buildings which have higher natural
frequency. Fig. 6.

By putting base isolators between the building
and the ground three important things are accom-
plished:

and Justice Center moves slowly to the left and
to the right several inches during an earth-
quake, and there is some movement in the tor-
sional node also; the building "rolls with the
punch," and after a few excursions comes to &
stop at its original position. This is a very
gentle movement, however, not the .1erky destruc-
tive movement of the earthquake. Occupants
Inside the building may not even be awjre that
there is an earthquake. Because the building
on base isolators moves slowly in an earth-
quake, the damage-causing, whipping action that
occurs in the upper stories of conventional
structures is eliminated.

3) The isolators dissipate most of the energy
that Is transmitted Into the structure.
The base isolators under tha building per-
form somewhat like shock absorbers on an
automobile. The earthquake energy that Is

110'- 0"

BOOF

BASEMENT WALL-
16" SEISMIC ISOLATION GAP- UNDER EACH COLUMN

CROSS SECTION

BASEMENT WALL
16" SEISMIC ISOLATION GAP

Fig. 5. Sixteen inches seismic isolation gap around the perimeter permits the building
to move daring earthquakes. Utility lines have flexible connections to permit movement.
Elevator pits are suspended from the basement floor.

1) The earthquake energy transmitted to the
building is reduced. In the case of the
Foothill Communities Law and Justice
Center, comparing a conventional design
with a base isolated design, the building
frequency dropped from 1.5 Her* to .5
Herz. Since the frequency of the icclated
building was moved further sway from the
dominant earthquake frequency, less energy
is transmitted into the building.

2) The seismic response of the structure is
changed. Because the isolators are soft,
horizontally, the Foothill Communities Law

absorbed by the isolators is turned into heat,
which in turn raises the temperature of the
isolators during earthquakes by several
degrees. This is in contrast to conventional
structures In which energy is dissipated
through distortion and cracking of the
building.

The cumulative effect of the factors
mentioned above is to reduce the seismic force
at th3 base of the Foothill Communities Law and
Justice Center by a factor of three and the
seismic force at the top by a factir of eight
when compared with a conventional design.
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In the execution of dynamic analyses for
the building, response spectra for different
"maximum credible earthquakes" originating from
the San Andreas Fault Richie* magnitude: 8.3;
distance » 13.5 miles), and the Sierra Madte
Fault (Richter magnitude 7.5; distance - 1.2 to
14 miles), were developed through geotechnical
investigation. Fig. 6 The "maximum credible
earthquake" is the maximum earthquake, that can
be expected to occur along an earthquake fault.
It is different for the different fault zones.
A computer program, especially developed to
analyze base isolated structures, was used in
the running of time histories for a full three -
dimensional model. The program has the capabil-
ity to model the non-linear characteristics of
the isolators and to assign appropriate damping
in the bearings to represent the damping in the
rubber.

The computer results agreed with tha
conclusions of the tests on the shake table at
the Earthquake Engineering Research Center of
U.C. Berkeley, that the structure on isolators
moves as a rigid body with no amplification of
accelerations and forces to the upper stories.

5% DAMPING WITH
CONVENTIONAL DE5IGN

10% DAMPING WITH
HIGH DAMPING RUBBER
ISOLATORS

CONVENTIONAL
FIXED-BASE
FOOTHILL DESIGN

BASE ISOLATED

FOOTHILL DESIGN'

FIJ . 6. Response Spectra for the earthquake of
Ricliter magnitude 8.3 at the San Andreas Fault,
13.5 miles from the site. Base isolation
reduces base acceleration by a factor of three
from 1.0 G to 0.33 G. Forces and accelerations
on tne top of the base isolated building are
reduced by a factor of eight.

11 GAP ABOVE
FOUNDATION.

J.A.SE
/ISOLATOR

FAIL-SAFE
STUB COLUMN

Fig. 7. The base isolator bearings rest on the top of the foundations and can be removed
for inspection. They are designed to undergo IS inches of displacement and at the same
time carry a 1.2 million pound load. The building would comfortably rest on fail-safe
stub columns in case of an unlikely failure of the isolators in a much larger seismic
event than the laximum credible earthquake".
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TABMCATIOtr-AmrTESTIHG OF THE BASg ISOTATORS

Bach base isolator used for the Foothill
Communities Law and Justice Center contains
approximately 30/% lbs. of rubber and 800 lbs.
of ateel. They have Zb~ same external d<aen-
s ions, but differ ia intet.>-»l ««-«>U. shim
placing and rubber composition. Four different
rubber compounds were used, resulting In seven
different isolator types to accommodate the
wide range of column loads ranging from 70,000
Lbs. to 1,300,000 lbs.

The raw natural rubber is a solid elastic
material. It is mixed with solid additives
that give the rubber the ozone resistance acid
control bond strength, tensile strength, stiff-
ness, ant! damping. The rubber cannot be mixed
in large quantities because of its consistency.
An average mixing batch weighed 100 lbs. and it
took three batches of rubber compound to fabri-
cate one isolator. The mixing of the rubber
was done in two steps: first In a tnlxmaster-
type apparatus, and then by manually feeding
the rubber through l&rge milling rollers.
Proper idLxing and milling ia essential to
arrive at the desired stiffness and damping
properties of the rubber compound.

After being milled, the rubber is rolled
Into thin flat sheets of tM-kness determined
by design, cut into circular pi.i. akes, set into
a heavy steel mold, and interleaved with steel
shim plates. The molded bearing is heated to
275 degrees Fahrenheit and cured for a half day
under conditions of high temperature and
pressure. During this process, the rubber is

vulcanized to the Internal steel pi ares, y
were previously treated to enhance the bonding.

Shear stiffness and damping are the two
most important physical properties of the
rubber compound, because these determine the
vertical and horizontal stiffness of the
isolators and the damping and the performance
of the entire system. Dynamic tests performed
on rubber samples taken from the mixing hatches
showed that these properties are not very
sensitive ta the change of frequency, but that
they vary significantly with strain. At low
strains the rubber compound is very stiff, and
at higher strains it becomes softer, giving a
non-linear relationship between stress and
strain. The damping varied betweem 23% at low
strain levels to 10% at higher strain levels.
These properties alsu decreased somewhat in
cyclic loading up to about 10 cycles, with most
of the reduction occurring in the first five
cycles.

Before fabrication of the isolators start-
ed, four prototypes were extensively tested at
the Earthque'ce Engineering Research Laboratory
of the University of California, Barkeley. In
addition, every isolator was tested hy the
fabricator to full vertical load and 50% of the
maximum computed horizontal deflection. The
average properties of each bearing type were
found to be within 5% of the predicted values,
assuring thai the system will perform as intend-
ed by the design.

Fig. 8. The base isolators were tested at the Earthquake Engineering Research Laboratory
of the University of California, Berkeley, Cfl. They are designed to be very stiff in the
vertical directions under 400 kips of vertical column load, from the weight of the build-
ing, the deflection is only 0.13 inches. In the horizontal direction the base isolators
are designed to be very soft: daring the maximum design earthquake a horizontal force of
150 kips would cause a deflection of 15.0 inches. - The base isolators having a natural
vertical frequency of 10Hz, also effectively isolate the building from everyday ground
born vertical vibrations in the range of 25ffz to 50HZ, produced by nearby disturbing
sources such as moving trucks, automobiles, construction activities, etc.
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A FEASIBLE STRATEGY

The feasibility of base isolation was
clearly established by theoretical consider-
ations, and by hundreds of te3ts made on the
shake table of the Earthquake Engineering
Research Center of the University of California
at Berkeley. Very large models of buildings
have been placed on a 20' x 20' shake table at
the laboratory, where we can recreate any earth-
quake and shake the table through use of a
computer, exactly as the ground shakes during
the earthquake. The effects of the earthquake
on the model can be seen, measured and studied.

Similar tests have been carried oat at the
Earthquake Engineering Laboratory of Stanford
University at Palo Alto, California; the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research in
Wellington, New Zealand; the Scientific
Research Center in Marseille, France; on a 36'
x 36' large shake table in Iasi, Rumania; and
at the Ohbayashl-Gumi Technical Research Insti-
tute In Tokyo,. Japan. The results are always
the same; base isolators effectively protect
the building from the violent shaking of the
ground during earthquakes.

A COST-EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY

To answer the expected auestion, "How does
base isolation effect the cost . fconstruc-
tion?", the cost effectiveness of •>>.._- new stra-
tegy was studied on a new $20 million, four-
story-plus basement reinforced concrete medical
building. '?or the purpose of the study, a new
structural design was made for the building
using base isolation with multilayer elasto-
mer ic bearings, and a detailed estimate was
prepared to determine the difference in the
cost of construction.

Base isolation added abou; $300,000 to the
cost at the foundation level, but eliminated
aany costly construction details above the foun-
dation level, which amounted to a $700,000
reduction in cost. The net saving was approxi-
mately $400,000, or 2Z of the cost of the build-
ing. While other buildings would show differ-
ent results, the study clearly demonstrated the
order of magnitude of costs related to base
isolation.

Another study, sponsored by the National
Science Foundation in Washington, D.C., also
concluded that base Isolation can save about
the same amount of money in the initial cost of
construction of a hospital building.

EXISTING BUILDINGS ON BASE ISOLATORS

There are buildings In France, Yugoslavia,
Iran, and New Zealand, as well as two nuclear
power plants in South Africa already built, and
nuclear power plants in France under construc-
tion on base isolators. In the USA there Is

one building under construction, the $30
million Foothill Communities Law & Justice
Center in San Bernardino County, California,

RANGE OF APPLICATION

Base isolation is a valuable new tool in
the hand of the designer, but It Is not the
answer for earthquake protection of every
building. It '.s moat effective on buildings
which have high natural frequencies. Rein-
forced concrete ar masonry shear wall build-
ings, or structural steel buildings with braced
frames in the range of 5 to 10 stories high,
are examples. Soil conditions under the
building determine the vibration character-
istics of the earthquakesc Careful geotech-
nical 3tudies must be made on any site for
which a base Isolated structure is considered.

WORLDWIDE INTEREST

The worldwide interest in base isolation
was demonstrated at an international conference
held In Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, under the spon-
sorship of the United Nations Industrial Devel-
opment Organization and the Malaysian Rubber
Research Development Board in 1982. Engineers
and scientists from 25 nations presented papers
and discussed various aspects of this . new
strategy for earthquake protection of build-
ings. Base isolation took aii entire session of
the 8th World Conference on Earthquake Engineer-
Ing in July, 1984 In San Francisco. The
conference was attended by 1600 engineers and
scientists representing 54 countries around the
world.

CONCLUSION

Base isolation eliminates the many serious
problems inherent and left unsolved in conven-
tional seismic design. No significant damage
is expected to base isolated buildings or to
the mechanical and electrical equipment, sus-
pended ceilings, non-structural walls, and
other secondary building components inside such
buildings. The loose contents; furniture,
equipment and supplies; are safe, buildings
remain functional after even major earthquakes,
and most importantly, human l i f e 1B much batter
protected than with conventional design.

Base isolation i s simple and economical.
Its original cost is largely off-set by savings
in the structure above the isolators, and after
the building experiences only one moderate or
major earthquake, the economical benefits are
overwhelming.

Base Isolation Is one of the most signifi-
cant recent advancements in the field of struc-
tural engineering.
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STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE
MARCH 3, 1985 CHILEAN EARTHQUAKE

Loring A. Wyllie, Jr.
H.J. Degenkolb Associates, Engineers

350 Sansome Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94104

Abstract

A damaging earthquake of tentative magnitude 7.4 occurred on March 3,
1985, several kilometers offshore of central Chile. The area of strong
ground shaking included Santiago, Valparaiso and nearby communities which
comprise the most densely populated portion of Chile. Ground motion was
strong and of long duration^ with one instrument near the coast south of
the epicenter recording peak accelerations reported at 0.80 g vertical and
0.65 g horizontal. The earthquake affected many modern buildings of rein-
forced concrete construction as well as some buildings of other materials.
Adobe buildings were heavily damaged and accounted Tor the majority of the
homeleas, which reportedly was several hundred of thousands of people.
However, the death toll was under 200.

Of particular interest are the large number of modern reinforced
concrete buildings which performed extremely well in this earthquake. Most
of the buildings were rigid shear wall structures with a substantial amount
of structural wall. The most modern buildings were generally well detailed
for ductile performance. A portion of one building in the five-story Villa
Olympia housing complex in Santiago collapsed, an eight-story building in
the seaside resort of Vina del Mar was dynamited as it was leaning consider-
ably and several pedestrian bridges between buildings in another Vina del
Mar housing complex collapsed. These were the only collapses of reinforced
concrete stru tures observed in this severe earthquake. Some interesting
structural damage occurred to other selected structures.

INTRODUCTION

A damaging earthquake of magnitude 7.8
occurred on March 3, 1985, several kilometers
offshore of Central Chile. The earthquake
occured within the subduction zone where the
Nazca Plate under the Pacific Ocean is moving
esst and pushing under the South American
Plate. The area of strong ground shaking
included Santiago, Valparaiso and nearby
communities of Vina del Mar, San Antonio and
Melipilla which comprise the most densely
populated portion of Chile.

Ground motion was strong and of long
duration, vl'ch one instrument near the coast
south of the epicenter recording peak
acceler' ons reported at about 0.80 g
vertica and about 0.65 g horizontal. The
earthquake was recorded by a network of over
twenty strong motion instruments which will
give valuable guidance iu interpreting the
lessons of this earthquake. The records are
of long duration with 20 to 30 seconds of
strong shaking. The earthquake affected many
modern buildings of reinforced concrete con-
struction as well as some buildings of other
materials. Adobe buildings were heavily
damaged and accounted for the majority of the
homeless, which reportedly was several hundred
of thousands of people. However, the death
toll was under 200 and injuries were reported
at somewhat over 2,000.

This paper is being written with minimal
text and numerous photograpus within the length
restrictions of this publication to give
readers the maximum insight to this significant
earthquake. Due to space limitations, photo-
graph captions are not repeated in the text.

DESIGN STANDARDS AND CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES

Chilean Building Codes are national codes
for the entire country. Due to the long,
slender geography of Chile which parallels the
Pacific Trench, all of Chile is in a zone of
high seismicty, which simplifies code writing
as compared to the United States. Furthermore,
Chile has numerous earthquakes, with damaging
earthquakes in 1965 and 1971 in the same
portion of Central Chile and a great magnitude
8 plus earthquake in Southern Chile in 1960.
This history certainly increases the earth-
quake awareness among designers, constructors
and the public.

Chile has a seismic code which was
developed for Chile based on their seismicity
and type of ground motion. It has many
features smilar to U.S. codes, including
occupancy factors, a structural systems factor,
a C coefficient based on structural period and
soil properties and building weight which
includes some live load. The code covers
torsion, disc ;' uities and provides for
dynamic analysis.
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There are also material codes, which cover
the resistance of t'ue various structural
materials to the design loads. Host of the
major buildings are of concrete construction,
and the concrete code is based on German codes
and essentially unchanged:for twenty to chirty
yearh However, Chilean engineers typically
use more modern standards which include
ductility provisions, and many concrete build-
ings are reportedly designed based on the ACI
318 Code or the Uniform Building Code.

Unfortunately, design engineers have
little influence over construction in Chile.
Once the design is complete and pro-'ided it
meets the "codes", the engineer's responsi-
bility is completed. Although many buildings
appeared to be very well built, we repeatedly
saw spalled concrete of questionable quality
and smooth construction joints with sawdust and
debris which had slipped and worked along these
weakened planes. Quality control of con-
struction must be strictly enforced for
satisfactory seismic performance.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OF MODERN BUILDINGS

There were a large number of modern
reinforced concrete buildings which performed
extremely well in this earthquake. A portion
of one building in the five-story Villa Olympia
housing complex in Santiago collapsed, an
eight-story building, El Faro, in the seaside
resort of Vina del Mar was dynamited as it was
leaning considerably after failing in its
first story due to excessive torsion and
several pedestrian bridges between buildings ±r
another Vina del Mar housing complex collapsed.
These were the only collapses of reinforced
concrete structures observed in this severe
earthquake, a remarkable achievement for an
earthquake of this size in a densely populated
area.

In Vina del Mar, there were reportedly
over three hundred reinforced concrete build-
ings over five stories in height. The vast
majority of these buildings performed very well
with minimal damage. In the beach area, new
concrete buildings in the fifteen to twenty-
three story range were of particular Interest.
Most of these buildings had minimal to
negligible structural damage although contents
in the upper floors were thrown around. Two
fifteen-story buildings did have significant
damage, the Acapulco and Hanga Roa Condominiums.
The Acapulco had chord and construction joint
damage in its extensive shear wall layout. It
had been cosmetically repaired after the 1965
and 1971 earthquakes and its shear walls,
although lightly reinforced, did have typical
reinforcing on a 45 degree angle from the
horizontal. The complex Hanga Roa, with odd
and even floor plans to stagger door openings
in shear walls, had major cracking and spalling
full height through one stack of spandrel or
coupling beams.

The Canal Beagle housing project in the
hills of Vina del Mar consisted of forty
buildings of four to five stories in height

built to three separate floor plans. Similar
housing projects were built throughout the
earthquake damage area and were undamaged.
However, the concrete shear walls at Canal
Beagle suffered severe damage including
diagonal cracking,: working of horizontiJ. con-.-....
sttuction joints,^palling" andrbuckling:of
reinforcing at vertical chords of shear; walls
and heavy spalling of lintel beams; Most/of
these buildings had been vacated. , The heavily
damaged buildings were on top of two steep
ridges which suggested a focusing of energy or
a microzonation effect of increased damage.
Adjacent nominally reinforced two-story
masonry homes were essentially undamaged.

Steel structures were minimal and limited
to industrial facilities. The power plant at
Las Ventanas, north of Valparaiso on the coast,
had suffered damage in past earthquakes and
had been significantly strengthened. Its
boiler restrainers failed, it lost its water
supply when the supply line bellows failed at
an expansion joint on the pier, and some
distress was observed in pipe supports and
equipment anchorage. At the oil refinery at
Concon, about 10% of the oil storage tanks
failed and there was minimal damage to the
refinery equipment and piping.

Lifelines were a major problem, primarily
with the loss of water to many coastal cities
due to failed aqueducts and the loss of several
pumping plants due to ground failure. Many
local electrical lines were down, delaying the
restoration of service. Highways were
generally in good condition although several
bridges were severely damaged. Port facilities
were extensively damaged, with major lique-
faction and ground failure in the ports of San
Antonio and Valparaiso. '•-.-

GENERAL CONCLDSIONS

In general, the modern engineered build-
ing in Chile performed very well in the major
earthquake of March 3, 1985. The concrete
buildings generally had substantial shear wall
systems which performed very well. Both
commercial and industrial buildings showed
evidence of careful, prudent engineering and
attention to detail which resulted in good
performance of both structures and equipment.
We can only hope that experience will be a
fraction as good in California following our
next 7.8 earthquake.

A summary of lessons learned and relearned:

* Rigid, well detailed shear wall
structures perform well in earthquakes
and limit damage.

* Shear walls should have confined
boundary members for highly stressed
chords and rough, clean construction
joints.

Torsion in buildings can greatly reduce
performance.
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0 Eccentricities within connections and
between members must be carefully
considered.

° Discontinuous shear walls should be
avoided.'

° Shorty stiff columns draw excessive
loads and frequently fail in seismic
activity.

° Unrepaired damage can compound and
increase future damage.

° Site specific response or micro-
zonation and incrc-r.se response and
damage in specific instances.

° Ground failures aiust be anticipated
in the design of major civil structures.
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Figure 1. Triggered ground motion stations
and the aftershock zone. (Reprinted from
EERI Newsletter.)

Figure 2. Collapse of two bays at end of one
five-story building in Villa Olympia in
Santiago. The end of the building was a
shear wall discontinuous in first story
identical to matching building shown in
Figure 3. Remains of one column is visible
at right.
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Figure 3. Identical building end to one
which collapsed in Villa Olympia in Figure
2, showing open first story and discontinuous
shear wall. .,,.,. , ....-•'.•,,- - -

Figure A. El Faro Condominium in Renaca
north of Vina del Mar was leaning due to
failure of wall in the first story. This
building was braced uittfshear walls but
had considerable torsion due to view
windows. Questions were also raised
regarding construction quality. The
building was demolished by dynamite.

Figure 5. Siete Hermanas, a housing complex
in Vina del Mar, had the collapsed pedestrian
bridges connecting buildings. The expansion
joint details had a reinforcing bar projecting
from the bearing into a pipe on the supported
beam which was not confined by reinforcement
and the detail essentially pulled apart.
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Figure 6. High-rise reinforced concrete buildings on the
beach at Vina del Mar. To the right of the pier are the
Hanga Roa, then the Acapulco, both damaged and shown in
subsequent figures. At extreme right Is Plaza del Mar, a
new twenty-three story building with shear walls arid only
minor cracking. ;.-'". ' '" !

Figure 7. Major vertical crack in Hanga
Roa, a substantial shear wall building
despite its irregular shape. Door openings
in major shear walls were staggered between
odd and even floors to , give a story-deep
coupling b"am .. nich in this one location
failed full height of the building.

Figure 8. Detail of distress in story-deep
coupling beam of Hanga Roa at location seen
in Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Acapulco Building in Vina del Mar
with distress in tall slender reinforced
concrete shear wall. This building has sus-
tained damage in the 1965 and 1971 earth-
quakes which was not structurally repaired.
Building had a substantial shear wall system.

Figure 11. Spalling in shear wall in
front elevation of Don Jos"e Building
in Vina del Mar. Shear wall consists
of two C-shaped shear wall piers with
deep coupling beam attached to end of
the short legs of the C. Torsion
between plane of pier and pisne r.f
coupling beam caused flexural failures
of wall return.

Figure 10. Detail of distressed area in Figure 9 of
Acapulco Building. Note that typical wall reinforce-
ment is placed at 45 degrees for shear resistance.
The edge reinforcement is buckled and sliding occurred
at construction joint.
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Figure 12. Canal Beagle is a complex
of forty rigid four-and five-story
housing buildings built on top of two
steep ridges in Vina del Mar. All
buildings on steep ridges were heavily
damaged. Several at base of hill on
flat ground were essentially undamaged,
suggesting a focusing affect on these
buildings.

Figure 13. Detail of base of shear
wall in Canal Beagle, which typically
showed sliding at horizontal con-
struction joint and spalling and
bar buckling at edges of wall.

Figure 14. The four-story Claudio
Vicuna Hospital in San Antonio. This
new hospital has an expansion joint
at center and at open Second Floor,
all columns in northern half (to left)
failed while there was no damage in
these columns in southern half.
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Figure 15. Typical failure of column in
Second Floor of northern half of Vicjna
Hospital in San Antonio (Figure 14). Concrete
reportedly is of low strength and two separate
contractors mty explain this condition,
although variable stiffness of First Floor may
be a contributing factor.

Figure 16. Bridge south of San Antonio
which failed dramatically. One pier
has completely vanished below water
while several are leaning and displaced.
Severe storm in previous winter apparently
scoured beneath piers, leaving piers free-
standing on pile in the water.

Figure 17. Pier in San Antonio
which dramatically failed. Most
of the sea wall on the upper side
of the.shed has vanished below
water or is leaning drastically.
Cranes can be seen overturned,
including two which fell through
roof of shed. Sand boils were
observed, indicating liquefaction.
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Figure 18. Two-story concrete build-
ing with infilled masonry on pier at
San Antonio at end of shed seen in
Figure JL7-. Columns failed and build-
ing settled as ground cracks occurred
beneath building, but collapse did
not occur!

Figure 19. Oil refinery at Concon
north of Vina del Mar. Damage to
refinery equipment was relatively

Figure 20. Oil tank farm at Concon
Refinery. Note tank failures with
oil in revetments. About 10% of the
120 or so tanks failed and spilled
their contents.
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Figure 21. Power plant at Las Vetanas north of Concon.
Two-unit plant of steel construction is similar to U.S.
plants. Instruments recorded the earthquake, snubbers
for boiler structure sheared bolts as designed, pipes
moved and damaged insulation and supports. Performance
was generally good and detailed studies will be pub-
lished by others.

Figure 22. Pier at Las Ventanas power plant. Movement
at expansion joint ruptured bellows on 72 inch water
intake line between sections of the pile-supported
concrete pier.
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STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE OF THE DOE'S
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY DURING THE

1983 BORAH PEAK EARTHQUAKE

R. C. Guenzler
V. W. Gorman

Idaho National Engineering Laboratoiy
EG&G Idaho Inc.

Idaho Falls, ID 83415

ABSTRACT

The 1983 Boarh Peak Earthquake (7.3 Richter magnitude) was the largest
earthquake ever experienced by the DOE's Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL). Reactor and plant facilities are generally located about 90 to 110 km
(60 miles) from the epicenter. Several reactors were operating normally at the
time of the earthquake. Based on detailed inspections; comparisons of
measured accelerations with design levels, and instrumental seismograph
information, it was concluded that the 1983 Borah Peak Earthquake created no
safety problems for INEL reactors or other facilities.

1983 BORAH PEAK EARTHQUAKE INTRODUCTION

GENERAL DATA

At 8:06 a.m. Mountain Daylight Time on
October 28, 19°3 an earthquake registering 7.3
on the Richter Magnitude scale occurred about
30 km northwest of the town of Mackay, in
central Idaho. This is the largest earthquake
to occur in the contiguous U.S. since the
Hebgen Lake earthquake in 1959. Figure 1 shows
the geographic locations of the epicenter and
associated surface expression (scarp) of the
faulting that occurred as a result of the
event. The scarp is visible for over 35 linear
km. Two deaths are directly attributed to the
earthquake and property damage is estimated to
be over 12.5 million dollars to businesses,
schools and highways. Damage found at Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) whose
facilities are 90 to 110 km from the epicenter
was minimal and does not pose any known
problems.

9?° :

Figure 1. Geographic location of epicenter and
scarp for Borah Peak earthquake.

The INEL is operated by the U.S.
Department of Energy and its facilities include

several operating reactors as well as other
industrial facilities. The INEL occupies about"
893 square miles of the Snake River Plain
between Arco and Idaho Falls in southeastern
Idaho. It has been said, that more nuclear
reactors and more different kinds of reactors
have been built there than at any other
location in the world.

Data accumulated and currently being
analyzed from this earthquake may be of
significance to earthquake engineers, to
seismologists and to geologists in better
understanding the regional tectonics and
earthquake engineering.

SEISMICITY

The epicenter for the Borah Peak
earthquake was located in the Basin and Range
Structure tectonic province north of the
eastern Snake River Plain. Figure 2 shows a
regional raap^ of all epicenters located by
NOAA through 1975 with magnitude 6.0 or greater
epicenters highlighted. As can be seen, these
ranges have exhibited aseismic behavior since
1872—the beginning of historical earthquake
records in Idaho. The INEL has operated a
seismic network since 1972 for monitoring
microearthquakes (Richter Local Magnitude,
ML < 3.0) on and about the eastern Snake
River Plain. Figure 1 shows only one
tnicroearthquake (ML t 1.4) has been located
by the INEL seismic net in the vicinity of the
fault that ruptured during the earthquake.
Within the detectable limits of the INEL
seismic network, no foreshocks were confirmed
prior to the occurrence of the earthquake.

Absolute vertical movements due to the
faulting have yet to be determined, but
relative movements across the surface ruptures
have been measured in several areas. Maximum
vertical offset measured to date is about
14 ft. There is little or no horizontal offset
(strike-slip) associated with the surface
faulting.
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Figure 2. Regional location of historical
epicenters with current UBC seismic zone no. 3
superimposed (epicenters M> 6 highlighted).

GROUND MOTION

The closest strong motion accelerographs
to the epicenter were located at the INEL and
were about 90 km southeast of the epicenter.
Figure 3 shows the location of the
15 accelerographs at the time of the Borah Peak
earthquake. Thirteen of these instruments
produced recordings from the main event.
Table 1 summarizes the peak acceleration range
for the three components of recorded ground
motion at each facility. In general, the
ground level or bedrock acceleration values
measured at the INEL were 3 to 7% of gravity.

»T E«H LGCMW

ICPP (3) Old Fire StltiDR Ho. 2 (1)
Era-Il (2) PBF (3)
LOFT (4) To* (2)

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF STRONG MOTION
ACCELEROGRAPH PEAK ACCELERATIONS FROM
THE MAGNITUDE 7.3 BORAH PEAK
EARTHQUAKE OF OCTOBER 28, 1983

Range of Peak
Acceleration8

in "g's" for the
Three Orthogonal

ComponentsFacility

TRA-670 ATR Reactor Basement

TRA-642 ETR Reactor Basement

ANL-767 EBR-II Reactor Plant
Basement

ANL-768 Power Plant Basement

CPP-601 Process Building
Basement

CPP-601 Bui1ding 1st Floor

CPP-610 Old Guard House
Ground Level

PBF-620 Reactor 2nd Basement

PBF-620 Reactor 1st Basement

PBF-620 Reactor Crane Beam

TAN-650 Containment and
Service Building Tower
4th Floor

TAN-650 Containment Top
of Dome

Near TAN-719 Ground Level

0.024 to 0.025

0.026 to 0.028

0.028 to 0.031

0.029 to 0.040

0.029 to 0.041

0.034 to 0.068

0.043 to 0.072

0.034 to 0.062

0.029 to 0.050

0.067 to 0.213

0.025 to 0.078

0.064 to 0.151

0.018 to 0.040

a. Peak acceleration is defined here to be
the maximum peak-to-peak trace divided by two.

DAMAGE SUMMARY

Property damage in central Idaho caused by
the subject earthquake has been estimated to be
over 12.5 million dollars. Most of this damage
occurred in the towns of Mackay and Challis and
consisted of major damage to older buildings,
especially those constructed of cin-ier block or
having brick or stone covered walls. In
Challis, one such stone-fronted building wall
collapsed killing two children. Strong ground
vibration from the earthquake also caused minor
damage to numerous other buildings and
structures, ranging from cracks in walls to
toppled chimneys. Initial inspections
indicated that little if any damage was done to
utilities.

Figure 3. INEL strong motion accelerograph
locations.
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NUCLEAR PLANT OPERATIONS RESPONSE

On the morning of October 28, 1983 only
the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR), the
Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II), and
the Naval Reactor F?cilities (NRF) reactors
A1W-B and S1W were up and operating normally.
When the earthquake struck, ATR and EBR-II
scrammed automatically while those at NRF were
manually shut down in accordance with existing
NRF procedures. The orderly and safe shutdown
of these reactors, followed by plant
inspections immediately following the event,
are briefly described below.

ATR RESPONSE

The seismic wave triggered a trip of the
ATR Plant Protective System's (PPS) seismic
switches which automatically scrammed the
reactor. These switches are set to trip at a
ground acceleration level of 0.01ga; the Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) design level
is 0.24g. Because the vibratory motion felt by
personnel due to the event was quite
pronounced, a conservative decision was made to
leave the reactor in the shutdown mode until
assessments could be made regarding its
operational safety.

Almost immediately after receipt of the
scram signal the console operator verified that
the safety rods were properly inserted. During
the following 8 to 10 minutes checks were made
to ensure (l) control rods were inserted and in
proper shutdown position, (2) leak rates were
normal for various plant and experiment
systems, (3) and pressure drops, flows and
coolant chemistry were normal. Notification of
reactor scram and plant status was also made to
proper authorities during this . '-me.

Upon complete shutdown of ATR, in depth
inspections and evaluations were made
throughout the facility with no adverse effects
noted. Findings of these and other inspections
are described later.

EBR-II RESPONSE

The EBR-II plant [operated by Argonne
National Laboratories (ANL-W)l on the morning
of the event was operating normally at full
power feeding electricity to the INEL grid. At
about 8:06 a.m., the incoming line breakers
opened due to a voltage portubation in the
external system resulting in EBR-II being
separated from the INEL grid. The plant
continued to operate at power while carrying
only ANL-W electrical loads. Several seconds
later, the earthquake detectors installed in
the EBR-II safety system tripped, scramming the
reactor and isolating the reactor building.
The earthquake detectors were set to trip at
about 0.005g. All plant systems responded
properly after the scram signal was received

a. Unit of acceleration of gravity.

and the operators safely secured the plant to a
shutdown condition.

Following the shutdown, several
inspections of the plant were conducted
throughout the day in order to evaluate whether
or not the plant's structures, systems or
components had sustained any damage. No
evidence of earthquake damage was found during
these inspections. Control and safety rods
were exercised along with other systems and
components and were found to operate normally
when compared to pre-earthquake data.

Based on these system tests and
inspections which revealed no abnormalities and
discussions with appropriate authorities, the
decision to restart the reactor was given about
8 hours (3:30 p.m.) after the event was
detected. Full power was reached about
1:42 a.m. on October 29.

NRF RESPONSE

At NRF, only two of the four reactors
located there were in operation the morning of
October 28, the S1W and A1W-B reactors. The
other two, S5G and A1W-A, were shut down at the
time for routine maintenance. None of these
reactors include automatic shutdown circuitry
for seismic events, since such circuitry is not
acceptable or necessary for naval reactors.
Paramount concern for these naval reactors is
reliable continuity of power during battle
conditions. Therefore, all aspects of naval
reactors and propulsion plants, including
protective circuitry, are designed to
withstand, rather than respond to, shocks much
greater than the "ype experienced during the
earthquake. The following paragraphs discuss
the immediate actions taken and the orderly
shutdown of the reactors following the
earthquake.

A1W-B

A minoi shaking, similar to operation of
heavy machinery, was felt at A1W. This was
promptly determined to be due to the earthquake
and the plant was shut dc^n in accordance with
existing NRF procedures. No abnormal plant
indications occurred either before or after the
shutdown.

Subsequent to shutdown of the reactor, a
thorough inspection of both inhull operating
equipment and structures outside of the reactor
compartments was conducted to determine extent
of damage, if any. In addition, inspections of
all buildings, with particular emphasis on
those containing prototype operating equipment,
were conducted. These inspections showed that
no damage had been caused by the earthquake.
More thorough inspections concentrating on
possible structural damage at NRF were
conducted a few days later by Peter F. Loftus
Corporation, an architect-engineering firm
under contract to Westinghouse-Bettis. Results
of their findings are briefly discussed in a
following section.
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S1W

Actions at S1W were similar to those at
A1W. When the effects of the earthquake were
noted, the S1W reactor was promptly shut down.
No abnormal plant conditions occurred either
before or after the shutdown. Subsequent to
safe shutdown, inspections of the plant and
buildings were conducted similar to those
described above for A1W-B. The inspections
showed that no damage had been caused by the
earthquake.

A1W-A AND S5G

While these reactors were already shut
down for maintenance at the time of the
earthquake, they were nonetheless inspected in
a similar fashion to those inspections
performed for A1W-B and S1W. The inspections
showed that no damage had been caused by the
earthquake.

BUlLuu-o AND REACTOR DAMAGE

Following the seismic event of October 28,
operations personnel immediately conducted a
thorough inspection of their respective
facilities. Major emphasis of this initial
inspection was to determine if possible damage
had occurred to critical structures, safety
systems, and vital components. Where
appropriate, functional tests were also
performed to assure that, for instance, systems
operated as intended and in a manner similar to
pre-earchquake performance levels.

Subsequent to initial inspections, over
the next several days more thorough inspections
were conducted by a team of engineers
(electrical, mechanical, and structural) of all
critical facilities and most civil structures
at the plant site and at Idaho Falls
facilities. Particular emphasis was given to
those structures deemed to be most susceptible
to earthquake effects such as masonry and
cinder block walls, water or fluid storage
tanks resting on the ground or supported near
the ground, elevated storage tanks, and stacks
and chimneys* A general description of the
findings of the above described inspections for
each facility or area surveyed are summarized
below.

Test Area North (TAN)

No apparent structural or component damage
was observed in the Loss of Fluids Test (LOFT)
Reactor complex buildings (TAN-629, TAN-630 and
TAN-650) although a few hairline cracks of
unknown age were found in a few concrete
walls. Most are thought to be due to
settlement and shrinkage. The borated water
storage tank and supports, the waste gas stack,
and the water storage tanks showed no evidence
of damage.

A single fire water line has moved
one-half inch since it was last painted (date
unknown) as observed at two hanger locations
and two wall penetrations as shown in
Figure 4. Whether this is related to the

earthquake or hydraulic forces such as water
hammer is unknown, however, there is no
apparent damage or leakage and it is our
engineering iudgement that there is no stress
problem.

Figure 4. LOFT fire water line movement.
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Except for minor cracks found in the
TAN-607 office building, no other apparent
damage was found at TAN.

NAVAL REACTOR FACILITY (NRF)

No structural or component damage was
found at NRF. Some minor cracking (less
than 1/16-in. wide by less than 10 ft long)
occurred in a few nonstructural concrete
walls. These were inspected by NRF engineering
personnel, and subsequently.by NRF's
architect-engineering firm, and determined to
be inconsequential. They were either
pre-existing cracks due to settling over the
years, weather-induced cracks, or possibly in
some cases new earthquake induced cracks. All
plants, piping, foundations, components and
water pits were inspected for damage and
leakage. Fire mains were inspected and
emergency diesel generators were test run per
normal weekly maintenance requirements. No
abnormalities were discovered.

TEST REACTOR AREA (TRA)

No apparent structural or component damage
that would compromise structural integrity was
found at TRA. Some cracks in the cor.-rete and
in the mortar joints of cinder block walls were
found in ATR. The origin of these cracks
cannot easily be ascertained but are thought to
be from earlier differential settlement,
temperature and shrinkage. One crack (1/8 to
1/4 in. wide) running in a diagonal trend but
following the mortar joints was found near the
top of a cinder block wall in the northwest
corner of the operating floor area as shown in
Figure 5. This crack may have been caused by
the earthquake but it was not positively
ascertained; there was no indication that
structural integrity was affected but it has
since been repaired with caulk. A crack found
in the sub-pile room has since been dated as
pre-earthquake from an earlier photograph.

evidence of any damage. Spalling of concrete
at the base of the 36 in. feedwater riser near
the cool £ tower was found to be old based on
dirt and debris found under the spalled pieces.

Although minor cracks were found in other
buildings which may be due to the earthquake,
they are insignificant and do not pose a
structural integrity problem.

POWER BURST FACILITY AREA (PBF)

No apparent structural or component damage
was found ac PBF Reactor Facility with the
exception of those described in the following
paragraphs.

A few cracks were found in mortar joints
and cinder block walls. One in the first
basement stairwell is believed to be due to
shrinkage as paint exists in the crack while
another in ths water treatment room wall
adjacent to the high bay may be due to the
earthquake. The threshold of the doorway
between the loop control room and the
instrument bunker (eastwing of facility) was
raised preventing door closure and the top
corner welds on the metal door jamb were broken.

The overhead crane (Figure 6) in the high
bay was knocked askew slightly during the
earthquake which caused squeaking noises when
the bridge was moved in either the north or
south direction. Noises of this nature have
occurred before due to occasional misalignment
according to operations personnel and does not
compromise the structural integrity of the
crane.

Figure 5. Crack in ATR block wall.

Structures particularly susceptible to
earthquakes such as the elevated water tank and
the reactor gas exhaust stack showed no

Figure 6. Overhead crane at PBF.

Significant cracking was observed on the
PBF Maintenance Building (SPERT-II). Many of
these cracks are old and attempts to repair
them over the years are evident as shown in
Figure 7. However, long vertical cracks found
on both sides of all but the northeast corner
of the high bay portion of the building may be
attributable to the earthquake. The walls by
design are non-load bearing as steel framing
supports the roof and crane and thus the degree
of structural impairment is minimal. A 10-ft
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY-WEST (ANL-West)

Figure 7. Old cracks on SPERT-II building.

high furnace vent pipe on top of the east wing
of the building fell during the earthquake. No
positive joint connections or guy wires were
utilized so this would not be considered an
unlikely event during an earthquake.

AUXILIARY REACTOR AREA (ARA-I, II AND III)

Other than loss due to breakage of one
fatigue test specimen which had been running
for 3000 hours at ARA—I, there was no apparent
damage suffered at these facilities.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT COMPLEX/WASTE
MANAGEMENT OFFICE (RWMC/WMO)

No apparent structural damage was
ascertained in this area other than a few minor
cracks found in some of the sheetrock. Barrels
of waste stacked as shown in an earlier
photograph, Figure 8, did not tumble down as
might be expected to occur nor were any
detectable movements of the barrels ascertained.

No visual evidence of structural or
component damage was found in the EBR-II
Reactor and ANL-W area following initial and
follow-up inspections. All electrical and
mechanical systems functionality checkouts
detected no deviations from pre-earthquake
performance levels.

CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT AREA (CPP)

No visual evidence of structural or
component damage due to the earthquake was
observed during initial inspections by Exxon
Nuclear Incorporated (ENICO) personnel nor a
later follow-up inspection by EG&G and ENICO
structural engineers. A few hairline cracks
found in many of the buildings were judged to
be pre-existing and the result of settlement,
temperature and shrinkage in concrete or mortar
joints.

The most significant cracks found at CPP
occurred in the relatively new (v.1979)
Maintenance Building (CPP-663). Shown in
Figure 9 are cracks found near the crane rail
concrete support beam. Personnel working in
the building indicate the cracks at the south
end appeared during initial operation of the
crane. Cracks were found in the walls of the
Electrical Shop in the same building.
Personnel working in the shop stated these
occurred shortly after the building was
occupied and they actually heard some of the
cracks form when loud fracturing sounds
occurred. Based on this information, these
cracks are attributed to differential
settlement of the building although they may
have been enlarged or lengthened during the
earthquake.

Figure 8. Stacked barrels at RWMC.

Figure 9. CPP-663 maintenace building cracks
in wall at north end of crane rail.

No evidence of damage and/or movement was
detected for such structures as stacks, water
storage tanks, and both l.orizontal and vertical
standing chemical storage tanks. No earthquake
related craclcs or damage was found in the FAST
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facility although personnel reported water
sloshing of up to 1 ft in the pools. This
building was designed to essentially current
NRC seismic design requirements.

NON-CRITICAL FACILITIES DAMAGE

-Varying degrees of cracking although minor
were noted on many structures of this
category. Most cracks were hairline in nature
with a few isolated cases of upto 1/4 in. in
width. The origin of the cracks cannot
definitely be attributed to the effects of the
earthquake nor can they be ruled out: Many of
them can definitely be classed as pre-existing
due to such evidence as paint or dust and dirt
found inside them or pre-earthquake observation
of them by various personnel officed in the
buildings: However, it is possible that some
of the pre-existing cracks may have increased
in length'and/or width. The origin of some of
these cracks can be attributed to differential
settlement of the building over the years or
shrinkage which is common in concrete and
mortar and brick construction.

An example of a crack that definitely
opened up during the earthquake was one found
in the"Photo Lab (CFA-699). Not too long
before the earthquake this joint had been
caulked to assure no light filtered into this
room for film processing purposes. Other
similarly caulked joints in the lab opened up
to some degree.

TANKS, VESSELS, AND PIPING

Figure 10, shows an overall view of a
typical INEL water storage tank located at
CFA. Experience from previous earthquakes
indicates these types of storage tanks are not
able to effectively resist earthquake forces.
Some have collapsed and released their contents
due to sloshing and uplift of the tank bottom.
Although this tank "moaned and groaned" during
the earthquake as reported by nearby personnel,
there is no evidence of movement or uplift of
the base nor any other damage. Similar
findings were observed at other tank locations
on the INEL and for a tank located on a hill
near Arco.

Another type of tank design that is
particularly susceptible to earthquake forces
is the elevated water storage tank located at
TR.'. as shown in Figure 11. Examination of the
TRA tank showed no visible sign of damage or
movement.

Figure 11. Elevated water tank at TRA.

Other tanks of both vertical and
horizontal design with varying support designs
and sizes examined at INEL showed no evidence
of base movement or damage. In fact, similar
observations were n°ted for small diameter
(•̂8 ft) but tall ("\.2O ft) petroleum storage
tanks in Mackay which were not anchored to the
concrete support base. Based on this
observation and observed damage in Mackay, it
is the authors' opinion as well as others that
the intensity of ground shaking was probably
not as severe as one could expect from a
magnitude 7.3 earthquake.

With the exception of possible movement of
a fire water line at LOFT as discussed earlier,
there were no observable damage found on the
piping examined at the site- Further, ..nere
were no piping support failures nor damage
found on them and no indications were found of
excessive pipe movements.

MISCELLANEOUS

Figure 10. Overall view of water tank at CFA.

No damage or adverse effects were observed
when INEL roads, bridges,: utilities,
embankments, ponds, etc.. were examined.
Personnel did report observing severe shaking
and swinging of utility poles and power lines
during the earthquake. However, no apparent
damage was reported.

Unanchored transformers as well as
electrical bus bars which are very susceptible
to earthquake forces survived at INEL with no
apparent movement or damage reported.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

The seismic design criteria for the INEL
reactors and facilities have undergone a long
evolution as has all reactor designs
nationwide. Because of the long period of
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existence of reaccors at the INEL, designs
began with the simple static loads and have
evolved into current day dynamic loads and
methods.

Prior to the 1960's, most T"!5L structures
and components were designed ti -et seismic
design requirements of che Uniform Building
Code (UBC);2 This included normal building
construction but also reactors as well. In the
1960's it became apparent that UBC design
philosophy (protection of life and not
property) was insufficient for design of
reactor facilities because of the added hazards
of radiological exposure. With this
realization and the pioneering study efforts of
Housner3 and Newmark and Hall,4 among many
other people, a new design philosophy evolved
for reactor facilities which today is embodied
in the philosophy that protection of property
will assure protection of life under most
circumstances.

What follows is a brief overview of design
criteria used for seismic design of INEL
structures over the years.

UNIFORM BUILDING CODE (UBC) DESIGN

As noted above, the early INEL designs
used the UBC seismic design criteria for both
buildings and reactors. Over the years, the
International Conference of Building Officials
(ICBO) has published the Uniform Building Code
which contains minimum seismic design criteria
for ordinary building construction in various
delineated seismic risk zones in the U.S.
These risk zones weie for the most part defined
by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and were
based almost solely on historical seismicity.
Figure I7 shows the map that was used from 1952
to 1970 with few modifications. In 1969

static horizontal design factor to be applied
to the various structures.

Figure 12. Pre-1970 UBC seismic risk map.

Algermissen^ of the USGS drew a new map which
was a first attempt, in a general sense, to
include not only the historic seismicity but
also tectonic (fault) trends. This new map,
shown in Figure 13, was subsequently adopted by
the ICBO and included in their 1970 UBC
edition. As one will note, it changed zoning
in southeast Idaho from Zone 2 to Zone 3. For
UBC design, this in effect doubled the minimum

HlCJUHllUJ'Of IHtUKHinilAIU ^ J * J ^ \ I O
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Figure 13. Post 1970 UBC seismic risk map.

Algermissen^ later published another map
in 1976, as shown in Figure 14, which was based
on a probabilistic risk assessment of the
nation. This map along:with UBC [published

7

peak bedrock accelerations assigned^to each
seismic risk zone formed, along with other
supporting evidence, the basis for the:
requested zone change in southeast Idaho- This
change became effective in October 1981.
Figure 15 shows the current zone map as
published in •_'.ie UBC.

I Preliminary Map pf
Horizontal Acctleraiian (Eipretied As Percent Of

GrovilyJ In Rock Wilh 9 0 Percent Probability
Of Nol E-ing Exceeded In 5 0 Years -
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Un tairwn *W C*rlock r«»ltt •• Dslitniiw It 80 PveM Or 9.
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Figure 14. 1976 probabilistic risk map by
Algsrmissen.

Recently (1982) Algermissen8 published a
refined version of his 1976 map wherein greater
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emphasis on the geologic basis for seismic
source zones was included together with more
extensive data. The map which includes
southeast Idaho shows that only minor changes
were made in this area.

Figure 15. Current UBC seismic risk map (1982).

Basically to sum up the UBC design
criteria, a single static equivalent force
related to the type of structure and seismic
zone is applied separately in a horizontal
direction to determine worst loading for
design. This force for ordinary low rise
structures equals approximately 0.05 W for
Zone 2 and 0.10 W for Zone 3 where H is the
total weight of the structure. The resulting
design is then expected to protect life and not
property.

NRC DESIGN

The 1960's was the period for which it
became apparent that more strict seismic design
rules should be applied to critical facilities
such as dams and nuclear power plants. Thus,
there evolved a design concept based on "design
spectrum" curves developed from actual recorded
ground accelerations. The USAEC9 in 1963
published the first guidance on the use of this
concept for design of reactor facilities using
the spectrum curves. These curves developed by
Housner3 represent a normalized average of
the four strongest ground motion recordings
made up to that date and were intended for
applications wherein the "working stress"
concept is used for design. Also, at about the
same time there occurred a transition in design
concept from working stress to ultimate
strength design which allowed higher stress
aU.-wables.

During the late 1960's and early 1970's
considerable development and refining of
seismic design criteria for nuclear power
plants occurred along with a proliferation of
government rules and regulations regarding
design. Currently there are over 100 different
documents prepared by a variety of industrial

and regulatory groups in the U.S. which have a
direct bearing on the structural design and
analysis of safety class structures. These
publications are constantly being refined to
reflect the latest "state-of-art" and thinking
of experts in the field.

Briefly, the current design criteria
requires applying two horizontal and one
vertical component of seismic excitation
simultaneously with the input based on USNRC
Regulatory Guide 1.601-0 spectra. These
spectra, when properly scaled to design ground
motion have an 84% probability of not being
exceeded based on recc-js of past earthquakes.
The ground motion is related to the maximum
Richter Magnitude earthquake assumed to occur
on the nearest known active fault. The
definition of active fault as used here is one
in which the fault has moved once in the last
35,000 years or indicates recurrent movement
within the last 500,000 years.

The recorded accelerations (see Table 1)
from recorders located in the basements
(bedrock) of various INEL facilities were
plotted on acceleration vs. distance
attenuation graphs. As shown in Figure 16,
accelerations fall within expected values for
the given level of earthquake.
Table 2 lists the epicentral distances for INEL
facilities and other locations in the region.
The recordings generally confirm the
attenuation levels currently being used for
INEL design as realistic design criteria.
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Figure 16. Acceleration vs. distance
attenuation curves.

RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY DATA REDUCTION

The accelerograph records obtained at T.NEL
during the earthquake have been corrected and
digitized for all locations. The peak measured
accelerations occur about 7 s after the
recorders tripped on. These digitized records
have been used as input to a computer program
which computes the response spectrum for
various requested levels of damping. Some
checking of data has been conducted for the
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plants but extensive analysis has not been
completed at this time.

TABLE 2. EPICENTRAL DISTANCES MEASURED FROM
INEL FACILITIES AND UTHER LOCATIONS
IN THE REGION

Location

Arco
Blackfoot
CFA
Challis
CPP
EBR-II
Idaho Falls
LOFT
Mackay
Mackay Dam

NRF
PBF
Pocatello

Distance from

Kilometers
(km)

70
160
99
52
97
113
163
97
30
24
93
101
178

Epicenter

Miles
(mi)

43
100
61
33
60
70

101
60
19
15
58
63

110

CONCLUSIONS

The magnitude 7.3 earthquake was the
largest earthquake to occur in the contiguous
U.S. since the Hebgen Lake earthquake in 1959.
Based on the detailed inspections, comparisons
of measured accelerations with design levels,
and instrumental seismograph information, it is
concluded that the 1983 Borah Peak Earthquake
created no safety problems for INEL reactors or
other facilities.

All the reactors operating at the time of
the earthquake were shut down automatically or
by operator action where automatic systems were
not a part of the normal procedures.
Subsequent evaluations and operational tests of
all reactors has shown that they did not suffer
structural or safety related damage. Minor
non-structural damage has occurred to some
buildings in the form of hairline cracks and
settlement. Repairs have consisted largely of
caulking observed cracks for leak tightness as
well as for preservation from weather damage.
Observed earthquake motion was consistent with
the current earthquake zoning and design
specification.

Other conclusions are that the data
accumulated from this earthquake can be of
considerable importance-to earthquake engineers
and geologists. The data can be used to
confirm points on the design attenuation
curves, to check the computer models and
response accuracy used in design analyses, to
provide insight into regional seismicity and
tectonics, and provide further confidence in
the design adequacy of INEL reactors and
facilities.
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EARTHQUAKE EXPERIENCE DATA ON POWER AND INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES:
APPLICATIONS TO SEISMIC DESIGN AND EVALUATION
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ABSTRACT

An extensive study was conducted to document the seismic performance
of typical power plant and industrial structures In selected recent
strong earthquakes and to correlate the performance of each structure
to the seismic criteria to which it was designed. A total of 150
structures which were subjected to earthquakes producing site peak
ground accelerations (FGAs) in the range of 0.20 to 0.60g, were
examined. The construction types reviewed include steel braced
frames, reinforced concrete turbine pedestals, wood cooling towers,
and vertical cylindrical steel tanks. All data base structures were
designed between 1940 and 1969 by Uniform Building Code (UBC) type
static lateral force methods. Although the structures were
subjected to PGAs up to 4.5 times greater than their design static
lateral force coefficients, damage was generally nonexistent or
minimal. In all but one case (a deteriorated wood cooling tower),
the seismic performance of the data base structures did not adversely
affect facility operation or endanger personnel safety. The data
base information demonstrates that UBC type seismic design criteria,
when properly applied, can provide a high level of seismic protection
for pov r plant and industrial structures.

The established data base of earthquake affected structures provides
a valuable tool for realistically evaluating seismic risks in
existing facilities and for establishing appropriate seismic design
criteria for new facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Power generating »nd transmitting facilities
are essential to the social and economic
well-being of the general public and It is
critical, therefore, to prevent or limit
disruption of service due to earthquakes.
The two primary seismic performance
objectives for conventional power plant
facilities are:

• to eliminate safety hazards
to facility personnel, and

• to minimize interruption of
operation.

Seismic damage which does not threaten safety
or interfere with facility operation is
generally of secondary importance. Many
industrial facilities are subject to the same
two primary seismic criteria because loss of
operability often presents a much greater
financial liability than direct property
damage.

Acceptable seismic behavior of power plant
and industrial facilities is dependent on the
performance of many facility components, such
as mechanical and electrical equipment,
piping, architectural features, and
structures.

PURPOSE OF STUDY

The purpose of the study was to collect data
on many common types of power plant and
industrial structures which had experienced
strong earthquakes and to correlate their
performances with the seismic criteria to
which they were designed. It was intended
that data be collected on a variety of sizes
and configurations of structures so that the
findings of the study could be applied to
other existing or planned structures. The
data base would provide a tool for
realistically evaluating seismic risks in
existing facilities and for establishing
appropriate seismic design criteria for new
facilities.

A similar methodology has been utilized in an
earlier and ongoing project establishing a
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iarge data base on the seismic performance of
typical power plant mechanical and electrical
equipment (Yanev, Swan, and Smith, 1984).

DATA COLLECTION PROCESS

Many power plants in California and elsewhere
in the world have experienced strong
earthquakes in the last 25 years (Yanev,
1981). Detailed and reliable data concerning
earthquake performance and seismic design
criteria of these power facilities are
available. Many earthquake affected power
facilities were carefully inspected by owners
and outside investigators, and detailed
reports of observed damage were prepared.
Host facilities are still in use today, much
as they were at the time of the earthquake,
and were directly inspected; in cases where
seismic damage was too minor to warrant
repair, the damage itself was inspected.
Original seismic design criteria for the
structures was obtained from design
calculations and drawings. Facility
operability after an earthquake was
determined from operation log books and
"trouble reports". Finally, many operators
on duty at the time of the earthquakes are
still employed by the utilities and were
interviewed regarding their experiences.

SCOPE OF WORK

The four categories of power plant and
industrial structures examined are:

• Steel braced frames or moment-
resistant frames. These are
commonly used to support
equipment as in a boiler support
structure or for enclosure
structures as in a turbine
building.

• Reinforced concrete
turbine/generator pedestals
(moment-resistant space frames).

• Wood cooling tower structures
(induced draft counterflow type
cooling towers; braced wood
frame construction with bolted
joints).

• Steel vertical cylindrical tanks
(ground-mounted, generally
anchored, and with diameters
less than 40 feet). Not
included in this category were
larger diameter oil storage
tanks, which are generally
unanchored, and thin-shelled
stainless steel tanks.

It was decided that a sufficiently large data
base could be assembled from the following
five California earthquakes:

• San Fernando, 1971 M-6.6

• Ferndale (Eureka), 1975 M-5.5

• Imperial Valley, 1979 M-6.6

• Humboldt County, 1980 M-7.0

• Coalinga, 1983 H-6.7

These earthquakes subjected seven major power
plants with 30 separate generating units to
strong ground shaking. Although there are no
power generation facilities at Coalinga, the
earthquake was included because it affected a
number of structures pertinent to this study,
such as industrial steel framed structures,
cooling towers, and tanks. In all, detailed
data were collected from 12 major facilities
(Table 1).

Peak ground acceleration (PGA) values for the
facility sites range from 0.20 to 0.60g,
where g represents gravitational acceleration
(Table 1). Some of the reported PGA values
are based on actual instrument readings at
the sites. However, when no site instrument
readings were available, as was the case for
all San Fernando sites and some Coalinga
sites, estimated values were obtained by
interpolation of nearby instrument readings,
considering distance attenuation and geologic
and soil conditions.

Although not explicitly included in the data
base, the effects of a number of other recent
earthquakes have been Investigated. These
Include Nligata, Japan (1964); Alaska (1964);
Managua, Nicaragua (1972); Point Mugu,
California (1973); Friuli, Italy (1976);
Mlyagi-Ken-oki, Japan (1978); Santa Barbara,
California (1978); Morgan Hill, California
(1984); and Chile (1985). The results from
these earthquakes are consistent with the
data collected in this study and support the
stated conclusions.

Data were collected on a total of 150
separate structures. Collected data included
descriptions, photographs, details of
construction, seismic design criteria,
structural damage sustained as a result of
the earthquakes, and effects of structural
seismic performance on facility operation.

The following number of data base structures
were reviewed in each category.

Number of Structures
Data Base Cateporv

Steel Framed Structures

Concrete Turbine Pedestals

Wood Cooling Towers

Steel Tanks

in Data Base

42

28

27

_52

Total 150

The tank category includes several vertical
cylindrical scrubber columns typically used
in some industrial processes.
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SEISMTC DESIGN CRITERIA OF DATA BASE

STRUCTURES

All data base structures were designed and
constructed between 1940 and 1969. All steel
framed structures, concrete turbine
pedestals, and wood cooling towers were
designed for seismic resistance using the
static equivalent lateral force procedures of
the Uniform Building Code (UBC) or similar
contemporary codes. No specific seismic
design criteria could be located for the
tanks In the study; many were probably not
given formal seismic design consideration.
For the purposes of this study, a lateral
force coefficient equal to che maximum
coefficient satisfying allowable stress
requirements of the current edition of API
Standard 650, Appendix E, was assigned to
each tank (American Petroleum Institute,
1984).

The ranges of design static equivalent
lateral forces that were found for each type
of data base structure are given below (where
W represents the weight of the structure).

El Centro Unit 4 Boiler Support
Structure (Imperial Valley,
PGA-O.51g): Several steel «ngle
braces buckled near the top of
the structure. The damage did
not affect plant operation and
the buckled steel braces were
later removed and replaced.

Union Oil Cooling Tower
(Coalinga, FGA-0.60g): The
tower was about 36 years old at
the time of the earthquake, in a
deteriorated condition and
undergoing periodic repairs just
to remain functional. As a
result of the earthquake, eight
internal wood braces were
broken. The damage is probably
primarily attributable to the
deteriorated condition of the
tower. The damage did not
affect plant operation and was
repaired.

Type of Data
Base Structure.

Steel Framed Structures
Concrete Turbine Pedestals
Wood Cooling Towers
Steel Tanks

Design Static Equivalent
Lateral Force

0.08W to 0.20W (a few at 0.50W)
0.20W (a few at 0.50W)
0.20H
0.08W to 0.38W

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF DATA BASE STRUCTURES

As explained earlier, it was desirable to
obtain a diversity of configurations and
other physical parameters within each data
base category to give the data base a wide
applicability to other structures. This is
referred to as "enveloping". Specifically,
it is expected that similar types of
structures enveloped by the physical
characteristics (for example, heights or
aspect ratios) of the data base structures
will have earthquake response within the same
range as the data base structures. The
established data base contains sets of
reasonable configuration variants from which
valid comparisons can be made to many other
power plant and industrial structures.

SUMMARY OF DAMAGE AND OVERALL POWER PLANT
PERFORMANCE

The seismic damage sustained by the data base
structures and the effects on facility
operation are summarized in Table 2. Of the
150 structures in the data base, 139 (93%)
sustained no earthquake damage. Eight
structures (5%) sustained minor or
superficial damage (for example, to secondary
components, such seismic stops on boilers).
This type of damage did not affect
operability, and in most cases did not
warrant repair. Finally, the remaining three
structures (2%) sustained damage to main
bracing members:

El Centro Unit 1 Cooling Tower
(Imperial Valley, PGA-0.51g):
The tower was about 30 years old
at the time of the earthquake,
and, as with the Union Oil
Cooling Tower, in a deteriorated
condition and undergoing
periodic repairs to remain
functional. The tower sustained
substantial internal damage, but
reportedly was not on the verge
of collapse. According to the
plant operators, the tower may
have been functional following
the earthquake. However,
because the power plant could
fulfill its power generation
obligations without the use of
Unit 1, which contributes only
about 11% of the total El Centro
generating capacity, they chose
not to use the tower for the
time being. In the early
1980's, the cooling towers for
Units 1 and 2 were replaced,
primarily because of their age
and not necessarily because of
seismic damage. El Centro Unit
1 Cooling Tower is the only
structure in the data base of
150 in which, arguably, seismic
structural damage affected
facility operation.
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Therefore, In 149 of 150 (99+%) data Ivse
structures, structural damage, If any, did
not affect facility operablllty. In 1004 of
the structures, seismic performance did not
endanger facility personnel safety.

It Is interesting to address the overall
performance and operabllity of the affected
power plants during and after the
investigated events. The overall performance
of the plants illustrates most graphically
the relative insignificance of the seismic
damage that occurred. Table 3 summarizes 'che
performance of the power facilities that were
evaluated in detail. The three categories
under "Performance During Earthquake"
describe the overall performance of each
unit. "Remained On-line" indicates that the
unit continued to function properly through
the earthquake and send power to the grid.
"Tripped Off-Line But Still Operating"
Indicates that the plant separated from the
grid, usually due to protective relaying; the
plant continued to operate and generate steam
until returned to on-line service. "Lost
Station Power" indicates that all power to
and within the plant was lost and the plant
shut down.

All off-line units were brought back on-line
within 15 minutes to 13 hours. Often, the
delays in returning the units to service
involved the time necessary to locate and
reset tripped relays and circuit breakers and
to give the plant a cursory inspection. In
some cases, when there was not a large
immediate demand for power, the units were
given more detailed examinations before being
returned to service.

RESERVE SEISMIC MARGINS DEMONSTRATED BY DATA
BASE STRUCTURES

The correlation between the seismic
performance of the data base structures and
their design criteria is based on PGA (a
basic parameter describing the earthquake)
and the structure's lateral force coefficient
or "C" (a basic parameter describing the
seismic desigr). The ratio of PGA/C is
referred to as the minimum seismic reserve
margin demonstrated by each data base
structure. The reserve margin ratios
describe the seismic performance of the data
base structures relative to their design
criteria for the range of earthquakes
investigated.

As an example, the wood cooling towers at
Burbank Power Plant, which were designed for
a static equivalent lateral force of 0.20U
and were subjected to a PGA of 0.35g without
damage, successfully resisted PGAs 0.35/0.20
- 1.75 times greater than the design
coefficient. Because no damage or
interruption of operabillty occurred at this
level, this represents a minimum reserve
seismic margin of 1.75. The actual limiting
reserve margin, at which interruption of
operability would occur, Is higher by some
undetermined amount.

For each category of data base structures,
the maximum reserve margin demonstrated by
any one of the structures Is the minimum
reserve margin for that category. These
minimum demonstrated reserve margins are as
follows:

• Steel Framed Structures 4.5
• Concrete Turbine Pedestals. . . . 2.5
• Wood Cooling Towers 1.8
• Steel Tanks 3.5

The lowest demonstrated margin is for cooling
towers. This is primarily because design
criteria could not be conclusively
established for some of the towers subjected
to the higher PGAs and, consequently, reserve
margin ratios could not be calculated. The
actual reserve margin for wood cooling towers
is probably higher and commensurate with the
other margins.

It is probable that many of the data base
structures which demonstrated high reserve
margins experienced excursions into the
Inelastic range. Examples of inelastic
behavior can include slippage in connections,
minor inelastic yielding in structural
members, and hairline cracking in concrete.
Evidence of Inelastic behavior was sometimes
noted in the data base structures after the
earthquakes, but probably many minor aigns
were overlooked or not noticeable. Much of
the Inelastic behavior which probably
occurred had little consequential affect on
the structures.

REGULAR VS. IRREGULAR STRUCTURES

Often, today, in the design of new power
plant structures, a question arises as to the
sufficiency of a static equivalent lateral
force design procedure or the necessity of a
computer-aided dynamic analysis design. When
acceptable, the static method is preferred
because It is less costly. The data base
steel structures offer an opportunity to
study this question.

A structure which can be designed by the
static equivalent force method is referred to
as "regular", whereas one that cannot is
"irregular". The regularity or irregularity
of a structure actually pertains to the
appropriateness of the structural
configuration for a static lateral force
design. Ultimately, the question is one of
seismic performance: if a building designed
by a static procedure will behave acceptably,
then the static procedure is an acceptable
method of design.

The classification of regular vs. irregular
is largely one of engineering judgment.
Although some codes have attempted to
quantify it, even quantified code provisions
are developed based on engineering judgment
and experience from past earthquakes. This
is why the experience data represented by tlie
data base structures (which were all designed
by static equivalent lateral force methods)
is an important aid in determining the
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appropriateness of a static lateral force
design method foe neu power plant structures.

In the data base there are a number of steel
framed structures with configuration features
which would generally be classified as
Irregular for new design today. However,
despite this after-the-fact questionableness
of static equivalent lateral force design,
all structures performed within the desired
seismic object£ves Safety and operability),
and many suffered no damage at all. This
suggests that the type of static design
procedure employed by BBC and other codes can
be successfully applied, if used properly, to
a wide range of power plant structures which
may not initially seem well suited for such
an approach.

SUMMARY OF DATA BASE OBSERVATIONS

Observations concerning the data base of
structures affected by earthquakes are
summarized as follows:

• The data base structures were
designed between 1940 and 1969.
Seismic design considerations
were based on typical static
equivalent lateral force
procedures with lateral
coefficients generally in the
range of 0.08 to 0.20W.

• The data base structures were
subjected to earthquakes
producing site FGAs from 0.20 to
O.SOg.

• Host of the data base structures
(93%) sustained no structural
damage. Some sustained damage
which was minor. In 149 of 150
(99+%) data base structures,
structural damage, if any, did
not adversely affect facility
operation. In 100% of the
structures, seismic performance
did not endanger personnel
safety at the facility.

• The damage to deteriorated wood
cooling towers at the El Centro
Steam Plant in Imperial Valley
and the Union Oil Butane Plant
in Coalinga demonstrates the
importance of maintenance in
retaining seismic resistance of
Hood cooling towers.

• Many of the data base structures
were subjected to FGAs several
times greater than the lateral
force coefficients (C) for which
they were designed. The ratio
of PGA/C is the reserve seismic
margin demonstrated by each
structure. The reserve margins
demonstrated by the data base
structures vary from a maximum
of 1.8 for cooling towers to a
maximum of 4.5 for steel framed

structures. In effect, these
are the minimum demonstrated
reserve margins for each
category of structure because
little or no damage occurred and
operability was not affected for
the range of earthquakes
studied.

Many of the steel framed
structures in the data base have
structural configurations that
may be currently cor Idered
"irregular" rather than
"regular" (i.e., requiring a
dynamic analysis seismic design
procedure rather than a static
equivalent lateral force
procedure) . _: The structures
were, however, designed by the
static method and behaved
acceptably in the earthquakes.

The data base structures are
iepresentatiye of many other
power plant and industrial
structures which have physical
parameters enveloped by the
physical parameters of/the data
base sets. Specifically, it is
expected that similar types of
structures which are enveloped
by the physical characteristics
of the data base structures will
have earthquake response and
earthquake vulnerabilities in
the same range and character,
respectively, as the data base
structures.

CONCLUSIOMS

The data base structures performed very well
with respect to the desired seismic
objectives of safety and operability.
Reserve seismic margins up to 4.5 were
demonstrated. The findings of the study can
be applied to the many other power plant and
industrial structures which are enveloped by
the physical characteristics of the data
sets. This offers opportunities for cost-
effectiveness in the seismic evaluation of
existing facility structures and in the
establishment of design criteria for new
structures as follows:

• For existing structures, the
data base provides an
opportunity for more realistic
assessments of damage potential
through correlation with past
performance. It allows a
screening process whereby low
risk structures can be easily
identified, allowing non-typical
structures or those without
sufficient earthquake history to
be given the full attention
deserved.
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• For new design, the data base
provides a means of establishing
the appropriateness and
applicability of the less costly
static equivalent lateral force
design procedures, as opposed to
the dynamic analysis method.
Consideration of the reserve .
margins 'demonstrated by the data
base can help in determining
appropriate lateral force
coefficients for static design.
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FACILITIIS UVIEUBD IU COHFILIHC
TUB SEISMIC UnBIlMCE DATA USB

BartHquaka

~ S«B Fernando
earth

tan

Sylmar Converter
Station

V.I 1*7 Steam Want

Burbank Power Plant

Clendale Powr Plant

Pasadena Power Plant

Tvna of Faci l i ty

Large electrical substation for
converting nlgn voltage DC
power treatalttrd o?er th*
Pacific Intertie to AC power -
for IMI la tht Loi Angeles I M I

Four-ualt gae-flred pomr plant

Seven-unit gee-fired povit plane

Five-ualt gas-fired power plant

Fout-unlc gas-fired pomr plant

Coalings
Earthquake
1903

Plc'.ssnt Valley Pumping Pueping station to supply water
Plant (torn the-Saa Luis to the

Coallnge Canal

Union Oil Bucane Plant

Coallnga Hoee
Dehydration Station

Kettleaen Gaa
Compressor Statlcn

Petrochemical fac i l i ty to
extract butane and propane
from well waste gaa

Small plant for extracting
•oisture from natural gee

Natural gas pipeline booster
station

0.40

0.35

0.30

0.20

Feradale
Earthquake
1975

Imperial Valley
Earthquake
1979

Btmtboldt
Earthquake

Huaboldt Kay Power Plant

El Centra Steam Plant

Uucboldt Bay Power Plant

Two gu-fired unite, one
nuclear unit

Four-unit gas-fired power
plent

Two gas-fired unite, one
nuclear unit

0.35 *

0.51 •

0.27 *

0.59 e

0.60

0.60

0.25

* Ground acceleration aeaaured by an inatruaent at the f i te

TABLE Z
SUKHART Of EARTHQUAKE DAMACE TO DATA BASE STWCTUIES

Steel-friaed
Structures

Typea of Earthquake

37* Structures - Ho structural damage

1 Structure

1 Structure
I Structure

1 Structure

1 Structure

In 1975 Ferndale earthquake, elr-praheater seiaalc stopr at Unit 2,
Huvboldt Bay Tower Plane, ware distorted. HI nor dt fonat lon; no
repair required. Feint flaking noted on horixontal boiler brace
from H l s a l e atreae mad possible local inelaatielty; no daaaga.
toi ler eeleale atop* at Unit 2, Bl Centre, wert distorted,
la 19SQ Buabaldt County eartbquske, ptl&e Clsklag noted on wo
borlaontal bailer braces at Uolt 2, Umboldc Bay Power PUnt, froei
i t teale stress and passible local in t la i t l c l ty .
C o u n t * bloU. periawter curtain wall asperated tram ateal at two
places in Haehloa Shop, Huaboldt Bay Power Plant. Ho repair u d e .
Four bailer support s tee l braces at Unit 2 , El Centra, buckled;
needed replacing.' Boiler a e i n l c stops were distorted.

Bffect of Earthquake
Daaage oa Qnecabtllty

Hone
Boas

Hone

Hone

Concrete Tutbloe
Pedestals

2& Structures - He structural dasnge

Wood Cooling
Towers

23 Strue cures - No structural dwage

1 Structure - Diagonal braces palled apart and wood bearing plates broke at base
of Unit 1 Cooling Tower, 81 Centra; i t was defoned but not on
verge of collapse* - The tower was 30 years old s t the t l s e of the
earthquake and la poor physical condition.

1 Structure - Unit 2 Cooling Tower, El Centre, damaged e l ignt ly . Vo repair
required'

1 Structure - Several asbestos panels f e l l from Unit 4 Cooling Tower, El Centra.
Tower. BX Centre.

1 Structure - Eight Internal braces damaged at Uaioa Oil gutsae Cooling Tower.
Deteriorated tower wee 36 years old and In need of canscant repair-

Tower operablllty nay have been

affected; eince power generation

requiremeace could be eat without

Unit 1. operators did not use tower

until i t wits replaced several year*

later-

Hone

•one

Hone

51 Structures

Z Structures

T5o

Ho damage

Anchor bolts at Coall.^a Hose Dehydration Station were stretcned.

Man*

Hone

* Included l a number of undameged structures are two s t e e l framed buildings at Sylmar. Ho damage occurred to s t e e l framed superstructures of
buildings. Damage was noted to concrete beeemeat end foundation erees . Cosson concrete baeeaeat wall was damaged due to d i f f e r e n t i a l movement
causing pound In* between the two structures. Portion of basement floor flab cracked from dlffe .rai . t lal around settlement peneath I t .
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TABLE 3

pnronuitcz OF DATA BASE FOUEI OKMATIOH UNITS

Performance Purina Earthquake

Tripped
Peak Ground
Acceleration

Off-Une
ReMloed But S t i l l
On-Llne Operating

El Centre Sceam Plant (Imperial Valley. 1979)
Ualt 1* 20 1949 Q.51
Halt 2* 30 1952 0.51
Unit ] 4* 1957 0.51
Unit * 80 1968 0.51

Valley Steam Plant (San Fernando, 1971)
Unit 1 100 1954" OTTO
Unit 2* 100 1954 0.40
Unit 1 157 1955 0.40
Unit 4 157 1956 0.40

Burbank Fowl
Olive;
Unit 1
Unit 2

Magnolia:
Unit 1*
Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit »•
Unit 5*

sr Pla:

44
44

10
10

20

30
20

at (San Fernando. 1971)

1958
1961

1941
1942

1949

1952
1968

0.35
0.35

0.35
0.35

0.35

0.35
0.35

Humboldt Bay Power Plant (Feradale. 1975)
Dnlt 1 50 1956 0.35
Unit 2 50 1959 0.35
Unit 3 65 1963 0.35

Clendale toner Plant CSan Fernando. 1971)
Unit I* 20 1941 0.30
Unit 2* 20 1947 0.30
Unit 3 20 1953 0.30
Unit 4 44 1959 0.30
Unit 5 44 1964 0.30

Humboldt Bay Power Plant (BurtoUt. 1980)
Unit 1 50 1956 0.27
Unit 2 50 1958 0.27
Unit 3 65 1963 0.27

Paaadena Power Plant (San Fernando. 1971)
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

BL
B 2 «
B3
C5/G9"

45
4b
71
50

1955
1957
1965
1949

0.20
0-ZO
0.20
0.20

Station Time t o return
Power to Oa-Llne Service

15 Minutes
5 Hour*

Remained on line
49 Hlnutee

2 Hour*
2-1/2 B O U H

Because of Increased
system load froa outside
grid, watch engineer
voluntarily tripped-

Brought on-line 1/2 Hour
after earthquake

Less than 1/2 Hour
Leaa than 1/2 Hour

Remained on line
Remained otv lloa
Remained on line

13 Hours
10 Hours (Tripped by

operator)

Remained on line

Remained an line

**0n hot standby *t else of earthquake
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PERFORMANCE OF STRUCTURES DURING
HURRICANE ALICIA AND
THE ALTUS TORNADO

Timothy P. Marshall
Haag Engineering Co.
2455 S.iMciver Dr.

Carrollton, Tx 75006

Abstract

Investigation of building damage from Hurricane Alicia
and the Altus, Oklahoma Tornado revealed similarities in
structural performance. Variability in construction
practices and inherent uncertainties in structural materials
played an important role in determining why one building
survived unscathed while an adjacent building was heavily
damaged. Attention to detail like the installation of anchor
bolts or tie down straps helped explain the large variation
in damage.

Observed modes of building failure in the two different
windstorms are presented. Distinction between wind and wave
damage in Hurricane Alicia is discussed. Suggestions are
presented to help minimize structural damage due to wind and
wave forces in the future.

The second portion of this paper presents a methodology
for computing failure wind speeds using a probabilistic
approach which incorporates load and resistance statistics.
Upper and lower bound wind speed estimates are obtained with
a desired degree of confidence. Calculated wind speeds have
been consistent with the type of structural damages observed.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades,
there have been numerous advancements
in wind engineering research. Before
1950, few studies appeared in the
literature deriving wind speed
estimates from analysis of structural
damage. Windstorms were perceived by
many as a hazard for which buildings
could not be economically "designed.
Some people believe that a direct hit
from a large tornado or hurricane
would level even the sturdiest
structure.

The Dallas, Texas tornado, in
1957, gave engineers an opportunity to
study windstorm damage to a variety of
structures. Segner [1] derived
credible wind speed estimates from
studying the structural damage in the
wake of that tornado.

Since then, there have been a
number of studies estimating failure
wind speeds on buildings struck by
tornadoes and hurricanes. Engineering
assessments of tornado damage to
buildings have been accomplished bv
Minor [2] [3], Mehta [4] [5], and
McDonald [6] to name just a few.
Likewise, hurricane wind speed-damage
correlations have been completed, by
Mehta [7], and more recently by Kareem
[8] and Cox [9].

However, several questions arise
in determining the wind speed at which
a building fails. What effect does
the variability in wind load and
structural materials have in building
response? How credible are the
calculated failure wind speeds? What
degree of confidence is there in the
failure wind speed estimates?' These
questions and others will be addressed
in latter portions of this text.

ADVANCEMENTS IN DAMAGE ANALYSIS

The results of engineering
analyses of hurricane and tornado
damage have shown that buildings fail
similarly. Increased airflow around
building corners creates additional
outward pressures. As a result,
structural failure typically occurs
at roof eaves, corners, and ridge
lines.

Also, study of tornado damage has
revealed that buildings do not explode
because of low air pressure or vacuum.
Though a small barometric pressure
drop does occur inside a tornado, most
buildings have adequate ventilation to
offset this pressure differential
rapidly. Furthermore, flying debris
will most likely open buildings to the
wind well in advance of stronger
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tornadic winds. Thus, opening windows
in advance of a tornado is not
worthwhile.

Maximum wind speeds in hurricanes
and tornadoes can approach 225 mph.
However, most storms have wind
velocities less than 150 mph. Thus,
buildings CAN be designed to survive
windstorms! Engineered structures
which have sustained a direct hit from
tornadoes include the Great Plains
Life Building and Pioneer Gas Building
in Lubbock. Texas. These structures
were repaired and are in use today.
In general, non-engineered buildings,
like residences, usually have less
resistance to the wind because minimal
attention is paid to connection
details. Thus, severe structural
damage can occur to these type of
buildings in windstorms.

HURRICANE ALICIA

Hurricane Alicia struck the Texas
coast near West Galveston Island just
after midnight on August 18, 1983.
Alicia was a small hurricane by
meteorological standards, with maximum
sustained wind speeds barely attaining
hurricane force (75 mph). Refer to
Figure 1 showing the path of the
hurricane eye. As typical with
hurricanes in the northern hemisphere,
Alicias1 maximum winds and storm surge
occurred on the right side of the
hurricane track. Peak wind speeds in
Alicia approached 110 mph in a narrow
band along West Galveston Island and
near Baytown. Likewise, a maximum
storm surgp of twelve feet (above mean
sea level) occurred at both locations.

The storm surge elevation
gradually increased as the hurricane
approached land. Most low lying areas
on barrier islands became submerged by
the sea before the strongest winds
arrived. Highest storm surge
elevations occurred when the eye of
the hurricane made landfall. After
landfall, the eye of the storm
progressed in a northwest direction
just passing west of downtown Houston.

Several small residential
communities on West Galveston Island
sustained heavy storm damage. However,
minimum design wind speeds as
specified in ANSI [10] were not
exceeded. Inspection of building
damage by the author revealed minimal
attention had been given to anchorage,
bracing, and connections when homes
were constructed. This explained why
so much damage resulted when wind
speeds had been at or below building
code requirements.

m; o a m -
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Figure 1. Path of eye in Hurricane
Alicia during the morning of August
IS, 1983. An "X" marks the location
of maximum storm surge (12 ft), and
peak winds of 110 mph.

Structural failure typically
originated at the weakest connection
and progressed rapidly causing
extensive damage. Vast differences
were observed in the type and amount
of anchoraging used in coastal
construction. Thus, it was not
surprising to see sharp variations in
structural damage from one building to
the next (Figure 2). It was
interesting to note that many people
attributed the contrast in damage due
to "skipping" tornadoes.

Figure 2. Variation in residential
damage was attributed primarily to
different construction practices.
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Three Types of Building Failures

Building failures were observed
in coastal structures resulting from
both wind anu wave action. These
failures primarily originated at the
ground/pier,vwall/floorjLor roof/wall
connections. Ground/pier: movement was
observed due to wave action. The
other two types of failures were
associated with wind effects. In each
case, structural breakdown could be
traced to an inadequate connection.
It was interesting to find that few
pier/floor;connections failed, v;> <

Coastal areas lost up to three
feet of sand in vertical elevation.
Piers were typically 8,to 15 feet
below grade. Thus, soil scouring by
wave action caused a substantial
reduction in pier stability. Battering
by waves caused some piers to shift.
A few structures with piers installed
less than five feet below grade had
collapsed (Figure 3 ) .

Host coastal residences were
elevated on piers since shore front
property was generally less than 8
feet abovesea level. However, some
structures were hot elevated on piers. ;.
Such, was the case in the Brownwood
community near Bay town located along :;
north Galveston Bay; Waves super-
imposed on a twelve foot storm surge
washed away several homes (Figure 4 ) .
The high storm surge occurred since '':
the bay was predominantly under
southeast winds throughout the
hurricane. Ocean water was literally
dammed up at the north end of the bay.

Wave forces are greatest at the
base of a building. Repeated wave
wash undermines structures from the
ground upward. In contrast, wind
forces are greatest at roof levels
since wind velocity increases with
height. Lack of roof damage, such as
removal of decking and shingles in
Figure 5, indicates the primary damage
mechanism was from wave action.

A second type of structural
failure observed originated at the
wall/floor connection. Typically, .
straight nails connected the bottom
plate of the wall to the floor.
Lateral forces due to wind effects
pivoted walls about the base until
collapse occurred. :v:'-'.'

Coastal residences tended to have
large rooms on the ocean side with few
shear walls. As a result, failure of
the windward wall resulted in a rapid
progression of structural damage.

Figure 3. Pier movement due to wave
battering caused structure to
eventually collapse.

Figure 4. Residence on grade was
levelled by wave action atop a 12 ft
storm surge.

Figure 5. Wave actio:. undermined this
residence leaving only the wooden
frame and.roof intact.
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Roofs were uplifted and exterior walls
fell outward. The lack of adequate
wall/floor anchorages usually meant
loss of the entire structure above
floor level (Figure 6 ) . This type of
failure resulted with wind velocities
well under 100 mph. - : J .

The;third type of observed
failure was between roof/wall " v
connections. 'Roof systems are
typically designed to: remain on a -•'•;: :".V
structure by gravity force. Thus,
minimal attention had been given to
roof/wall connections. Light framed
roofs were most susceptible to damage
by wind effects (Figure 7).

Roof geometry also played an
important role in determining the
degree of wind resistance. Gable and
flat roofs suffered more wind damage
than hip or mansard roofs, the latter
being more streamlined. Eaves and
porch overhangs were particularly
vulnerable to being uplifted (Figure
8). Airflow stagnated underneath
beneath overhangs generating
additional upward pressures.

Steps To Minimize Hurricane Damage

Investigation of structural
damage in Hurricane Alicia revealed
that gradations in damage were
primarily attributable to variations
in construction rather than a sudden
changes in wind velocity. Structural
failure evolved from the weakest
connection. Minimizing potential
damage from wind and wave action
requires strengthening of existing
connections. Figure 9 illustrates
important connection locations and
braces which could be installed to
provide a more wind resistant
structure. Diagonal braces added to
piers, walls, and roof structure will
help distribute wind loads to other
portions of the structure.

Curtailing ground/pier failure
entails the placement of deep piers to
resist lateral forces due to wave
action. Deeper piers resist
horizontal movement. Structures with
concrete slabs placed on grade around
piers apparently help stiffen the pier
.structure.

Generally, the f;»ce of a wave is
tremendous in comparison to the forces
of the wind. A one foot wave
traveling at 10 mph has as much
hydrostatic force as a wind velocity
of 280 mph.

Figure 6. Poor wall/floor anchorage
usually meant loss of the structure
above floor level.

Figure 7. Failure of roof/well
connections was common in coastal
residences.

Figure 8. Windward roof overhangs
were vulnerable to aerodynamic lifting
by the wind.
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Figure 9. Critical connections (small
letters) and bracing locations
(dashed) that can be installed in
structures for additional wind
resistance.

Wall/floor failures can be
reduced by the placement of metal
bolts in sill plates fastened to the
floor. Shear walls should be
constructed to react wind J~Tds.

Avoidance of roof/wall failures
involves placement of metal straps
between the rafters, roof joists, and
the top plate of the wall. These
straps are readily available in
coastal areas and are sometimes
referred to as "hurricane clips".

Some coastal buildings had metal
anchors at critical connections.
However, steel straps, bolts, and
nails had rusted from exposure to sea
spray. Effectiveness of anchors was
clearly reduced. It is important that
exposed metal connections be painted
and maintained to avoid corrosion.

One residence on West Galveston
Island remained undamaged after the
onslaught of wind and wave forces
from the hurricane. The homeowner was
a carpenter who had constructed his
home modifying the structure to resist
the wind (Figure 10).

Figure 10. This well-built home
survived the hurricane winds owing to
the fact that anchors and braces were
installed at critical joints when the
residence was constructed.

This home was several hundred
feet inland and away from the wave
action zone. Drilled piers extended
into the soil about 14 feet below
grade. A concrete slab had been
poured around the pier structure.
Both actions enhanced pier structure
stability. Piers were braced
diagonally to the floor structure,
thus securing the floor. Connections
were bolted.

The shortest dimension of the
structure faced the ocean, minimizing
the amount of wall area exposed to
strongest winds. The exterior wall on
the ocean side had small-sized
windows. Prior to the storm, the
owner boarded up the windows with
plywood. This prevented wind blown
debris from breaching the structure.
Walls were fastened to the floor with
16d nails instead of smaller standard
8d or lOd nails. Likewise, roof—to-
wall connections were with 16d nails.

There was only an eighteen inch
eave around the roof perimeter,
minimizing wind uplift effects. A
small porch, with a four foot roof
overhang, was located on the side of
the structure facing away from the
ocean. A hip type roof provided
better streamlining of the wind. Roof
decking and"shingles were adequately
nailed to the roof structure.

These modifications to the
structure increased resistance to
lateral loids caused by wind and wave
action. This house survived the storm
amidst homes which were heavily
damaged.
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THE ALTUS, OKLAHOMA TORNADO

A tornado struck Altus Air Force
Base in Oklahoma on May 11, 1982.
The tornado traveled in a northeast-
ward direction across the base,
causing substantial damage to many
buildings. Refer to Figure 11,
showing the tornado damage path. One
structure, heavily damaged by the
storm, was the communications
facility; Although this building was
engineered arid hardened for blast, the
roof failed with wind velocities below
150 mph. Building contents were
damaged by rainwater.

A damage survey by the author
initially categorized damage intensity
using the F-scale developed by Fujita
[11]. On a scale-from zero to five,
five being the most severe damage, six
buildings suffered heavy damage (F3),
eleven, moderate damage (F2), and
seven, light damage (Fl).

Construction plans were obtained
for several heavily damaged buildings.
Information from these plans was used
to calculate the wind velocity needed
to cause structural failure. A method
was devised by this author to
incorporate load and resistance
statistics in wind speed estimates in
order that a degree of confidence
could be obtained.

Parachute DrvinE Tower

A parachute drying tower was
located on the right side of the
tornado path approximately 650 feet
from the tornado center. As the
tornado passed, the tower overturned
falling toward the northeast, pivoting
about a line through the two leeward
supporting columns. Anchor bolts,
securing the tower to the foundation,
failed in tension. Failure wind
speed was calculated based on the
tensile strength of the anchor bolts.

Dining Hall and Recreation Buildings

Both buildings were single-story
masonry structures with flat timber
roof structure. The center of the
tornado passed about 200 feet to the
south of the buildings. The strong
winds lifted eaves along windward
sides of the building. The dining
hall rcof structure consisted of 2" x
10" wooden joists spaced 12 inches on
center. Roof framing on the
recreation building consisted of
wooden joists spaced 16 inches on
center. Roof joists were toenailed
with lOd nails to the top plate:of the
walls. Failure of the roof systems
occurred when pr.ils were extruded and
the dead weight of the roofs was

800 N

Figure 11. Tornado damage path
through Altus Air Force Base in
Oklahoma. Building debris
trajectories are shaded,
overcome by aerodynamic uplift.
Failure wind speeds were calculated
using the pullout strengths of the
toenailed connections and weight of
the r o o f s t r u c t u r e s . : v: j; .--'••>'•••

Communication Building •

The communications building was a": •;
one-story, steel reinforced, block =;

masonry building with steel roof P
joists. Roof joists were spaced 30
inches on center, and were bolted to a
bond beam with two half-inch diameter
bolts. The roof :deck had a two inch
thick lightweight concrete; deck poured
over a fabrics-backed wire mesh,v The
mesh was anchored to the steel joists
by twisted galvanized wire. The
tornado passed directly"over the :
building. Applied wind loads caused
failure of the twisted gaivanized wire
and the entire roof literally "rolled"
off. Failure wind speed was
determined using tensile strength of '
the wire.

LOAD AND RESISTANCE METHODOLOGY

Within the past several years, a
concept has emerged in the design of'
engineered structures which enables
engineers to account for the vari-
ability in material strength and types
of applied loadings. The concept is
termed Load and Resistance Factor
Design (LRFD). Further explanation of
the LRFD method can be found in
Ellingwood [12].
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LRFD essentially treats the load
and resistance properties of
structures in terms of continuous
probability distributions (Figure 12).
In contrast, nominal strengths (or
loads), as specified in building
codes, are discrete values. Codes
include safety factors which need to
be excluded when determining failure
wind speeds. If safety factors arid
uncertainties in load-resistance
behavior of the structure are NOT
considered, failure wind speeds can be
overestimated or underestimated.

_ In reference to Figure 12, L and
R describe the central tendency of
randomly applied loads and material
resistance, respectively. When L
equals 8, failure results. A brief
summary of the procedure used to
calculate failure wind loads employing
the load-resistance concept is
presented. Further explanation can be
found in Marshall [13].

Uncertainties in structural
resistance include variations in
material strengths, fabrication, and
underlying design assumptions.
Ellingwpod [12] recognized the
uncertainties in structural resistance
as a function of:

R = RH M F P (1)

where RH is the nominal code-specified
resistance, and the terms M, F and P
represent ratios in the uncertainties
of material strength, fabrication and
professional design assumptions,
respectively.

The simplified expression for
wind pressure can be written as:

2
q = c GCP V (2)

where q is the wind pressure in pounds
per square foot (psf), c is the air
density term, G is the gust response
factor, Cp is the pressure coefficient
and V is the wind velocity in miles
per hour (mph).

The total wind load, L, is
represented by the product q A, where
A is the area over which the wind
pressure q,-is acting. Then, the
failure wind speed can be calculated
by setting the structural resisting
moment equal to the wind induced
moment. At failure:

|RH M F P d

J c A GCP e
(3)

where d and e are moment arms. In
order to establish confidence limits
on the failure wind speed, the
coefficient of variation (c.o.v.) in

P,=P(R<L)=Pa>R)
Failure

Figure 12. Typical load and
resistance probability distribution.
Shaded region indicates a probability
of failure.

each term must be known. Quantifying
these uncertainties is difficult,
especially for M, F, P and GC terms.
Although Ellingwood [12] has presented
some data estimating the variability
in these parameters, they are just
estimates and more research is needed
to quantify these uncertainties.

When combining two or more
probability distributions, the
resultant c.o.v. is determined using
the equations of binary operations as
shown by Uaugen [14]. Using this
approach, the c.o.v. in resistance
terms can be expressed as:

Similarly, the c.o.v. in the wind
speed terms can be expressed as:

(5)

A degree of confidence can be
selected for the calculated wind speed
if the c.o.v. is known. Ghiocel [15]
has shown that, for a normal
distribution, the upper and lower
bounds of the calculated wind speed
are expressed as:

WS V (1 ± K Vw) (6)

where K represents the number of
standard deviations from the mean
which are selected.

Load and Resistance Statistics

Statistical data on load and
resistance variables were assembled
from numerous sources. These data
were categorized and arranged into
Table 1. Categories entitled good,
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TABLE 1

CREDENCE LEVELS FOR LOAD AND RESISTANCE
VARIABILITIES

iBsiniifltion

Strength
of

Materials

ANSI,1982
coefficents
and other
pressure
coefficents

GOOD
Variable

A490 bolts,T
Concrete,pretensioned ,T
A325 bolts,T
Concrete,postensioned.T
Hot railed steel,T
Steel beams,elastic,LTB
Steel beams,plasticLTB

Density constant,
Net pressure coefficent

»r
.05
.08
.09
.10
.11
.12
.13

PD

LN
N

LN
N

LN
LN
LN

.05 N

.OS N

ACCEPTABLE
Variable

Reinforced concrete,F
Steel beam,Inelastic,LTB
Slulam Timber,3 ~

-Compression
-Bending
-Tension

Cold foriied steel,F
F i l l e t welds.T
Brick masonry

- I f Inspected
Concrete masonry

- I f Inspected
Fully tempered glass
Heat strengthened glass

Gust response factor
External/Internal
pressure coefficent
Velocity Pressure
exposure cnefficent
External pressure coef.
components and claddinq

V
.14
.14

.14

.18

.21

.17
.18
.21
.19
.21
.18
.15
.20

.11

.12

.16
for

17

PD

N
LN

W
H
W

LN
LN
LN
LN
LN
LN
N
N

N

N

N

N

QUESTIONABLE
Variable

A l l glass-missiles
Annealed glass ..
Dimension Timber.

-Compression
-Bending

: :-Tens1on
Nai1ed connections,T

- U d toenailed
-lOd toenailed
-8d toenailed
-8-16d straight

V
.22
.25

.25

.40

.46

.23

.30

.36

.36

Local pressure;coefficenxs
for low-r ise buildings

-smooth ter ra in
- -rough ter r ian

.30

.70
fo r high-r ise buildings

-smooth t e r r a i n
-roudh te r ra in

.20
- ^ 5 0

PD

N
N

W
W
M

N
N
N
N

N
N

N

Definition of variables
Vr • coefficent of variation
T * tension members
F * f^xural members
LTB' lateral torsional buckling

PO =• probability distribution
N • normal
LN - log-normal
M • weibuil

Variabi l i ty formulas

V. = J v i ' • * V! •+ VJ

acceptable, and questionable were
designed to help rank the variability
of load and resistance data. These
categories were initially developed by
Mehta [5] as an attempt to establish
some degree of credence in a failure
wind speed estimate.

Construction materials in the
good category are most reliable for
wind speed calculations. Under wind
loading, these materials will yield
failur, wind speed estimates with
nsfj 1 confidence bands. Widest
rcnfi. ice bands will result with
•vjest--' -nable structural materials.

Wi.id Calculation Procedure

A summary of the above
methodology used to calculate failure
wind loads with a selected confidence
level is presented below:

1) Obtain desired sets of
construction plans.

2) Determine the average
resistance of connections and
structure dead load (weight).

3) Calculate the mean resisting
moment.

4) Calculate the overturning
moment produced by the wind.

5) Equate steps 3 and 4 and solve
for the mean wind pressure or
velocity.

Vw1nd

6) Determine the weighted
coefficient of variation of
the resisting moment using
Equation 4. :

7) Determine, the coefficient of
variation .-of the wind speed
using Equation 5.

8) Establish the desired
confidence levels using
equation 6.

Wind Load Examples

Using the methodology described
above, failure wind speeds were,
calculated for four buildings which
were heavily damaged at the Altus Air ;
Force Base. The structures were, a
parachute drying tower, dining hall,
recreation center, and communications
facility. Results are presented in
Table 2.

In each case, structural failure ;
initiated at a connection. The
parachute drying tower overturned when
anchor bolts failed in tension. The
remaining buildings had roof failure
which initiated from uplift of nailed
or tied connections at the roof/wall
intersection. Calculations for
structural portions which did not fail
were completed to provide an upper
bound estimate of the failure wind
speed. Although each building was
considerably different in construction
detail, the calculated wind speeds
proved consistent and reasonable for
the damage observed.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY WIND SPEED ESTIMATES IN THE ALTUS TORNADO

Building Failure origin Distance from
tornado center

F-scale
rating

Failure
wind speed*

No failure
wind speed*

Parachute Drying
Tower

Dining Hall

Recreation Hall

Comnunicatians
building

Anchor bolt
connection

Toenailed roof
connection

Toenailed roof
connection

Twisted wire
connection

650 f t right

200 f t left

100 f t left

0 ft

Fl

F2

F2

F3

116 + 19 mph

121 + 27 mph

129 + 3 4 mph

120 + 29 mph

150 i 38 mph

147 i 38 mph

107 + 14 mph

* Three second gust wi th 951 confidence l i m i t s

Roof Eaves and Connections

The effect of roof geometry.,
weight, eave length, and extont of
nailed connections will influence the
failure wind speed. In order to
determine the the relative importance
of th••'•: parameters, failure wind
speeds, were calculated for a given
roof structure measuring 40 ft long by
14 ft witte. Parameters were varied
according to the following:

1) Flat roof
2) Gable roof, 10 degree slope.
3) Roof dead load at 10 psf.
4) Roof dead load at 20 psf.
5) No roof connections.
6) Toe-nailed connections.
7) 6 ft eave on windward side.
8) No roof eave on windward side.

Even numbered parameters
represent the more wind resistant
cases and odd number parameters
represent the less wind resistant
cases. Assuming the even numbered
criteria, failure wind speed for the
given structure was about 150 mph.
Using the the odd number criteria,
failure wind speed was only 55 mph.
In this case, eave length proved most
critical and roof slope least critical
in determining structural
susceptibility to wind effects. This
example illustrates that even minor
building modifications can increase
wind resistance dramatically.

USE OF THE F-SCALE

The F-scale is used frequently to
rate the intensity of damage to
structures. The scale is easy to use
and is readily accepted by the
National Weather Service and others in
the scientific community. One of the
shortcomings of the F-scale is that it
assumes all structures are homo-
geneously constructed. Variations in
structural strength simply aren't
considered. In essence, a leveled

steel-reinforced concrete building
would be assigned the same F-scale
rating as a demolished outbuilding.

Incorporation of load-resistance
principles in the F-scale rating would
result in the modifications listed
below:

1) As the mean wind speed increases,
confidence bands widen. As a
result, wind speed ranges will
overlap between F-scale
categories. Therefore, damage
intensity of a structure may
actually lie in more than one
F-scale category.

2) Confidence bands widen with
increasing variability in the
resistance of a structure. Since
this is related to the degree of
engineering attention in design
of a building, a better degree
of confidence in estimating the
the failure wind speed can be
obtained.

These two points are illustrated
in Table 3.

SUMMARY

The first portion of this paper
explored variations in building
performance during Hurricane Alicia.
Structural failures could be traced
back to inadequate connections.
Importance of connection details was
stressed in hope that in the future,
the vulnerability of structures to
wind and waves is minimized.

A methodology to calculate
failure wind speeds on buildings was
presented. The method incorporates
load and resistance statist ics to
obtain a certain degree of confidence
in wind speed assessment. Information
can be used from construction plans to
calculate the possible range of
failure wind speeds.
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TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF F-SCALE WIND SPEED TO
LOAD AND RESISTANCE WIND SPEED

F-scale (after Fujita. 1971) Load and Resistance Wind Speed *

F-scale

0

1

2

3

4

5

Wind Speed Range

40-72 mph

V3-112

113-157

158-206

207-260

261-318

Mean

56 mph

92

135

182

233

289

v r - . i

47-65 mph

77-107

113-157

152-212

195-271

242-336

» r - . 2

43-69 mph

70-114

103-167

139-225

177-289

220-358

\ - .3

38-74 nph

62-122

91-179

132-232

157-309

195-383

•951 confidence limits

The probabilistic approach shown
here is new since advancements using
the LRFD method are still being
developed. Future research will
provide additional load and resistance
data which can improve failure wind
speed estimates.
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THE 1983 BORAH PEAK, IDAHO EARTHQUAKE—
A REVIEW OF SEISMICITY, SURFACE FAULTING

AND REGIONAL TECTONICS

U. D. Rich ins
Idaho N a t i o n a l Engineer ing Laboratory

EG&G Idaho , I n c .
Idaho F a l l s , ID 83415

Abstract

The October 28, 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake (M = 7.3) occurred
in an area of low historic seismicity within east-central Idaho along a
segment of the Lost River fault active during the Holocene. A dense net-
work of portable short period seismographs (up to 45 stations, station
spacings of 2 to 10 km) was installed beginning several hours after the
main shock and operated for 22 days. In addition to records from the port-
able instrumentation, data from permanent seismograph stations operating
in Idaho, Utah, Montana, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming, provide a good
regional data base. No fdreshock activity above magnitude 2.0 (>L) was
detected for the two month period preceding the main shock. The distribu-
tion of 421 aftershocks of M,>2 defines an epicentral pattern, 75 km x 15
km, trending north-northwest parallel to the surface rupture but displaced
laterally southwest by 5 to 10 km. The epicenter of the main shock is
approximately 14 km south-southwest of the end of surface faulting. This
relationship suggests unilateral rupture propagating to the northwest.
Aftershocks extend to depths of approximately 16 km and in the southeastern
portion of the aftershock pattern define a zone, dipping approximately 45°
SW, that intersects the surface near the fault scarp. The entire aftershock
zone as observed during the first 3.5 weeks was active shortly after the
main shock occurred. Fault plane solutions indicate predominantly normal
faulting with varying components of strike slip.

INTRODUCTION

The October 28, 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho
earthquake occurred along a segment of the
Lost River fault, a major normal fault in
central Idaho exhibiting Quaternary surface
rupturing events. The magnitude 7.3 (H ),
main shock was accompanied by approximately
36 km of surface faulting with maximum vertical
displacements of 2.7 m [1] and resulted in
2 deaths and approximately $12.5 million damage
[2]. A dense network (station spacings of
2 to 10 km) of portable short-period seismo-
graphs was installed beginning approximately
seven hours after the main shock to provide
aftershock coverage. In addition to records
from the portable instrumentation, data from
permanent seismographs in Idaho, Utah, Montana,
Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming provide a
good region?1 data base.

Figure 1 shows the location of the Borah
Peak, Idaho earthquake in relation to the
Intermountain seismic belt (ISB) which trends
generally north-south through western Montana,
Yellowstone Park, southeast Idaho, and central
Utah. The Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake
occurred west of one of the most active parts
of the ISB in an area of very low historical
seismicity, and east of an active portion
of central Idaho near Stanley. The epicentral
zone is east of the Idaho Batholith and north-
west of the Snake River Plain, in an area
of northwest-trending Cenozoic faulting with

Basin and Range type structure. Faults with
Quaternary and Holocene displacement [3,4]
in the vicinity of the 1983 earthquake
are shown in Figure 2.

Mapping of the surface faulting accompany-
ing the Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake was done
primarily by U.S. Geological Survey geologists
(see Figure 2 ) . Crone et al. [1] measured
maximum vertical displacements (throw) of
2.7 m with an average of 0.8 m. They also
measured a component of left-lateral fault
slip averaging 17% of the dip-slip component.
A trench across the Lost River fault was
excavated prior to the 1983 earthquake by
Hait and Scott [5] who conclude that at least
one and possibly multiple Holocene surface
rupturing events have occurred near Willow
Creek (Double Springs Pass Road).

SEARCH FOR F0RESH0CK ACTIVITY

Analog and digital records from the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory network in
southeastern Idaho (A = 70 to 210 km, 5
stations) and analog records from the Boise
State University network in southwestern
Idaho (A = 155 to 245 km, 3 stations)
were examined in detail for the two month
period prior to the main shock in order to
identify and locate any foreshock activity.
No foreshocks within 50 km of the surface
rupture abova the estimated detection threshold
of magnitude 2.0 (M.) were detected during
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Figure 1. Map of the Intermountain seismic
belt [14,15] showing earthquake epicenters
for the period 1950-1976 (small dots).
Historic earthquakes with magnitudes above
6.0 are indicated by large dots and are labeled
with the date and magnitude.

this two month period. Dewey [6], in an exam-
ination of regionally recorded earthquakes
in central Idaho, reports that no earthquakes
above magnitude 3.5 have occurred within 25
km of the 1983 main shock epicenter since
at least 1963.

LOCATION OF MAIN SHOCK AND EARLY AFTERSHOCKS

Arrival time data from 23 regional
stations (A <650 km) were collected for the
main shock, the first 24 hours of aftershocks
(M.^2.5), and six well-located master events.
Data from four local stations (A <50 km) were
available for some of the later events during
the first 24 hours as well as the master
events. The master events (see Figure 4)

were aftershocks located with the portable
network with magnitudes of .".5-4.5 (M^, 20-25
local recording stations, '.aximum aximuthal
gaps of approximately 80°, and at least one
station within 4 km of the epicenter. All
earthquake locations for. this study were
computed using the program HYPOINVERSE [7].
Data from the 27 calibrated stations were;
not used in locating the master events. The
velocity model was determined using local
seismic refraction data [8,9,10] from profiles
shown in Figure 2i Average P-wave delays
were,determined for the regional network using
the master events and used to locate:earth-
quakes during the first 24 hours.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of earth-
quake activity during the first 24 hours after
the main shock. A total of 48 earthquakes
(M>2.5) were locatable during this period.
Records for most regional stations were sat-
urated during the first hour following the
main shock preventing complete detection of
events with magnitudes less than 4.0 (M.)
during the one hour period. The 48 earthquakes
were located using the calibrated regional
network and data, where available, from four
calibrated local stations installed within
the aftershock zone during the first 24 hours.
The focal depth of the main shock was fixed
at 16 km. The focal depths of the 47 after-
shocks were fixed at 10 km. The largest after-
shock (M, = 5.8) during this period occurred
approximately six hours after the main shock.
Location and magnitude data are listed in
Table 1.

Allowing for as much as 5 to 10 km of
error in the location of the main shock, it
is clear that the epicenter is south of the
surface faulting suggesting unilateral rupture
propagating to the northwest. Epicenters;
of the main shock arid early aftershocks define
a 10 to 15 km wide zone trending north-north-
west parallel to the surface rupture. The
northeast boundary of the aftershock zone
is located approximately 3 to 5 km southwest
of the surface break. The main shock epicenter
and all but three of the aftershocks located
during the first 24 hours lie within a paral-
lelogram whose northeast edge is nearly
coincident with the surface break (dashed
lines, Figure 3). This suggests that this
parallelogram may represent the surface projec-
tion of the primary fault rupture.

LOCAL NETWORK CONFIGURATION AND MAGNITUDE
DETERMINATION

To Ttamine aftershock activity in detail,
a local network of portable seismographs was
established surrounding the surface rupture
within several hours after the main shock.
At least 75 sites were occupied during the
period October 28 to November 19, 1983 (Figure
4). Approximately 70% of these stations were
operational at any one time. The instruments
were installed in a cooperative effort by
the University of Utah, U.S. Geological Survey,
Boise State University, Idaho National
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\ \

IM'OOW

Figure 2. Hap of the area surrounding the 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake showing: 1) location
of surface rupture [1]; 2) faults with Quaternary and Holocene displacement [3,4], dotted lines
indicate buried faults, dashed lines indicate inferred or discontinuous faults; 3) location of
three seismic refraction lines, blast sites indicated by asterisks.

TABLE 1:

yr

83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83

Borah

date

1028
1028
1028
1028
1029
1029
1030
1030
1106

Peak, Idaho

origin
(UTC)

1406
1419+
1514
1951
2329
2339
124
159

2104

Earthquakes: Oct. 28

time

6.79

7.71
25.07
12.53
6.25
51.55
1.55

48.75

lat-n

43-58.07

44- 7.61
44- 3.74
44-11.59
44-13.45
44- 5.73
44-13.25
44- 8.43

- Nov. 19, 1983

long-w

113-53.94

113-58.08
113-53.71
114- .62
114- 1.83
113-58.03
114- 4.42
113-58.02

(magnitude

depth
(km)

16.0#

10.0*
10.0*
10.0*
4.7
11.6
16.1
10.5

4.5

7.3
4.7
4.6
5.8
5.8
5.4
4.8
4.7
4.6

and larger)

magnitude

(MS, from NEIS)
(ML, U of Wash)
(ML)
(ML)
(ML)
(ML)
(ML)
(ML)
(ML)

number of earthquakes = 9

+ not locatable due to saturated records
# depth determined using body wave modeling [11]
* restricted depth
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Figure 3. Epicentral map of the first 24
hours of the Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake
sequence. The dashed lines define a parallel-
ogram within which all but three of the after-
shocks are located.

44.50

44.00

An attempt was made to locate all events
with magnitudes of 2.5 (M.) and greater using
data from the local network (A <100 km) during
the period October 29, 1983 at 17:00 UIC to
November 19, 1983 at 14:00. Preliminary
magnitudes were determined using Hood-Anderson
data from the Salt Lake City (SLC) and Dugway
(DUG), Utah stations for earthquakes-above -
M^ 3.6. Magnitudes for smaller events were
estimated using total signal durations on
stations HPI and/or TMI of the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory network. .Location
and magnitude data for the largest shocks
are listed in Table 1.

DISTRIBUTION OF AFTERSHOCKS

The distribution of 374 aftershocks
located using the local network (Figure 5)
shows an aftershock zone covering an area
of approximately 75 km x 15 km trending north-
northwest parallel to the surface rupture
but displaced laterally southwest by 5 to
10 km. Intense clustering is evident near
the western splay of the surface rupture.
The two largest aftershocks of the sample,
period with magnitudes (M. ) 5.8 and 5.4 were
located within this cluster. The after-
shock zone extends about 15 km beyond the
northwest end of the surface break and 25
km beyond the southeast end of the break.
However, the intensity of the aftershock
activity is notably higher along the central
30 to 35 km long portion of the aftershock
zone immediately adjacent to the surface
rupture. Few aftershocks were located within
5 to 10 km of the main shock.

OUIL1S
° O

' 9

. . o §
oo *

oa oasv

~W
10/29/83 23:39&mb
• o(ML=5.4)-^t

10/29/83 23-29
(ML=5.B)

+

Oot

° NOT

\
o\

CO A

29,1983
to

19,1983

•

" . 5 0

17:00 i

14:00

.— Surface Rupture

\

Figure 4. Map of the local temporary seismic
network (October 28-Noveraber 19, 1983)
surrounding the area of the Borah Peak, Idaho,
earthquake sequence. The location of six
calibration events are shown as numbered solid
circles.

Engineering Laboratory, University of Washing-
ton, and the Montana Bureau of Mines and
Geology.

0 Magnitude scale lall:

i • • . 1 ... O O o •
6 4 2 iin<f.t.»ln«l

Figure 5. Epicentral map of the Borah Peak»
Idaho earthquake sequence for October 29 at
17:00 UTC to November 19 at 14:00 UTC, 1983
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Figure 6. Depth cross sections of earthquakes in the Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake sequence. The
projection of surface faulting is indicated as 45° solid lines projecting downward from the surface.
The locations of the cross sections are indicated in the key map. Projection limits are ±7 km.
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Figure 6 shows vertical cross sections
taken perpendicular to the strike of the after-
shock zone and surface rupture. The depth
shown for the main shock, 16 ± 4 km, was
determined by Doser [11] from body-wave tele-
seismic waveform modeling. Cross section
A-A' crosses the western splay of the surface
rupture and shows a complex distribution of
foci with depth. Cross sections B-B' and;.
C-C show a concentration of aftershock hypo-
centers within a tabular zone dipping to the
southwest. The projection of a plane extending
downward at ̂ -45 ° dip from the surface break
(heavy lines on cross sections) passes close
to the upper edge of the envelope of hypo-
centers and through the main shock hypoce-.ter.
This constitutes evidence that the Borah Peak
earthquake occurred along a fault plane with
an average dip of T«45° to the southvest from
the surface fault, in agreement with the
geodetic data [12].

The space-time distribution for all after-
shocks located in this study is shown in Figure
7a, a plot of earthquake distribution along
the strike of the aftershock zone versus time.
Note the absence of any detectable foreshock
activity during the four days prior to the
main shock shown in Figure 7a. Figure 7b
shows the location end amount of surface dis-
pl-^aent (vertical throw) as determined by
Crone et al. [1]. The depth distribution
along the strike of the aftershock zone is
shown in Figure 7c. Tha majority of the after-
shocks occur at depths between A and 12 km.

Virtually the entire aftershock zone
became active shortly after the main shock
(Figure 7a). Note that earthquakes during
the first hour following the main shock were
not locatable due to saturated records at
the regional stations. The northwestern
portion of the aftershock zone (see Figure
7a) exhibited an increase in activity beginning
about mid-day on November 7, 1983. The lack
of earlier activity in this area may be the
result of limited station coverage. An intense
cluster of activity began in this area in
early December 1983 [13]. Limited activity
is evident in Figure 7 for the southeastern
portion of the aftershock zone. Although
Figure 7 shows.' some time and spacial clustering
of aftershock activity, there is i.o clear
evidence for migration during the 3.5 weeks
following the main shock. However, the events
over magnitude 5.0 show a systematic progres-
sion from southeast to northwest (Figure 8).
Included in this figure is the August 22,
1984 aftershock (tL=5.8) located with the
calibrated regional network [13]. As noted
previously, few aftershocks occurred in the
immediate vicinity (5 to 10 km) of the main
shock, which suggests that the rupture initi-
ated with a clean fault break near the location
of the main shock.

FOCAL MECHANISMS :

The main shock focal mechanism [11] shows
predominantly normal faulting along a preferred
fault plane dipping 45° to 53° SW with a
significant component of left-lateral motion.
The strike of the preferred fault plane is
consistant with the strike of the surface
rupture. Single-event focal mechanisms from
aftersho^Ks using the local network indicate
predominantly normal faulting with varying
components of strike slip.

CONCLUSIONS

The Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake occurred
along a segment of a major normal fault zone
with evidence of Holocene displacement. No
foreshock activity above magnitude 2 was.
detected for at least two months prior to
the main shock. The main shock akd aftershocks
were located within an areal zone 75 km in
length and 10-15 km in width offset laterally
by 5 to 10 km from the surface rupture; The
entire aftershock zone as observed during
the first 3.5 weeks appears to have become
active shortly ifter the main shock occurred.
The location of the main shock 14 km southwest
of the southeast end of the surface rupture
suggests unilateral rupture propagation to
the northwest. Cross sections of aftershock -
hypocenters along the central and southern
portions of the surface rupture and the loca-
tion of the main shock hypocenter relative
to the surface break both indicate a moder-
ately-dipping (approximately 45*) fault plane;.'-.
Fault plane solutions indicate predominately
normal faulting with varying components of _
strike slip.
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GROUND MOTIONS BY MICROTREMOR AND EARTHQUAKE OBSERVATIONS
IN RELATION TO DAMAGES OF THE CENTRAL JAPAN
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Pasadena, California 91125, U.S.A.

College of Education, Akita University
1-1, Tegata Gakuen-cho, Akita City, 010 Japan

Abstract

The Central Japan Sea Earthquake (M=7.7, JMA) of the May 26, 1983 occurred off
Noshiro, Akita Prefecture, Japan. The results of the damage investigations around Noshiro
City, which was damaged greatly, were described in relation to analyses of ground motions
by microtremor observations in addition to S-wave velocities of the ground surface and the
boring data. The damage investigations were about geological conditions of the ground sur-
face and detailed seismic intensities throughout Noshiro and Akita city. The microtremors
(3 components) were compared with the underground structures of three sites which
represented the geological and soil conditions and P, S-wave velocities by boring well in
detail. The characteristics of the ground motions of 153 sites by spectral types of micro-
tremors suggested that the microtremor observations could also be used to estimate the
damages from soil liquefaction in relation to underground structures of soil surface. Furth-
ermore, the evaluation of seismic amplification response of ground motion was discussed by
using the observations of aftershocks at 31 sites in Akita City. It was found that the
ground response characteristics correspond well to the geological conditions of underground
structures and the detailed seismic intensities divided into subareas (250 m x 250 m) in
Akita City.

INTRODUCTION

A large earthquake occurred about 100 km off
Noshiro on May 26, 1983. The epicenter of the shock cal-
culated by JMA with the following results: 40°21.4N,
139°4.6E. The magnitude of the shock calculated by
JMA was 7.7. It was the largest magnitude of any earth-
quake occurring on the Japan Sea side. The focal depth
is about 14 km. The earthquake caused heavy damages;
it killed 104, most by tsunami, and wounded about 163
people, destroying or damaging beyond repair 6400
houses in Akita, Aomori, and Hokkaido, Japan. The
seismic intensity of the earthquake was V (JMA) in Akita
City, Akita Prefecture. The ground ruptures observed
were in areas of sandy shore bordering the Japan Sea.

Numerous cracks were found on alluvium or smd-
dunes on the downthrown side. Noshiro City, Wakumi-
cho and some parts of Akita City, especially, had many
rupture zones by soil liquefaction.

The ground motions by microtremors were meas-
ured at Noshiro City, which was damaged greatly, and an
accelerogram of the Central Japan Sea earthquake was
recorded at Akita City. The ground motions were inves-
tigated by observing many aftershocks at Akita City
which had partial damages.

In this paper, the relations between the damage
investigations about geological effects of the ground sur-
face and detailed seismic intensities by quesionnaire sheet
method [l], and the analyses of the ground motions by
microtremor observations, in addition to S-wave velocities
and boring data, will be described first. The heavy dam-

ages by soil liquefaction were found at boundary zones
between sand-dune and alluvium with a very shallow
level of underground water. The detailed seismic intensi-
ties were calculated by delivering about 5000 question-
naire sheets throughout Noshiro City and Akita City.
The city area was divided into subareas (250 m x 250 m)
in order to obtain and evaluate precise intensities and to
assign a seismic intensity representative of each segment
area.

The microtremors were compared with the under-
ground structure of three sites which represented the geo-
logical and soil conditions and P, S-waye velocities by
boring well in detail and then the microtremors were
observed at about 153 sites in damaged and undamaged
areas at Noshiro City. Spectra of microtremors were
classified into four groups. They were compared with the
earthquake damages. It was suggested that the micro-
tremor observations could be used to estimate the dam-
ages of the soil liquefaction in relation to the
underground structures of soil surface.

Furthermore, the evaluation of seismic amplification
response of ground motion was discussed by using the
observations of many aftershocks at different local geol-
ogy sites in Akita City: tertiary, terrace, sand-dune,
filled-in ground and soft alluvium. i —

It was.found that the ground response characteris-
tics correspond well to the effects of local site geology and
the detailed seismic intensities divided into subareas (250
m x 250 m) in Akita City. As indicated by Gutenberg
[2], [3], the results seem to be reasonable since the obser-
vation sites by microtremors . nd aftershocks were far
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from the epicenter of the Central Japan Sea earthquake.

GROUND MOTION BY MICROTREMOR
MEASUREMENTS RELATED TO
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGES

Noshiro and Akita City are situated on the coast of
Japan Sea in the North of Japan as seen in Figure 1.

Jf

0 100 km

Figure 1. Locations of Noshiro and Akita City, Japan.
x: Main shock.

Since the Central Japan Sea earthquake occurred, the
earthquake damages have been investigated in detail and
microtremors were measured at 153 sites in Noshiro City.
The locations of microtremor measurement sites, three
sites of boring P, S log and S-wave velocity measure-
ments on ground surface, are shown in Figure 2 with iue
earthquake distribution (100 m x 100 m). Almosit all the
damages were distributed on backswamp, former river
channel, interlevee lowland, fill-up ground and sand-dune
by micro-relief geology, south of the Yoneshiro river in
Noshiro City. It was noted that the heavy damage areas
by soil liquefaction were located between sand-dune and
soft alluvium (back swamp, former river channel, inter-
levee lowland and till-up ground by lricro-relief geology)
with a very shallow level of underground water.

The detailed seismic intensities were calculated by
delivering about 5000 questionnaire sheets throughout
Noshiro City after the main shock occurred. The precise
seismic intensities, which were divided into subareas (250
m x 250 m) and represented by JMA, were obtained as
shown in Figure 3. The detailed seismic intensities
agreed well with the damage distribution.

In order to investigate effects of local geology
related to t*-- microtremors and the damages, two dam-
aged areas of Shonan and Osuga were chosen as well as
an undamaged area of Asantvi, Noshiro City. In these
three areas, the microtremors were measured and the
local subsoil conditions obtained by boring P, S log in

• Microlremer
A S wove Qx 1000 m
O Boring RS. tog ™T"^~"

Figure 2. Damaged areas (100 m x 100 m) and measure-
ment sites of microtremors, S-wave velocities and boring
P, S log in Noshiro City, Akita Prefecture, Japan.

48

Figure 3. Detailed seismic intensity distribution (250 m x
250 m) in Noshiro City.
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detail. The results of investigation at Asanai and Shonan
are shown in Figure 4 and 5, respectively.
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Figure 4. Microtremor spectrum and boring P, S log at
undamaged site, Asanai.

Spectra of microtremors (3 components: U-D, N-S,
E-W) at the undamaged site, Asanai, are shown in the
upper part of Figure 4. They were computed by the
same methods as described in detail in a previous paper

M-
The overall characteristic of the measurement sys-

tem of microtremors was a flat slope at about 1.0 to 25
Hz.

In the undamaged Asanai site, the predominant
peak is located below 1.0 Hz and then, decay is rapid as
frequency increases. There is no peak up to about 12 Hz.

The boring was extended to a depth of about 20 m
below the ground surface. The columnar section, N-
value, Vp (P-wave velocity) and V5 (S-wave velocity) are
shown in the lower part of Figure 4. It is noted that the
first and second layers have very fast velocities of shear
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I N
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(4)Vs=l40m/s f = 3.5Hz

Figure 5. Microtremor spectrum and boring P, S log at
damaged site, Shonan.

wave and hard loam with a deep level of underground
water, about 10 m below the ground surface.

The predominant peak was calculated by the well
known law of quarter wavelength, using the shear wave
velocity Vsi and the thickness of the first layer. Another
peak also was computed by using an average velocity of
shear wave of the first and second layers. Both peaks are
shown by arrows at spectra in the upper part of Figure 4.
It is found that the peak of measured microtremor spec-
tra corresponds to the calculated value of the horizontal
components, especially.

The results suggest that the microtremor measure-
ments might be used to estimate the damages by the soil
liquefaction.
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Then, the microtremors were measured at 150 sites
in damaged and undamaged areas throughout Noshiro
City. Spectra and average amplitudes of the micro-
tremors were computed at each site with 3 components.
All spectra of the microtremors were classified into four
types (A, B, C, and D). The type A, B, C and D are
shown in Figure 6. As seen in Figure 6, type A has a sin-
gle peak below 1.5 Hz at the spectra, type B has a single
peak below 1.5 Hz and a peak from 2.0Hz to 3.0 Hz,
type C has aipeak from 2.0 ;to 3.0 Hz, and type D has
some peaks from 1.0 to 10 Hz, approximately. These
types of microtremors suggesta close relationship to the
effect of local geology, as mentioned in Figure 4 and 5.

Microtremor spectra of the undamaged site, Asanai,
and the damaged site, Shonan, are classified type A and
B, respectively.

E-W
Type A

N-S U-D

\k.
O 5 10.0 5 10,0 5 10

Type B
No. 84

Type C

No.=l53
Type D

Figure 6. Type A, B, C and D of microtremor spectra
measured in Noshiro City.

Type A, B, C and D were compared with the
detailed seismic intensities as shown in Figure 7. It is
noted that there are many types (B, C and D) in the
large seismic intensity areas, but no type A is there.

A seismic intensity is an index of the general
phenomenon of shaking effects during a large earthquake
such as shaking strength, damages, human response, etc.
It is thought that these seismic intensities, including the
soil liquefaction which is peculiar damage, are compli-
cated.

Furthermore, different types of microtremor spectra
from type A, B, C and D were classified roughly from a
point of view of the soil liquefaction as a peculiar dam-
age. Type a has some peaks above 4 Hz in spectrum and
type b has no peak there. Some examples of type a. with
three components are shown in Figure 8.

Seismic
Intensity

Type » c n _ \ 0 1000 m
•

Figure 7. Detailed seismic intensities and type A, B, C
?nd D of microtremor spectra.

Type a
E-W N-S U-D

No. 22

PWy^jA^JL

5 I0.C
Frequency, Hz

Figure 8. Type a of microtremor spectra measured in
Noshiro City.
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Figure 9. Damage distribution by soil liquefaction and
type a and b of microtremor spectra.

As seen in Figure 9, they were compared with the
damage distribution caused by soil liquefaction. It was
found that the type a of microtremor spectra
corresponded well with the damage distribution.

It is well-known that the damage by the soil
liquefaction is closely related to the underground water
level. Relations between the type a and b of the micro-
tremor spectra and the liquefied and non-liquefied sites
are shown in Figure 10 with the underground water levels
below the ground surface. It is obvious that the type a of
the microtremor spectra corresponds very well to the
liquefied site with a very shallow level of underground

Ground water level
D(m)

Type a
Type of spectrum

Type b

D<-3.0

20

10

0

20

10

0

20

10

0

20

10

Liquefied liquefied Liquefied liquefied
site site site site

Figure 10. Relations between type a and b of the micro-
tremor spectra and liquefied and non-liquefied sites with
underground water level (D) below ground surface.

water about 1.0 m below ground surface. Therefore, as
mentioned already, the measurement of the microtremors
suggests the probability of available damage prediction
for the soil liquefaction.

GROUND MOTIONS BY AFTERSHOCK
OBSERVATIONS RELATED TO
DETAILED SEISMIC INTENSITIES

Figure 11 shows locations of aftershock observation
sites of: the Central Japan Sea earthquake in Akita City.
The purpose of these observations are , to investigate
ground motions as to the different kinds of ground sub-
soif structures (local geology, conditions), e.g. alluvium,
fill-up ground, sand-dune, terrace and tertiary, using
many aftershocks of the Central Japan Sea earthquake.
The observation sites in Akita City are located about 120
km from the aftershock region, and there are enough sites
to discuss the ground motions by effects of local geology,
except forlthe effects of the source mechanism and the
seismic wave paths upon the site ground motions.

Figure 11. Map of observation sites of aftershocks, the
Central Japan Sea earthquake, in Akita city, Akita Pre-
fecture, Japan. Q: Tertiary o: Terrace • : Sand-
dune n: Fill-up ground • , m, T : Alluvium

In general, it is difficult to observe earthquakes on
the ground surface of soft alluvial layers because of high
ground noise by traffic and other artificial events in day-
time.

However, from a point of view of seismic investiga-
tions, we need experimental observations of many earth-
quakes on the different local geology sites. In order to
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Figure 12. Total transfer functions on the Tertiary
ground sites.
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Figure 13. Total transfer functions on the Terrace
ground sites.
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Figure 14. Total transfer functions on the sand-dune
ground sites.
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Figure 15. Total transfer functions on the fill-up ground
sites.

avoid the high ground noise, the aftershocks were
observed on 31 ground surface sites at midnight, by mov-
ing the seismometers of 3 components in Akita City dur-
ing some periods. Moreover, the aftershocks were
recorded by analog and digital systems of data recorder
from seismometers. The overall velocity characteristics of
measurement systems are Bat from 0.5 to 10 Hz in the
former and 0.3 to 10 Hz in the latter. The size of the aft-
ershocks were restricted up to about 20 kine or, JMA
intensity, III.

R04AV

o 0

8IW23AV

0 -f- to

V25AV

0 4 Hz 8 0 8
Figure 16. Total transfer functions on the alluvial
ground sites.

The earthquake wave forms were digitized just
before portions of the first S-wave, during 10 sec or 20
sec, including the largest amplitude. Fourier amplitude
spectra of selected 10 sec or 20 sec portions of the velo-
city recorded at 31 sites were calculated by FFT.

The transfer function was defined as the ratio of
the Fourier amplitude spectrum of aftershocks recorded
at each site to that from the same source recorded at a
nearby surface rock site, tertiary in Akita City.

Furthermore, in order to investigate the effects of a
local geology site which is independent of recording axis,
the transfer junctions in 3 components were synthesized.
They are called the total transfer function in this paper.

The total transfer functions on two tertiary sites
are shown in Figure 12, those on five terrace sites in Fig-
ure 13, those on three sand-dune sites in Figure 14, those
on two fill-up ground sites and those on four alluvial
sites. As seen in Figure 12 and 13, the amplifications of
seismic waves are very small in all ranges of frequency.
Consequently, it is noted that the tertiary and terrace
sites in Akita city correspond to the ground motions by
the earthquakes similarly.
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Figure 14 suggests that amplifications of seismic
waves of the sand-dune sites in Akita City are nearly 2-
fold, and those of the fill-up ground sites in Akita City
are approximately similar to the sand-dune sites from
Figure 15. Next, the amplifications of seismic waves of
the alluvial sites in Akita City are about 4- to 10-fold
and they have very large values in all ranges of fre-
quency^ as seen in Figure 16.

As for the results, it is clear that the total transfer
function represents the effects of local geology site.

The ground motions by microtremors in Akita City
were investigated by Nogoshi, et al [5] in 1978. As men-
tioned already, it was found that microtremors are also
related to the local geological effects.

In the future, the very interesting relationship
between earthquake ground motions and microtremors
should be studied in more detail in addition to the inves-
tigations of the microtremors in Noshiro City.

Detailed seismic intensity as a kind of damage
investigation was also calculated in Akita City as well as
Noshiro City. In order to obtain and evaluate high preci-
sion intensity, Akita City area was divided into subareas
(250 m x 250 m) and the detailed seismic intensities were
determined by delivering about 5000 questionnaire sheets.
Relations between the distribution of t)»e detailed seismic
intensities and earthquake damages were shown in Figure
17 with all- and half-destroyed houses. A seismic inten-
sity is represented by JMA and increases the quantity by
ten times, similarly, to Noshiro City.

It was found that relatively larger intensities than
those around the environs corresponded to the greatly
damaged areas in Akita City. However, as previously
mentioned, these seismic intensities as an index of dam-
age are extremely complicated so that the damages by
the earthquake include soil liquefaction as a peculiar

It would be desirable to clarify the relations
between detailed seismic intensity and the earthquake
damage by soil liquefaction in more detail for the future.

Next, as seen in Figure 17, the subsoil layer profiles
of line C-C , D-D' , G-G' and A-A' , that did not
have the earthquake damages by liquefaction in Akita
City, were chosen for investigation of the effects of the
local geology related to the detailed seismic intensity.

Figure 18 shows the detailed seismic intensities and
the subsoil layer profiles or line C-C' , D-D' and G-G' .
It is noted that these detailed seismic intensities
correspond very well to thickness of the shallow subsoil
layer (boundaries between the quaternary and the terti-
ary) in Akita City.

Furthermore, on the prof.le line A-A' in Akita
City, the thickness of subsoil layer including detailed soil
data were investigated in relations to the transfer func-
tion on each site as defined already and the average
detailed seismic intensity around the site.

It was found that the subsoil layer thickness of
profile line A-A' * Iso corresponds v< ry well with the
detailed seismic intensities.

Moreover, it is very interesting to note that the
transfer functions as the amplifications of seismic waves
correpond very well to the detailed seismic intensities as

Figure 17. Detailed seismic intensity distribution (250 m
x 250 m) and damages in Akita City.

I I I
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Figure 18. Detailed seismic intensities and the ground
subsoil layer profiles of line C-C' , D D and G-G'
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Figure 19. Detailed seismic intensities ana the ground
subsoil layer profiles of line A-A' with transfer functions
and detailed seismic intensities r • ^ site in the middle
part of the figure.

seen in the middle of part of Figure 19.

It is suggested that the detailed seismic intensity
might be able to explain the transfer functions as
amplifications of seismic wave.

In the future, it would be desirable that these
results be used in the seismic zonation.

CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the results is shown below:
(1) After the Central Japan Sea earthquake occured
about 100 km off NoshiroCity, Akita Prefecture, Japan
on May 26, 1983, the damages by the earthquake and the
detailed seismic intensities were investigated and the
microtremors were measured in Noshiro City which was
greatly damaged. Most of the damage was by soil
liquefaction.
(2) The detailed seismic intensities having subareas (250
m x 250 m) were compared with the damages by soil
liquefaction. It was found that the intensities relatively
larger than those around the environs agreed with the
greatly damaged areas. However, it was noted tl.it the
earthquake damages including soil liquefaction as peculiar
damage complicated the detailed seismic intensity as an
index of damages.
(3) In order to investigate ground motion as related to
the earthquake damages, especially by soil liquefaction
microtremors were measured in Noshiro City, in addition
to boring P, S log and S-wave velocity on ground surface.
It was found that type a of the microtremor spectra
corresponds very well to the damaged area by liquefac-
tion with a very shallow level of underground water
below ground surface.
(4) The detailed seismic intensities having subareas (250
m x 250 m) also were compared with the earthquake
damages by soil liquefaction in Akita City as well as in
Noshiro City. The result was similar to those in Noshiro
City.
(5) In Akita City, the ground motions by aftershocks
were observed on ground surfaces having local geology
conditions. It was noted that the total transfer functions
by Fourier amplitude spectra correspond very well to the
local geologic effects. However, this might be becausr the
observation sites were far from the aftershock region.
(6) The detailed seismic intensities corresponded very
well to the thickness of subsoil layer (boundaries between
the quaternary and the tertiary) with the transfer func-
tions observed in Akita City.
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Abstract

A probabilistic seismic hazard assessment was made for a site within the
Hartford region of eastern Washington state, which is characterized as an ,
intraplate region having a relatively low rate of seismic activity.
Probabilistic procedures, such as logic trees, were utilized to account for
the uncertainties in identifying and characterizing the potential seismic
sources in the region. Logic trees provide a convenient, flexible means of
assessing the values and relative likelihoods of input parameters to the
hazard model that may be dependent upon each other. Uncertainties accounted
for in this way include the tectonic model, segmentation, capability, fault
geometry, maximum earthquake magnitude, and earthquake recurrence rate. The
computed hazard results are expressed as a distribution from which
confidence levels are assessed. Analysis of the results show the
contributions to the total hazard from various seismic sources and due to
various earthquake magnitudes. In addition, the contributions of
uncertainties in the various source parameters to. the uncertainty in the
computed hazard are assessed. For this study, the major contribution to
uncertainty in the computed hazard are due to uncertainties in the
applicable tectonic model and the earthquake recurrence rate. This analysis
serves to illustrate some of the probabilistic tools that are available for
conducting seismic hazard assessments and for analyzing the results of these
studies.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a probabilistic seismic
hazard analysis that was conducted for the
Washington Public Power Supply System's Unit 2
nuclear generating station to evaluate the
probability of the occurrence of ground motions
in excess of the SSE design motion. The site is
located on the Hanford Reservation in eastern
Washington State and lies within the Columbia
Plateau, which can be generally characterized as
an intraplate region with a relatively low rate
of seismic activity. There are large
uncertainties in characterizing the seismic
potential of the site region due to a lack of
correlation of the limited recorded seismicity
with geologic structures and a loss of much of
the Quarternary geologic record due to
catastrophic floods that occurred in the late
Pleistocene. The emphasis in this paper is on a
description of the techniques developed to
explicitly incorporate the uncertainties in
characterizing the seismic potential of the
region and on an evaluation of the the
uncertainties in the computed hazard levels. As
such, this paper serves to illustrate some of
the probabilistic tools that are available for
conducting seismic hazard assessments. Details
of the development oi: the input parameters to
the hazard analysis are presented in [1].

DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL SOURCES OF FUTURE
SEISMICITY

The Hanford region lies within the Columbia
Plateau, which is underlain by a sequence of
Tertiary volcanics. The major structural \
elements are the generally east-west aysmmetric
Yakima folds that are associated with mapped and
inferred reverse faults,-and the northwP3t
trending alignment of folds,•••-;domes, and faults
that define the Rattlesnake-Wallula lineament
(RAW). However, there is uncertainty regarding
structural relationships at depth and,
therefore, a variety of tectonic and kinematic
models have been proposed to explain Plateau
deformation.

The Yakima folds trend generally east-west,
although north-south* northeast, and northwest
trending folds are observed. The folds are
asymmetric;, concentric, kink-type folds with
generally steeper north-facing limbs. Along
strike, the folds vary in structural relief,
vergence, degree of aysmmetry, and development
of secondary folds.

Reverse faults are associated with many of
the folds. These faults commonly occur in d o s e
association with zones of maximum fold flexure.
Reverse faults vary in length from hundreds of
meters to tens of kilometers. Along major
folds, reverse faults may occur on either side
of the fold as the fold changes vergence. Along
some folds, reverse faults occur pn: both sides
of the fold and dip toward each other." -?
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Figure 1 - Simplified map of major structural
elements in the site region.

The various hypotheses regarding the faults
associated with the Yakima fold belt can be
distilled to tuo basic tectonic models: 1)
individual folds form in response to primary
reverse faults that control fold development, or
2) reverse faults that, flank the folds were
formed during the late stages of fold develop-
ment and are secondary structures. It is quite
possible that no single model applies to all of
the Yakima folds, but is likely that the appli-
cable model varies with individual folds. The
two tectonic models are important to the seismic
hazard assessment because they have implications
to the geometries of faults as well as their
possible rupture dimensions and maximum earth-
quake magnitudes.
The major structural elements that were
considered to be potential sources of future
seismicity are shown schematically in Figure 1.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Basic Hazard Model

Probabilistic seismic hazard analyses
involve estimating the probability that a ground
motion parameter, Z (such as peak ground
acceleration, spectral acceleration, etc.) will
exceed a specifled level, z, during a specified
time period. The probability of exceeding a
ground motion level at a site can be estimated
from the inequality:

P(Z>z|t) (1)

where £[v(z)t] i s the expected number of
exceedance events in time period, t . When
dealing with the low probability levels of
interest in most engineering applications,
E[f(z)t] provides a good, conservative estimate
of the hazard.

The parameter v(z) specifies the frequency
or rate at which the level of ground motion
parameter Z exceeds z at the s i te . Assuming
all of the various sources of seismic activity
are acting independently, then f(z) i s obtained
by summing the rates of exceedance contributed
by each source, v (z).

"(z) U)

The rate of exceedance for an individual
source is given by the expression:

i'nU)=a(mO)SSP(M=mi|m
o).p(R=r.|ini)-P(Z>z|m1,r )

l j ((3)

where:

a(m ) rate of occurrence of
earthquakes on the source above
a minimum magnitude of
engineering significance, m°;
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P(M»m. |1
probability that the earthquake
magnitude will be in the
magnitude interval m. with

m. 2 m

P(R=r.|mi) = probability that given the

f doccurrence of a magnitude m.

earthquake on source n, r. is

the closest distance increment

from the rupture surface to the

site;

P(Z>z|m.,r.) = probability that giv

magnitude m. earthquake at a

distance r. from the site, the

ground motion exceeds level z.

The three probability functions required to
evaluate c (z) were defined on the basis of: 1)
an exponential frequency-magnitude distribution

with slope parameter 3 truncated at a maximum

magnitude mu [2,3], 2) the line source finite
fault-rupture formulation presented by [4], and
3) a lognormal distribution for peak ground
motion about a median value dependent on the
magnitude of the earthquake and the
source-to-site distance.

The basic hazard model defined by equation
(3) gives the rate of exceedance, v (z), for

given values of a(m ), 3> m , snd fault

geometry. These are the parameters of the
probability models used to represent the
inherent uncertainty in predicting the
occurrence in time and space of future
earthquakes and the resulting ground motion
levels at a site - uncertainties that cannot be
reduced with the collection of additional data
due to the stochastic nature of the natural
phenomenon. In addition to the inherent
uncertainties in the process, there are
uncertainties in specifying the parameters of
the probability models used to represent the
stochastic nature of the process. As indicated
in the previous section, these uncertainties
arise due to limited available data and the
various alternative interpretations of the data
that can be made. These uncertainties
represent informational uncertainties -
uncertainties that, in principal, can be
reduced with the collection of additional data.
The uncertainties in seismic source
characterization parameters was explicitly
incorporated in the hazard model using the
procedure described below.

Treatment of Source Characterization Parameter
Uncertainties.

In this study the uncertainties in source
characterization parameters are incorporated
into the hazard model through the use of logic
trees [5]. Logic trees provide a convenient,
flexible means of assessing the values and
relative likelihoods of model parameters that
may be dependent on each other.

The logic tree structure is shown ; v —
schematically in Figure 2. This tree represents
the uncertainty in the value of a variable, X,
that is a function of two parameters, A and B
[X=f(A,B)]. The logic tree is composed of nodes
and branches. Each node represents £ point at
which a choice is possible among alternative
states or values of an input parameter. Each
branch represents one possible discrete
parameter value. (If the variable in question
is continuous, it can be discrutized at a
suitable increment.) Probabilities are assigned
to each branch that represent the relative
likelihood of that branch being the correct
value or state of the input parameter.

X = f(A, B)

Parameter A Parameter B

Figure 2 Example logic tree.

The nodes of the logic tree are sequenced to
provide for the conditional aspects or
dependencies among the parameters and to
provide a logical progression regarding
parameter definition. For example, if the
particular values that might be assigned to
parameter B are dependent on the assigned value
of A and are most easily assessed given
knowledge of A, then it is appropriate for the
node for parameter B to follow the nude for
parameter A.

At each node the probabilities assigned to
each branch are assessed conditional on the
assumption that all the branches leading to
that node represent the true state of tha
preceding parameters. Considering the
example shown in Figure 2, the probability that
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b. is the correct value of parameter B is
assessed conditionally on which value of
parameter A is assumed to be
correct [that is, the probability of bj given

a., P(b,|a.) is a separate assessment from

P(b.|a.) and the two probabilities do not have

to be equal]. As the branches at each node are
intended to represent mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive states of the input
parameter j the sum fof the conditional
probabilities at each node is unity. In
practice,;a\sufficient number of branches are
placed at a given node to adequately represent
the uncertainty in the parameter estimation.

In most seismic hazard applications, the
available data are too limited to allow for an
objective statistical analysis of many, if not
all, of the input parameters. Instead, the
parameter values and their relative likelihoods,
are based on subjective judgments of scientists
knowledgeable with earthquake phenomena. An
advantage of tha logic tree approach is that it
simplifies the task of subjective assessments
of the likelihoods of various parameter values
because the assessor is asked to consider only
the uncertainty in a single parameter with all
of the other parameters assumed to be known with
certainty.

The logic tree shown in Jigure 2 defines a
discrete distribution for the dependent
variable, X(A,B). The probability that Y will
take on any particular value x(a.,b.) is equal

to the joint probability of the set of.

parameters a. and b. being the true parameter

values.

P[x(ai,bj)] = P(ai)-P(bj|ai) (4)

The expected or mean value of X(A,B) given
the uncertainty in the input parameters A and B
is given by:

E[X(A,B^] = EE x(ai,b.)-P(ai)-P(bj|ai) (5)

and the variance in X(A,B) is given by:

V[X(A,B)]=SEx(a.,b.)2-P(a.)-P(b.|a.)-E[X(A,B)]2

£ 4 . * J * J *•
1 J (

£ 4
(6)

The development of logic trees to represent
the uncertainty in characterizing sources of
potential future earthquakes in the Hanford
region is described below.

SEISMIC SOURCE CHAHACTERIZATION

Logic trees were developed for each of the
potential sources of significant future
earthquakes in the Hanford region (see Figure
1). The parameters required for the seismic
hazard analysis were developed by specifically
addressing the scientific hypotheses about t':ie

processes that govern earthquake generation in
the region. The logic traes were an outgrowth
of a workshop involving gee": -_lsts,
seismologists, and geopiiyslsts having
considerable experience with the Columbia
Plateau. The procedure followed in developing
the logic tree for the source nearest to the
site is outlined below.

The nearest source to the site is the
Umtanum Ridge-Gable Mtn. structural trend, which
is a series of aligned folds trending east-west
(see Figure 1). This structure is
representative of the way all of the seismic
sources were treated. As discussed earlier, two
tectonic models have been proposed for
development of the folds in the Columbia
Plateau: primary folding with possible
secondary reverse faulting and primary reverse
faulting with secondary folding. As the
question of which is the appropriate model for
fold development is fundamental to the seismic
potential of the individual folds (i.e. other
source characteristics are conditional on the
assumed tectonic model), the choice between the
alternative tectonic models was selected to be
the first node in the logic tree shown in Figure
3.

The next question addressed was the degree
of segmentation of the entire structural trend.
This question captures the uncertainty in the
possible fault rupture behavior of each seismic
source. Three alternative segmentation models
were considered: 1) the structure represents a
single coherent unit with no barriers to rupture
along its length (single source model); 2) the
structure represents a ^«w>logic structure
segmented into five coherent units with
earthquake ruptures confined to any single
segment but with a strong correlation in the
characteristics among the individual segments
(segmented source model); 3) and the structure
represents five individual sources whose
characteristics are uncorrelated (separate
source model). The assignment of relative
weights among the three models was made
conditional on the choice of tectonic model.
The primary reverse faulting model led to the
segmented source model being favored while the
secondary faulting model led to the separate
source model being favored.

Following the node for segmentation, the
logic tree was expanded on the segmented source
and separate source branches to develop
parameters for each of the five segments as seen
in Figure 3. The first question addressed for
each segment was whether or not the segment is a
capable source of earthquakes, with "capability"
being defined by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission in Appendix A of 1Q-CFR-100. The
assessment of capability was made conditional on
the choice of the segmentation model. For the
separate source model, capability was evaluated
individually for each segment. However, for the
single source and segmented sources the
individual segments are considered to be
structurally associated. Hence, they all are
capable if any one of the segments is capable.
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Tectonic
Model

Segmentation
Model Segment Capability

Fault I Maximum I Recurrence
Width Magnitude | Rate

Single
Source

Umtanum Ridge-
Gable Mtn.

Primary
Faulting.

(0.3)

Segmented
Source .

(0.2) i
Seperate [
Sources I

151) L i

(0.6)

Single
Source

Secondary
Faulting

(0)

Segmented
Source

(0.8) (0.2)

Seperate
Sources

Gable Mtn.

Gable Mtn.

Gable Mtn.

Gable Mtn.

(0.8)

Figure 3 Logic tree for Umtanum Ridge-Gable Mtn.

The next characteristic considered was fault
geometry expressed in terms of fault plane dip
and downdip width. Fault geometry is an
important parameter as it affects both the
source-to-site distance and the maximum
magnitude earthquake that can be generated by
the source. The fault geometry was assessed
conditional on the choice of tectonic model.
For the secondary faulting model, the fault
geometry is likely to be limited to the
dimensions of the fold while for a primary
faulting model, the fault can extend to
considerable depth unconstrained by the fold
geometry.

Following the fault geometry node,
assessments were made of the possible maximum
rupture lengths and/or maximum displacements
that could occur during earthquakes on the
individual sources. In addition, the various
techniques for assessing maximum magnitude were
given weights based on their applicability to
the rupture dimensions being considered. These
assessments were used to construct tue
conditional distributions for maximum earthquake
magnitude illustrated in Figure 3.

The remaining parameters required to
complete the source characterization are the

rate of seismic activity on the sources, a(m°),
and the slope of the magnitude-log frequency
relationship, 0 (or equivalently b ) . Because of
the paucity of geological and seismological data
for the region, earthquake recurrence parameters

could not be evaluated for each: of the known and
inferred faults on an individual b a s i s . ;
Instead, a fault-specific recurrence relation-
ship vas developed bases on the'combined
geologic evidence for prehistoric
surface-rupturing earthquakes, the overall
length of inferred faulting in the region, and
a regional estimate of the slope of the
frequency-magnitude relationship. The absence
of any evidence for large, surface-rupturing
events on any of the six sources considered in
t.. analysis during the past 10,000 years was
used to estimate the expected frequency of
large-magnitude events in the site region. T h e
recent instrumental seismicity catalog of
small-magnitude events was used to estimate the
b-value and, by extrapolation from the expected
frequency of large events, the expected regional

recurrence rate, d(m°) for all sources combined.
The expected total length of capable faulting in
the region (evaluated on the basis of the source
logic trees) was then used to estimate the
frequency of events per unit length of capable
fault. The expected rate of seismic activity,
« (m ) for each of the sources was assigned on
the basis their individual lengths. The
uncertainty in the activity rate was evaluated
by the judgment that 30,000 years represents a
reasonable estimate of the minimum recurrence
interval for a surface rupturing event on any
individual capable segment (with minimum
considered to be a 98% level in the distribution
for activity rate). This evaluation led to a
coefficient of variation of unity about the mean
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activity rate. This level of uncertainty was
then applied to the last node of the logic trees
as shown in Figure 3.

Each end branch of the logic tree defines a
particular state of the source characterization
parameters for the source and represents a
discrete hazard analysis case for which the rate
of exceedance can be computed using equation (3).
The end branches of the logic tree thus define a
discrete distribution for v (z). A distribution
for the total rate of-exceeoarice from all
s..- cces was obtained assuming that each source
\ «.- cting independently. The expected total
1 * .rd is then given by

(7)

and the variance in the total hazard is given
by

V[v{z)]

ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIPS

(8)

Attenuation relationships were developed
specifying the influence of earthquake magnitude
and source-to-site distance on the levels of
horizontal peak ground acceleration and response
spectral acceleration that may occur at the
site. The relationships were developed on the
basis of statistical analysis of observed
strong-motion recordings. The data set used
consisted primarily of recordings from reverse
faulting earthquakes in the western United States
as reverse faulting is the expected predominate
style of faulting for significant earthquakes.
The data set was also restricted to recordings
obtained on firs suil sites generally similar to
the soil conditions at the plant site.

0.001
10 30
Distance (km)

100 300

The resulting attenuation relationships for
the expected value of the natural logarithm of
peak acceleration are shown in Figure 4. The
dispersion about the mean attenuation relation-
ships was modeled using a magnitude-dependent
standard deviation of the natural logarithm of
peak acceleration which varied from 0.35 for
magnitude 7 to 0.73 lar magnitude 4. The
distribution for ground motion level was
truncated at the three standard deviation level.

10- 2

10"

10"

. Total from
all sources

-Umtanum Ridge—
v Gable Mountain

\*-Ratttesnak
.\ \ Wallula
- \ \ v Aligment

\

Heaven x\-. \ \
Hills \ \ \ •. \

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Peak Ground Acceleration (g)

1.0

Figure 5 Variation of computed hazard with peak
acceleration.

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Expected Hazard
Seisnic hazard analyses were conducted for

each set of input parameters defined by the end
branches of the logic trees for each source
using equation (3). Using equations (5) and (7)
the expected annual frequency of everts
exceeding various levels of ground motion was
computed for each of the six sources and for
the total frequency from all sources. Figure 5
shows the resulting relationships between peak
ground acceleration and annual frequency of
exceedance for each of the sources and for all
sources combined. As can be seen from the
figure, the hazard at ths site is dominated by
the contributions from the Umtanum Ridge-Gable

Figure 4 Attenuation relationships for peak
horizontal acceleration used in the analyses.
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Mtn. Structural trend, which comes within 7 km
of the site. The computed expected annual
frequency of events from all sources exceeding
the SSE peak ground acceleration of 0.25g was

3.7-10"5.

The relative contribution of various
earthquake magnitudes to the expected annual
frequency of events exceeding the SSE peak
acceleration is shr i in Figure 6. As
indicated, the major portion of the hazard is
due to events of magnitude 5.5 or less. This
is due to the close proximity of the Umtanum
Ridge-Gable M*— source to the site.

4 5 6 7 G
Magnitude (m)

Figure 6 Contribution of various earthquake
magnitudes to annual frequency of events
exceeding the SSE

Confidence Levels for Frequency of Exceedance

As discussed above, discrete distributions
for the annual frequency of exceedance can be
computed from the source logic trees. Figure 7
shovs the computed distribution for the
frequency of events exceeding tV° SSE peak
acceleration of 0.25g. Given the distribution,
one can then estimate various confidence levels
for the annual frequency of exceedance. For
example, the 90 percent confidence level from
the distribution shown in Figure 7 is
approximately 2.6 times the expected exceedance
rate.

Source Characterization
Parameter

Tectonic Model
Segmentation
Capability
Fault Geometry
Maximum Magnitude
Recurrence Rate

Contribution to
Total Uncertainty

32
9
12
3
3

41 -••-•••-•

The above values indicate that the most
significant sources of uncertainty are the :

choice of tectonic model and evaluation of the
frequency of earthquake occurrence (recurrence
rates). The relatively low contributions of
uncertainty in fault geometry and maximum
magnitude result largely from the dominance of
the hazard by contributions of smaller magnitude
events on the nearby source. In this analysis,
variations in upper-bound magnitude have little
impact on the estimated recurrence rates for
smaller events, and thus uncertainty in maximum
magnitude does not contribute greatly to,thu
uncertainty in the computed hazard. Because the
major influence of fault geometry in this
analysis was on the maximum magnitude estimates,
fault geometry also has little contribution to
the overall uncertainty.

Annual Rate of Exceeding 0.25g

Figure 7 Distribution for frequency of events
exceeding the SSE

The logic tree structure provides a
convenient means of identifying the various
elements that contribute to the uncertainty in
the computed hazard. At each level in the logic
tree the percent contribution to the total
uncertainty in the hazard [expressed as the
variance inv(z)] due to the uncertainty in the
particular parameter represented at that level
can be computed. For the frequency of exceeding
the SSE, the following relative contributions
were obtained:
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Abstract

Guidelines for the determination of earthquake ground-motion definition
for the eastern United States are established in this paper. Both far-field
and near-field guidelines are given. The guidelines were based on an exten-
sive review of the current procedures for specifying ground motion in the
United States. Both empirical and theoretical procedures were used in estab-
lishing the guidelines because of the low selsmicity in the eastern United
States. Only a few large to great (M > 7.3) sized earthquakes have occurred
in this region, no evidence of tectonic surface ruptures related to historic
or Ho.locene earthquakes have been founa, and no currently active plate bound-
aries of any kind are known in this region. Very little instrumented data has
been gathered in the East. Theoretical procedures are proposed so that in
regions of almost no data a reasonable level of seismic ground motion activity
can be assumed. The guidelines are to be used to develop the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake, 5SE. A new procedure for establishing the Operating Basis Earth-
quake, OBE, 13 proposed, in particular for the eastern United States. The QBE
would be developed using a probabilistic assessment of the geological condi-
tions and the recurrence of seismic events at a site. These guidelines should
be useful in development of seismic design requirements for future reactors.

INTRODUCTION

Eor the last two years, the Seismic Design
Technology Program at Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory concentrated on the development of guide-
lines for ground motion definition for the east-
ern United States and near-field ground-motion
spectra that cover a range of damping values.
The objectives of the program was to develop and
update procedures for predicting giound motion
for nuclear plants* To meet ther.e objectives a
report was prepared entitled Guidelines for
Ground Motion Definition for the Eaetem United
States, 0RNL-bI3B. A summary of the guidelines
are described in this paper.

The seismic design problem varies consider-
ably in the United States because of the
markedly different selsmicity in s:he East and
West. In the western United States, particu-
larly in California and Nevada, the seismiclty
is relatively high. More large- and moderate-
sized earthquakes have occurred in these two
states than in any other part of the continental
United Stat s. Tectonic surface ruptures
related to historic earthquakes (0—200 years
before present) and Uolocene earthquake;,

•Research sponsored by the Office of Breeder
Technology Projects, U.S. Department of Energy,
under contract DE-ACO5-84OR21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

(0—1U,UUO years before present) are common. In
addition, the active plate boundary represented
by the 1000-km-long San Andreas fault system
makes part of the western United States very
different from other seismically active parts of
the country. By contrast, the eastern United
States has almost none of the characteristics
exhibited in the western United States. Seis-
micity is low; large- to great—sized earthquakes
occurred only in 1811, 1812, and 188b, and no
evidence of tectonic surface ruptures related to
historic or Holocene earthquakes has been found.
Also, no currently active plate boundaries of
any kind are known there.

Planning and engineering of structures in
the eastern United States should be based on
knowledge about the causes of seismicity in the
East. Although epicenters in the East are
broadly scattered, important historical seismic-
ity is concentrated in only a few zones. Focal
depths extend from near the surface to rald-
crustal depths of about 20 km, which indicates
the depth range of seismogenic structure. A
plausible explanation for soree eastern seismic-
ity is that the larger earthquakes are caused by
reactivation of ; ..̂ ient fault systems that were
formed as early as the Precambrian time. These
fault systems could be zones of weakness that
are subject to movement when stresses are of
sufficient magnitude and are oriented in an
appropriate direction.
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The possibility of earthquake damage Is one
among many factors that affect planning and
design decisions. Ultimately, the degree to
which the earthquake threat influences decisions
comes down to a judgment about its relative
importance. Formation of this judgment depends
on estimates of the likelihood of earthquake
occurrence and the severity of earthquake
effects. To a certain extent, such estimates
can be derived from the historical record of
seismicityibut^this"record is:"clearly"inade-
quate['.in many areas because it is so short com-
pared with the-recurrence time of-major earth-
quakes. This problem of incompleteness of the
historical record is acute in the eastern United
States, where the rate of occurrence of major
earthquakes is very low relative to than in the
West. A major earthquake occurs somewhere in
the eastern United States only about every
50-100 years. One might think that the rela-
tively low seismic!cy of the East makes the
earthquake threat in that region insignificant
compared with the other factors, and many people
do take this view. However, the low seismicity
of the East compared with the West is offset by
some very important differences between the
regions:

• Lower attenuation of seismic waves in the
East causes shaking to extend over much
larger areas for earthquakes of comparable
magnitude. Higher population density in
the East means greater exposure to damage.

• Lower earthquake awareness in the East has
led to lower standards of design for and
preparedness for earthquakes.

There are "o easy solutions or quick fixes in
dealing with the earthquake threat to the east-
ern United States, and much study must still be
done to understand the geologic origin of the
eastern United States seismicity.

However, the design of critical structures
must continue and the possibility that and
earthquake may strongly shake the structures
must be taken into account. The guideline for
development of safe shutdown earthquake for the
eastern United States is shown in Fig. 1. The
guideline for near-field ground motion will be
discussed later since most seismic engineers
would specify a site for a critical structure
well away from the site of known seismic activ-
ity. Th» general procedure used for seismic
design of nuclear power plants, including
breeder reactors, is givan in the Code of Fed-
eral Regulations, 10 CFK 1U0, Appendix A. The
procedure exists for establishing a safe shut-
down earthquake (SSE) which is based on the
maximum ground motion at the site, and an oper-
ating basis earthquake (OBE), which, in general,
is based on at least one-half ground accelera-
tion magnitude of the SSE. Both of these design
earthquakes are to be represented by response
spectra.

There is a fundamental factor that distin-
guishes seismic and, indeed, all natural and
external hazards as possible accident initiators
from accident initiators that arise from causes
within the plant:

The public is at risk from earthquakes
whether or not the nuclear plant exists
[1].

A more accurate assessment of the seismic risk
would be to assume that the risk to the public
when the nuclear power plant does not exist as
the background seismic risk. The additional
risk due to the nuclear plant would be called
the incremental seismic risk. As an alternative
or supplement to the present thinking on safety,
the acceptable incremental seismic risk could be
specified in terras of some "small" percentage of
the background seismic risk. This approach has
a number of advantages:

• Engineers familiar with the seismic design
of nuclear arid conventional facilities can
give many examples of how the design of
nuclear power plants is much more conserva-
tive than the design of conventional facil-
ities.

• A comparison of background and incremental
seismic risk would provide the public, the
NKC, and utilities with precisely the
information needed for decision on whether
or not reducing the incremental seismic
risk is very effectivr. *n reducing the
total public seism> _ risk.

• The comparison between background and
incremental seismic risk will be more cred-
ible than a comparison of nuclear seismic
risk with a numerical goal.

• Both background and incremental seismic
risks are involuntary.

Such a consideration of incremental seismic risk
for nuclear power plants would still require
design for the SSE. A proposed design procedure
for the OBE will be given in the last section of
this paper.

GROUND-M&TION GUIDELINES FOR A SAFE SHUTDOWN
EARTHQUAKE IN THE EASTERN UNITED STATES

In the guidelines there are three different
methods that can be usad to develop the ground-
motion definition for a site. The choice of the
method to be used should be made by an oversigli*.
committee of senior engineers and and earth
scientists. The committee is needed because or
the diversity of opinions by "experts" on almost
any variable or parameter associated with seis-
micity [2J. A panel of geologists and seismol-
ogists should provide expertise to interpret
available geological and seismological data.

The first method, which is the most conser-
vative, is based on using the maximum assumed
historical seismic event in the tectonic region
of the site or in tectonic regions near the
site. The region in which the site is located
will control fhe maximum ground acceleration for
the facility design. Another procedure is to
use a seismic source zone map which shows zones
where the maximum ground motion is considered
the same over each zone. From these maps can be
found the maximum magnitude for each zone.
Another place to look for maximum earthquake
values are earthquake catalogs such as the
Earthquake History of the United States [3].
These sources will give the ground-motion defi-
nition in magnitude and Modified Mercalli Inten-
sity (MMI) values. Since most of the historical
data in the East have been developed into MMI
values and raj, body wave magnitudes, relation-
ships between these values and ground-motion
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FOAM OVERVIEW COUMITTEE OF SENIOR ENGINEERS AND
EARTH SCIENTISTS 13TO5 MEMBERSIWHO HAVE RESPON-
SIBILITY FOR MONITORING EXPERT OPINION OBTAINED
DURING INVESTIGATION

PANELOF GEOLOGISTS AND SEISMOLOGISTS SHOULD BE
FORMED TO INTERPRET AVAILABLE GEOLOGIC AND SEIS- |
MOLOGICAL DAT1 A AND PROVIDE EXPERT OPINION.

CAPABLE FAULTS AND SURFACE FAULTING MUST BE
DETERMINED BASED ON I I ) HISTORICAL SElSMiClTV
AND (21 EXPERT OPINION.

NEARBY TECTONIC j
PROVINCES

TO THE
SITE . CHOOSE TECTONIC

REGlONALIZATION
MAP TO DEFINE SEIS-
MIC SOURCE ZONE.

DETERMINE LARGEST CREDIBLE EARTHQUAKE ILCEI FOR
EACH CAPABLE FAULT IOR SYSTEM OF FAULTS), IF THERE
HAS BEEN HISTORICAL SEISMIC ACTIVITY ON THE FAULT.
LCC IS AT LEAST AS GREAT AS LARGEST EARTHQUAKE ON
RECORD, IN CASE THE CAPABLE FAULT HAS POTENTIAL
TO CAUSE AN EARTHQUAKE LARGER THAN ANY HISTORI -
CALLY RECORDED. DETERMINE MAGNITUDE OF THIS
EARTHQUAKE FOR LCE. DETERMINATION MAY BE BASED
ON SUE OF FAULT AND BOTH DETERMINISTIC AND
PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENTS THAT CONSIDER THE
PORTION DF THE FAULT THAT CAN MOVE DURING A t
SINGLE SEISMIC EVENT

SELECT ATTENUATION CURVES FOR REGION BETWEEN
EACH SOURCE OF FAULT AREA AND SITE- THESE MAY BE
BASED ON MM! I S Q S E I S M I C A L MAPS FOR I ARGE HISTORI
CAL EARTHQUAKES AND APPROPRIATE RELATIONSHIPS
•'TWEEN MMIANO ACCELERATION. VELOCITY AND
DISPLACEMENT. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF ATTENU
ATiQN SHQm.0 BE CONSiOCRED

DETERMINE POS5IBLE FOCAL MECHANISMS FOR EACH
CAPABLE FAULT SYSTEM. INCLUDE CONSIDERATION OF
TYPES OF FAULTING AND TIME HISTORY O* SElSMiC

OBTAIN MAXIMUM
HARD ROCK A C -
CELERATION FROM.
LARGEST EARTH-
QUAKE. :

USE EMPIRICALLY
DEVELOPED RELA-
TIONSHIPS BETWEEN
GROUND ACCELERA-
TION AND MODIFIED
MERCALLMNfENStTV
VALUES FOR REGION.

COMPUTE SYNTHETIC RESPONSE SPECTRA
U5ING STOCHASTIC SOURCE MODEL
BASEDONCOUSINATIONSOF PLAUSIBLE
FOCAL MECHANISMS. M> .•-. - 1£S. ANO
ATTENUATION DATA FOR £ * - - • SOURCE
REGION. ENVELOP THESE TO FORM THE
WORST CASE OESIGN RESPONSE
SPECTRUM

COMPUTE SYNTHETIC SEtSMOGRAUS BASED ON COM* . ~
TlONSOF PLAUSIBLE FOCAL MECHANISM. MAGNITUDES
AND ATTENUATION DATA FOR EACH SOuRCt REGION

COMPUTE SPCCTRUMFROM EACH SVNTHETICSEISMOGRAM
ANO ENVELOP THESE TO FORM THE MORST-CASE OESIGN
RESPONSE SPECTRA.

SCALE STANDARD RESPONSE SPECTRA
TO GET HARD HOCK OR BEDROCK
DESIGN RESPONSE SPECTRA.

COMPUTE TIME DURATION. USE BRACK ETEQ DURATION
METHOD. WHICH is APPROPRIATE TECHNIQUE FOR
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS.

ESTIMATE DURATION USING EMPIRtCAt
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DURATION.
MAGNITUDE. ANDOISTANCE.

RESPONSE SPECTRA MUST BE TRANS-
FERRED TO STRUCTURE FOUNDATION
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT SOIL BETWEEN
BEDROCK ANO FOUNDATION.

Fi^. 1. Ground-motion guidelines for a ̂ afe shutdown earinquake in the eastern
United States.
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parameters (acceleration, velocity, displace-
ment — both horizontal and vertical) must be
used to calculate the maximum ground-motion
parameters. The response spectra for the site
can be developed by scaling a standard response
spectra by the maximum ground acceleration,
velocity, and displacement at the site.

The method described above develops the
ground-motion parameters for the so-called
"floating earthquake." This concept assumes
that ground motion at the site occurs as if the
structure were located on or over the epicenter
of the largest assumed historical earthquake
that has ever occurred in the tectonic region or
seismic source zone. An alternative to the use
of the largest assumed historical event is the
"site-specific" earthquake. The series of steps
associated with this definition for the ground
motion is given in the following discussion and
is based on using f. combination of historical
data and theoretical considerations or "expert
opinion" to envelop the ground-motion definition
for site-specific spectra.

In the eastern United States, the low level
of seismic activity and the lack of instrumented
records makes it difficult to develop design
spectra using historical dat? \ione. The capa-
ble faults that affect the site must be deter-
mined as well as any surface faulting. The
capable fault can be based on known historical
seismicity or geologic evidence of past activ-
ity.

For each capable fault, the largest credi-
ble earthquake (LCE) must be determined. If
there has been historical seismic activity along
the fault, the LCE must be at least as great as
the largest historical earthquake recorded for
the fault. In case the fault has the potential
to cause an earthquake larger than any histori-
cally recorded, the magnitude of this earthquake
for the potentially largest LCE must be deter-
mined. This determination may be based on the
size of the fault or by other theoretical
methods 14] • The p^ential magnitude can Jje
approximated by the seismic moment (Mo « uDWL,
where L is fault length, D is average disloca-
tion, W is fault width, and u is rigidity).
Relations between seismic moment and the other
magnitude parameters for eartnquakes such as mt,
can be used to give an estimate of earthquake
size or magnitude based on geological studies to
measure the source parameters. For past his-
torical worldwide earthquakes, the relation be-
tween seismic moment, source parameters, and
magnitudes or size are shown in Table 1.

Calculations of seismic moment can be made
for any faults discovered or known in a region;
they can even be made for very large old faults.
Such a calculation could lead to an overly con-
servative estimate of the earthquake size. How-
ever, by using recurrence relations, probabilis-
tic analysis and expert opinion, a decision on
the conservatism of the calculated earthquake
size can be made. An earthquake that is too
large based on these probabilistic studies or
has r->o low a probability of occurrence should
be censidered too conservative* The recurrence

relations represents the expected rates of seis-
mic energy release within the region or seismic
source zone based on a statistical interpreta-
tion of the past seismic record. The result of
probability calculations should normally be in
terras of probability of occurrence of intensity
or magnitude and/or peak ground acceleration.
Also using probabilistic analyses annual exceed—
ence probability versus ground-motion parameter
curves tin be developed for any seismic zone.
The probability procedures discussed above can
be used for a seismic region to help determine
the conservatism of the calculated ground-motion
values.

Attenuation relationships between each
source or fault and the site must be selected
for the ground-motion acceleration, velocity,
and displacement. Relations for attenuation of
intensity values (MMI) from the source to the
site can be used along with relations for and
conversion of these intensity values to ground-
motion parameters to develop the value? at the
site.

At this stage the choice can be made about
the nature of the availability of acceleration
time histories. If it is desirable not to de-
velop a theoretical earthquake, the next step is
the development of the site design response
spectra by scaling a standard response spectra
by the maximum ground-motion parameters. Both
vertical and horizontal spectra are to be devel-
oped. If the choice is made to develop theoret-
ical earthquakes, the following methodology is
proposed. The calculational procedure can fol-
low several paths, one being theoretical and the
other semir.heoretical or serai empirical. The
theoretical earthquake is based on having a
source mechanism, and a geometrical spreading
and attenuation mechanism in the computational
procedure. The source mechanism is the kine-
matic model ior the slip or movement of the
fault displacement during an earthquake as a
function of time and position on the fault plane
or the focal mechanisms for a source region.
The attenuation and spreading mechanism allows
calculation at the site of interest of the
displacement as a function of time.

The semitheoreticai procedure is based on
using a theoretical attenuation relationship in
which the source amplitude function is statis-
tically fitted to data for the region. The
spreading and attenuation mechanism or function
was chosen in a theoretical form. These models
oay be used to calculate the acceleration at a
site versus frequency. Also displacement and
velocity can be calculated using these models.
To develop a time history using these mod2ls a
standard calculational procedure 15] which simu-
lates earthquake motions compafiule with a pre-
scribed response spectra can le used.

For each source region or fault near the
site of interest, these "theoretical" procedures
should be used to calculate ground-motion time
histories. Then select the worst-case time his-
tories and calculate response spectra from each
one. It is recommended that the duration be
developed using the so-called "Trifunac-Brady
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Table 1. Earthquake source parameters
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Table 1. Continued
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Borrego
Tokachi-Oki
Saltama
Iran
Portugal
Kurlle Islands
Gifu
Peru
San Fernando
Nemuro-Oki
China

4/9/68
5/16/68 7.9 8.0 8.2

6,7

7/1/68
8/31/68
2/28/69
8/11/69
9/9/69
5/31/70
2/9/71
6/17/73
7/27/76

6.1 5.8
7.3
8.0
7.8
6.6
7.8
6.6
7.7
8.0

6.6

7.4

8.2

7.9

7.5

Magnitude from local data [e.g., magnitude in "Rika-nenpyo" (.Annual Table of Scientific Constants, Maruzen Publishing Co., Tokyo) for the
Japanese earthquakes]•

Surface wave magnitude.

Magnitude calculated from the seismic moment.

Seismic moment in 102/dvn cm.

Fault length.e

JFault depth (definition should be slightly changed for a buried fault).

°1I, normal; T, reverse; S, strike-slip; RS, right-lateral; LS, left-lateral; RI, reverse with right lateral; and LT, reverse with left-
lateral.

Final slip (average).

Rise time (linear ramp time function).

"'Theoretical rise time.

Rupture velocity.

Stress-drop.

Energy of seismic waves (approximate).

Strain-energy change in faulting (approximate).

Geodetic model, principally related to land movements.

Source: K. Kasahara, Earthquake Mechanics, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1981.



duration" [6] method corrected for the eastern
United States.

Here another choice can be made to directly
develop a synthetic response spectra. Synthetic
response spectra can be developed for each plau-
sible focal mechanism using magnitudes, source
parameters, and attenuation data. A response
spectra can be developed for each focal mecha-
nism and source region close to the site. Then
these response spectra can be enveloped to de-
velop the worst case design response spectra.
Again the Trifunac-Brady duration 16] method can
be used to develop the duration period.

The above procedures are used to develop
the SSE that is assumed to occur at a breeder or
light water reactor site as shown in Fig. 1.
Methods for development of the ground-motion
definition for the eastern United States are
presented which should prove to meet the needs
for this development.

GUIDELINES FOR ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR
PREDICTING NEAR-FIELD RESPONSES SPECTRA
THAT COVER A RANGE OF DAMPING VALUES

The labels "far—field" and "near—field" can
be misleading and misunderstood. For the west-
ern United States in the field of seismicity, a
certain distance is currently used to define
near-field, usually 20 km from the source of the
earthquake vibratory ground motion. However,
the real near—field depends on the geological
surroundings of the specific site being ana-
lyzed. A theoretical but pleasing definition is
as follows [7]: the far-field is simply all
positions that are more than a few wavelengths
away from the source, and the near-field is all
positions within a small fraction of a wave-
length from the source. The wavelengths of
interest are those of the compressional and
shear waves. These wavelengths can be approxi-
mately calculated by

2iracompressional wavelength =

shear wavelength

where u is the frequency of the wave, a is the
compressional wave velocity, and (5 is the shear
wave velocity. The calculation of the true
wavelengths cauld be difficult and approximate
because of variation in the wave velocity with
depth in the earth and local soil or geological
conditions [8]. Also, the wavelength depends
upon the frequency of the wave, and in earth-
quakes there are spectra of wave-frequency com-
binations. However, these simple formulas will
give guidance for future theoretical work.

The current practice in development or pre-
diction of near-field response spectra in the
western United States is to use a regression
analysis of a multitude of different response
parameters on instrumental data taken during
seismic events. The response spectral ampli-
tudes consist of separate regression analyses of

pseudovelocities at frequencies between 0,067
and 25.0 Hz. Response spectra corresponding to
certain percentiles are formed in these analy-
ses. In some cases, response spectra from the
regression analysis model and spectra from mea-
sured records are compared to indicate the ade-
quacy of the regression analysis. These types
of analyses are given in Refs. 8-10 for 5X-
damped pseudovelocities.

The guidelines for near-field responsev
spectra is shown in Fig; 2; In the guidelines
there are two methods to be used to develop the
response spectra. One is based on the availa-
bility of near-field data and the other is a
theoretical procedure. It is well known that
there are few recorded near-field data from the
eastern United States for use in statistical
analysis L10], However, the 1982 aftershocks of
the New Brunswick and New Hampshire earthquakes
gave near-field strong motion data for mj, > 4.
As is seen in Fig. 2, if near-field data or
strong-motion data for a tectoi.Jc region are
available, the procedure used in Refs. 8-10 will
be used to develop near-field response spectra.

For tectonic provinces or seismic source
zones where no strong motion data has been col-
lected by instrumentation, as is the case in
much of the eastern United States regions, simu-
lation studies should be done to develop synthe-
tic seismograms or response spectra for strong
motion. The current state-of-the-art allows
theoretical or synthetic amplitude-spectra to be
calculated for simple source mechanisms. To de-
velop synthetic response spectra for a tectonic
or seismic source region, it should be closely
matched to the actual geological structure and
to the region's capable faults.

The first step should be a geological study
of the tectonic or source region of interest to
estimate the geological parameters. All capable
faults 111] and the potential for surface fault-
ing must be determined. The capable faults are
to be determined form historical seismicity and
export op.*.tiif _ . If there has been historical
seismic activity along the fault or In the seis-
mic source zone, the needed potential source
parameters such as the seismic moment, and fault
length, width, and slip can be calculated. Geo-
logical investigations can also be used to esti-
mate the static source parameters.

The next step is to determine the source
mechanisms for each capable fault ir. the fault
system. As discussed before, the source mecha-
nism is the kinematic mathematicalmodel for the
movement along the fault versus time. Kinematic
mathematical models have been developed for
fault motion [4,7,12—15] and the best known are
the Haskell lib] and Brune [17] models. Recent
theoretical developments have allowed research-
ers to construct fairly realistic seismic models
and generate computer simulations of ground
motion. Secitheroetical procedures can also be
used to calculate the near-field response spec-
tra and use a simulation method [5J to develop
the time history. Another choice is to directly
develop a synthetic response spectra using the
"Trifunac-Brady duration" method [6] and simula-
tion [5] method to develop a synthetic time
histoiy.
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I

EACH 5TH0NG MOTION RECORD AND
RESPONSE SKCTRA SHOULD BE CLASSI-
FIED ACCORDING TO SITE CONDITIONS -
ROCK SITES. INTERMEDIATE SITES. AND
DEEP SOIL SITES.

A GEOLOGICAL STUDY OF REGION TO
ESTIMATE PARAMETERS OF ALL CAPABLE
FAULTS AND SURFACE FAULTING MUST
BE DONE. FAULTS MUSI BE DETERMINED
BASED ON IIIHISTORICALSEISMICITY AND
111 EXPERT OPINION.

HERE HAS BEEN HISTORICAL SEISMIC
AUHVT rY ON THE FAULT. IT CAN BE USED TO
CAICULATE SOURCE PARAMETERS. GEO-
LOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS CAN BE USED TO
SUPPLY STATUS OR MEASURABLE SOURCE
PARAMETERS. rfAJOfl SOURCE PARAMETERS
NEEDED ARE I I I FAULT LENGTH. 131 FAULT
WIDTH. 131 RUPTURE VELOCITY. Ml PERMA-
NEHT5UP.I5IRISE TIME. ANPIBI5TRE5S DROP.

DETERMINE POSSIBLE FOCALMECHAHISMS
FOR EACH CAPABLE FAULT IN FAULT
SYSTEM. INCLUDE CONSIDERATION OF
TYPES OF FAULTING. DEVELOP OR USE
MATHEMATICAL SEISMC SOURCE LOOELS
ALREADY IN LITERATURE TO MODEL.

COMPUTE SYNTHETIC RESPONSE SPECTRA
USING STOCHASTICSGURCEMODELSASEO
ON COMBINATIONS OF PLAUSIBLE FOCAL
MECHANISMS. MAGNITUDES. AND ATTENU-
ATION DATA. ENVELOP THESE TO FORM THE
WORST-CASE DESGN RESPONSE SPECTRUM.

ESTIMATE DURATION.

RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR EACH STRONG
MOTION RECORD ARE CALCULATED FOR
DAMPING RATIOS 0.2.5.10. AND 30*.

I0UN0 MOTION TIME HIS-
TORIES FOR EACH FOCAL MECHANISM AND
SEISMIC MODEL USING NUMERICAL SIMU-
LATIONS,

A RESPONSE SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE RE-
GRESSION ANALYSIS IS DONE FOR EACH
FREOUENCY BETWEEN 0.067 and 2S Hi AND
FOR EACH DAMPING RATIO. LINEAR RE-
GRESSION ANALYSIS IS USED TO SEE HOW
SPECTRAL AMPLITUDES ARE AFFECTED BY
MAGNITUDE. DISTANCE. SITE CONDITIONS.
DIRECTION OF SHAKING. AND EARTH-
QUAKE EVENT.

FROURESULTSOF REGRESSION ANALYSIS.
RESPONSE SPECTRA CORRESPONDING TO
APPROPRIATE PERCENTILES ARE FORMED.
COMPARISONS SHOULD BE MADE TO
RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR WHICH DATA
EXIST TO INDICATE THE ADEOUACY OF
REGRESSION ANALYSIS MODEL •

Fig. 2. Guidelines for near-field response spectra.
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After the ground motion has been calculated
for each capable fault, response spectra for
each time history can be developed for a range
of damping values of 0 to 20X. These calculated
time histories and response spectra can be used
directly for the specific site for which they
were calculated. If a regression model for the
eastern United States is required, the simulated
response spectra for this specific site, along
with others calculated for the East, can be used
in a response spectral amplitude regression
analysis.

As shown in Fig. 2, a procedure for calcu-
lation of near-field motion is given, which may
be useful where near-field motion is needed for
giving both site-specific >iata and statistically
calculated response spectra for the East.

OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAKE

The seismic design procedure for reactor
plants in the United States is given in Code of
Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 100, Appendix A
[llj. It requires establishing a sife shutdown
earthquake (SSE) which is based on the maximum
ground motion at the site and an operating basis
earthquake (OBE) which, in general, is based on
at least one half the ground acceleration magni-
tude of the SSE.

The OBE should be set based on the geolog-
ical conditions at the site and the recurrence
of seismic events in the area. One difficulty
with 10 CFR 100, Appendix A is that it contains
contradictory statements regarding the operating
basis earthquake. In the criteria the operating
basis earthquake is defined as an earthquake
which can reasonably be expected to affect the
site during the opprating life of the plant.
This seems to imply an exposure time of 40 years
nominal operating life of a nuclear power plant.
However, another section of the criteria re-
quires that the acceleration level of the oper-
ating basis earthquake be at least one-half that
of the safe shutdown earthquake. Only in areas
of very high seismicity do these two distinct
criteria for specifying the OBE acceleration
level become comparable. Based on the above
discussion of the OBE, it should be determined
through probabilistic analysis of the seismic.'.ty
in the region. The OBE should be set to spe-
cific exposure time rather than 0.5 SSE. For
example, a 10% probability of exceedence in a
50-yaar design life (50 years exposure) would
be consistent with 475-year return rate or
ref-rrence interval. Thus, specifying a
475-year recurrence interval for the OBE would
be conservative for a seismic event which could
reasonably be expected to affect the reactor'
site during the operating life of the plant.

A departure from setting the OBE to one-
half the SSE is permitted within the guidelines
of 10 CFR 100, Appendix A [11] which states: if
an applicant believes that the particular seis-
mology and geology of e site indicate that seme
of these criteria, or portions thereof, need not
be satisfied, the specific sections of these
criteria should be identified in the license
application and supporting data to justify
clearly such departures should be presented.

Probabilistic seismic analysis is being
used in the design of many critical structures
and is an excepted practice today. The setcing
of the OBE by probabilistic analysis will be
more realistic for the operating life of the
plant without effecting the safety of the public
since the plant is designed to withstand the SSE
without undue risk to the public.

CLOSURE

Guidelines for ground-motion definition
both near-field and far-field for the eastern
United States have been developed, with specific
recommendations where they can be made. A pro-
posed "new" aiethod for the development of the
operating basis earthquake is given and is felt
that it is realistic for the eastern region of
the country. These guidelines should prove use-
ful in development of seismic design require-
ments for future react T S .
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STRONG GROUND MOTION DATA FROM THE 1983 BORAH PEAK. IDAHO
EARTHQUAKE RECORDED AT

THE IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

Suzette H. Jackson
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1625

Idaho Falls, ID 83415

John Boatwright
U. S. Geological Survey

345 Middlefield Road, MS977
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Abstract

The 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho Earthquake was the largest normal fau l t i ng
event to occur in the las t 20 years. There were no near- f ie ld recordings
of ground motion during the main shock, however, th i r teen accelerographs
in a permanent array at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
recorded the event at epicentral distances of 90-110 km. Peak horizontal
accelerations (PGA) recorded at accelerographs above ground-floor level
range from 0.037 to 0.187 g. Accelerographs at basement and f r ee - f i e l d
s i tes recorded as low as 0.022 g and as high as 0.078 g. Peak ver t ica l
accelerations range from 0.016 g at ground level to 0.059 g above ground
f loo r leve l . A temporary array of d ig i t a l seismographs deployed by the
U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) in the epicentral area recorded ground motion
from six large aftershocks at °picentral distances of 4-45 km; the largest
of these aftershocks also tr iggered four accelerographs in the INEL array.
Two separate analyses were used to estimate near - f ie ld ground motion. The
f i r s t analysis uses the attenuation of the aftershock PGA measurements to
extrapolate the INEL main shock PGA measurements in to the near - f ie ld . This
estimates an upper l i m i t of 0.8 g for near- f ie ld ground motion. In the
second analysis, a set of main shock accelerograms were synthesized. Wave
propagation effects were determined from aftershock recordings at one of
the USGS portable stations and an INEL seismograph s ta t ion . These ef fects
were removed from one of the INEL main shock acceleration traces. The syn-
the t i c accelerograms were derived fo r a hypothetical stat ion southwest of
Mackay, Idaho. The PGA measured from the synthetic accelerograms were 0.08,
0.14, 0.15, 0.23 g. These estimates correlate well with ground motion
expected for an area of In tens i ty V I I .

INTRODUCTION

The October 28, 1983 Ms = 7.3Jorah Peak,
Idaho earthquake was, the~1 argest earthquake
to occur in the Idano, Wyoming, and Montana
region since the 1959 Hebgen Lake earthquake.
I t s epicenter was located in the Thousand
Springs Valley near the Lost River Mountain
Range. Tiie ground rupture during t h i s event
was to the northwest along the Lost River
Fault. Mackay, Idaho was the closest town
to ths earthquake, located approximately 25 km
southeast from the epicenter. I t was heavily
damaged by the ground shaking. An e a r t h - f i l l e d
dam at Mackay Reservoir, 16 km southeast from
the epicenter, suffered minimal

At the time of the earthquake, the closest
seismic instrumentation was located 90 km
southeast of the epicenter at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Thirteen accel-
erographs at the INEL recorded the ground
motion. On the day of the main shock, the
U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) began to set
up a temporary d i g i t a l seismograph network
in the v i c i n i t y of the epicenter. This network
recorded near - f ie ld ground motion from the
aftershocks fo r 11 days.

Since there were no near- f ie ld recordings
of ground motion, the main shock and aftershock
recordings were used to estimate the near- f ie ld

ground motion for the main shock by two methods.
One method uses the attenuation of the af ter-
shock PGA with distance to extrapolate the
main shock PGA into the nea r - f i e l d . The
other method uses the aftershock recordings
to determine wave propagation character is t ics;
these character ist ics are then removed from
a main shock acceleration t race. The outcome
is a synthetic accelerogram. (The theory
fo r .the second method is discussed in detai l
in Jackson and Boatwright, [ 7 ] . ) The PGA
estimated from the two methods are compared
to the earthquake damage in Mackay.

INSTRUMENTATION

When the Borah Peak earthquake occurred,
the INEL had sixteen strong motion accelero-
graphs (current ly 20) and f i v e seismograph
stations in operation. Figure 1 shows the
locations of the accelerographs and seismograph
stat ions. Several accelerographs are located
at a f a c i l i t y area. The acronyms in the
f igure represent each of the instrumented
f ac i l i t y areas.

Thirteen of the strong-motion accelero-
graphs are model RFT-250 Teledyne Geotech
and three are model RFT-350 Terra Technology.
Both types of instruments record data on \-7-
70 mm f i lm. The accelerographs are situated
at different levels within the fac i l i t ies.
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Figure 1. Map of the Idaho National Engineer-
ing Laboratory (INEL) showing: 1) location
of strong-motion acceierographs with notation
of interconnected instruments; 2) location
of seismograph stations.

Seven are located at basement level and six
others are located at or Ebove ground-floor
level. The rena*ning three are at free-field
sites TAN-719. CPP-610, and OFS-2 (Figure 1).
Some of the acceierographs at a facility area
are interconnected so that in the event one
instrument is triggered, the others turn on.
The interconnections are noted in Figure 1.

Other than the acceierographs at free-field
sites, the others are within structures that
are directly founded in or have supports that
extend into basalt (bedrock). The sediment
thickness to bedrock varies at each facility
area from the least amount, 1.2-2.5 m, at
PBF to the greatest amount, 14.0-22.5 m, at
TRA (Figure 1). The sediments are mainly
sand and gravels. In some areas, the sand
and gravels have silt lenses and 1n other
areas are mixed with clay. There are lake
and piaya sediments beneath the TAN area.

The five INEL seismograph stations use
Mark Products L-4C 1.0 Hz seismometers. The
data are transmitted from the station by radio
frequency links to the INEL where the data
are recorded as analog records. The seismo-
graph station signals are also transmitted
by phone line to the University of Utah
Seismograph Stations, Salt Lake City, UT

50.01 TRA 670 S89W (Free-field)

•&U.UJ • | i | i | • | i A ' A ' A ' A ' A ! A ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A

23.0-1 TAN 719 S80W,j 22.30

-23.0

(Basement)

I ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A • A • A ' A ' A

5 „ „ „ ANL767S16W
§ 32-°] 1,31.92 (Basement)

-32.0

37.0n

•37.0

I ' I ' I ' I ' .1 ' A ' A • A ' ,1 ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A

I
I • 1 • I ' t ' A ' ,1 ' A ' A • A ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A ' A

Seconds

Figure 2. INEL acceleration time-histories
displaying the similarity in an envelope
of peak amplitudes for TRA, ANL, and CPP.

where they are digital ly recorded. Digital
aftershock data from CIB (Figure 1) were
used in the synthetic accelerogram analysis
to estimate the near-field ground motion
of the main shock.

The U. S. Geological Survey Menlo Park,
CA deployed a temporary array of 12 digital
seismographs In the area of the epicenter.
Nine of the seismographs were GEOS event
recorders equipped with three-component vel-
ocity sensors and force-balance accelerometers.
The other three were Spring-Nether DR-100
event recorders with three-component velocity
sensors. The network recorded near-field
ground motion for six largs aftershocks.
The recordings from one of the 12 digital
seismographs, CEM, was used to synthesize
near-field accelerograms and PGAs for the
main shock.

DATA

Thirteen of the sixteen acceierographs in
the INEL array recorded ground motion from
the main shock. There were two thst failed
to operate, the acceierograph located in
the basement of TAN- 650 and the accelerograph
at the free-field site, OFS-2. The third
accelerograph, ILF-1, was not triggered since
i t 1s located in Idaho Falls 160 miles from
the epicenter.
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The accelerographs recorded ground motion
for 30-40 seconds. The uncorrected data were
digit ized and processed by Structural and
Earthquake Engineering Consultants of Arcadia,
CA resulting in corrected acceleration, ve l -
oci ty, and displacement t ime-histories. Figure
2 shows the corrected acceleration t ime-histor-
ies for the S80W component of TAN-719 (free-
f i e l d ) , S89W component of TRA-670 (basement)
S16U component of ANL-767 (basement) and S01E
component of CPP-601-2 (basement). An envelope
of the peak amplitudes of the acceleration
traces are similar except for TAN-719. I t
has uniformly larger peak amplitudes throughout
the trace. Simi lar i ty in the other traces
shown are representative of the remaining
acceleration traces at TRA, PBF, ANL, and
CPP. This s imi la r i ty implies that the wave
propagation from the epicenter down the Big
Lost River Valley to the INEL accelerographs
is similar.

Peak accelerations in "g" for the longi-
tudinal, ve r t i ca l , and transverse components
and distance of the accelerograph from the
epicenter are l is ted in Table 1. The peak
horizontal accelerations at or above ground-
f loor level range 0.037 g to 0.187 g; the high-
est value recorded at the top of the crane
beam at PBF-620. Peak horizontal accelerations
for the f ree- f ie ld and basement accelerographs
range 0.022 g at TRA-670 (basement) to 0.078 g
at CPP-610 ( f ree- f ie ld ) . TRA-670 also recorded
the lowest peak vert ical acceleration, 0.019 g
and PBF-620 (crane beam) recorded the highest
peak vert ical acceleration, 0.059 g. For
further detai ls about the INEL peak acceler-
ations, see Jackson [ 6 ] .

The basement and f ree- f ie ld accelerations
l isted in Table 1 indicate that accelerographs
closer to the epicenter recorded lower peak
horizontal accelerations than accelerographs
further away. This inversion suggests that
the structures which housed the accelerographs
and/or the sediment to bedrock thickness i n f l u -
enced the recorded accelerations. However,
the variation between peak accelerations is
relat ively small. The influence of the record-
ing si te on the PGAs does not appear to be
signif icant.

The peak horizontal accelerations recorded
by the f ree- f ie ld and basement accelerographs
are consistent with what has been predicted
for this area of Idaho. The preliminary map
of horizontal accelerations In rock with a
90% probabi l i ty of not being exceeded in 50
years developed by Algermissen et a l . [1]
shows a PGA of 4-6% g for the area of the
INEL. The peak horizontal accelerations re-
corded at the INEL range 2.2 to 7.8* g. The
average, 5% g, is within the 4-6% estimated
for the area of the INEL.

ESTIMATES OF NEAR-FIELD ACCELERATION

The peak horizontal accelerations are
compared to attenuation curves for California
developed fry Joyner and Boore, [ 8 ] . Figure
3 shows the 50 percentile attenuation curves
for moment magnitudes 4.0-7.0. These

TABLE 1 . CORRECTED PEAK ACCELERATION I I I " g " FROH THE BORAH PEAK EARTHQUAKE'

LOCATION

TRA-670
(Basement)

TRA-6«
(Basement)

CPP-601-2
(2nd Basement)'

CPP-6D1-1
(1st floor)

CPP-610
(Free-field)

TAN-719
(Free-field)

TAN-650-4
(4th Floor)

TAK-650-D
(Do™ Top)

PBF-620-2
(2nd Basement)'

PBf-620-1
(1st Basement)c

PBF-620-C
(Crane Beam)

ANl-767
(Basement)

ANL-768
(Basement)

LONGITUDINAL

0.022

0.030

0.038

0.043

0.07B

0.040

0.C37

0.097

0.050

0.0S7

0.114

0.033

0.038

VERTICAL

0.019

0.019

0.038

0.033

0.035

0.016

0.021

0.028

0.032

0.033

0.059

0.031

0.028

TRANSVERSE

0.023

0.029

0.044

0.065

0.Q58

0.050'

0.090

0.137

0.051

0.050

0.1B7

0.032

0.048

DISTANCE (km)b

69

90

92

92

93

94

94

94

97

97

97

110

110

a Processed by Structural and Earthquake Engineering Consultants of
Arcadia. CA under direction of Drs. «. D. Trifunac and V. W. Lee.

o Distance calculated by short distance method [11] using epicenter
location. 44.06'N, 113.86'U. National Earthquake Information Service.

c First basement refers to upper basement and second basement refers to
loner basemsnt.

attenuation curves were constructed using
strong-motion recordings from earthquakes
that have occurred in western North America,
mostly in California.

The free-field peak horizontal acceler-
ations from the main shock are plotted in
Figure 3 as a function of epicentral distance.
Although Joyner and Boore use the distance
between the surface projection of the fault
rupture, the accelerations were plotted as
a function of epicentral distance. The differ-
ence between the surface projection of fault
rupture and the epicenter to the accelerographs
is not discernable on the graph. Joyner and
Boore calculate moment magnitude using the
relation from Hanks and Kanamori [5]:

H = 2/3 log Mo - 10.7

where Mo is the seismic moment in dyne-cm.
A moment magnitude of 6.9 was calculated for
the main shock using the geodetic moment of
2.7 x 1026 dyne-cm for the seismic moment
[2 ] . This moment 1s in good agreement with
the seismic moment, 2.9 x 1026 dyne-cm
(H = 6.9) , determined by Doser [ 4 ] . The peak
accelerations are above what is predicted
for a moment magnitude 6.9 at about 100 km.

The largest of the peak horizontal accel-
erations for the six aftershocks are plotted
as a function of epicentral distance in Figure
3. I t i s assumed, the surface projection of
fau l t rupture and aftershock epicenter w i l l
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Figure 3. Plot of the largest peak horizontal
acceleration versus distance. Moment magnitude
curves for the 50th percenti1e developed by
Joyner and Boore [8]. Solid circles represent
the INEL free-field PGA from the main shock.
Triangles and squares correspond to the PGA
from the aftershocks of moment magnitudes
4.5 to 5.5 and 4.0 to 4.5, respectively.
Open circles are the estimated PGA from the
Ettenuation curves. Open circles with dots
are the PGA estimated from the synthetic accel-
erograms.

be close to the same location. The acceler-
ations represent data recorded by the USGS
Menlo Park, CA and USGS Denver, CO temporary
seismograph arrays. The aftershock acceler-
ations are shown as different symbols for
moment magnitude intervals 4.0 < H < 4.5 and
4.5 < M < 5.5. The moment magnitudes were
obtained from Boatwright [3] .

A magnitude 5.8 aftershock (H = 5.1)
on October 29 at 23:39 (UTC) was recorded
by the temporary array in the near-field
(10-45 km) and four accelerographs at the
INEL (94 km). The accelerographs at TAN were
triggered by the S-wave. This is noted in
the figure by an "S" near the symbol represent-
ing the acceleration for the free-field site
TAN-719.

The accelerations from aftershocks between
moment magnitudes 4.5 to 5.5 fa l l below the
predicted accelerations for the 5.0 attenuation
curve. Similarly, the accelerations for the
aftershocks with moment magnitudes 4.0-4.5
fa l l below the M = 4.0 curve and exhibit a
larger scatter. These data appear to follow
the attenuation curves from 10-100 km. To
extrapolate the INEL recordings of the main
shock into the near-field, a curve was con-
structed through the 4.5-5.5 moment magnitude
accelerations which parallels the Joyner and

114° 113*

Figure 4. Map identifying the location of the
main shock and aftershocks relative to the
INEL accelerographs TAN, CPP, and PBF, the ">
INEL seismic station CIB, the USGS Menlo Park,
CA portable seismic station CEM and the hypo-
thetical station: MAC. Note that CPP, PBF,
and CIB are in line with the Big Lost River
Valley containing Mackay, ID.

Boore [8] curves. The INEL main shock acceler-
ations were extrapolated along this curve
into the near-field (18 km). This results
in near-field PGA estimates of 0.65 g and
0.80 g shown in Figure 3 and noted as "est i -
mated by attenuation curves."

These estimated PGAs are considered to
be a weak upper l imi t for near-field ground
motion. As discussed later, i t is unlikely
that 0.80 g or 0.65 g occurred at this distance
from the epicenter during the main shock.
Extrapolating the INEL main shock PGA into
the near-field using the PGA from the S-trigg-
ered recording gives questionable results.
I t is also evident from Figure 3 that the
Joyner and Boore curves are inappropriate
for the Borah Peak area. In general, these
attenuation curves substantially over estimate
the PGAs of the aftershocks. The INEL record-
ings of the main shock provide the only PGAs
which are above the Joyner and Boore curves.
Consequently, we developed a technique using
the available main shock and aftershock record-
ings to directly estimate the near-field ground
motion.

The technique uses an argument of similar-
i t y for the near- and far-f ield ground motions
radiated by tte aftershocks and the main shock.
Figure 4 shows the station configurations
used in the analysis. The aftershocks were
recorded by CEM (near-field; Big Lost River
Valley) and CIB ( far - f ie ld ; Snake River Plain).
The main shock was recorded at CPP, PBF, and
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Figure 6. Top: amplitude spectra for PBF-6Z0,
CPP-610 and CPP-601. Bottom: amplitude spectra
for TAN-719.

Figure 5. Vertical acceleration time-histories,
from top to bottom, CPP-610 (free-field),
TAN-719 (free-field), CPP-601-2 (basement),
and PBF-620 (basement). Partial traces due
to time break in original record. The sections
were processed separately. Note that CPP
and PBF traces have similar envelopes of peak
amplitudes from S-wave to end of trace. CPP-601 is
used in the synthetic accelerogram analysis.

TAN (far-field, Snake River Plain). Using
these recordings, acceleration traces are
synthesized for a hypothetical station MAC
(near-field; Big Lost River Valley). If the
propagation characteristics are assumed to
be similar for the aftershocks and main shock,
then the spectral ratio of the aftershock
ground motion at CEM and CIB should be approxi-
mately equal to the spectral ratio of the
main shock ground motion at MAC and CPP.
By applying this similarity, the aftershock
data recorded at CEM and CIB are combined
with the CPP acceleration to synthesize near-
field ground motion for MAC during the main
shock.

This technique is plausible because of
the similarity in the INEL acceleration traces,
the station geometry, and the depths of the
aftershocks and main shock. The INEL horizontal
acceleration traces for PBF, CPP, TRA, and
ANL have similar envelopes of peak amplitudes.
This is also true for the vertical acceleration
traces. Figure 5 shows the vertical traces
for CPP-61C (free-field), TAN-719 (free-field),
CPP-601-2 (basement) and PBF-6Z0-2 (basement).

(Partial traces are shown for CPP anu PBF
because of time break in original record.
Each section was processed separately.) The
vertical traces of CPP and PBF have similar
envelopes of peak amplitudes for the S-phase
to the end of the trace. The envelope differs
for TAN-719. This similarity is illustrated
better at the top of Figure 6. The amplitude
spectra for PBF and CPP traces are practically
identical while TAN-719, at the bottom of
the figure, is distinctly different. This
comparison indicates similar wave propagation
characteristics from the main shock to CPP
and PBF, but different wave propagation charact-
eristics to TAN.

The station geometry was chosen to be
as similar as possible. PBF, CPP, TRA, and
ANL are in line with the Big Lost River Valley
whereas TAN is located further north as shown
in Figure 4 (locations for TRA and ANL are
referenced in Figure 1). The alignment of
geology and ray geometry i s assumed 'to' be
responsible for the similarity in the acceler-
ation traces of PBF, CPP, TRA, and ANL. It
is also assumed that data recorded at CIB
from the aftershocks will have similar wave
propagation characteristics as the data record-
ed at CPP from the main shock since CIB is
also aligned with the Big Lost River Valley
(Figure 4). It should be noted that the dis-
tance from the aftershocks to CIB is greater
than for the main shock to CPP. This differs
ence i s accounted for in the analysis.

The wave propagation characteristics
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Figure 7. Top: spectral ratios of CEM/CIB
for the 5 aftershocks used in the synthetic
analysis. Bottom: Average of the 5 spectral
ratios. Error bars represent 85% limits for
the distribution from the mean.

and site response at the hypothetical station
MAC are assumed to be similar to those of
the station CEM. CEM 1s located 18 km southeast
of the aftershocks. The hypothetical station
is located 18 km southeast of the main shock
(Figure 4). This location 1s determined by
measuring the angle between lines drawn from
the aftershocks to CEM and CIB, then doing
the same for the main shock to MAC and CPP.
MAC is located 8 km southwest of Mackay.

The five aftershocks chosen for the ana-
lysis originated at depths of 9-12 km [3].
The main shock occurred at 16 km depth [10].
These depths are within the same velocity
layer, 6.16 km/sec, 7-18 km below the surface
[10]. Assuming the velocity structure is
approximately laterally homogeneous, the wave
propagation characteristics are similar for
the aftershocks to CEM and CIB as for the
main shock to MAC and CPP. Therefore, the
aftershocks recorded at CEM and CIB can be
used to determine the wave propagation effects
from the main shock to CPP.

The aftershocks recorded at CIB and CPP
are corrected for instrument effects. The
north-soutrj'n'component of CEM and vertical
component of CIB are used to determine the
propagation effects by taking the spectral
ratio of CEM to CIB. The spectral ratio for
the five aftershocks are shown at the top
of Figure 7. Except for 0018 spectral ratio
which is somewhat flat, the spectral ratio
exhibit an approximate uniformity. 0813 has
different spectral ratio characteristics at
about-20 Hz and was not used in the derivation
of'the synthetic acceleration traces. The
average ratio is plotted with error bars

50

(from 0002)

10 sec 20

(from 0631)

10 aec

(from 1343)

20

100

200

10 8ec 20

(from 0018)

10
sec

20

Figure 8. Synthetic accelerograms (north-south
component) for the hypothetical station MAC.
Noted above each trace is the aftershock from
which the acceleration trace was derived.
Peak horizontal accelerations, from top to
bottom, 0.08, 0.014, 0.015, 0.023 g.

representing 85* limits for the distribution
at the bottom of Figure 7.

Four different aftershocks are used to
remove the propagation effects from the CPP-601
vertical acceleration trace (Figure 5), result-
ing in four different synthetic accelerograms.
Figure 3 shows the north-south component for
the hypothetical station MAC with notation
of the aftershock 1t was derived from Identified
above each trace. The peak accelerations for
the four are, from top to bottom, 0.08, 0.1.4,
0.15, 0.23 g. These estimates of near-field
ground motion are more appropriate than the
0.65 and 0.80 g values estimated by the Joyner
and Boore [8] attenuation curves.

The estimated accelerations are plotted
at 18 km on the attenuation curves used earlier
and are noted as "estimated from spectral ana-
lysis." This was shown in Figure 3. The 0.15 g
symbol is plotted to the right of the others.
The estimate, 0.23 g, is close to the predicted
acceleration at 18 km. The others fall below
this. These estimated accelerations are less
than the Joyner and Boore predictions by the
approximate amount that the aftershock acceler-
ations are. We believe this occurs because
the Joyner and Boore curves do not apply well
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Figure 9. Plot of food store disturbance
and Modified Mercalli intensity versus peak
acceleration [9]. Small solid and open circles
represent intensity correlated with instrument
measured peak accelerations from Nason's work;
small open circles are for poorly correlated
points. The large solid circles represent
the main shock INEL free-field accelerations;
large open circles with the dot correspond
to the estimated acceleration from the synthetic
accelerograms.

to the Borah Peak area.

DISCUSSION

The estimated accelerations of 0.08,
0.14, 0.15 and 0.23 g are reasonable when
correlated with the damage that occurred in
Hackay using the Modified Mercalli intensity
scale. Based on the damage that occurred
in Mackay, the intensity was determined to
be VII. The location of the hypothetical
station MAC is within the intensity VII boundary
[12]. The INEL is within the intensity VI
area [12]. The estimated peak accelerations
and the INEL free-field peak accelerations
are plotted on a graph of intensity versus
peak acceleration as shown in Figure 9. This
graph is adapted from Nason [9]. The large
solid circles correspond to the INEL free-field
peak accelerations; the large open circles
with dots correspond to the peak accelerations
estimated from the spectral analysis.

From this figure, the estimated acceler-
ations are consistent with Nason's results
except for the lowest estimate. The INEL
accelerations also agree well with the peak
accelerations for an intensity VI. Peak accel-:
erations of 0.15 or 0.23 g are more likely
to have occurred in or in close proximity
to Mackay -luring the main shock than peak
accelerations of 0.65 or 0.80 g. However,
since MAC and Mackay are within the intensity
VII area and Nason's study shows peak acceler-
ations of good quality from 0.22 to 0.27 g
(Figure 9), the ground motion may have been
slightly greater than the peak accelerations
estimated from the synthetic accelerograms.

CONCLUSION

The geological and seismological charact-
eristics of the normal faulting process which
produced the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake, will
serve as a model"for'predicting the effects
of future Targe earthquakes throughout the
Basin and Range and Intermountain regions.
In particular, along areas of the Wasatch Fault
in Utah since many sections are geometrically
similar to the Lost River Fault.

The lack of near-field recordings of
the Borah Peak earthquake impels our estimates
of the near-field PGAs. Comparison of the
results obtained from the two techniques with
the Modified Mercalli intensity and the reports
of damage indicate that the synthetic acceler-
ograms give more appropriate estimates than
the Joyner and Boore [8] attenuation curves.
Because they appear to overestimate both the
source strength and 1he attenuation of ground
motion at large distances, the attenuation :;
curves give unreasonably large near-field peak
accelerations. We conclude that these curves
cannot be used to predict thepeak ground
motions for any Basin and Range or Intermountain
earthquakes.

The peak horizontal accelerations of
0.08, 0.14, 0.15, and 0.23 g from the synthetic
acceleration traces correlate well with those
peak accelerations for an intensity VII. These
values cannot be regarded as the strongest
near-field accelerations. The earthquake rup-
tured to the northwest, away from Mackay, and
it is probable that other areas in the epicentral
region experienced larger accelerations.
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SPECIFICATION OF SEISMIC QUALIFICATION ENVIRONMENT
FOR EQUIPMENT

J. J. Johnson
0. H. Maslenikov

M. J. Mraz
B. J. Benda

NTS/Structural Mechanics Associates
Two Annabel Lane, Suite 101

San Ramon CA 91583

Abstract

Specification of the seismic qualification environment for equipment
housed in structures may be in the form of in-structure response spectra.
Current procedures are to calculate a raw in-struct ° response spectra,
smooth, and peak broaden it to account for uncertainties in the seismic
input, soil, and structure properties. This procedure many times leads to
excessive conservatism in response spectra at frequencies near peak
amplification. They do not lead to equal probability of exceedance
spectra. These spectra are especially sensitive to changes in earthquake
motions or other dynamic excitations and changes in soil and structure
modeling and behavior. Peak broadening in-structure response spectra 15?
may not cover the range of frequencies of the soil-structure system, in
general. However, applying peak broadening to the extremely high peaks of
the spectra leads to very conservative in-structure spectra for design. A
more rational approach based on equal probability of exceedance response
spectra is presented. An example structure is analyzed and three sets of
results presented and cor.pared: current procedures, design spectra based
on approximately 16$ exceedance probability, and design spectra based on a
factored median resposne spectra.
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COST-REDUCING SEISMIC QUALIFICATION PROGRAM
FOR THE GAS CENTRIFUGE ENRICHMENT PLANT (GCEP)

Richard M. Drake
Fluor Engineers and Constructors, Inc.

Irvine, California

: Sam W. Swan
EQE Incorporated

San Francisco, California

Elwood A. Smietana
Fluor Engineers and Constructors, Inc.

Abstract

Seismic qualification costs for equipment in a major nuclear process
facility can be significant. In an effort to reduce costs, the seismic
qualification program for DOE's Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) near
Portsmouth, Ohio has been recently updated. The new program maximizes
architect/engineer (A/S) responsibility for seismic qualification and
thereby minimizes the construction contractor's, and thus the equipment
supplier's involvement in the qualification process. For most equipment
items, it can be shown that industry standard practice in equipment design
is sufficient to assure adequate seismic integrity and a high probability
of continued operation during and after a seismic event. Thus, much of the
usual testing and analysis by the equipment, supplier on nuclear-related
projects is avoided, and minimal calculations (primarily for base
anchorage) are performed by the A/E. A key element in this qualification
approach is the use of seismic experience data developed through an ongoing
research program sponsored by the nuclear power industry. Experience in
the performance of mo3t type3 of equipment in earthquakes shows that damage
or malfunction occurs far less often than conventional analysis would
predict. Equipment seems to be highly resistant to the effects of seismic
inertial loads where adequate base anchorage is provided. In addition to
seismic experience data, the use of past qualification program experience,
design calculation a3 based on a generic item configuration (i.e. one
representative of several manufacturers), and engineering judgment is an
important part of the qualification process. It is anticipated that
removing most of the burden of seismic qualification from the contractor
will lead to significant savings due to increased vendor interest in
project participation, increased number of standard equipment items which
meet specification requirements, increased contractor efficiency and
productivity, and reduced recycle of submittals during the equipment
approval process.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SEISMIC ANCHORAGE
GUIDELINES FOR HEAVY INDUSTRIAL FACILITY

EQUIPMENT

R. Martin Czarnecki
Vice President
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SEISMIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUSPENDED CEILING SYSTEMS

Gary E. Freeland
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-799
Livermore, California 9t55O

Peter W. T. Wong
ED2 International

San Franoisco, California

John Earle
Shapiro, Okino, Horn Associates

San Francisco, Califonia

Abstract

Historically, earthquake resistant design has heen focused primarily on
the building's structural integrity and not on the "so-ealled" non-
structural elements within the building. Recent events, notably the 1971
San Fernando and 1980 Livermore earthquakes in California, demonstrated
that seismic damage to non-structural elements can be considerable.

One of the non-structural elements that is highly susceptable to
seismic damage is the ceiling. Ceilings, and their related services, such
as electrical fixtures and mechanical ducts, are suspended from the
structure. Although the structure is designed to withstand earthquake
damage,, the non-structural elements, like ceilings are not. This has been
based on a design philosophy that the structural frame will be deflected by
seismic forces and the non-structural elements are expected to incur
minimal damage of a cosmetic nature.

As a result of recent findings, the magnitude and cost of these non-
structural failures and the resultant injury to building occupants and the
extent of property damage were such that the non-structural elements are
now given proper attention. And many local, state, and federal
jurisdictional authorities are contemplating and requiring careful
structural review and design. The main problem of codes and standards is
the variety of conflicting regulations and interruptions of the letter
versus the intent of these codes.

Since Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is engaged in
sophisticated research and development activities and its geographic
location makes the laboratory subject to the effect of earthquakes, in
October 1981, ED2 International Architects and Planners were commissioned
by LLNL to provide a Survey of commercially available suspended ceiling
systems. The Survey was to include all ceilings types, their relative
costs, and recommendations for seismic dosign.

This Survey is in the format of a handbook with seven (7) major
headings:

1. Generic types of suspended ceiling systems
2. functional Comparative Analysis of the various systems
3. Relative costs of various ceiling systems
1. Seismic considerations and recommendations
5. Detailed drawings and suggested methods of assembly
6. Code References
7. Listing of Material Suppliers, representatives, and available

product lines and selection check lists.

This Survey of ceiling systems was intended to be used as a guide and a
working document for the comparison of available systems. In addition, it
was meant to serve as a valuable tool in establishing a definitive Code
wi-*\ applicable standards .ind design criteria for suspended ceiling systems
at the laboratory. We feel that the work in progress has replication value
•to other D.O.E. facilities. And an audio/visual presentation of the
accumulated knowledge will help in clarifying the possible mitigation
measures needed to counteract potential seismic hazards for non-structural
building elements in all future D.O.E. facilities.
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AN OVERVIEW OP THE PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACH

J. W. Reed
Jack R. Benjamin & Associates

1)14 Castro Street
Mountain View, CA 9«04i

Abstract

The techniques of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) are applicable to
Department of Energy facilities. The background and techniques of PRA are
given with special attention to seismic,;wind and flooding external events.
A specific application to seismic events is provided to demonstrate the
method. However, the PRA framework is applicable also to wind and external
flooding.

INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic ri3k assessments (PRAs) are
performed routinely for nuclear power plants
in the United States. Although the practice
of PRA has produced procedures and conventions
which are particular to the nuclear power
plant industry, the PRA methodology is applic-
able to other facilities such as managed by
the Department of Energy (DOE).

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) was one of
the fir3t attempts to use PRA for nuclear
power plants [1]. Since the accident at Three
Mile Island, PRA has become increasingly
popular as a tool to evaluate in probabilistic
terms the potential threat from nuclear power
for a variety of initiating events including
both internal events and external events
(e.g., seismic, wind and external flooding).
The state of the art has been advancing and
the PRA procedures used in the analysis of
nuclear power plants is becoming accepted in
the nuclear industry. Other industries and
critical facilities may benefit as well from
the formalism provided by the PRA method. In
particular, the effects of seismic, wind and
flooding external hazards can be put in a
rational perspective using the PRA method.

The focus of this paper is the PRA
methodology used to analyze the effects of
seismic, wind and external flooding on critj •
cal facilities. The analysis procedures for
internal events is somewhat different and
information on this aspect of PRA can be found
in Reference 2. A general description of the
basic analysis procedures for external events
is given below. Next, the external event FRA
techniques are explained for the effects of
earthquakes. The general framework for
seismic events is also applicable to both "ind
and external flooding.

PRA FOR EXTERNAL EVENTS

The basic steps common to the external
event PRA analysis include:

• Hazard characterization

• Fragility formulation

t Plant logic model

• Systems failure and release

The characterization of hazard is given
in terms of frequency of exceedahce curves,
which are a function of a physical parameter
related to failure of structures and equip-
ment. For seismic hazard, peak^ground accel-
eration (PGA) or some related damage effective
parameter is used to measure structural or
operational failure: potential. Similarly,
wind velocity is used for tornadoes and
hurricanes, and water depth is used for
flooding. A family of hazard curves is
developed for each external event type to
reflect the uncertainty in the calculated
frequencies of occurrence.

Fragility Information provides the
relationship between frequency of failure of a
structure or component and the hazard para-
meter [i.e., PGA, wind velocity, or water
depth). The frequency of failure is expressed
graphically in the form of fragility curves.
The word "fragility" has been popularized in
seismic PRA and is simply the inverse of
capacity. Tfeus, the fragility ourve(s) gives
the frequency (or more correctly, the
fraction) of failure between 0 and 1 as a
function of the ground motion parameter. In a
manner analogous to hazard data, a family of
fragility curves is developed for each
structure or component to reflect the
uncertainty in the fractional number of
failures associated with each intensity of
hazard demand (e.g., different PGA values for
the earthquake external event).

The plant logic model rationally connects
the safety-related structures and components.
Event trees and fault trees are used logically
to descrite the various paths leading to
potential adverse consequences, such as core
melt, early radioactive release, etc. Boolean
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equations for the top events are formed which
combine both structural and operational
failures with random failures. This process
leads to plant level fragility ourves (e.g.
plant damage state, release category and core
melt) in contrast to basis fragility curves
for individual components. The plant
fragility curves are formed from the individ-
ual structure and component fragility curves
and the plant system Boolean equations.

The systems failure and release step
involves the integration of *he hazard and
plant fragility curves to produce a proba-
bility distribution on the unconditional
frequency of failure (i.e., the hazard
intensity level from 0 to infinity is
integrated out).

In order that these concepts (i.e.,
hazard, fragility, plant logic model and
systems failure and release) may be more
clearly understood, Figure 1 shows an example
flow chart for seismic risk analysis. This
flow chart goes one step beyond systems
failure and release. As shown in Figure 1,
the output of the release analysis becomes the
input for the consequence (risk) analysis
which involves a dispersion computation and
analysis of subsequent health effects; such as
early or latent cancers which are important in
nuclear power plant analysis. Conceptually,
the results from each of the external event
analyses can be merged with the results of the
internal event analysis at the point of radio-
active release'. The combined results can then
be used in the consequence analysis. Alter-
nately, the consequence analysis can be per-
formed separately for each event type, and the
results combined at the end. In the discus-
sion below, the external event analysis is
presented up to core melt.

In Figure 1, sets of hazard and component
fragility curves are shown at the top and
bottom of the figure, respectively. A plant
system and response analysis step, which is
conceptually similar for both a PRA and a
deterministic analysis in the plant design, is
performed. Figure 2 shows the basic
structural analysis flow chart. The steps
shown are applicable for both deterministic
and probabilistic analyses. The purpose of
Figure 2 is to emphasize that the same basic
structural analysis framework applies to both
the design process and a seismic PRA analysis.

Each of the basic steps discussed above
is applicable to seismic, wind, and flooding
external events. The commonality of steps and
framework should be kept in mind. Table 1
summarizes the characterizations of hazard,
structure response, and fragility for seismic,
wind and external flooding. By comparing the
entries in Table 1, the reader can see a
common structure for external events.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF EXTERNAL EVENTS

Component Seismic

Hazard PGA
Response
Spectra
Direction

Wind Spead Flooding

Speed Depth
Direction

Structure Soil Funneling Elevation
Response Structure

Interaction Static Drains
Dynamic Structure Barriers
Structure Exterior
Equipment

Fragility Structure
Equipment

Material
Failure

Function
Failure

Structure Equipment
Exterior

Material
Failure

Function
Failure

Wetting

APPLICATION TO SEISMIC EXTERNAL EVENTS

The basic parts which are needed for a
seismic PRA represent the same information
which must be used for any complete seismic
probabilistic studyr First, the ground motion
hazard in the seismic PRA takes the form of
hazard curves which portray the annual fre-
quency of exceedanoe as a function of the
ground shaking parameter (e.g., peak ground
acceleration or spectral acceleration).;
Figure 3 shows an example set of hazard curves
from the Zion PRA [3]. Note that more than
one curve is given since the underlying
mechanisms which cause earthquakes are
uncertain. Subjective weights (i.e.,
probabilities) are assigned to the curves
which by convention must sum' to unity.

Although each single curve is developed
using standard seismic hazard calculational
procedures which involve earthquake sources,
frequency of occurrence of different size
events, maximum magnitudes, and ground motion
attenuation, the individual underlying para-
meters are not known with certainty. This
leads to postulating sets of hazard parameters
which are assigned corresponding probability
weights. Because of a lack of knowledge and
limited amount of data (i.e., the effects of
earthquakes have been recorded for only a few
hundred years in the U.S.) there does not
exist the Intellectual luxury of basing
uncertainty on only the statistical vari-
ability due to limited data. The Bayesian
viewpoint must be adopted to allow the
assignment of probabilities based on sub-
jective Judgment. However, in contrast to
classical statisticians who prefer to allow
only recorded data, this procedure is
perfectly acceptable to most engineers.

It is important to note in Figure 3, the
increasing spread of the hazard curves with
higher accelerations. In other words, the
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frequency of occurrence of high accelerations
is very uncertain. This is significant to the
structure and equipment capacity analysis
since it is the range of higher acceleration
which generally dominate the risk in seismic
PRAs for nuclear power plants. Because of the
layers of conservatisms built into nuclear
power plant design, the capacities of most
components are relatively;high.-; Hence,,due to
the large uncertainties in the ground shaking
hazard, it is unproductive to refine the
structure and equipment capacity calculations
to accuracies which are inconsistent with the
hazard uncertainty.

In addition to seismic hazard curves,
information on the capacity of structures and
equipment is needed in a seismic PRA. The
deterministic perspective that a nuclear power
plant meets the requirements for the criterion
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) peak ground
acceleration value does not lead immediately
to a realistic capacity for use in a seismic
PRA. For example, for the Zion plant, which
has an SSE of 0.17g, the frequency of
occurrence from Figure 1 3.S in the range of
approximately 10" to 10"^ events per year.
This frequency, if it were the frequency at
which failure will occur, would not be an
acceptable safe level of earthquake hazard.

The objective in seismic PRA is to
systematically account for the conservatisms
which exist due to the design process by
scaling the design capacity to a more
realistic failure value. The final result of
this process is a family of fragility curves
such as indicated in Figure U for three
components. Again, a single curve is not
shown but rather a family of curves is
indicated by the dashed lines which reflect
the uncertainty in quantifying the various
factors of safety built into the design.

It is important to recognize that the
results of the many structural reliability
approaches can be expressed in the same final
fragility c'jrre format as shown in Figure 4.
The approach used ia seismic PRA for nuclear
power plants is different from traditional
reliability approaches which start from
scratch and perform the analysis without
regard to the original design process.
However, the results from the different
reliability approaches can be expressed in the
same fragility curve format.

In addition to hazard and structure/
equipment fragility curves, the third compon-
ent in the seismic PRA process is the logic
model which relates the failures of the dif-
ferent structures and equipment to a higher
order event such as core melt, radioactive
material release, or radiological consequence
(e.g., early fatalities, injuries, or latent
cancers). In an analogy to traditional
reliability methods, the higher order event in
nuclear power plant analysis is like a struc-
ture failure in a structural reliability
analysis.

The logic model takes the form of event
trees and fault trees. Event trees display
the success or failure of various safety
systems leading to the higher order event. On
the other hand, fault trees answer the
question of how can a particular system
fail. Thur for each of the systems in an
event tree there is a corresponding fault tree
which relates the various,structure and
equipment failures in a logical manner.

Ah:example event tree is shown in Figure
5 where a large pipe break is the initiating
event arid radioactive release is the failure
event. The events across the top are ordered
in time and the upper branches represent
success and the lower branches represent
failure. Thus, the top-most branch is success
(i.e., everything works in the event of a pipe
break) while the lower branches are all
failure states. If the events are indepen-
dent, the frequencies of such events are
simply multiplied together (note that since
failure frequencies are small, success
frequencies are essentially equal to unity).
However, particularly for seismic initiating
events, the event frequencies are not
generally independent due to the common cause
effects of earthquakes.

Figure 6 shows an example of a partial
fault tree for loss (i.e., failure) of
electric power, which is the top event. An
example of an "or" and an "and" gate is shown.
An "or" gate defines the upper event failure
as failure of one or more of the lower events
immediately below the gate. In contrast, an
"and" gate defines the upper event failure as
failure of all of the events immediately below
the gate. The branches of a fault tree
proceed downward in increasing refinement
until the most basic failure events are
reached.

Through the logic of the event and fault
trees, the fragility of the basic events
(usually individual structures and equipment)
are related by a Boolean equation for the
failure event under consideration (e.g., core
melt or radioactive material release). Thus,
the frequencies of failure of the individual
structures and equipment are combined to pro-
duce a higher order event frequency of failure
such as core melt, for example. This ia
directly analagous to failure of a building
which is logically related to the failures of
its individual parts, which may be either
failura modes in series (i.e., determinate
case) or in parallel (i.e., indeterminate
case). Figure 7 show3 the final core melt
fragility curves for the Zion PRA which
relates the frequencies of failure of the
following components through the Boolean
expression which is given as Equation 1:

list of components:

t Service water pumps

8 Auxiliary building—failure of concrete
shear wall
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9 Refueling water storage tank

10 Interconnecting piping/soil failure
beneath reactor building

12 Condensate storage tank

11 Crib house collapse of pump enclosure

roof

17 125 VDC batteries and racks

21 Service water system buried pipe 48"

22 CST piping 20"

26 Collapse of pressurizer enclosure roof

Core Melt t U 8 U 10 u It U 17 U 21

Vj[C12 U 22 U 265 n 9] (1)

where: n = "and" Boolean algebra symbol
(intersection-joint occurrence)

(j = "or" Boolean algebra symbol
(union-occurrence of either or
both)

Once the hazard carves and fragility
curves for a failure event are obtained such
as core melt, then the two sets of curves are
combined two at a time (i.e., one hazard curve
and one fragility curve) to obtain the
probability distribution on the unconditional
frequency of failure, Pf, where P f is obtained
as follows:

pf =
p<Hfh (2)

where:

"fla

dH
da

conditional core melt frequency
(i.e., fragility curve—see
Figure 7, for example)

derivative of the hazard curve
with respect to the ground
motion parameter (e.g., Figure
3)

U3ing as examples the curves from Figures 3
and 7, each of the five fragility curves is
integrated with the nine hazard curves (total
of 45 integrations). The probability of each
of the 45 resulting frequency values (obtain
using Equation 2) i3 found by multiplying the
probabilities associated with the two curves
used in each integration (note that the sum of
the 15 new probability values are equal to
unity). If the 45 frequency values are
plotted as a histogram and converted to a
continuous representative, the result is a
density function such as shown in Figure 8.

The entire process of seismic risk
analysis for nuclear power plants is shown in
Figure 1, which relates the seismic hazard
analysis, component-fragility evaluation,
plant system and accident-sequence analysis
(i.e., the event and fault trees), and finally
the consequence analysis... The interrelation-
ship of the various parts are also shown in
Figure 1.

CLOSURE

It is important to recognize that more
than just numerical results are important>;-
products of a PRA. Many people are skeptical
of the numerical accuracy portrayed by the
final probability, of frequency distributions:
which are produced. To many practitioners who
perform PRAanalysls, the insights:which are
obtained from the intermediate •; products of a
PRA are more important than the numerical
results. The PRA procedure systemizes the
logical interrelationshipsof thevarious
safety-related components arid allows them to
be viewed according to their relative
importance to safety. Outlier:problem
components can be found and sensitivity
analysis can be conducted to.validate the
robustness of decisions which are made.

Probabilistic risk assessment has found
its roots in nuclear power plant analysis;
however, the techniques are generally
applicable to other types of-facilities. The
PRA tools are useful for evaluating the
consequencesrof failure of any critical
facility and in ranking and relating the
contributions from the various structures and
equipment necessary for safe operation.
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AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
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Abstract

Safety analyses at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) normally require
consideration of the risks of incidents caused by natural events such as
high-velocity straight winds, tornadic winds, and earthquakes. The probabil-
ities for these events to occur at SRP had been studied independently by
several investigators, but the results of their studies were never systemati-
cally evaluated. As part of the endeavor to standardize our environmental
risk assessment methodology, these independent studies have been thoroughly
reviewed and critiqued, and appropriate probability models for these natural
events have; been selected. The selected probability models for natural
phenomena, high-velocity straight winds and tornadic winds in particular, are
in agreement with those being used at other DOE sites, and have been adopted
as a guide for all safety studies conducted for SRP operations and facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Safety Analysis Reports (SARs) for new
facilities at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) are
required by the U.S. Department of Energy. In
addition, Safety Analysis Reports for certain
existing facilities need to be reviewed and
updated every five years. The primary objective
of these analyses is to identify systematically
the hazards of facility operations, to describe
and analyze the adequacy of measures taken to
eliminate, control, or mitigate identified
hazards, and to analyze and evaluate potential
accidents and their associated risks.

Because of the increasing number of the
required safety documents at SRL and our strong
commitment to quality assurance and technical
consistency for these documents, the Environ-
mental Technology Division of the Savannah River
Laboratory (SRL) has planned to standardize our
environmental risk assessment methodology wher»
possible. The initial emphasis has been placed
on the standardization of environmental
transport/dosimetry codes and occurrence prob-
abilities of natural phenomena. These selected
environmental transport/dosimetry codes and
natural events probability models will be
included in the Technical Manual "Environmental
Risk Assessment Methodology," which is being
prepared.

Safety analyses and other environmental
safety studies require consideration of the
risks of incidents caused by natural events.
Natural events of interest to SRP safety
analysts include high-velocity straight winds,
tornadic winds, and earthquakes. Probabilities
for these events to occur at SRP had he»n

independently studied by several investigators.
However, the results of their studies were never
evaluated systematically. Therefore, there was
a need for an extensive review and an objective
critique of these independent studies.

This paper presents the highlights of our
comprehensive evaluation of natural events prob-
ability models that are applicable to the SRP
site. Since these natural phenomena are rare
events in the vicinity of SRP, there is some
subjectivity in choosing probability models
suitable for the SRP site. Nevertheless, our
evaluation attempts to identify probability
models that have reliable data sources and sound
analysis methodologies. As a result of our
recent review of these studies, a standard set
of probability models or curves for these
natural events was recommended and has been
adopted to guide safety analysts conducting
safety studies for SRP operations and
facilities.

HIGH-VELOCITY STRAIGHT WINDS

Brief Overview

Probabilities of high-velocity straight
winds to occur at SRP were investigated by
Fujita [1] and McDonald [2], Figure 1 shows the
results of these two independent studies. For
wind speeds greater than 100 mph, the probabil-
ities derived by McDonald are significantly
higher than those of Fujita. The discrepancies
are attributed mainly to the differences in data
sour-e and analysis methodology.

Fujita used the monthly and yearly high-
wind data recorded at Macon, Georgia, from 1950
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FIGURE 1. High-Velocity Straight Hind
Probabilities at SRP

to 1978. The point probabilities were calcu-
lated by using the frequency of a given wind
speed divided by the total number of yearo. The
monthly and yearly cumulative probability curves
were plotted on a logarithmic scale versus wind
speed. These two .probability curves merge, and
a tangent to the merger1 curves was constructed.
This straight line was then used as a logical
extrapolation for high-wind probabilities.

McDonald used the annual extreme wind-speed
data recorded at Augusta, Georgia, for the
period 1950 to 1978. The cumulative probability
curve was obtained by inverting the Fisher-
Tippett Type I extreme valu^ distribution func-
tion [3], which has been adopted in the latest
version of the American National Standard,
ANSI A58.1-1982. The parameters of this distri-
bution function were estimated from the observed
d£ta.

McDonald's method of determining straight
wind probabilities is selected for the following
reasons:

(1) Macon is 120 miles away from the SRP site,
whereas Augusta is only 20 miles away.
Therefore, Augusta's data used by McDonald
seems to be more representative for the SRP
site than those from Macon.

(2) The largest observed wind speed in Pujita's
analysis is 62 miles per hour. The data
set used by McDonald contains wind speeds
as high as 83 miles per hour. For the
purpose of extrapolating, McDonald's
analysis seems to be more reliable than
Fujita's.

,(3) McDonald used a well-received distribution

function which fits well on extreme wind
speed data. Such a mathematically rigorous
approach permits a more valid extrapolation
to higher wind speeds. On the other hand,
Fujita took a more empirical approach which
is deficient from these standpoints.

, 10-'

j 10-5

2 10-'

Modifiod 7
McDonald's

1

^-Fujita's (Selected)

•^ \ \ ^ ' T«i»d8lB'l

McDonald's — » N > A
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FIGURE 2. Tornado Probabil i t ies at SRP

TORNADIC WINDS

Brief Overview

Probabilities of tornadic winds to occur at
SRP were also investigated by Fujita [1],
McDonald [2], and Twisdale et al. [3]. Figure 2
shows the results of these three independent
studies. The probabilities derived by Fujita
and Twisdale et al. are comparable, and are
consistently higher than those from McDonald.
The discrepancies are mainly due to the differ-
ent approaches to account for unreported
tornadoes.

The data base used by Fujita consists of
all reported tornadoes within 100 miles of the
SRP site for the period 1916 to 1978. For the
calculation of tornado probabilities, Fujita
evaluated several factors which affect the
observability of a tornado (roads, forests,
topography, water, time, and distance).

McDonald calculated tornado probabilities
using area-intensity and occurrence-intensity
relationships. The number of unreported torna-
does was estimated by using the correlation
between the reported tornado frequencies and
population densities. The small number cf .
reported tornadoes in the area with light popu-
lation density is due to many tornadoes not
being reported.

Twisdale et al. developed point, area, and
site tornado windspeed frequency curves for SRP
by analyzing the 1950-1982 data of the National
Severe Storm Forecast Center and 1983-1984
tornado data records. They further developed
correction factors to account for the effect of
structure size.
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Fujita'a methodology of computing tornado
probabilities is preferred for the following
reasons:

(1) The tornado probabilities derived by Fujita
are more site-specific, while McDonald's
tornado probabilities are determined assum-
ing that tornado frequency is uniformly
distributed in the local region.

(2) McDonald's approach of estimating the
unreported tornado frequencies could be
conceptually wrong if the population
density is indeed uncorrelated to the
frequency of tornadoes, including both
reported and unreported.

(3) It can be shown [4] that the tornado
probabilities by Fujita and McDonald are
almost the same if certain degrees of
conservatism are incorporated into
McDonald's method. Therefore, Fujita's
probability curve appears to be reasonable.

(4) The point probabilities estimated by Fujita
and Twisdale et al. are not significantly
different. To be consistent with the other
DOE sites [5], Fujita's methodology is
selected for SRP use.

(5) Fujita derived only the point
probabilities. The probabilities for
tornadoes to strike a structure can be
determined by using the correction factors
derived by Twisdale et al. By doing so,
the risk associated with tornadoes would be
a little higher (albeit insignificant);
however, it provides conservatism in evalu-
ating tornado risks.

EARTHQUAKES

Brief Overview

Probabilities of earthquakes to occur at
SRP were investigated by Blume [6] and
D'AppoIonia [7]. A comparison of their prob-
ability curves by the SRP site is shown in
Figure 3. Both Blume and D'Appolonia used the
same frequency model; however, they used differ-
ent data bases and attenuation equations.

i

The data set used by Blume includes all the
earthquakes in the past century with MMI Scale
VII or greater, within three tectonic regions
(Appalachian Mountain and Coastal Plain tectonic
provinces, and the Charleston seismic zone).
Blume used an attenuation equation which was
based on the 1886 Charleston earthquake.

The data set used by D'Appolonia includes
all the earthquakes from 1737 to 1978 with MMI
Scale IV or greater within the same three
tectonic regions. D'Appolonia used Gupta and
Nuttli's equation which was derived from central
U.S. data.

The earthquake probabilities derived by
Blume are selected for the following reasons:
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FIGURE 3. Earthquake Probabilities at SRP

Since the Charleston earthquake in 1886,
the public awareness of earthquakes has
increased. Because Blume included data
from thereafter, the data set he used to
derive earthquake probabilities is more
reliable.

Blume's data base consists only of
earthquakes with MMI Scale VII or greater.
The earthquakes of higher intensity are of
primary interest to SRP safety analysts;
therefore, Blume's analysis is more reli-
able for extrapolation.

(3) The SRP site is closer to Charleston than
to the central U.S.; therefore, the
attenuation equation (ba3ed on the 1886
Charleston earthquake) used by Blume is
preferred for SRP use.

SUMMARY

As part of standardizing the environmental
risk assessment methodology, a standard set of
probability models or curves has been selected
for use in SRP safety studies. Highlights of
these adopted natural event probability models
for the SRP site are summarized as follows:

(1) For high-velocity straight winds, McDonald's
probability curve is selected because it had
a more representative data base and a well-
recognized mathematical model. The corre-
sponding wind speed for a recurrence time of
one million years is found to be 180 raph.

(2) Fujita's tornado probability curve is
preferred, because a more realistic approach
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to account for the unreported tornadoes was
used. The wind speed corresponding to a
recurrence time of one million years is
found to be 235 raph. To account for the
effect of structure size, the correction
factors determined by Twisdale et al. are
recommended.

(3) The more rigorous approach to determining
earthquake frequencies in the Blume report,
make Blume's earthquake probability curves
the curves of choice. For a 0.2 g earth-
quake, the recurrence time is found to be
5,000 years.

The selected methods for determining
straight high-wind and tornado probabilities are
in agreement witn the analysis methodology
recently recommended to the Department of Energy
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [51.
The selected earthquake probability curve is the
same as that recommended by Du Pont's Earthquake
Advisory Panel in 1982.
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TORNADO RISK ANALYSIS AT SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT USING HINDSPEED
DAMAGE THRESHOLDS AND SINGLE BUILDING STRIKE FREQUENCIES

D. H. Taylor
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company

Savannah River Laboratory
Aiken, South Carolina 29808 '

J. R. McDonald
Inst i tute for Disaster Research

Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79109

L. A. Twisdale
Applied Research Associates, Inc.
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Raleigh, NC 27609

Abstract

Tornado risk analysis at the Savannah River Plant has taken a two
pronged approach; (1) developing a catalogue of damage thresholds as a
function of windspeed for processing buildings and other representative
site structures; (2) developing a method of estimating, for each building,
the probability of a tornado exceeding each damage threshold. Wind
resistance of building construction at SRP varies widely depending on the
function of the structure. It was recognized that all tornadoes do not
necessarily seriously damage buildings, but the damage thresholds were
unknown. In order to evaluate the safety of existing structures and
properly design new structures, an analysis of tornado resistance was
conducted by J. R. McDonald on each process building at SRP and other
buildings by type. Damage estimates were catalogued for each Fujita class
windspeed interval and windspeeds were catalogued as a function of
increased levels of damage. Tornado single point and structure specific
strike probabilities for the SRP site were determined by L. A. Twisdale
using the TORRISK computer code. To calculate the structure specific
strike probability, a correction factor is determined from a set of curves
using building area and aspect ratio (length/width relative to north) as
parameters. The structure specific probability is then the product of the
correction factor and the point probability. The correction factor
increases as a function of building size and windspeed. For large
buildings ( 10^ ft ) and very intense storms ( 250 mph), the correction
factor is equal to or greater than 1. The cumulative probability of a
tornado striking any building type (process, personnel, etc) was also
calculated.
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RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY FOR EXTREME WIND
AND MISSILE EFFECTS ON CRITICAL FACILITIES

L. A. Twisdale and H. L. Dunn
Applied Research Associates, Inc.

U917 Professional Court
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609

Abstract

The TORMIS methodology, developed and documented in Refs. 1-1, has been
applied to a number of probabilistic risk assessments of critical
facilities in the continental United States. These analyses have centered
on the estimation of tornado missile impact and damage risks to individual
targets as well as to groups of targets at specific plants. A number of
advancements and generalizations in the approach have recently been made.
These include:

1. Generalilzation of windfield options to include straight winds
(WINMIS) and hurricanes (HURMIS).

2. Generalization of the scoring to enable analysis of Boolean system
expressions for damage probabilities on compound series and
parallel safety trains.

3. Generalization of the failure criteria to include wind pressure as
well as missile impact.

1. Generalization of the plant modeling capability to enable more
detailed treatment of targets partially or fully enclosed by
vulnerable cladding and to allow tracking of missiles inside such
enclosures.

5. Incorporation of windspeed criteria for structural failure and
subsequent production of potential missiles.

This paper will present some of the basic theory and key results of recent
TORMIS, WINMIS, and HURMIS applications. The influence of uncertainties in
the estimation process and the data needed for plant-specific risk
assessments will also be discussed.
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REVIEW OF SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
AHD THE USE OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS*

K. K. Shiu
Department of Nuclear Energy
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Abstract

This paper presents results of sensitivity reviews performed to address a
range of questions which arise in the context of seismic probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). These questions are the subject of this paper. A seismic
PRA involves evaluation of seismic hazard, component fragilities, and system
responses. They are combined in an integrated analysis to obtain various risk
measures, such as frequency of plant damage states. Calculation of these
measures depends on combination of non-linear functions based on a number of
parameters and assumptions used in the quantification process. Therefore, it
is often difficult to examine seismic FRA results and derive useful insights
from them if detailed sensitivity studies are absent. This has been exempli-
fied in the process of trying to understand the role of low acceleration
earthquakes in overall seismic risk. It is useful to understand, within a
probabilistic framework, what uncertainties in the physical properties of the
plant can be tolerated, If the risk from a safe shutdown earthquake is to be
considered negligible. It turns out that analytically demonstrating these
properties with statistical confidence is not trivial, because of the sparse-
ness of certain data, among other things. This is not to say that existing
plants are "unsafe" with respect to the SSE, but only that the relatively
explicit framework of FRA has highlighted areas where some residual statisti-
cal uncertainty affects the conclusions.

In a seismic PRA, sensitivity evaluations can be divided into three areas:
hazard, fragility, and system modeling. As a part of the review of standard
boiling water reactor seismic PRA which was performed by General Electric
(GE), a reassessment of the plant damage states frequency and a detailed sen-
sitivity analysis were conducted at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The
rationale for such an undertaking is that in this case: 1) the standard plant
may be cited anywhere in the eastern U.S. (i.e., in regions with safety shut-
down earthquake [SSE] values equal to or less than 0.3g peak ground accelera-
tion), 2) it may have equipment whose fragility values could vary over a wide
range, 3) there are variations in system designs outside the original defined
scope.

Seismic event trees and fault trees were developed to model the differ-
ence system and plant accident sequences. Hazard curves which represent
various sices on the east coast were obtained; alternate structure and equip-
ment fragility data were postulated. Various combinations of hazard and fra-
gility data were analysed. In addition, system modeling was perturbed to
examine the Impact upon the final results. Orders of magnitude variation were
observed in the plant damage state frequency among the different cases.

INTRODUCTION

A number of seismic probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) studies for nuclear power
plants have been published in the past few
years. All of these studies involve the
evaluation of seismic hazard of a particular
site location, component and structural fragili-
ties, and system responses. Results of these
considerations are presented in terms of some
types of risk measures, such as core damage fre-
quency or offsite consequences. It is a rather

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Views expressed are not necessarily those of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

common practice within the nuclear industry to
report these results of a single analysis. In
many respects, this has limited the usefulness
of the seismic FRA. Numerical results are, to
some professionals, the least valuable part of
the PSA. It has been suggested by others that
the process of performing a seismic PRA and the
insights derived by studying the effects on the
power plant of the various safety related struc-
tures and equipment failure are more meaning-
ful. It is often difficult to take the pub-
lished seismic FRA results and to uncover the
useful insights which are provided by the analy-
sis without a careful sensitivity study.

As part of the review1* of the GESSAR-II
seismic PRA5 which was performed by General
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Electric Company (GE), the entire analysis was
scrutinized in great detail. The justification
for this effort was in part due to the fact that
the GESSAR-II plant may be sited anywhere in the
eastern U.S. (i.e., in regions with SSE values
equal to or less than 0.3g peak ground accelera-
tion), and only single representative analysis
was performed.

New seismic event trees and fault trees were
developed in the review to represent the GESSAR-
II systems and plant accident sequences. Hazard
curves which represent various sites on the east
coast of the U.S. were obtained6 and alternate
structure and equipment fragility data were pos-
tulated. Various combinations of the hazard and
fragility data were analyzed. In addition, sys-
tem modeling was perturbed to examine impact on
the core damage frequency.

As a result of this exercise, two areas have
been identified from the results of this assess-
ment and of the sensitivity analyses which war-
rant some discussion. The first area pertains
to the effects of the hazard curve on core dam-
age frequency. The second area deals with the
contribution to core damage frequency from low
ground acceleration earthquakes.

IMPACT OF HAZARD CURVES AND FRAGILITY CURVES

Owing to the fact that the GESSAR-II plant
nay be located anywhere in the Eastern U.S.
where the SSE value does not exceed 0.3 pga,
various hazard curves for different sites were
obtained from a study sponsored by the U.S.
NRC.5 A selection of these curves are presented
in Figure 1. A general observation of these
curves is that there is a large variation in the
annual frequency of exceedance for all the
curves in general and even for those curves
characterizing the same site; for instance,
curves 2, 3, and 4 are generated by different
experts for the Zion site, whereas curves S and
9 are for the Limerick site. The GESSAR-II
curve has been omitted from the figure because
of GE's claim of proprietary information. It
lies approximately in the middle of these
curves. In the sensitivity analyses, three haz-
ard curves were selected; they are curve 14 for
the Watts Bar site calculated by Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory, curve 4 of the Zion
site by Dames and Moore, and the GESSAR-II
curve. The GESSAR-II curve was chosen because
it lies between the two extreme cases.

Using the BNL system model and the frequency
values tabulated in Table 1, core damage fre-
quency for the different cases was calculated;
results are presented in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the changes
in median capacity values from Case 1 to Case 2
occur mainly with the electrical components, and
the changes are typically a few percent. The
two major changes come from the condensate stor-
age tank and the diessl generator structural.
In addition to the median capacity values, the
Bc are also changed. By and large, Bc

values are those used for Case 1 with a slight
increase for some components and structures.
The most significant ones are the diesel

1E-6B2

O 1 E H
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GESSAR I I
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ZIon-DtH (no t runcat ion)
Zion-OIM ( t runcated)
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I d i Pt

H/WCC

6 Liiwrlck-EHTEC
3 Ltnrick-LLNL

10 HI in tone PSS
11 Hillstone-LLNl

(same as limerick-
LLHL)

12 Seabrook-DM
13 laCnuse-LLKL
14 Witts Sar-LLnl

PGA(g)

Figure 1 Annual frequency of exceedance versus
peak ground accelerations for different s i tes .

Table 1 A l ternate F r a g i l i t y Parameter Values

Structure/Component

Ceramic Insulator
Punp
Piping
Heat Exchanger
Valve (Hydraulic or A i r )
Valve (Check or Spring)
Shroud Support
CRD Guide Tube
Hydraulic Control Unit
SLC Tank
RPV
Auxil iary Bui lding
Drywel 1
Containment
Shield Building
Control Building
Diesel Generator Bui lding
Diesel Generator Panel
1Z5-V DC Bus
Diesel Generator Heat S Vent
480-V Transformer
480-V Switchgear
4-kV Switchgear
Water Service System
Condensate Storage Tank
Relay Chatter
Diesel Generator Structural

Al ternate Parameter Values
Case

Median
(9)

0.20
1.81
(1)

1.09
(1)
(1)

0.67
1.37
1.24
1.33
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.56
1.49
1.55
1.49
1.46
1.46
1.50
0.80
0.60
1.50

1
Be

0.32
0.61

(1)
0.47

(1)
(1)

0.43
0.45
0.63
0.33
0.40
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.52
0.56
0.51
0.56
0.58
0.58
0.45
0.39
0.67
0.50

Case
Median

(9)

0.20
1.81

(1)
1.09

(1)
(1)

0.67
1.37
1.24
1.33
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50

" 1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.49
1.50
1.39
1.46
1.46
1.50
0.24
0.60
3.91

2
6c

0.32
0.61

(1)
0.47

(1)
(1)

0.49
0.48
0.63
0.33
0.59
0.41
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.40
0.50
0.67
0.56
0.65
0.6C
0.58
0.58
G.79
0.39
0.67
0:49

(1) Not included 1n systems analysis since capacities are
relatively high.
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Table 2 Core Damage Frequency (Evencs/year)

Hazard Curve Case 1 Case 2

Zlon
GESSAR-II
Watt Bar

9.2(-6)
6.6(-5)
7.3(-4)

1.3(-5)*
9.6(-5)

*1.3(-5) - 1.3xlO~5

generator panel and the Jlesel generator heat
and vent.

Results from Table 2 indicate that If one
keeps the fragility values and the system model
constant, changing the hazard curves yields an
order of magnitude change in core damage fre-
quency. This is evident from either Case 1 or
Case 2 results. For Instance, the core damage
frequency calculated for Case 1 usir.g the Zion
curve is 9.29(-6); if the GESSAR-II hazard curve
is used instead, the core damage frequency is
increased to 6.64(-5). Examination of the three
hazard curves shows that they differ from each
other by about an order of magnitude, especially
in the low acceleration region. This sensitiv-
ity analysis shows that the core damage frequen-
cy is sensitive to the hazard curve definition,
and in this example the change in core damage
frequency is approximately proportional to the
change in hazard frequency.

If one examines the results from Case 1 and
Case 2, the core damage frequency is seen to
change by less than a factor of 2. On one hand,
this reveals that the final results are also
sensitive to fragility changes; however, compo-
nent fragilities do not vary by orders of magni-
tude, whereas hazard curves do. Therefore, the
effect of the fragility variation is' substan-
tially less significant than the effect of the
hazard frequency variation.

CONTRIBUTION FROM LOU GROUND ACCELERATION

This discussion will illustrate how the low
acceleration tail of an untruncated fragility
curve can interact with the hazard curve in a
manner which may lead to a nominally large con-
tribution to core damage frequency, a contribu-
tion which is problematic. This discussion is
couched in terms of an assumption that relay
chatter can occur and will lead to core damage
unless recovered.7 This assumption is probably
conservative for relays; clearly, however, any
hypothetical low-acceleration failure mode
(e.g., structural) could play this role, and the
discussion would still apply. It is emphasized
here that the point is not to claim that core
damage frequency is high; rather, it Is to
illustrate the role of probabilistic sensitivity
studies in focusing attention on a critical area
in which data are sparse.

A cumulative core damage curve as a function
of peak ground acceleration for Case 1 is de-
picted in Figure 2. It represents the condi-
tional probability of core damage given that an
earthquake of a particular peak ground accelera-
tion occurs. For instance, given the occurrence
of a seismic event of 0.5g peak ground

ACCELERATION(g)

(b) Core Melt Curve

Figure 2 Conditional probability of core damage
given the occurrence of an earthquake.

Table 3 Accelerations Contributing to the Mean
Frequency of Core Melt for the Case 1
Alternate Fragilities

Hazard Curve

Zion - Dames & Moore
(truncated)

GESSAR-II

Watts Barr—LLNL

Percent of
25

0.19g

0.22g

0.29g

Total
50

0.28g

0.31g

0.45g

Core Melt
75

0.41g

0.44g

0.66g

acceleration, there is a 60 percent probability
that there would be a .core damage event. Simi-
larly, l.Og, the conditional probability of core
damage given an earthquake of that magnitude is
unity. It is interesting to note that the left
hand tail of this curve slowly approaches zero
at low acceleration. At 0.3g, which 1B the SSE
value for the GESSAR-II plant, the conditional
probability of core damage based on this curve
is about 10%.

Furthermore, if this cumulative curve is
combined with the hazard curve, the following
will result (see Table 3). This table shows
that for the Zion hazard curve, 25 percent of
the core damage frequency comes froa peak ground
acceleration below 0.19g, 50 percent from below
0.28g, and 75 percent from below 0.41g. Simi-
larly, if the Watts Bar hazard curve Is used, 25
percent of the core damage frequency can be as-
cribed to accelerations below 0.29g. The
GESSAR-II hazard curve yields results tnat are
between the two cases.

The major reason that the core damage re-
sults show a much higher contribution from low
acceleration events than the conditional proba-
bility curve of Figure 2 is the shape of the
hazard curves. Low acceleration frequency of
exceedance « 0.15g) is one to two orders of
magnitude greater than that of higher accelera-
tions (> 0.3g). This tends to amplify the sen-
sitive portion of the fragility curve (i.e., the
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left hand tall) where not a great deal of data
is available. For example, for the Zion-Dames
and Moore hazard curve about 50 percent of the
core damage frequency Is accumulated between 0
and 0.3g; however, from Figure 2 the conditional
core damage probability is only 10 percent at
0.3g acceleration.

These results raise the following questions:
How credible is the seismic core damage result
in view of the contributions from low ground
accelerations? If the results are reasonable,
what is the ramification for the current SSE
requirement fcr nuclear power plants?

In general, it is believed that within the
context of PRA for earthquakes below the SSE,
there is a ncn-zero probability that a core dam-
age accident may occur; however, a 25 to 30 per-
cent contribution violates expectations based on
deterministic review. The intricacy of this
question lies with the definition of component
or structural fragility curves at low ground ac-
celeration and the amplifying effect of the
hazard curve. Little can be done about the lat-
ter effect, but with regard to the former one,
it is questioned whether fragility curves should
be defined in such a way that the left hand tail
extends to zero at zero acceleration. It has
been suggested that at low ground accelerations
component failure mode may become different and
other considerations, such as fatigue failure,
may become important. Others have suggested
that below a certain ground acceleration, no
failure would occur. In other words, a slight
vibration is not expected to fail a component.
In this case, the fragility curve would be trun-
cated at the left hand tail to describe the
threshold effect. However, the question still
remains: if indeed there is a threshold, how
can it be determined?

It Is the belief of Che authors that a rea-
sonable lower bound cut-off can be defined for
structure and component capacities; however,
additional data is required to quantify this
1 lief. For the case considered in this paper,
tne rslay chatter capacity is an important con-
tributor to the core damage fragility curve.
Relay chatter has generally been considered to
be recoverable in past seismic PRAs, and thus
has not dominated the results. For the results
reported in this paper, a SO percent chance of
recovery was used.

FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper reports the findings of a seismic
PRA review and the sensitivity analyses. Two
particular areas are discussed where further re-
finements would enable better quantification of
core damage frequency for nuclear power plants.

First, the definition of hazard curves is
found to greatly affect the results of a seismic
PRA. It is an area where expert opinion plays
an Important role and consequently large differ-
ences may exist in the hazard results. This
difference in the definition of the hazard curve
could significantly alter and influence how the
risk measure, such as core damage frequency, is
calculated, and hence it would affect the

interpretation of the PRA results. It has be-
come more evident that there is an increased
tendency to use seismic PRA to support nuclear
power plant design modification decisions.
Therefore, a reduction in the uncertainty of
estimated hazard, especially at low ground
acceleration, would be beneficial.

The second point pertains to the definition
of fragility for components. The final results
are also sensitive to them. There is in general
a lack of realistic information for the differ-
ent power plant components. It is important to
acquire actual test data for these components if
seismic PRA. is to be meaningful. Horeover,
additional work is required to better define
the left hand tall of the fragility curves in
order to provide a more realistic model of com-
ponent failures for PRA analysis.

CONCLUSION

The bottom line result (core damage events
per year) of a seismic PSA is a complex combina-
tion of parameters, the assembly of ihich in-
volves considerable modeling discretion. To en-
sure proper interpretation of these bottom
lines, it has proves to be necessary to illus-
trate, by actual calculation, the effects of
such variations as low-acceleration cutoffs in
the fragility function and changes in the hazard
function. Crude estimates in these areaB leave
a great deal to be desired, owing to the non-
linear nature of the problem. The sensitivity
studies outlined here have served to focus
atrention on areas where more work is necessary
to strengthen the foundations underlying the
analyses of the behavior of plants subjected to
low-acceleration ear thquake s.
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Abstract

probabilistic definitions of earthquake, wind and tornado natural phen-
omena hazards for many Department of Energy (DOE) facilities throughout the
United states have been developed. In addition, definitions of the flood
hazards which might affect these locations are currently being developed.
The Department of Energy Natural Phenomena Hazards Panel is now preparing a
document to provide guidance and criteria for DOE facility managers to assure
that DOE facilities are adequately constructed to resist the effects of
natural phenomena such as earthquake, strong wind and flood. The ir.ter.t of
this document is to provide instruction on how to utilize the hazard defini-
tions to evaluate existing facilities and design new facilities in a manner
such that the risk of adverse consequences is consistent with the cost,
function, and danger to the public or environment of the facility. Potential
effects on facilities of natural phenomena hazards are emphasized in this
paper. The philosophy for mitigating these effects to be employed in the
design and evaluation guidelines is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Natural phenomena hazards such as earth-
quakes , strong winds-, tornadoes and floods can
result in significant damage to DOE facilities
resulting in injuries to occupants, costly re-
pair or replacement, loss of function for long
periods of time such that critical missions are
delayed or not fulfilled, or loss of confinement
for nuclear or toxic materials which might en-
danger the public or the environment. As a re-
sult , there is a program underway with a goal of
developing consistent design and evaluation cri-
teria for DOE facilities across the United States
subjected to potential natural phenomena hazards.
The status of this criteria is that a preliminary
draft is being prepared and should be available
for discussion at the panel presentation on this
subject at the DOE Natural Phenomena Hazards
Mitigation Conference. Exposure of these design
and evaluation guidelines in draft form at the

conference is intended to collect comments and
criticism from the DOE community that will
eventually utilize the material. By this ap-
proach, it is anticipated that natural phenomena
hazards criteria will be developed which provide
reasonable levels of protection against conse-
quences of these hazards and are easily usable
by engineers at DOE facilities.

The design and evaluation guidelines for DOE
facilities subjected to natural phenomena haz-
ards will be a risk consistent approach in which
the level of protection against consequences of
earthquake, wind and flood is consistent with
the facility characteristics such as cost,
mission dependence or presence of toxic or
nuclear materials. The guidelines document will
describe this risk-based design and evaluation
philosophy, the potential effects of natural
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phenomena hazards on D O E facilities, information
on the selection of appropriate risk goals for
various types of facilities and specific crit-
eria for earthquake, wind and flood design or
evaluation to meet desired risk goals. Poten-
tial effects of natural phenomena hazards and
the general philosophy of the criteria are
presented in this paper.

EFFECTS OF EARTHQUSKES

For most buildings, the primary seismic
hazard is earthquake ground shaking and the
criteria document will specifically cover the
design and evaluation of buildings to shaking.
Other important earthquake effects which can be
devastating to structures include differential
fault displacement, liquefaction and seismic-
induced slope instability and settlement.
These latter earthquake effects should be avoid-
ed in facility siting or the hazard should be
eliminated by soil treatment or site modifica-
tion. Existing facilities located on active
fault traces, adjacent to potentially unstable
slopes or on saturated cohesionless soil or
fill material pose serious questions as to their
usage for critical missions or handling hazard-
ous materials. In addition, facilities in the
vicinity of active faults or located on poor
soils are subjected to larger earthquake ground
shaking than would otherwise occur.

While earthquake hazards of potential fault
movement or other g^oss soil movement are typi-
cally avoided or mitigated, the earthquake
ground shaking hazard is not avoidable as it
affects very large areas. When a structure or a
piece of equipment is subjected to earthquake
shaking, its base or support tends to move with
the ground or with the structural element on
which it rests. If the structure or equipment
is rigid, it moves with the motion of its base
and the dynamic forces acting on it are nearly
equal to those associated with the base acceler-
ations. However, if the structure is flexible,
large relative movements or strains can be in-
duced in the structure because of the differen-
tial motions between the mass of the structure
and its base. Earthquake ground shaking consists
of a short duration of time-varying acceleration
peaks which has significant frequency content in
the range of frequencies for many structures.
Thus, for flexible structures, dynamic amplifica-
tion is possible such that the dynamic motions of
the structure may be significantly greater than
the ground shaking motion. In order to survive
the dynamic motions, the structural elements must
be sufficiently strong as well as sufficiently
ductile to resist the response forces and deform-
ations. The effects of earthquake ground shaking
on a structure depend not only on the earthquake
motion to which it is subjected, but also on the
properties of the structure itself. Among the
more important properties are the ability of the
structure to absorb energy due to damping or in-
elastic behavior, the natural periods of vibra-
tion and the strength or resistance.

EarthquaJ, -j ground shaking has both lateral
and vertical components. Structures are most
vulnerable to the lateral component of seismic

motion and a lateral force-resistant system
must be developed for structures to survive
earthquakes without collapse. Typical lateral
force-resistant systems include moment-
resisting frames, braced frames and shear walls.
One of the most important considerations in
seismic performance relates to the relative
rigidities of the elements taking the lateral
load and their capacities to resist load, An
example of lack of consideration for relative
rigidity are concrete frames with low strength,
brittle unreinforced infill walls which are not
capable of resisting the load attracted, by such
rigid construction. In addition, unsymmetrical
arrangement of lateral force-resisting elements
can produce torsional seismic response which,
if not accounted for in design, can lead to
unexpected earthquake damage.

Earthquake ground shaking is a limited
energy transient loading and structures have
energy absorption capacity through material
damping and hysteretic behavior during inelastic
response. The capability of structures to
respond to earthquakes beyond the elastic limit
without major damage is strongly governed by
structural design details. For example, to
develop the ductile behavior of inelastic ele-
ments, it is necessary to prevent premature
abrupt failure of connections or failure due to
instability. For reinforced concrete members,
design is based on ductile behavior in which
steel ratios are set such that reinforcing steel
yields before concrete crushes, abrupt bond or
shear failure is prevented, and compression
reinforcement includes adequate ties to prevent
buckling and spalling. With proper design
details as described above, structures can be
designed to undergo different amounts of in-
elastic behavior during an earthquake depending
on performance goals. For example, structures
may be permitted to undergo large inelastic
deformations if the goal is for the structure
to not collapse but to allow damage to the
extent that the structure would have to be
replaced following the earthquake. If the goal
is for the structure to receive only minor
damage such that there is only minimal inter-
ruption to the functioning of the structure,
relatively low inelastic deformations may be
permitted.

Earthquake ground shaking not only affects
the main lateral force-resistant structure but
also affects building contents and non-
structural features such as glass windows,
architectural facades, hanging lights, etc. It
is not uncommon for the main structure to
survive an earthquake without serious structure1
damage but to have significant, expensive and
dangerous effects due to overturned shelves or
equipment, fallen lights and dropped ceilings,
broken glass and infill walls. Glass windows
or architectural facades may be brittle and
rigid relative to the main structure such that
they might fail during relatively large seismic
response deformations. Building contents can
usually be protected against earthquake damage
by fairly simple anchorage to the structure
floor, walls or ceiling. Exterior facades or
glass windows must be carefully supported to be
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able to undergo the seismic movement of the
main structure without damage.

DOE buildings in which radioactive materials
such as plutonium are handled are typically
designed with redundant confinement barriers
between the sensitive material; arid the environ-
ment outside the facility. These barriers in-
clude:

1. the building

2. storage canisters or glove boxes for
radioactive material handling within
the building.

3. ventilation system filtering and nega-
tive pressurization inhibiting outward
air flow.

Release of radioactive material outside the
facility requires simultaneous failure of two
or more of the above barriers. Thus, seismic
design considerations for these buildings are
to prevent collapse as well as large cracks or
openings (i.e.", broken windows, failed doors,
failed infill walls, etc.) such that the build-
ing cannot,function as a radioactive confinement
barrier. Seismic design considerations also
include adequate anchorage of glove boxes and
ventilation ducting, filters and pumps to pre-
vent their damage and loss of function during
an earthquake. Storage canisters are usually
very rugged so they are probably not vulnerable
to earthquake damage.

EFFECTS OF WIND AND TORNADO

Main Wind-Force Resisting System

The main wind—force resisting system of a
building must resist overall external loads
produced by the winds without excessive deform-
ation or collapse. The key to acceptable per-
formance of these systems are well-designed
connections and anchorages.

Conventional reinforced concrete and steel
structures traditionally have connections and
anchorages which provide inherent strength be-
yond the normal factors of safety. Precast
concrete structures and pre-engineered metal
buildings have not demonstrated the same degree
of performance in high winds or tornadoes. The
chief cause of this less desirable behavior is
traced to weak connections and anchorages.
These latter systems also tend to have a lessor
number of redundancies in their systems, which
precludes redistribution of loads when yielding
takes place. Failure in these cases can be
sudden and catastrophic. Timber structures and
those which rely on unreinforced load bearing
masonry walls suffer from weak anchorages and
lack of ductility, respectively. These, like-
wise, can suffer sudden collapse under high wind
loads. Reinforced masonry walls have inherent
strength and ductility of the same order as
reinforced concrete structures. Weak anchorages
of roof to walls sometimes lead to roof uplift
and subsequent collapse to the ground.

The responser just described are the result
of overloads. With few exceptions, structures
with specific design goals and built according
to conventional .onstruction practice will
safely-withstand-their design wind loads with-
out adverse deformation or collapse. Factors
of safety or load •"•factors typically range from
1.3 to 2.0. Unless there is a weak link in the
connections or anchorages, structures will with-
stand wind loads in excess of their design
values.

Thus, the main wind-force resisting systems
of concrete and steel structures tend to per-
form satisfactorily (do not deform excessively
or collapse) even when severely overloaded
relative to design wind loads. Precast con-
crete and pre-engineered metal buildings carry
wind loads only slightly in excess of their
design loads, and failure, if it occurs, can be
sudden and catastrophic. Reinforced masonry
walls have inherent strength and ductility, but
weak roof anchorages could be an adverse factor.
Conventional timber and unreinforced masonry
structures are susceptible to sudden failure
under wind loads.

Components and Cladding

Components and cladding must resist local-
ized wind effects, which may be of greater
magnitude than the overall loads affecting the
main wind-force resisting system. Components
are the individual elements that make up the
main system, including beams, columns, purlins
or girts. Cladding includes all elements that
form the building envelope, including wall
siding, masonry veneer, infill walls, curtain
walls, roof covering, windows and doors.

Actual strength of cladding is difficult to
estimate without laboratory tests. The range
of variation within tests of specific materials
is wide. The ability of cladding to resist
wind loads is usually a function of the fasten-
ers that attach the cladding to the main struc-
tural members.

Cladding failures initiate at locations of
high localized wind pressures such as wall
corners, eaves, ridges and roof corners. Wind
tunnel studies and damage investigations reveal
that outward localized pressures can be one to
five times greater than overall external pres-
sures.

A cladding failure generally results in
removal of the cladding from its attachment to
components or the main wind-force resisting
members. Collapse of doors or broken windows
are considered to be cladding failures. Failure
of curtain walls, brick veneer and metal siding
tend to result from outward wind forces, but
doors, windows and components tend to fail from
inward acting wind forces.

Cladding and component failures produce a
breach in the building envelope which allows air
to flow into or out of the building. This air
flow affects the internal pressure of the
building. If air flows from the building,
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pressures inside the building decrease, result-
ing in a net inward pressure on all walls and
the roof of the building. On the other hand,
if air flows into the building, the inside
pressure increases, resulting in a ne*" outward
pressure on the walls and roof.

The internal pressure may combine vectori-
ally with the external pressure to cause failure
of additional components or cladding. This
second failure occurs on the leeward side of
the building. When such a failure occurs, a
pathway for a channel of air to flow through the
building is opened. The speed of this flow of
air is related to the wind speed outside the
building and can be quite high. These channels
of air flow through a building may cause exten-
sive damage to the building interior, including
collapsing partitions. Small pieces of equip-
ment or material may be picked up and trans-
ported by this air movement.

Since severe wind storms are often accomp-
anied by heavy rainfall, a breach in the build-
ing envelope, especially on the roof, leads to
extensive water damage inside the building.

Thus, breach of building envelope may result
in increased net loads on the walls and roof of
the building, rapid flow of air and debris
through the interior and water damage to the
interior of the building. A breach provides
the opportunity for pollutants, including radio-
active material to be transported from the
building to the environment. Liquid spills or
pipe breaks may crmse contamination inside the
building.

Additional Adverse Effects of Tornadoes

In addition to extreme wind loads produced
by tornadoes, the low atmospheric pressure
associated with the inner core of a tornado and
the attendant missiles and debris transported
by the tornado winds provide additional poten-
tial damage mechanisms.

The atmospheric pressure change (APC) only
affects buildings that are specifically sealed.
Natural porosity or breach of the building
envelope provides an opportunity for the inside
and outside pressure to equalize as the tornaao
passes over Lhe building. When this happens,
the affect of APC is negated. Buildings or
enclosures that are specifically sealed, e.g.,
a hot cell, will experience the net pressure
difference caused by the APC, if no breach of
the enclosure exists. The magnitude of the APC
pressure is a function of the tangential wind
speed of the tornado. The lowest APC occurs at
the center of the tornado vortex, whereas the
maximum wind speed in the tornado occurs at the
radius of maximum winds, which ranges from 100-
500 ft from the tornado center. The APC pressure
is approximately one-half its maxinum value at
the radius of maximum wind speed.

Violent tornado winds may pick up and trans-
port various pieces of debris ranging from roof
gravel, twigs, pieces of sheet metal, timber
planks, pipes of various diameters and other

objects that have a high surface area to weight
ratio. Autonobiles, storage tanks and railroad
cars may be rolled and tumbled by tornado winds.
In extremely rare instances, large diameter
pipes, steel wide flange beams and utility
pole.' juld be transported by the winds. These
latter missiles are so rare that;practicality
precludes concern for their potential"damage
except for the most;critical,of^facilities,
such as nuclear power plants.

Missiles of primary concern in design and
evaluation of most DOE facilities are roof
gravel (ranges in size from pea gravel to one
and one-half in. diameter)/ timber planks "(typi-
cally, 2 in. by 4 in. planks 12 ft long that
weigh 15 lbs), steel pipe (typically, 3 in.
diameter pipe 10 ft long that weighs 75 lbs)
and rolling and tumbling automobiles (midsize,
weighing 3,000 lbs).

Missiles pose a definite threat to human
life, if persons are caught out in the open
during a tornado. Roof gravel is picked up by
relatively weak wind speeds (80-120 mph) and is
capable of breaking glass in windows and doors.
Timber or pipe missiles may pass through windows
or perforate curtain walls or unreinforced
masonry walls. They may pass through the
exterior wall with sufficient residual speed to
perforate additional interior walls or the walls
of a glove box. A tumbling automobile could
cause a breach in the building envelope or
could collapse a column or load bearing wall.

Thus, tornado effects in addition to wiria
loads could produce additional adverse effects
on a building. The APC affects only those
buildings that are specifically sealed. Windows
could be broken by roof gravel. Most wall and
roof construction, except for reinforced con-
crete and masonry walls, are susceptible to
perforation of typical tornado-generated mis-
siles. Exterior walls or columns could be
collapsed by rolling and tumbling automobiles.

EFFECTS OF FLOODING

Causes and Sources of Flooding and Flood
Hazards

There are a number of phenomena that can
cause flooding in the vicinity of a site. For
each cause or source of flooding, a facility
may be exposed to one or a number of flood
hazards. In most cases, the principle hazard of
interest is submergence or inundation. However,
significant damage can also occur if there are
impact or dynamic forces, hydrostatic forces,
etc. Depending on the cause of flooding (i.e.,
river flooding, coastal storm surge, etc.) and
the hazard (i.e., submergence, wave forces, etc.)
the consequences can be very different. In
Table 1, the various types, or causes of flooding
that can occur and the particular hazards they
pose are listed. From the table, one notes that
many of the causes or sources of flooding may be
interrelated. For example., flooding oh a river
can occur due to dam or levee failure, or preci-
pitation .
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Table 1

Causes of Flooding

Source/Causp

Riverine flooding
- precipitation
- snowmelt
- debris jams -
- ice jams

Dam failure
- earthquake
- flood
- landslide
- static failure (i.e., piping,

foundation failure, etc.)

Levee or Dike Failure
- earthquake
- flood
- static failures (i.e., piping,

foundation failure, etc.)
- subsidence

Precipitation/Storm Runoff

Tsunami
-earthquakes

Seiche
- earthquakes
- wind

Storm Surge, usually accompanied by
wave action
- hurricane
- tropical storm
- squall line

Wave action

Hazard

Inundation, dynamic forces,
wave action, sedimentation,
ice loads

Inundation, erosion, dynamic loads ,
sedimentation

Inundation, erosion, dynamic loads,
sedimentation

Inundation (ponding) , dynamic loads
(flash flooding)

Inundation, dynamic loads

Inundation, dynamic loads

Inundation, dynamic loads

Inundation, dynamic loads

Depending on the type of flooding and local
conditions, the particular hazard posed by a
flood can vary. For example, extreme flooding
on a river may simply inundate a site. However,
in a different.situation, channel conditions may
be such that prior to the site being inundated,
high flows could lead to embankment erosion and
structural damage. Similarly, at coastal sites,
storm surge and/or wave action can pose differ-
ent hazards to a site.

In most cases, flood hazards are character-
ized in terms of the depth of flooding that
occurs on site. This is reasonable since the
depth of inundation is probably the single most
relevant measure of flood severity. However,
the type of damage that is caused by flooding
depends very much m the nature of the hazard.
For example, it is "ot uncommon that coastal
sites can suffer significant damage due to wave
action alone, even if the site is not completely
inundated by a storm surge. Similarly, high
velocity flood waters on a river can add sub-
stantially to the threat of possible loss of

life and the extent of structural damage. In
many cases, the other hazards such as wave
action, sedimentation, debris flow, etc., can
compound the damage caused by inundation.

Flooding Damage

In many ways, flood hazards differ signifi-
cantly from other natural phenomena such as
earthquake or wind. As an example, it is often
relatively easy to eliminate flood hazards as a
potential contributor to the chance of damage
at an important facility by strict siting re-
quirements. Similarly, the opportunity to
effectively utilize warning systems and emerg-
ency procedures to limit damage and personnel
injury is significantly greater in the case of
flooding than it is for earthquake or extreme
winds and tornadoes.

Structural damage to buildings depends on a
number of factors related to the intensity of
the flood hazard and the local hydraulics of
the site. Severe structural damage and collapse
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generally occurs as a result of a combination
of hazards such as flood state level, flow
velocity, debris or sediment transport, wave
forces, and impact load=. Flood state is quite
obviously the single most important character-
istic of the hazard. In many cases, structural
failure may be less of a concern than the damag-
ing effects of inundation of building contents
and the possible transport of hazardous or
radioactive materials. For hazardous facilities
which are not hardened against possible onsite
and in-building flooding, simply inundating the
site can rerult in a loss of function of equip-
ment required to maintain safety and a breach
of areas that contain valuable or hazardous
materials.

In general, the consequences of onsite
flooding dramatically increase as the charact-
eristics of flooding range from simple submer-
gence of the site (i.e., no dynamic load effects)
to highly dynamic loadings. Submergence results
in water damage to a building and its contents,
loss of operation of electrical components and
possible structural damage resulting from ex-
treme hydrostatic loads. Roof collapse can
occur in cases where drains become clogged, or
are inadequate, and parapet walls allow water,
snow or ice to collect, also, exterior walls
of reinforced concrete or masonry buildings
(above and below grade) can crack and possibly
fail under hydrostatic conditions.

Dynamic flood hazards can result in exces-
sive damage to buildings not properly designed
to withstand dynamic forces. In cases where
wave action is likely, erosion of shorelines or
river banks can occur and structures located
near the shore are subject to continuous dynamic
forces that can break up a reinforced concrete
structure, and at the same time undermine the
foundation. Buildings with light steel frames
and metal siding, wooden structures and unrein-
forced masonry are susceptible to severe damage
and even collapse if they are exposed to direct
dynamic forces. Reinforced concrete buildings
are less likely to suffer severe damage or
collapse. Table 2 summarizes the damage that
can occur to buildings and flood protection
devices due to various flood hazards.

Table 2 - Flood Damage Summary

Hazard

Submergence

Hydrostatic Loads

Dynamic Losds

Water damage to building
contents; loss of electric
power and component func-
tion ; settlements of dikes,
levees; levee overtopping.

Can cause cracking in walls
and foundation damage; pond-
ing on roofs can cause col-
lapse; levees and dikes can
fail due to hydrostatic
pressure and leakage.

Erosion of embankments and
undermining of seawalls,
high dynamic loads can cause
severe structural damage,
erosion of levees.

The transport of hazardous or radioactive
material represents a major consequence of
onsite flooding if containment buildings or
vaults are breached. Depending on the form and
amount of material, the effects could be long-
term and widespread once the contaminates enter
the ground water or are deposited in populated
areas.

DESIGN AND EVALUATION PHILOSOPHY ,....,..,.._.

The effects of natural phenomena hazards
such as earthquake, wind,.tornado or.flood can-
be devastating to DOE facilities as described
in the preceding sections. Hence,:it is import-
ant to assure that facilities are adequately
constructed to resist these hazards without
adverse consequences. However, it is.ve^Y
costly to provide protection for facilities
against these hazards. This is especially" true
in the case of existing facilities which were
not originally designed for earthquake, wind or
flood. As a result of the above considerations,
design and evaluation criteria for natural phen-
omena hazards are being developed for DOE faci-
lities in which the level of protection against
earthquakes, winds and floods is based upon
acceptable levels of risk consistent with the
facility usage. Furthermore, the criteria must
allow options for demonstrating that existing
facilities meet acceptable risk goals.

The overall goal is to develop consistent
design and evaluation criteria for DOE facili-
ties across the United States. The criteria
will utilize probabilistic hazard definitions
which have or will be developed for DOE,facili-
ties on a site-specific basis. The purpose of
the criteria document is twofold:

1. provide guidance to DOE facility
managers such that acceptable levels of
risk against the effects of natural
phenomena hazards can be selected.

2. provide criteria for earthquake, wind
and flood design and evaluation such
that specific levels of risk are
achieved.

It is intended that reasonably consistent risk
for earthquake, wind and flood be achieved.

It is the ultimate responsibility of the
office of the DOE facility manager to select
the level of acceptable risk for facilities.
Acceptable risk depends on building character-
istics including:

1. cost
2. occupant safety
3. mission dependence
4. hazardous materials

For example, the level of protection against
natural phenomena hazards should be much less
for a warehouse storing non-hazardous material
than for a plutonium handling facility or a
nuclear reactor.

To guide the facility manager, building
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categories with various facility characteristics
and risk goals will be specified. Utilizing the
criteria document, the facility manager may
select the level of acceptable risk by either
of two approaches:

1. place facilities into building cate-
gories based on the facility character-
istics described in the document.

2. place facilities into building cate-
gories based upon the risk goals speci-
fied in the document and an independent
assessment of the acceptable risk for
the facility.

In either case, the criteria for each building
category may be used for design and evaluation
of facilities for the effects of natural phen-
omena hazards as the criteria is intended to
correspond to the risk goals for each building
category.

Risk is a combined function of:

1. hazard probability of occurrence.

2. conservatism in the method of evaluating
structural response.

3. conservatism in the permissible behavior
criteria (e.g., allowable stress, in-
elastic deformation limits).

4. other sources of conservatism.

The criteria for each natural phenomena hazard
considered and for each building category will
specify; selection of hazard probability of
occurrence, methods of evaluation, permissible
behavior criteria and other sources of conser-
vatism such that the desired risk goal is
achieved. For earthquake, conservatism is typi-
cally introduced in all of the above places.
However, for wind and flood, the risk is typi-
cally much closer to the hazard probability.
That is, conservatism is primarily in the speci-
fication of the hazard intensity to be used for
design and evaluation. The design and evalua-
tion criteria in the document will be commonly
used methods for design and evaluation of
buildings and other structures for the effects
of earthquakes, wind and flood.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the UnitedStates
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial prctluct, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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